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Preface
This AGARDograph addresses potential hazards associated with present and future solid propellants and their use in rocket
motors. The subject was recently introduced into the Propulsion and Energetics Panel through an AGARD Technical
Specialists' Meeting "Hazard Studies on Solid Propellant Rocket Motors" held in Lisse, Netherlands, in May 1984. Following
this meeting, representatives from NATO nations joined together to provide this written report summarizing those areas that
-ire critical for the safety and suitability for present and future solid propellant rocket motors.
This AGARDograph is written fosr munition users, designers, and scientists and engineers involved in research and
development associated with energetic munitions. The munition users will derive an appreciation for the complexities of
designing safe and suitable munitions and the necessity for making tradeoffs between safety and performance. The designer will
find rational approaches for assessing potential hazards and improved design tools based on recent results from studies of
energetic material behavior. The research engineer studying reaction phenomena associated with energetic materials will
recognize deficiencies in the fundamental understanding of energetic material behavior and new areas for research studies.
Final answers for resolving this problem of ha.'ards associated with solid propellant rocket motors will not be found in this
AGARL~ograph. Indeed, in some areas. considerable work is still needed to allow rational design approaches. As new energetic
materials are introduced into solid propellant formulations to achieve improved rocket motor characteristics. existing design
approachisshould be challenged and new research needs to be placed on the scientist and engineer. When 'hcse new challenges
arise, this AGARI~ogratph should provide the basis for new and meaningful research and deveiopment studies. In this light.
restilts repoi ted in this AGAR~ingraph represent the rtate of technology as of January 1989.
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1. IN-hODUCMON

!

The subject of munition safety is one of c6'tinuing importance becase of the potential damage
capable of any device highly loaded with enetgeic materials and the inssibe task of precluding
their inadvertent initiation. The subject of ths report is a subset of mu tion safety: rocket motors
addressed double-base solid
containing solid propellants. This topic is ri new. In the past, AGA
propellants in AGARDograph No. 141-70, High Energy Propellants. The material in this past
report is stil relevant; however, solid propellants have condtaud to evolve because of new
performance requiremnents. It is significant that some solid propellant formulations in use today are
almost identical to the fos'nulaoass used in accepted high energy explosives. Accordingly, past
ase relevant to present and future incidents that could
incie~rs
concerning high eergy
explosives
r llants.
"
wimdm-i
As this report was being planned and written, NATO nations have directed increasing attention to
munition safety. Indeed, the NATO Conference for National Armament Directors (CNAD) has noted
that the design and acceptance of safe munitions isone of the greatest impediments to weapon
interoperability. In this context, nations have placed increased concern for the survivability of weapon
platforms in a combat rnvironment and the desire for "Insensitive Munitions."
The report addresses
several needs .ssociated with hazards and the design of solid propellant
roknaeaThe
nesinclude:
.J) g±
~ poteirtiat hazards associated with current rocket motors.l As solid
- fbpellants have become more energetic, the hazard potential has also increasd-d:WIny of
aecIl
for hazard
the hazard tests that were used 2L years ago to disc iminate bc

mgurarkqa
pwnxaraa in~~a

-

methods for roviding safety while st mainaining c,.ational effetiveness)

'j

a-slauprellants became more energetic in the quest for increased range, velocity, and /
.. yload. Perforinance was, and continues to be, a major consideration. Safety, wojne- '
always a consideration, has increased in importance to the intwhereroet1EmArazard
1lEtThi7The proell
and rocket motor
wadeoff cons.nri-a..r
. - sinreasingly need experimntal and analytical methods that allow them to assess
5the performance and hazard characteristics early in the design cycle.

,, ..

achilroraiit
s'
country within NATO nakes these perfonmance
wthnNAO.L
re needs to be some conuonality within NATO to
aid assessments a trade-off
group AC/3 10 on Safety and Suitability of Munitions is
ensure.im-erltffl .- The
addressing this need as will be discussed in Chapter 7.

9)
"1-

. Methods of assessing. and increased insurance of a launch nlatforms survivabilit. A /
,epons become mose powerful and more sophisticated, it bexomes imperative that thlt
launch platcrm whether it be a ship or an aircraft or a tank, be able to survive not dly
.- rwthe
eneybut!!:osef.irducidtheats.

,

aziUc WJ~e is it
s w MU
tssja ing
I taesinive muitnuias" marVML
Rspceae
ft
-"easy to declare the desire for "Insensitive Munitions," it is much more difficult to
such items, and invoives consideration of the needs mentioned aboveTo illustrate and highlight a portion of these needs one only has to consider energetic materials and
the devastation that they can cause. The energetic materials in modern munitions are sensitive to heat
and shock. Inadvertent stimli of sufficient levels to initiate reactions in the energetic materials can
result in violent reactions which pose extreme hazards to personnel and matrial.
Aboard shin lena in drydock. France. Accidental ignition of gun propellants in
March
the a:mnunition magazine. Fire, explosions, 117 killed, 33 injured.
kpteober 25. 1911. Aboard shiplUberte in Toulon Blay. Erae Accidental ignition of gun
propellants in the ammunition magazine. Fire, explosions, Liberne is lost, 226 killed. 160 injured.
December 12. 1917. Halifax. Npva Scotia. Canada A collision between a Belgian boat and a
French cargo ship loaded with amonmitios. at the entrance of the harbor, caused the rupture of
gasoline drtuas which caught fire. While the crew was fighting the fire, another boat approached the
area. Seeing that the fax was getting out of control, the crew left the boat. 17 minutes later a
dreadful explosiot ocsured that razed the town of Richnsd killing 5,000 people and injuring
10,000. Even sour Indians who wet 6 miles away were killed (Biassutti, 1985).
July 10 1926. Naval AmmunitionDenrr. Lake Denmark, New Jersey United States. Lightning
struck a magazine containing 670.000 pomnds (.303,912 kg) of explosives. Reactions spread. A total

of 3.2 million ponds (1.45 nilion kg) detonaed. Twenty one individuals died and 52 were injured.
Loss of life would have been worm except that the workdav had ended at noon. The Navy and
adjacent Army facility suffered an approximate $75 million loss, as well as significant mobilization
potential (Roylance, 1981).
July 17. 1944, Port Chicago. California. United States. Three explosions of approximately
10.000 tons of munitions resulted in 320 dead and 390 injured, and caused major damage within a
I mile radius and minor damage as far as 25 miles away.
November 24. 1944- USS rinceton. The carrier received a single Japanese 250 kg bomb. Fire,
explosions, destroyed the ship.
January 4. 1947. United States, A bomb was dropped during handling in the magazine. The
explosion was transmitted to the 70 tons of bombs in the magazine. 10 killed. The igloo-shaped
magazine was destroyed.
Jly1.1949.Prim. Eifel. Burning. on top of a hill (Kalvarienhcrg), by unknown reasons, of a
.,torage containing about 500 t of TN"T-filled ammunition transited to a disastrous explosion after I1/-2hours- Shortly thereafter it was followed by a second explosion. The top of the hill (about
250,000 m 3)was blown away, down to the city of Prim, covering it with debris and trees. Due to
prior evacuation only 12 were killed and 60 injured. 76 houses were totally damaged and 161
seriously (Local report, 1949).
1950. Royal Naval Ammunition Depot U.K, Explosion - 36000 kg equivalent of iE -- Stores
destroyed.
May 22. 1957. New Mexico.United Staea. Accidental dropping of a nuclear weapon from a
plane. The chemical explosive detonated on impact (Intecrrational Herald Tribune 1986).
March 4. 1960. Cuba. Explosion of ship containing 76 tons of weapons ammunitions, probably
due to the dropping of case of grenades. More than 100 killed.
June 2 1966. Muiden. Netherlands. 2400 kg of TNT exploded in a melting shop at Muiden
(Dutch explosives factory KNSF). Substantial material damage. No serious personal injuries.
Overfeating of the melting vessel by steam and impurities in the TNT turned out to be the cause of this
explosion (Groothuizen et al,
1970.
Oktober 1966, USS Oriskatiy, Fire - 44 killed. 156 injured. 3 aircraft destroyed. 515.6 M
estimated cost.
June 12. 197. Utrecht. Net
i
Explosion of a ship loaded with 1,,000 kg of ammunitior,,
great damage to surrounding industrial area. 2 people killed. 200 people wounded. The ammunition
was obsolete and prepared for dumping. During the handling of pyrotechnic ammunition one of the
items must have activated. As the ship was loaded with all types of ammunition, deflagration from the
pyrotechnic munition grew toadetonation of the high explosive munition also present (Prins Maurits
Laboratory, 1967).
29 July 1967. USS Forrestal. Accidental explosion of tocket which sets fire to the fuel tank. The
fire propagates to the aircraft ammunitions. 134 killed, 162 injured, 21 aircraft destroyed, 43 aircraft
damaged. $172 M estimated cost.
J.uaa 14, 1969. USS Enterprise, Fire - 28 killed, 343 injured, 15 aircraft destroyed,
17 aircraft damaged. $57 M estimated cost.
Apdl 1969. Danang. Viet NarM Fir,:,
explosions with pmpagation to ammunitions magazine.
June 22. 1969. Hannover, Linden. Federal Republic of Germany. Blocked brakes on a runnting
railroad car wheel produced a temperature increase up to more than 7501C. Showers of sparks caused
smouldering of the railrToa car, As the train stopped for ftre fighting, 175-mr-grenades filled with
Composition B,but without detonator exploded probablv in low order. 8 firemen and 4 railroad
employees killed amd 40 people had been injured. Indications of a LVD are bent and deformed axles
and wheels and unusually large debris of the grer'-des (Public Attorney's report).
May 24, 1973. Rosevjlle. California, Umitd States. Explosion over a 32 hour period of an
ammunition train, 18 freight cars of which were carrying Mk 82 bombs, each loaded with 500 lbs of
high explosives. The initial cause of ignition was ignition of a wooden floor impregnated with
sodium nitrate. The train was destroyed and also 140 meters of train tracks were lost.
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.,28. 197.LBehgisrn. Explosion of a bomb during loading of a wagon. The fire propagates to
a wagon ftlled with TNT located 40 meters away. 13 injured. Many wagons are destroyed.
August 7. 1978. Herlong- California. United States. Detonation of a bomb loaded with a high
explosive is transmitted to 8 others. These bombs were stored between the igloo shaped magazines
of the storage area. A nearby igloo was c-ushed, and its munitions were damaged without reaction.
May 26, 1981. tJSS Nimitz. A crash dsing landing of an aircraft was followed by explosions.
(Note: One of the explosions was a delayed detonation of a Sparrow warhead.) Fire - 14 killed,
48 injured, 3 aircraft destroyed, 9 aircraft damaged. $150 M estimated cost.
Augrust 18. 1981. Zimbawbe. Explosion of an ammunition magazine. Probably due to the
explosion of a gas bottle. Destruction of hundreds of tons of ammunition.
May 13. 1984. USSR. Ser;-i of fires and explosions at Severomorsk Naval Base. The fire
lated several days.
Jarnuarv 11. 1985, Waldheide- Heilbronn. Federal Republic of Germany. While lifting a Pershing
II motor froin its shipping container, in January 1985. electrostatic discharge caused inadvertent
ignition of the motor. The cold dry day contribute, to this event. 3 people were killed and 9 injured.
The accident may have been due to the high sensitivity to electrostatic discharge of the cold
propellants.
August 4. 1985. United States. During a road transportation of l0 bombs loaded with 500 kg of
TNT, collision occurred, fire, detonation, very large craters. Temporary evacuation of 6000 people.
December 27. 1982, Brigham City. Utah, United States. While pulling the casting mandrel from
an LX (solid propellant rocket motor), the propellant ignited killing 5 people and destroying the
facility. The accident was attributed to electrostatic discharge and friction.
May 4. 1988- Henderson. Nevada. United States. More than 8 million pounds of ammonium
perchlorate (AP, a key ingredient in modem solid propellants) burned and detonated killing two
people and injuring more than 350 local residents, and causing damage estimated to exceed
$73 million (C&EN, 1988).
In addition to such incidents, many of which occurred during normal peacetime operations, threats
to munitions are even greater in battle conditions where enemy fire threatens them with thermal and
blast
fragment
products
of detonations.
loss of
shock
of fire
and bullets
andis the
of their ownTheiurnition
secondary
reactions
often
dueand
to the
and
aircrafts
in battle
shiPS, stimuli
L~mkU,
following initiation by enemy fire.
While die reader can appreciate the needs listed earlier, each ,,ill view them from a slightly
different perspective. The needs and perspectives vary depending on whether one is a user, a buyer, a
de eloper of munitions, or a technical specialist. The user and buyer discuss the safety of a whole
round such aF bombs, rockets, guns, etc, over the entire life cycle. The system designer aniongst
other design considerations must worry about the hazard technical areas such as sympathetic
detonation, cook-off, bullet and fragment impact, response to shaped charge jets, and response to
electrostatic discharge as derived from de safety requirements. The scientist/technologist tends to
think along lines of mechanistic understanding of shock-to-detonation transition (SDT). deflagrationto-detonation transition (DDT), terminal ballistics, penetration mechanics, ignition and combustion,
breakdown voltages, etc. Obviously all of these people have a piece of the puzzle, with linkages
between these pieces. This has been illustrated in Fig. I as a three-dimensional matrix. Shown are
some of the items mentioned above. The various boxes within the matrix involve the concerns of the
munition user/buyer, the munition designer, and the scientist/technologist. For example, the munition
user wants a missile having a motor, warhead, etc., and he wants it to be insensitive to sympathetic
detonation, fragment/bullet impact, etc. The designer, because he will be queried by the buyer/user, is
concerned how his components and subcomponents will respond. For example he may be concerned
with how the motor case, liner, and propellant will react to various fragments and bullets, and may
turn to the scientist/techlnologist for help. As will be shown later in this book, the
.cientist/technologist will translate this concern for response of the motor to fragmentdbullets into
concerns such as the response of the propellant to mechanical shock and whether shock to detonation
transition occurs, and the p netration mechanics of the fragment on the case/propellant and whether
ignition and subsequent explosion can occur.
The purpose of this AGARDograph is to address the vurious parts of the matrix shown in Fig. I.
That is, it addresses the general response of solid propellant rocket motots to sympathetic detonation,
cook-off, bullet impact, etc.; translates these system concerns into technica/scientific areas such as
impact leading to shock to detonation transition; considers each technical/scientific area in terms of
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rxxcbatisnu. data reuirerents, and data usage and &escribes mitigaing the haans based on
understanding the causal mechanisms. This cart be described as the following steps:
For a given system (existing or proposed):
*what can happen
*why does it happen
*how can it be prevented or lessened
The result would be a better iystem.

f$N'MPATHE-ric DETONATIONI
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w FKAG54ENTA'4kLET IMPAC:T
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SELrCTROS7rAT1C!iISCHAWC-

SHSOCKTO-DETOINATION

~*OSFLAGRATON-TO-OFTONATION
THESMALEXPLOSION

Fig. 1. Propulsion Hazards or "Insensitive Munitions" Programs Concern the
Munition's Components, Hazard Threats, and Technical Areas.
The chapters that follow reflect this organization are as follows:
Chapter 2 - Description of Solid Propellant Rocket Motors
Propellant Pocket Motor Hazards and Hazard'festing
Chiapter 3 -Overview of SolidRmcckt
Motor Response to Threats
Chapter 4 - Solid Propellant
Chapter 5 - Hazard Response Technical Armas
Chapter 6 - Mitigation of Responses
Chapter 7 - NATO Starndardization Activities to Promnote Munition Safety
Chapter 8 - Future Needs
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CHAPTER 2. DESCRIPIU

ON OF SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET MOTORS

2.1. MISSILE PROPULSION
For the most part, projectiles require some form of propulsion to accelerate them to the required
velocity and to overcome air resistance and gravity. In this context, the term "missile" is limited to
For missiles, the propulsive
self-propelled weapons and restricted to those which traverse theair.
thrust is based on Newton's Law of Action and Reaction. the reaction being provided by a mass of
material which is accelerated backwards from the missile. In practice this material is produced by
chemical reaction, either between a fuel carried with the missile motor and surrounding air (jet
propulsion) or of matter which has entirely been carried within the missile (rocket propulsion). Jet
propulsion is necessarily limited to travel in the atmosphere and therefore missiles that travel at high
altitudes are necessarily rocket-propelled. The term "rocket motor" is applied to such a propulsion
unit. A missile may contain one or More rocket motor stages as well as warheads, guidance systems,
and sensor systems.
Rocket motors may be of fotr distinct types:
(1)
Liquid monopropellant notors in which the liquid is injected into a combustion chamber where
it reacts.

(2) Liquid propellant motors in which the two reacting liquids are injected separately into the
combustion chamber and react there. Such systems can in general provide higher Perfonnance than
monopropellant motors.
(3)Solid propellant motors where the propellant burns in situ within the motor (used in most
missile applications).
(4) Hybrid propellant motors in which a solid fuel is combined with a liquid oxidizer.
(5) Ducted rocket motors that use a fuel-rich propellant and ducted air for a source of oxidizer
In all five types, the reaction produces hot gases which are expelled from the motor to produce the
thrust.
This AGARDograph is concerned only with solid propellant rocket motors and the energetic

materials used in this type of motor. These motors are designed to provide high performance [highthnist tine for a given mass of propellant consutned high specific impulse (Isp). and asscciated
desired pressure-titC cLhara Cteristic s] along with other considerations such as:
stability - Absence of pressure, thrust fluctuations
*Burning
* Low observables - Low signature from:
* Prinary smoke - Primarily metal oxide particles or other solidliquid particles inthe
exhaust plute
* Secondary smoke - Contrail fomiation du, to water condensation (particularly
aggravated by hydrogen halide nuclei, e.g.. HCI. FlF)
exhaust plume with the ambient air
Afterbuming -Combustion of fuel rich
Visible radiation
* Infrared radiation
* Radar cross-section
Hazard/safety - This is the major concern and the reason for the At A'RDograph.
H
* Producibility/affordability - The motor and any hazard mitigation must be capable of being
produced at an affordable cost.
Reliability - Similarly the motor and any hazard mitigation systerm must work reliably
w'en needed.
2.2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET MOTOR OPERATION
The terms underlined in the following paragraphs are shown in Fig. 2 and included in the
Iinglish/French/German glossary (see Table ',Section 2.4, p. 14).
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Fig. 2. Typical Solid Propellant Rocket Motor (Case Bonded).
The action of the motor depends on the combustion of the MpcQlan producing hot gases which
are expelled through the rear end of the motor to produce the thrust. The pollant ain is carefully
designed in combination with the nrzk to provide the required h=st over the required period of
operation for the application required. Many rocket motors are single-stage and ideally should provide
a steady IL= throughout the burning process, maintaining a steady pressure and temperature within
the tr and local sonic flow through the tIat of the nQzIl this that area must be less than the pot
cross-sectional area at all times. Ignition of the =
is by means of a fushed which is itself
initiated electrically and forms part of an igna~i system. The presszres and temperature within the
W-are both high and the = must be sufficiently robust to eliminate the possibility of failure.
The propellant gin can be cartridge loaded or bonded to the case. For the cartridge loaded grain.
where the grain is manufactured separate from the motor case, the interface between the proellant
gjand the u is critical. It is vital that the outer surface of the pelan gran is not ignited as the
hot gases resulting would lead to ae damage and rapid failure. To prevent this a layer of iniio
material may be wrapped around and bonded to the outside of the propellant gain before it is inserted
into the ,X In the later stages of combustion, as the propellant burning surface approaches the cas.
this may become heated by conduction through the diminishing thickness of the prpellant web. If the
insulating power of the inhibitor is not sufficient, aseparate layer ofinsulat may be required and this
will be attached to the =ase
itself. In modern case bonden designs of rocket motors where the grain is
manufactured within the motor case, the functions of inbih.h and inslai
can be performed by a
single layer of material or two separate interbonded layers. 1. s case bond system must provide
bonding on all interfaces between the = and Vr
.llant
g ,The case bond system must be
rubbery in character towithstand the stresses and deformations resuii;ng from ignition pressure surge
and acceleration of the Mp on 'u-ing
The purpose of the scaling ds is to prevent the ingress of dust and moisture into t.e motor. This
disc is very thin so that it does not present an obstacle on ignition. If the propellant is a nitric-ester
based composition, which slowly produces gas on storage, a vnt. t!.
may be required as shown int
Fig. 2, especially with large motors.
For some applications an initial brief vigorous boost of the payload is required, to be followed by
a longer term sustainer action to overcome the effects of air resistance, etc. These requirements can be
met by separate boost and sustainer motors, or by (1)different grain configurations with large surface
area in the beginning (star, wagon wheel, etc.), (2) two different propellants in one motor, or (3)an
integrated boost and sustain motor.
2.3. DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS
2-3.1. Case. The main function of the motor case is to contain the hot expanding gases resulting
from combustion of the propellant. The hoop stress on the case is in practice the critical factor and,
for this reason, all modem rocket motors are essentially cylindrical in shape.
2-3.1.1. Meta
Traditionally rocket motor cases have been made of metal. Seamless steel and aluminum tubing
have been most commonly used. The wall thickness is determined by the internal pressure developed
inthe conduit.
Aiuminum alloy has, in companson with steel, a much lower density which compensates for the
extra case thickness required by the lesser tensile strength, but the much lower softening temperature
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may constitute a problem. Useful application. of "alwninumalloy casws (with no ore. wrap material)

have occurred only where adequate insulation
protetion (usually heavier than forstxl cases) has be~
pcovided for motor wafl protection.
2.3.1.2. [iybrit
The desire tored
to the user ofcomposite
y
dcount
ca materials, on
of ji and comparative cheapness of
ashmanufacture
well as reduced mnss. The omposite case
offers
advantages when expo
e to fuel fire
and insTrrie
bullet
impact siratis becaue
thecase
comes apart, allowing the popellant tobum rather
than react
inan explosive annef due toits
con finerment.
Carbon-fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)eglass-rein
forced plastics
(GRP),and Kevlar am
composite materials being sed extensively indevelopment and production rocket motors.
2.3.J.3. Hybrid
Two specilized types of "hybrid"

iase
mterials hev rcendy been

hvelopd.

Cases consisting of multple laminated steel
strips
wound concentrically (insome cmases
hclicall
and joined by means of asuitable
rsinous adhesive have given eotraging results
in educing the
violence of response of rocket roto in fuel fires.The resin ued begins to weaken at abont 2iC
so that
when thepropellant (protected by a layer of insulator/inhibitr) iscooked off, thecah
isg)
weak that
itsimply dlarinates,although pieces may e thrown afew meters. Similar rducon i
violence of response have been claimed for fragrnnbtmet atta
practial
th cthere would not et
expected to be so dramatic; iftime pemts,delamination soud develop aound theentry hole(s) of
theprojectile(s)
and also theexit
holc(s) if
any in
other respcts however, the cas behaves similarly
toanormal steel
ong; there isno significant
difference in
tmss.
Prospects for theducing
significany the mass of the case while retaining
the full
temperature range
and internal pressure capability appear at present to rest on the use of a two-layer cawm, consisting of a
and outer laye
b aerosrwound tensioned high
metal "inner tube" for adequate longitudinal integrity
strength fiber such as Kevlar to provide the necessary extra hoop strength. The tube may be of steel
or aluminum alloy;
tie
sav
inemass may be limited by the
oinmum
practical
thickness of the meA
case due to manufacturing considerations. This system is confidently expected to show reduced
vulnerability to fragmnent and bullet attack in comnparison with a single metal tube, since the projectile
cuts the fiber coating, lc:ally destroying its contibution to the hoop strength of the tube, and causin~g
ready venting around the area of attack, which is also the region where ignition of the propellant will
begin. Violence of response to the fuel fire may also be reduced, by a thermite or other pyrotechnic
11tab" or a thermally activated line charge can be incorporated into the overwtup to cut the fibre
wrapping and lead to venting once the propellant is ignited.
Additional data concerning mitigation of hazards by a case design is found in Chapter 6 of this
report.
2.3.2. Noz_71C
The nozzle converts the thermal energy of the reacted gases into propulsive thrust. Rocket motors
in general employ the De Laval or convergent-divergent type of nozzle (as in Fig. 2) through which
the high-pressure gases from the combustion chamber are expanded to create a high-velocity jet in
which the exhaust velocity is substantially greater than the sonic value attained at the nozzle throat.
This augmentation of velocity, which is essential to maximize the thrust produced, is responsible for
the addition of the divergent section of the nozzle.
The design of the nozzle is highly critical and the material chosen has to be highly resistant to
erosion by the hot high-pressure propellant gases, and the longer the burn time, the more resistance is
required. Graphite, various steels, and molybdenum have all been employed, while vapor-deposited
tungsten on a graphite substrate and pyrolytic graphite deposited as a shell on a graphite substrate have
been proposed for high-perfortnance motors.
2.3.3. Ei~Ua
Solid propellant rocket motor compositions may be grouped into three major classes: (1)those
based on an intimate mixture of nitroglycerine (NG) and nitrocellulose (NC) (double-base
propellants); (2) those based on a two-phase system of fuel/oxidizer, usually amnimonium perchlorate
(AP) and (usually) a hydrocarbon-based polynieric fuel and often a metallic fuel (e.g., almninum)
(composite propellants); (3) hybrid compositions containing (e.g.) AP and a binder (often with
metallic fuel) as well as NG and NC (composite-modified double-base propellants). These propellant
classes may each be subdivided into several types as described in the following subsections.
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2.3-3.1. Nitroslvcerne!Nitroetlose Based Propelana

This is the oldest type of rocket propellant (apart from black powder) and was originally
developed from gun propellant compositions (cordites), giving extruded double-base (EDB)
propellants. NC, which is a fibrous and bulky material is gelatinized by dissolving it in NG, and the
resulting colloidal mix is extrded thr ugh a die, However, the solubility of NC in NO is reduced by
increase in the nitrogen content of the NC. and in addition the colloid may be too hard for extrusion.
This requires the addition of plasicizers such as hig-molecular weight esters (solventless cordite) or
of a volaile solvent which afiens the coldite and has to be removed afler extrusion (solvent cordite).
A mixture of NG and NC alone is too energetic and also probably too sensitive for practical use. The
plasticizer may also serve as a coolant, or separate coolants may be used. In addition, nitic esters
such as nitroglycerine are essentially unstable and their decomposition is autocatalytic, so that a
stabilizer has to be incorporated - examples are carbamite, and 2-nicrodiphenylamine. Since the
stabilizer is used up in carrying out its function, the life of propellants containing nitric esters is finite
and dirninishes with temperature rise. In addition, if the gases resulting from the propellant/stabilizer
reactions are not sufficiently soluble in the propellant, cracks may develop in the charge, with
potentially disastrous results on firing.
In general, the burning rates (r) of propellants increase consistently with pressure (p) ard
temperature as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. A formula of the type

(2.1)

r = apn

where a is a constant and n is an index of value less than urity, may be applicable over limited
pressure ranges, although the relationship must be determined experimentally ova the temperature and
pressure range of the intended application, Certain lead salts added to the composition act as ballistic
modifiers, enhancing the burning rate at low pressures while not affecting it at high pressures; the
result is that the rate of burning/pressure curve may have in the intermediate region a pressure range
where the rate does not alter significantly (a plateau) (Fig. 3), or even a regression (mesa) (Fig. 4).
This generally occurs at pressures around 5-10 MPa. Consequently many double-base rocket motors
are designed to operate in this pressure region.
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Fig. 3. Example of Burning Rates for Platonized CDB Propellant
Many EDB compositions have been developed and used, but the size of propellant charges that
can be made by the solventless process is limited by the practicalities of extrusion. Although large
diameter presses may be used, it is difficult to produce saisfactory propellants having a crosssectional area greater than about 40% of that of the press cylinders, even using heated equipment to
reduce the viscosity. Diameters of about 300 mm are nported in the literature. On the other hand if
solvent is employed, a drying time of weeks or months may be required. These difficulties led to the
development of cast double-base (COB) propellants. A mold (which may be the rocket motor case
itself, with any necessary lining) is filled with granular casting powder and flooded with casting liquid
- desensitized and stabilized NG. The casting powder is basically NC, but also includes all of the
other ingredients as mentionMxd above; for more energetic compositions, sonie stabilized NG is also
used in the casting powder. The NC causes the powder to swell up and absorb the liquid over a
period of a few days at a "curing" temperature of about 60"C. Complete homogeneity is not however
obtained in a finite rime and sections through CDB charges present a characteristic mottled appearance.
This method is much more suitable for making charges of complicated cross-section (as required
when a high mass burning iate and hence a large burning surface is called for) than ptocesses based
on extrusion.
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Fig. 4. Example of Burning Rates for Mesa Propellant.

2.3.3.2. Composite Proellants
Composite propellants contain solids. generally in the form of powders, which are uniformly
suspended in a rubber binder. They are widely used because they can be loaded into motors ranging
from small guided missiles to large space boosters. Moreover, such characteristics as wide
temperature range mechanical properties, thermal stability and aging characteristics are generally
superior to other classes of solid propellants.
I

Aspalt

The first slurry cast composite propellants were made in the mid- 1940's from a molten asphalt-oil
binder, and an oxidizer. A propellant containing 75% potassium perchlorate was used in jet assisted
take-off units (JATO)_
2. Polysulfide Rubber
A liquid curable polysulfide rubber soon replaced the relatively weak asphalt. These prepolymerT
twere terminated in nercapto (SI) groups. Mild oxidizing agents were used to convert these groups
to -S-S links, a process which yields a rubbery polysulfide_ Polysulfide propellants were processed
under conditions similar to those used for current composite propellants. These propellants were
widely used in the 1950's and 1960's, in tactical rockets, as well as in sounding rockets and aircraft
seat ejectors.
The energy of these formulations suffered from the presence of sulfur, which decreases both
working fluid and enthalpy release.
3. Polybutadienc
The next major advance in composite propellants came with the introduction of liquid curable
polybutadiene acrylic acid copolyrners and terpolymers containing acrylonitrile. These binders
enhanced processibility and mechanical properties of propellants. Energy was also enhanced since
higher solids could be realized with a binder that contribtuted to a high yield of working fluid and
enthalpy release. These binders wer soon exploited in the Minute Man, 260-inch boosters, and other
large rockets.
These binders contained random carboxyl groups and were, therefore, not capable of giving
propellants with adequate elongation at the lower operational temperatures. Binders having temtinal
carboxyl and higher rmolecular weight were then developed which gave propellants with improved
mechanical properties.
However, even these binders were net free from deficiencies, such as relativel, high viscosities.
high curing temperatures, and a tendency to undergo a gradual hardening (post curing) as the
propellant aged. The curing involves the reaction of the terminal carboxyl of the binder with the
epoxy curative to produce a chain extended hydroxy ester. This reaction is slow and incomplete,
requires an excess of epoxy, and long cure tins are needed (14 days at 145'F).
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Sonie improvement inthecuring was attained by replacement of the epoxy curative, with their
nitrogen equivalents, aziridines. The curing reaction involves formation of the amido ester,
HOC[CH CH -C HCH

~-'-
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2CH 2
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Aziridines. however, suffer from horn-polymerization and oxazoline formation which require them to
he used in excess as well.
Many of these problems were eliminated by the arrival of hydroxyl terminated polybutadienes
(IT'PB) in the mid- 1960's. HTPB propellants tended to display processing, curing, and mechanical
properties which were superior to CTPB's. Since HTPB was made from butadiene and hydrogen
peroxide, it was less costly than CTPB's. These and other properties have caused it to become the
"workhorse" binder for solid propellants. HTPB propellants can he mixed and cured at comparafivciv
low temperatures because of the efficierc) of the curing reaction, the formation of polyurethane link,.
'he reaction with a common curative (isophorone diisocyanate IPDI)
CH 2 NCO
I

HO[CH CH = CHCH,,H + H

CH3
NCO

1H3CO
IPDI

r,^IV OJCHCH

CHCH

)CONHCH
I2

H3C

POLYURETHANE

CH

3

No catalyst is required unless plasticizers are present.
While the problems associated with HTPB propellants ae much less formidable than with their
CTPB analogues, the matter of lot-to-lot variation in the H-lB (R-45M) triechanical properties is still
of concemn. Lithium initiated HTPB polymers are very likely purer and are more reproducible; they
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are also available in higher molecular weights, which can resuh in propellans having improved lowterncleratm elngauion. These polyrme are, however. tnore costly than R-45M.
While polysulfide and polybutadiene propellants were being produced, work was being done to
develop more energetic propellans containing polyesters, nitrate ester plasricizers, AP, and Al. These
gradually evolved into the modern cross linked double base propellants which contained hydroxyl
terminated polyethers and polyester binders, nitrate esters, and HMX in addition to AP and A].
Double base was used at low levels to enhance tasile stress and modulus in these highly plasticized
propellants. Nitrate ester plasticized polyether compositions, NEPE, propellants were developed from
a higher molecular weigl polyether (Peg E-4500). NEPE propellants have relatively high elongations
(> 200). Gradually, cellulose acetate butyrate has replaced the NC as a cross which has less
tendency to degrade elongation, Raceirly propellants containing tri and tetra functional polyehers
high molecular weight (Z 21,00D dalhons) have been found to exhibit stress values over 160 psi and
elongations over 800%. These tough propellants containing no NC or CAB to degrade elongation
may be useful in "Insensitive Munitions."
2.3.3.3. Hybrid Comoositions
This term is applied here to compositions sharing some of the characteristics of both doublc-bas
and composite propellants. Composite-modified cast double-base (CWMCDB) compositions have been
manufactured using the CDB process. They contain a substantial proportion of aluminum and
ammonium perchioate in addition to the normal CDB ingredients. These additional ingredients are
added to the casting powder. For these compositions carbamite and 2-nitrodiphenylamine are not
effective stabilizers and resorcinol is used instead. IInlike the CDB compositions these are not
platonized or mesonized, nor are they smokeless. CDB compositions containing nitmine are
mentioned above. At least one cast composition containing AP, aluminum and nitramine as well as
CDB ingredients is in service use. Composite modified double base propellant are made by a
composite propellant process.
Elatomer-modified cast double base (EMCDB) propellants have been developed in the UK to
reduce propellant frangibility, These materials can incorporate a reduced NC/NG ratio which leads in
turn to a reduction of observables in the plume. These compositions like the CDBs, may be modified
by the addition of nitrammnes.
2.3.4.I"
The type of igniter most conmso-_y used with solid propellant mnotors having a bore configuration
is a pyrotechnic device, the main charge consisting generally of a heterogeneous mixture of powdered
metal (e.g., aluminum or magnesium) and an oxygen-rich inorganic salt (e.g.. a metal perchlora'e). h
may be in the form of pellets or powder, if the former, then some powder is still required to convey
the ignition to the pellets from the initiator system - a fusehead (squib) electrically initiated. The
container may be a paper cton (for small motors) or a perforated metal container with the holes
sealed with thin metal foil, The action isto convey the beat of reaction of the igniter composition
partly by convection of hot gases, partly by impact of hot particles of solid or liquid metal oxide and
partly by radiation, to the propellant surface. The igniter is normally located at, or extending down the
conduit from the head end of the motor (Fig. I) so the effux of gas from propellam ignited near that
end will help to spread the ignition along the motor.
Although much research has been done in this field, the ability of such an igniter to perform
satisfactorily (igniting the whole exposed propellant surface in say 15 to 20 ms) can in practice only be
assessed empirically; in addition, the igniter composition reaction products are smoky. With the
development of larger motors the trial and error approach became too costly and this has led to the
development of the pyrogen igniter, which consists essentially of a propellant charge with nozzles,
i.e., in effect a small rocket motor used to ignite the larger nxtor. The replacement of the pyrotechnic
composition, whose burning mechanism is not well understood. whose heat transfer mechanism
involves two phases, and whose products of combustion ae smoky, by a propellant composition
whose mass burning rate can be controlled, whose combustion products may be gaseous only, and
also effectively smokeless (if a double-base or amnxium nitrate based propellant is used) obviously
improves the prospects of placing igniter design on a more scientific basis. In the meantime pymigens
have been incorporated in a range of large rocket motors and the viability of the concept has also been
deronstrated for srmaller motors.
2.3.5. D
The development of rocker mtors follows the general pattern that (other things being equal) the
greater the performance sought, the greater the hazard presented, but as with all such generalizations,
this cannot represent the whole picture, since the "other things" in practice are not "equal." There are
in fact several points to be taken into account
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The oldest type of mcket proipelant, EDB, had alequate performance and relatively (although not
completly) smokeless exhaust, bi suffered from a high men anne coeficient of burning rate which
can result in a considerable increase in chamber pressure between the upper and lower ends of the
service temperature range. This led to penalties since not only is the camnber rquired to withstand
the maximum pressur= at the highest operating wminp-mure (and is therefore unnecessarily strong and
massive at lower temperatures), but in addition the thrust/time characteristics would vary. From the

point of view of hazard, EDB propellants are very brittle under fragment and bullet attack conditions
over the whole service teMsxsra
ranuad this can lead to very vmolent deflagrations. At low
temieramtes brittle characteristics wile exhibited at lower stresses and shinkage cracks may

develop. At high temperatures the life of the motor is limited by the stabilization of the propellant, and
the possibility of gas-cracking as a result of the rate of generation of gas from donmos ition of the

propellam and stabilimer outstripping the ratw of diffusion to the outer surface of the chu

and

exceeding solubility in the popellant - this latter being expected to diminish as the temperature
In addition the inhibitor may soften if nitroglycerine and/or gas diffuse into it, especially athigh
tempetatur .

sr

CDB propellants share many of the defects of EDB propellants, but owing to the different method
of manufacture, they are less britdt and show lower vulnerability to projectile attack at room
temperature and above, though still exhibiting brittle fracture at temperatures below OC. Aluminum
can be incorporated into the casting powder which increases the performance at the expense of greater
opacity of the exhaust. Compared to EDB propellants, CDB propellants are more likely to exhibit
exudation of NG (more or less diluted) on to the surface of the propellant; this is encouraged by low
temperatures when the NG can crystallize out. Although larger mkors can be manufactured using
CDB than with EDB it has to be remembered that gas cracking will be a more serious problem with
these larger grains and consequently service life at high temperatures ray be reduced.
CMCDB propellants exhibit higher performane than CDB but exhibit the various problems
associated with the CDB and EDB classes. in addition, the addition of AP destroys the platonization
which has been one of the advantageous properties of the other classes of propellant.
To increase the efficiency of rocket rtxors it is desirable if possible to increase the chamber
pressure and since the presstre range for platonization in double-base propellants varies very little
between different compositors, there is now an increasing tendency to use composite propellants.
These consist of mixturc ot;cirs and oxidants as separate nlecules, now usually bound
together in a polymeric rubbery rnarrix,
Their main advantages over double base propellants lie in
their increased overall energy, density, burning rate. and specific impulse, their improved mechanical
properties and storage life and their reliable stable combustion in the presence of metallic fuels such :
aluminum. The main disadvantage of composite propellants is undoubtedly their smoky exhaust
plumes. Many missile designers are looking for high energy smokeless propellants with minimum
signature and attenuation. The smoke they produce can conveniently be classified into two types. viz
primary smoke, produced from the combustion of alurminum toA12(53 which gives the characteristic
white plume, and secondary smoke, derived from the condensation of HCI in humid conditions.
Primary smoke -an obviously be eliminated by formulating nonaluminized compositions, but this
usually results in energy reduction. Nitramines have been used as alternative oxidizers but these also

have disadvantages such as slower buming rates, higher pressm exponents, sial increased
vulnerability of the system.

In addition, when the metal content in composite propellants is reduced considerably or eliminated
altogether there follows the distinct possibility of combustion instability, which has been found to
depend also on the size distribution of the oxidant plrsent. This problem can s mtirnes be overcome
by redesigning the motor and grain geonsetry, but often more effectively by small changes in
composition involving addition of refractory materals such as ZrC, A1203, or TiO2 in carefully
monitored particle sires.
Composite propellants can undergo surface oxidation under storage at high temperatures,
particularly in the presence of certain burning-rate modifiers. This process results in extra crosslinking and formation of a hard skin, which in turn may sensitize the propellant charge tomechanical
stimuli,
The propellant-to-case weight ratios for traditional metal-cased rocket nsotrs; may be improved by
the substitution of part of the nvtAl by means of structural fiber, and further improved by the use of
aluminun; rather than steel for the remaining thickness. However if the external layer is of insulating
fiber (cg,KevLar) and adhesive, this in combination with the metal layer below will (unless the metal
is earthed/grouided) introduce a capacitive effect, leading to the capability to store and discharge
electrostatic energy. Handling the motor, especially under low humidity conditions, may produce
large electrostatic charges on the insulating oter layer. and the electrically isolated propellant grain
%will then acquire a substantial elcrical charge by induction. Any break in the continuity of the
conductive surface (e.g, the nozzle end of the motor) may then lead to a discharge to the propellant,
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and o) towmnal sgnticas. Expeinianental work sug~psts that ercring of the propellant always precedes
such ignition. and the extra bxwning surface so produced my lead to a very violent event.
This hazad is not necesarily revealed by laoratory-scale tests on fminey divided propellant, and
increasing the size of the sample may lend to a reduction in the electrostatic spark energy necessary to
ignite the material and henr= to ani apparent increasing sensitiveness. The development of the event
appears to be related to the conductivity of the propellant under high voltage conditions, which may
lead to breakdown of matrix insstlation between adjacent mtallic particles.
Futre trends in rocket motor development appear to extend in two principal directions which give
the iniprest of icatfig uoposte ways. The first isin response to a dcmand for iern;Cttdi'giy
energeti and faer-burning Coimsbon.- Inmwas in energy isa mAtteF Of dserMDChetniStrY-. Mast
propellants in service are ftiel-rich interms of stoichiometry to the most favorable product system, viz
carbon dioxide and water, and developimnt of energetic binders for composite propellants. zoreplace
thec older types discussed earlier, should improve the energy output. Stability problems, however
may complicate mnatters. The use of nitrarrunes in nitroglycerinelnirocellulose based systems is
expected to be further developed- Increasc in turning rates may be achieved by the use of uLltra-fltic
.pes of
(US) or 'miicronized" (13K) ammonium perchlorate in composite propellants. Both these t%
development are expected to increase potential hazards and to run counter to the second trend. the
development of "insensitive' or more precisely "tow-vulnecrability" munitions. Any type of
composition nay be manufactured to include thin wires to improve the conduction of heat fromt the
reaction zone into the unbuent propellant. The result is effectively to increase the burning surface areai
To meet performance requirements in addition to the demand for reduced vulnerability has called
for re-examination of the motor case material as well as the propellant composition(s). The
frangibility of the Later is of prime importance in determining vulnerability to projectile attack since
even .1local increase in burning surface following crack propagation can lead to moctor explosion.
IThis s led to an increasing interest in the use of elastrmeric binder compositions to decrease
frangibility in all classesof propellant. The peoblem is expected to bermostsevere at low teropcraturec
where dramatic increases in vulnerability to projectile attack are experienced at temperatures below the
strain-rste-adjusted glass tranisition temperature. The use of polymer-fiber-ovcrwrapped case
materials (in addition to reducing the casepropellant mass ratio, leading to increased motor
performrance) decreases mooto vulnerability to piojectile attack; cutting the fibers leads to suistantial
reduction of case strength and consequent easier venting,
Cook-off presents a different problem, unless the case strength itself cuantie reduced by
degradation of the case material before the prope llant ign ites, as with steelI strip- lam inate cases. Here
interest is being shown in the use of linear charges of pyrotectnic composition ( theritiiata
th) or
line-cuttig charges to weaken the ease and provide venting before the propellant ignites and the ntotor
becomes propulsive or explodes.
T1he application of unexpected mechanical stresses, e.g.. if the mtotor is dropped, can also result in
damtage leading to disaster on subsequent ignition, in general any motor which his Ixeit dro.pped in
considered unsuitable for use.
With very large rocket motor extra problems arise. The motor case or beaketr (tape wraippinlg
around the propellant grain with compatible adhesive) provides support to the charge, but the larger
tie charge the greater arc the distortions produced by, the strains experienced on motor acceleraton
("g" stresses). Depending on the propellant theology these deformations may becon unacceptable,
e.g., if they lead to even partial blocking of the conduit or nozzle, producing internal pressure rise last
motor failure. Case bonding is always a potential source of weakness sod the position is ime criticid
with large motors; debonding, loss of support to and consequent disriiption of the grain cart be
expecd to have catastrophic results. With such motors the balance between performane, standaedOf manuLfacture and mraintenance, and hazard is es-en more cr-itical than wkith ttor-nWa motors, especiallI
in view of the greater potential consequeces of failure.
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CAPIER 3. OVERVIEW OF SOLID PROPE11-ANT ROCKCET
MOTOR HAZARDS AND HAZARD TESTING
This Chapter introduces terims and concepts in order to lay a proper foundation for diwussior" in
subsquent discusso's in this report. Following definition of sel-ttcd temn', the concept of flow
charting is introduced. I-low charting is used to show the process associated with an initial event
leading to the rescsmns of a rocket motor. This is important in the concept of hazard protocols which
is introduced in Chapter 4. Finally, imtpotani aspects associated with hazard testing am presented
3.1. DEINITIONS
HAZARD - The ever present potential or threat of causing damage or loss, independent of any specific
unsafe situation or stimulus. Hazard is an inherent property of each ordnance item, especially of the
active parts. The hazards can appear within the context of:
Safety: chance events
Vulnerability: effects of deliberately hostile stimuli
Normal functioning or functional hailrds: hazards when a solid propellant charge is
consumed tunctionally. These cou.,d result, for example, from the nozzle exhaust plune thermal effects, hot gases, small particles of alumina, and excessive noisc.
In this AGARDograph, functional hazards are not considered.
The problems of hazard are compounded by the desire to always want the highest performance
that can be achieved. Unfortunately, as the energy density of the propellant is increased, the hazard
sensitivity and output of unwarted reactions are usually increased also. Thus the problem is to provide the maximum performance consistent with acceptisble hazard. This involves perfonmance/hazard
trade-offs.
DANGER isa property of a certain defird unsafe situaikm. characterized by the hazards of the
danger source, the vulnerability of the endangered object, aid environmental conditions.
SAFETY is the antonym to DANGER; a high safety level comsponds to a k, danger Level and vice
versa. The concept of SAFETY is linked with accidents. ACCIDENTS are unintended events that
pro&= effects that may lead to damage. 100% SAFETY or ABSOLUIE SA"ET " means the
abscrne of any, hazard in the regarded danger situation. For activities involving active pats of
ammunition, such as rocket motors, asolute safety is not possible. Therefore they are ,aid "safe.' it"
the danger emanating from them is limited to an acceptable level compared to other risks to which %cc
are exposed.
SAFETY and DANGER are linked to an activity such as loading. transporting, storing, testing. or
operational use of a rocket mour it is not a property' of the motor itself. For example we do not refer
to the safety of a motor, but to the safety of machining propellant or transporting the motor.
RISK is a measure of danger ad involves consideration o' probability and potntial damage level.
RISK PRESENTED BY AN ACTIVITY eatit ra the prolability of the undesired event(s). the oMttpu
level of that event(s). and the extent of the possible danagc or consequences. Thete is no internationally agreed gencrally "acceptable risk" level. The degree of acceptability obviously changes
with situations. In war tine much higher risks are accepted than in peace time. Similarlyi f anrdnance item is"critical" moe risk wiil be accepted than if the item were "n vrmal."
The task of RISK ANALYSIS is to identify hazards and the causal chain for specific danger. The
possible causal chains are of central importance because they serve as a pattern for dewcloping prrvcnfive measures and as a basis for estimating the rate of occurrence of the urdesird event.
MITIGATION is an action to reduce the reactivity of the ordnance to a given stimulus.
INITLd EVENT is the trigger event that leads to a stimulus(i) being applvrd to a ru.kct mtor and the
subsequent RESPONSE of the propellant, producing EFTECTS or OU-TT'l that result in DAMAGl
to personnel or materkel in the surroundings. The following sections discuss these subjects.
32. INITIAL EVNTS
itial events a e associatcd with son activity with the rocket motor. Thvs activities include:
* anufacruse
*

shipping and handling
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*

stomp (includes piacement in and removal from)

•

active storage or staging (e.g., "bomb famis" on aircraft carrier
decks)

"

integration on platform (aircraft, tank. ship) in a senii-ready state

• arming (semi-ready to ready, armed state)
"

operation (both test and actual use)

.

dcstuciio

d-nilitarinuon

The initial event can be due, as shown in Fig. 5, to:
the rocket motor alrsnc
the rocket motor as an integral part of the missile
the environment (everything outside the motor or missile)
The initial event can lead to 3n undesired event through the four paths shown in Fig. 5.
In path one, the initial event is generated by the motor itself. For example, stabilizer depletion in
the solid propellant could lead to an autocatalytic reaction and ejection of part of the propellant grain
through the nozzle causing a rapid pressure increase in the motor.
In path two, the environment affects the motor. For example, external heating sucn as fire or
exhaust impingcmnt vibration during shipping, handling. captive carriage; ahnonnal stimuli from
accidents such as truck crash, aircraft crash; lightning or electrostatic discharge; and deliberate hostile
acts such as bullet or shaped charge jet attack.
Inpath three, the environment causes reaction of a missile component or subcomponent other than
the notor. which in turn resu!ts in a reaction of the motor. For example, a fragment impact detonates
the warhead which in turn causes an undesired reaction in the n..otPath four is similar to path three, but instead of an outside stimulus setting off a missile compo)nent, the component sets itself off and causes an undesired reaction in the motor.

ENVIRONMENT Q

MO

R2NUNDESIRED

MOTT R7R

MISSILE

Fig. 5. The Four Paths Towa ds an Undesired Event.
3.3.RESPONSE OF

TO INITIAL EVENT

Fig. 6 presents the various responses of the motor to the initial event. The initial event induces
response of the motor into either
1. No chemical reaction with or without nxxtu" degradation (mechanical damage). When degradation occurs and is undetected, then a hazardous operating situation may be encountered
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2. Chemical reaction which could be:
*local decoivpositipq or burning
*bw-ning
*thermal explosion
*partial detonation (detonation of a portion of the propellant grain)
*detonation

INMTAL EVEN'T

OR

CHEMICAL REACTION
THE
PROPELLANT

NO CHEMICAL
2OF
REACTION

ZORR
DEGRADATION
(MECHANICAL

NO DEGRADATIO1N

DETEFE

PAITERNS OF
BEI [AVIOR FORTIE

NOT DETECTE

'OR
HIAZARDOUS
OPERATING B

NONIAZARDOC) S
9
OPFRATING

Fig. 6. Thie Nature of the Rcsponse of it Motor to an Initial Event.
Thlese chemical reactions could lead to any of the following miotor actions:
*no significant external output
*burning with or without limited projection of debris
*self-propulsion
*mechanical burst/pressure bui-t
*deflagration with propulsion
*partial detonation
*detonation
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3.4. OUP EUCIS
The response of the propellant to an initial event may produce primary and secondary effects that
include:
•
*
•
*

Thermal flux, flames
Projection of motor fragments and live and inert propellant debris
Self-propulsion of the motor
Blast and shock waves
Smoke

The projection of propellant is of concern because these fragments can possibly explode or detonate at their point of impact, causing an indirect hazard, that greatly spreads the area that inust be
considered.
The energy release rate of the propellant will determine the intensity of these effects )amirelevart
to establishing a propellants' energy release in terms of TNT-equivalency and debris distribution.
then-al radiation levels, and fireball diameter can be found in Baker et al, 1983.
3.5. HAZARD RESULTIAMAGE CONSEOUENCES
Iarard output causes damage to personnel and materiel. As previously mentioned, the main damage mechanisms are themial (fire, heat), blast overpressure and hazardous fragments. The damage
caused will depend on the environment in which it occurs. For example, levels of blast that are catastrophic in the confined space of a tank or ship's holds, or near an aircraft, may be relatively benign in
the open. Similarly the damage potential of thermal and fragment output from reacting niuriions is
dangerous in proportion to proximity of personnel, other munitions, or susceptible material For
review of probabilities of injury or death of personnel, damage to structures or equipment as a function of output intensity, publications by Zaher, 19751; Mosely. 1986; and Boisseau, 1986, a
recommended:
The damage done to other motors is also of importance. As will be shown in later chap! . ti
composition and the condition of the propellant is an extremely important consideration: less thas I1
voids dramatically changes the response to mechanical shock. Damage cannot only con'e from primary sources described above but can he caused by:
handling (dropped, rough handling)
storage (temperature and humidity)
multiple captive carriage
age
debonded from the case
This subject istreated more fully in NATO AC/258 and U.N. Recommendations for the Transport of
Dangerous Goods.
3.6. TESTING IN GENERAL
Testing of energetic materials is concered with whether or not a sample responds to a given
stimulus and the type and level of response for a given stimulus in a given environment. Realistic
description of sample, stimulus, and environment is important, as will be seen later. For example, the
same material may respond differently to the same stimulus depending on environmental effects such
as confinement; lack of confinement may make the difference between a detonation response aid a
nmld reaction. Sisnlarly, the state of the sample may determine whether initiation occurs; for example,
a slightly damaged propellant may detonate when subjected to a given shock level while its undamaged counterpart will not detonate.
Statistical probability isone of the problems associated with inadvertent initiation of munitions or
ai.icles containing energetic materials. In cases where hazard risk is expressed in probabilities of one
Tsponse in tens, hundreds, or thousands of trials, statistically meaningful testig is so costly and
tinme-consuming as to be impossible. In reality, the issue is usually completely avoided by performing
inexact tests that demonstrate "safety" with two no-go responses to a "standard" stimulus. Quite
obviously, when this is done, we are often so far from conditions that will initiate hazardous reaction
that almost nothing relevant is learned from the tests.
3.6.1.

gf4s

The stimuli the motor is likely to see and its frequency ooccurrence must be defined in the context of the environment. This definition of environment and stimuli is the threat assessment, telling
the munidunI dcignr what threats he must design for. Just as the designer is told what vibration
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levels, g-loadings, and temperatures the design must accommodate, he also should be told what hazard situations must be considered
The hazard phenomena and the methods of assessing the hazard may differ between countries, hut
all hazard assessments include testing and analysis. Chapter 5 discusses the testing and analytical
methods for each of the technical areas. Before those discussions, it would be good to review testing
in genei 1, before discussing specific testing.
Developrnent of motols require tests at both ends of the design spectrum: (1) tests, usually smallscale laboratory or test cell tests, that yield data necessary early in the design cycle for the actual
design work, (2) intermediate, and (3) large-scale, all up component or munition tests obviously
occurring at the end of the design cycle that tell the program office whether the design goal was
achieved and by what margin. The large-scale tests are the "proof of the pudding"--no matter how
good your small-scale test results and predictive methods are, you will still have to do sone large. allup tests. However, large-scale testing has some drawbacks.
1, Large scale tests are costly and we don't do many. The t.ital cost includes the test itself and the
cost of the test article--a rocket motor or a warhead secion. Both aie expensive.
Because of the potential violence of a hazard reaction, most large-scale
2. Poor insrrumentatio
tests are done in a remote location. With few exceptions the level of instrumentation on these field
tests is much less extensive than on laboratory or test cell tests. In many cases there is no instrumentation other than slow speed video cameras, and the test results are either "go" or "no-go".
3. Emphasis on "pass". Often it is the program office who is paying for the large-scale test.
Understandahly, their emphasis is on passing the test; hazard testing is just one more milestone that
must be successfully accomplished. If two passes are achieved, who wants to press their luck?
As a result of the above considerations, large-scale testing usually yields few, very "relevant", but
poorly instrumented pass/fail results. There is no real measure of margin of safety, and the data do
not provide much of a statistical base (especially when many of our hazards are I in 100 to I in
1,000,000 probability).
You may question why one should worry about hazards whose probability of occurrence are so
low. But concern must be given if (1) the consequerces of reaction is extremely severe, e.g., detonation of a ballistic missile, or (2) if the number of "trialk" is high, e.g., launching and retrieving aircraft
on an aircraft carrier. These are ends of the spectrum; we must be able to make assessments that consider probability of occurrence and severity of output. Unfortunately a few large-scale tests may not
provide us with the information necessary to make the assessments.

Consider a series of N tests with x tests resulting in explosions. The probability of an explosion
occurring on any one test is P, independently of what happens on any other test. Then the probability
that no explosion will occur on any of the N tests is (I - p)N: hence, the probability Px of at least one
explosion occurring in N tests is
PN

=

(1

I - (1 - p)N

This equation can be used to calculate PN if we are given P and N. Or, we can solve this equation for
N to get

in(1 -P,4
N = in P---

)-,

(3.2)

ln( - P)'

which can be used to calculate N if we are given P and PN.
For example, suppose P = 0.01, and we perform N = 50 tests. Then by Equation (3.1), the
probability of seeing at least one explosion is
PN

=

0

I - (I - 0.0l)5 = 0395...

Thus, there would be only a 40% probability of seeing at least one explosion in 50 tests. To find out
how nmany tests we would need to increase PN from 40% to 95%, we invoke Eqluation (3.2) to get
Nln(l - 0.95) -298
1110- 0.01)-
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Similarly, if there is only a one-in-a-thousand chance of an explosion occurring on any one test, then
to be 95% certain of seeing at least one explosion, the number of tests needed would be
N = ln(l - 0.95) _ 2,994
ln(I - 0.001)
In many hazard testing programs, especially those involving large scale tests, only two trials are
run at a given condition. Equation 3.1 can be solved for this case of N = 2 tests to see what is the
probabil'ty of getting an explosion in the two tests, given the probability P of an explosion occurring
on any one test. Results of such a calculation are given below.
Table 2. Dependence of Probability of Explosion on Number of Tests.
P. probhbility of explosion
1N, probability of explosion
in one test
in N = 2 tests
-001
.2%
.01
2.0%
.05
10.0 %
.10
19.0%
.20
36.0%
.30
51.0%
.40
64.0%
.50
75.0%
As mentioned earlier, many hazards, one in a thousand, one in a hundred, or one in ten occurrences
lactually, one in ten hazard or higher occurrences) are often said to be too hazardous and we try to
avoid those situations altogether, yet when only two tests are conducted, we have a low probability
(.2%, 2%, and 19% for the 1 in 1000, 1 in 100, and I in 10 cases) of detecting the hazard.
In addition to low statistical basis for even a given test with prescribed stimulus and environment.
a few tests cannot cover the range of stimuli and environmental conditions the munition is likely to
encounter. As will be discussed later, a 20 mm bullet fired at service velocity is but one point in bullct
mass - velocity plane. As will be shown, passing the 20 mn bullet test does not necessarily mean that
other bullet tests will be passed; smaller, slower bullets, or the 20 ntm bullet at lower velocity, inL y
cause explosion of tnotors that passed the standard 20 mm bullet test. See the hazard mapping of
Chapter 4.
Margin of safety, a desired design consideration (tells the designer whether he's on the ragged
edge between passing or failing, or whether he has much flexibility before approaching the edge) cannot adequately be assessed by a few pass/fail tests.
Small-scale laboratory or test cell tests, on the other hand, inexpensively provide (usually) mucit
data with reasonable control of the variables within the range of experience. However small scale
tests only give order of magnitude comparison with data from experience (or in comparison to a well
known reference test material), therefore the relevance of the small scale data to the large scale situation may be questioned. We must select the correct way to predict scaling effects. This latter consideration may require predictive analytical models; unfominately, in many of the hazard areas the models
are not sufficient to do this extrapolation, Thus, from the small-scale tests we may get much data in
controlled situations, but we must ask ourselves how we are going to rse=these data.
3.6.2. Iesti

toFailur

If a "pass" response is achieved, continued testing (more tests or altering the stimulus or environntent) should occur until failure responses are achieved. We usually learn more from a "failure" than i
"pass" - (initiating stimuli, violence of output, margin of safety, etc.). But perhaps more importantly,
lack of failure can be deceiving as just discussed with respect to the 20 mit bullet test. One of the
most common deceptions resulting from lack of failure surrunds the card gap test (this test is discussed later). Many people publicize propellants 'having zero card gap" as being nondetonable. This
is not the case. A zero card gap simply means that the critical diameter (the smallest diameter which
can sustain a steady state detonation) of the propellam is larger than the 1.44 inch diameter of the card
gap test. It doesn't tell you if the critical diameter is 5 inches or 40. If it were 5 inches and you
loaded that propellant into a 13 inch end burning motor, you would have a detonable motor. AgaiNt,
lack of results can be deceiving.
3.6.3. Test Categorization
The major types of stimuli are
• Heat
* Mechanical deformation
SShockwave
* Electrical discharge
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Within each of these types of stimuli one can distinguish different levels of intensity of the
stimulus.
Hleat stimuli range from slow (bulk) heating to fast heating associated with unpacked munitions in
a fuel fIe.
Mechanical deformation can be caused by a drop of unpacked munition of several meters, or by
bullet/fragment impact.
Shockwaves can be generated by high velocity impact of projectiles and shaped-charge jets, as
well as the adjacent detonation of high explosives.
Sparks can be generated as a result of static electricity by humans or machines, faults in electrical
equipment and even lightning.
Electromagnetic radiation can lead to a reaction in ammunition by its action on the Electro
Explosive Device (EED).
These types and degrees of stimuli usually are discussed under labels of fast cook-off, slow cook-off,
or thermal explosion, sympathetic detonation (fragments and/or blast are stimuli), bullet or fragment
impact, and electrostatic discharge.
Tests are usually called out for these phenomena. For example, the U.S. in its Joint Service
"Insensitive Munitions" Policy addresses these hazard threat areas, and has pass/fail criterion for each
test. These are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Insensitive Munition Requirements Source: NAVSEAINST 8010.5

(See also proposed MILSTD 2105A).
Hazard Threats
Slow Cook-Off
Fast Cook-Off

Record
Criteria
- Internal Temp at Energetic MaW/ No Raction More Severe than
Inert Interface at Reaction
Burning
- Blast Over Pressure
* Fire Temp
No Reaction More Severe than
- Blast Over Pressure
Burning

* Loeation of Debris______________
Fragnent Impact

Sympatheti Detonationi

• Assessment and Credible Event
Analysis
No Reaction More Violent than
Burning
No Reaction More Severe than
Burning
a
b.
•Asessment Wn"'cil EvMent

(Ship Stowage,
Magazine or Launcher)

*

Bullet Impact

Blast Over Pressure
• Location of Debris
• Camera Coverage
*

Analysis
No Sympathetic Detonation in
Stowage Configuration

3,6.4. Samp1l Slecio
The sample itself must be adequately identified and described. Is the item(s) to be considered a
rocket motor?, the missile?, several missiles in a shipping container? In the instance of the rocket
motor by itself or as a subcomponent of a larger consideration, what is the propellant (ingredients,
anounts, particle sizes, grain configuration, etc.) and is the propellant:
*

freshly manufactured, freshly loaded
aged (perhaps with stabilizer depletion, particle size change. etc.)
damaged

3.7. EVENT PROBABILITIES
For peacetime conditions it is useful to apply the methods of risk analysis and safety assessment
to assess the hazards in a given situation in a quantified way. The methods used for such a safety
assessment are briefly described in Annex I. A more complete description will be found in
"Compilation of Damage Models," 1989.
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CHAPTER 4. SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET MOTOR RESPONSE TO THREATS
A new hazard analysis approach for solid propellant rocket motors is introduced in this chapter.
This analysis approach, termed Hazard Analysis Protocol, involves assessment of a given threat and
the identification of tests and analysis necessary to yield the necessary data for the design and
fabrication of solid propellant rocket motors. This is a pivotal chapter in this report in that it relates the
subject of system threat to that of the technical areas associated with hazards.
4.1. T1E CONCEPTOF HAZRD ANALYSISP
Hazard threats are not simple and should be considered early in the design of a solid rocket motor.
Consider the hazard threats listed in Table 2. These are mixtures of stimuli and response. It can be
seen that bullet impact and fragment impact are stimuli, sympathetic detonation is a response, cookoff
is an incomplete combination of stimulus (heat) and response (the response is either no reaction,
burning, deflagration, explosion, or detonation). To move from these hazards areas and identify the
tests that would provide data necessary for rocket motor design (rather than pass/fail criteria), the
hazard areas must be further divided and refined.
The Hazard Analysis Protocol concept can be divided into the following four phases:
Phase 1,Protocol Process (Flow Charting)
Phase 2, Hazard Mapping
Phase 3, Application of Hazard Technology, and
Phase 4. Identification of Methodology Deficiencies
In the following sections, the Hazard Analysis Protocol Concept is defined in terms of these phases.
4.1.1. Phase I. Establish Hazard Process Protocol
The term protocol is meant to be the order or procedure for consideration of a subject (Ihere taken
to be the hazard area). While the term protocol may be a bit unfamiliar the process is not: we use the
approach many times a day -- every time we must make a multi-step decision. For example when we
awaken in the morning, we make a decision whether to get out of bed. The time of day, day of week,
plan for the day, and other factors influence whether we get up or not. The following logic is an
example of a protocol. The first question we might ask if we awakened without the alarm clock might
be "what time is it?" "Is it before or after the normal awakening time," If it is before the time to get
up you might ask if you want to get tip. If yes, get up. If no, is it a "special day" that requires an
earlier rising. If not you can go back to sleep and start the process again later. If on the other hand.
the time is the normal rising time or later, you might ask yourself if today is a work day or not. If it
is,
then you'd better get up. If it is the weekend or holiday, you can decide whether to get up or sleep
in. The decision will partly be made by your planned activities. This then is a very simple protocol,
with most of the questions amenable to a simple yes or no answer. Itcan be sketched in flowchart
form as shown in Fig. 7. The hazard analysis protocols presented later are more complicated than this
simple example but utilize the same pattern of logic. In the hazard analysis protocols presented later,
because they are more complicated, each box may represent several considerations that are grouped
into one topic box for ease in presentation. In formulating the various protocols, we attempt to
determine what information is needed. The result of this protocol phase is a flow chart (or series of
flow charts), and a list of what information is required. The list tells what information is needed; the
flow chart tells when the information is needed. In many cases a piece or type of information is not
needed because we are in a different part of the flowchart.
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Fig. 7. Example of hazard Analysis Protocol.

4.1.2. Phase 2. Determine Haz-rd Maon.ing
The hazard mastansform a list of information to cuvson plots, and shows the location of the

vartous curves relative to each other. The purpose of this phase is to show how you are going to use
1

~understand
t
~tests,

the information the flowchart said was needed. We use the plots with their information: (a) to
phenomena. (b) to compare the hazard response with anticipated threat to deterosine
vulnerability, (c) to aid in design predictions. (d) to help select and predict the response of large scale
and (e) to indicate what further data are needed.
laalysis
protocols and a hazard mapping for for the fragnmt
present the hazard
This chapter w,,,.Fill
Simpact example. Chapter 5 will continue the process by assessing existing test mthods and analyses
for all hazard threat areas.
4.1.3. Phase 3 Assess t Existino Techniues (Experiments and Analyses)

The listing of the phasofhe prOcess are in priority orderts note that assessment of existing tests
comes after you have determined what information you want, why you want it, and how and when
you are going to use it. In evaluating proposals for "Insensitive Munitions" work, all too often, we
see people essentildly start with their existing experimental tests and analyses ad try to bend them to
the "insensitive Munitions" effort. Unfortunately in many cases, the efforts are irrelevant; we cannot
use the data. But having done the hazard protocol and plots phase, we know what information we
need and how we're going to use it. Then we seek how were going to obtain the data. Our
assessment of existing experimental test methods includes, for each test:
What is the test - Th desriptioti would include a brief description of thetest.
c What os the test mweaasure?
see ow does the test measure the desired phenimenta?
u What are the advantages of the technique'? low well does it measure the hazard?
n Woat are the limitations of the technique?
Similar consideration is givento the various analyses within each area.
4.1.4. Phas

4. e Idpntifyu Deficiencies

Identi-y defociencies. The above phase identified deficiencies of the individual test techniques and
analyses. This phase identifies deficiencies in the application of the techniques of Phase 3 as well as
other deficiencies of the program:
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*
*
*
*
*

Do we lack needed data?
Do we lack needed tests and analyses? Phase 3 may have indicated that we have no viable
technique for assessment.
Do we lack instrumentation?
Do we lack consistency between investigators and establishments?
Where we cannot reach consensus, can we at least identify and make recomniendations as
to how the issues may be resolved?

Given the above process, the various hazrd situations described in Chapter 3 will be examined. It
will be noted that the hazard - Fragment Impact - has the most complete analysis according to the
Hazard Analysis Protocol. Other hazard threats were in a preliminary stage at the time this report was
written.
4.2. COOK-OFFItERMAL IiREAT
Originally the term cook-off was reserved for the situation of a cartridge within a gun not being
initiated by the bolt but igniting after heating by the hot barrel. With the increasing energy content of
energetic materials the meaning of the term cook-off has broadened and now is concerned with how
munitions react to thermal stimuli ranging from exhaust impingement or fuel fires (fast cook-off) to
bulk heating or self heating (slow cook-off). The thermal gradients dT/dx and heating rate dT/dt are
the prime differentiations between fast and slow cook-off (other than heat source). Slow cook-off
slow
reactions are bulk heating (very low dT/dx) and slow heating rate (3.3°CIhr in U.S. "standard"
cook-off test heating rate). Fast cook-off is concerned with high gradients (several hundred 0 C/m) and
high rate i (hundreds of C/m).
A preliminary hazard analysis protocol for cook-off has been developed as a tool to recognize and
evaluate the hazard. By answering the questions in the first flow chart, Fig. 8, with a yes or no
answer, one ends up with a number (1 -4) or a letter (A-D). If the result is a letter, one proceeds to a
second flow chart, Fig. 8. Then, in the same way one finds a combination of a letter and a number.
The effect and response time is estimated by reference to Table 4.
The questions of Fig, 8 are:
*

*

Is the heat source direct-fuel fire (or bon.fire), or exhaust impingement?
Is the ordnance item packed in its shipping container/storage container?
If it is packed, is there thermal protection by flame retardant (direct heating) or heat
:hielding (indirect heating)?
If not packed does the motor case provide thermal protection (e.g.. intumescent paint or
insulating liner) (direct heating) or a missile heat shield (indirect heating).
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Fig. 8. Preliminary Hazard Analysis Protocol for Cook-Off.
The answers to these questons give 1-4 or A-D results. If the result is A, B, C, or D then the
questions of Fig. 9 must he answered, The questions include:
*
*

Is the missile assembled, or are we dealing with components?
What is the casing material?
Are there pressure vents designed in the casing?
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Fig. 9. Continuation of Preliminary Hazard Analysis Protocol from Fig. 8
for Responses A, B, C, or D.
Table 4 is then consulted to get output and response time. The protocol is illustrated by the
following example.
Table 4. Probable Cook-Off Reactions for the Instances Determined in Figs. 8 and 9.
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EXAMPLE
stacked
A fnr is reported in a relatively isolated store house. In the store house rocket motors
in standard transport packaging. The contents of a 587 liter drum of a highly volatile cleaning fluid
have been spread out over the floor and are burning. Because an inspection team recently checked the
rocket motors in the store house, one of the motors is still out of its packaging.
Based on these facts one has to answer the question, if it is advisable to send in a fire fighting
team and, if so, what precautions one should take.
Following the flow chart one has to decide if the heat source is working directly or indirectly.
Since in the example a flame engulfment is pre.ent, one has a direct heating source. Furthermore the
presence of one unpackaged rocket motor leads to box C or D. Because consultation of the first chart
led to a box with a letter, one has to continue with the second flow chart.
Since no warhead has been fixed on the motor and the motor has a full retal casing without
pressure vents, the result is either C6 or )6.
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By applying the results to the table uspe finds that the possible maximum affect is a violent pressure
development which will occur within 1-2 minutes after the flames have reached the unpackaged rocket
motor. If only packaged rocket motors were present, it would take about half an hour fosr a vio0lent
response to occur.
4.3.

RfNNEP

rU

A

Figure 10 presents in cartoon form the fragment impact situation to be contsidered. The first frame
shows the fragment (here taken as a blunt nosed, 5 gmnfragme~nt traveling at 1500 ns/s) just impacting
a .318 cm thick steel case backed by propellant. Within microsecown of the moment of impactsa
shock wave races through the case and into the propellant as shown in the second framre. During the
time between the second and third frame, the piropellant will most likely react to the shock
transitioning to a detonation, or not. If the propellant does not transit to a detonation (no shock to
detonation transition), we still must consider the effects of damage and the penetration mi'echanicN of
the fragment into the case, as -shown in the third frame. H-ere the fragment breac hes tlsc wall. pudtiqg
debris ahead and compressing the propellant, with d~arnage to the propellant. The furth franic shows
the hot projectile and debris at rest in the propellant. This, is obviously one posibility but thc
fragment also could have exited the motor. that is, gone in one side, through the propellant, and out
the other stde.

I7191MOMENT
I']SHOCK
OF IMPACTt I0

VEL -1500 IndsMASS ,5 grn
WALL .318cm

-5 9tS

PHASE,tI

0

SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATES
THROUGH CASE INTO PROPELLANT
(POSSIBLY CAUSING DAMAGE TO
PROPELLANT)

~
~]

DAMAGE PH-ASE, t ,5-50 ;IS
PENETRATING IMPACT DEBRIS
DEFORMS AND DAMAGES PROPELLANT

RESTPHASE.I1

50-?

P'S

HEAT FROM STOPPED PROJECTILE AND
DEBRIS CONDUCTED INTO PROPELLANT

Fig. 10. Fragment Impact Phsa"e Relating to Casd Propellant.
4.3. 1. Phas 1. Frtagment fmoact I Lzard Analysis Protocol
These various phenomenra are addressed in the protocol depicted in Fig. 11,
FRAGINENT
MASS
SIZE/(SHAPE

d

P

s

- --Vs wett

DcEOTC"oH

RQAASL

LUNDAMAGEDLI

SEE

FIUE1

Fig, 1I. Hazard Analysis Flowchart for Fragmnent Impact.
P1romipt Shock to Detonation Transtion.
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Starting with a fragment (we da consider mltiple fragments below) of specific mass, size and
shape, and velocity impacting the ordnance item (this is the first fragment and the ordnance item
contains undamaged energerc material), the first consideration is the characteristic size of the fragment

(d)compared with the critical diameter (der) of the energetic material.

Critical diameter is the smalest diameter of a cylindrical bare charge that will sustain a steady-state
detonation, This consideration sells you whether you can shock a sufficient area to cause and sustain
detonation. While this is usually not a design consideration for high explosives since most high

explosives have small critical diameter, it is an imprnant design consideration for solid propellant

rocket motors. This is especially true for high perfor-mance minimum smoke propellants and high
performaic high burn rate propellants. Not only do high explosives usually have smaller critical
diameters for the bare charge they are usually heavily confined in bombs or warheads. The effect (f
confittenent is to reduce the effective critical dianeter. In contrast, the confinement offered by motor
cases is much less, but must also he considered.
Many propellawts have critical diameters of several tens of centimeters, and are loaded in rrKoto. of
13-. 20-. and 33-centimeters diameter. The likelihood of being able to shock enough area to cause
detonation of these propellants is %cry remote. While they may react violently, they %killnot detonate.
In recent years. in order to achieve higher performance or reduced plume signature, increased anouInt,
of nitramines and energetic binder have been considered for propellants. Smaller critical diameters
(less than 2 cm in some cases) result front the use of nitramines and energetic binders, and now
comparison of the fragnent size to the critical diameter must be made. If the fra';nent is as large asor
larger than the critical diameter, then other issues need to he considered. Two- and three-dimensional
effects are obviously important and must be considered. For the sake of simplicity in providing an
example of the protocol, these important considerations are not discussed here.
The critical diameter, while a convenient way to discuss detonability of cylindrical charges, has
limitations when trying to determine the detonability of propellant grains, especially when they have a
center perforation. When a solid cylindrical charge of less than critical diameter is overbooste. the
detonation "dies out" after some length (although for some ammonium perchlorate based propelliants it
may take lengths of several diameters for the detonation to die out). I lowever, when the same test is
performed with a s;milar cylinder having an axial perforation, the entire sample may detonate. A
discussion of possible causes is contained in Annex I.
These effects, and others, are more fully discussed in Section 5.5.
We next consider what pressmr is imparted to the energetic material as a result of the impact and
transmission through the case, liner, and insulator (p). This pressure and its associated time must be
compared to the minimum pessure-time required to aetonate the energetic material (pi). If the
stimulus pressure is over this threshold pressure (labeled as Pgo, pressure required to produce a "go"
in undamaged material), then detonation is obviously possible and one more consideration is required.
If the pressure is not sufficient to cause prompt detonation, the propellant grain may be significantly
damaged and ignited and a deflagration to detonation (DD'I) reaction may occur (see Section 5.5.2).

For the given stimulus pressure, the run distance to detonation (XD) needs to be known and
compared to the energetic material dimensions (for example propellant web thickness) If the run
distance is less than the dimension of the energetic material, then adetonation is very likely.
Often in the past the response of undamaged energetic material to a given shock input that roughly
corresponded to some threat was the extent of consideration; however, work with damaged energetic
materials indicates that the above considerations ant not adequate. Work with pressed explosive
charges indicates that the more porous the explosive, the rrnore sensitive it is (Fig. 12).
Recent work on the effects of damage on shock sensitivity of propellants showed that damage of I
to 4% voids can have a very significant effect on sensitivity, in some cases decreasing the critical initiating pressure by 40% and decreasing the critical diameter by a factor of 25, The strain levels and
strain rates required to produce this damage were modest, in some cases being the strain level and
strain rate that the propellant would experience on motor pressurization during ignition. Storage and/o
rough handling can also produce voids in the propellant, also increasing its sensitivity (see also A-Ill).
Because of the critical effect of damage and/or porosity on the initiating pressure required, and
since in a sympathetic detonation scenario multiple fragment impacts (both simultaneous and sequential) are highly probable, the flow chart of Fig. I I must also be considered in terms of damaged energetic materials. Shock-to-detonation transition (SDT) with decreasme critical initiating pressure and
decreased critical diameter may result from shocking damaged propellant. (For example, a propellant
when tested in the NOL card gap test in the undamaged state gave 70 U.S. cards (equivalent to

17.8 mm) or less, while the propellant with 1%voids gave greater tsan 70 cards, in the card gap test.
a critical dian:te estimad to be over I tn. set with
Aroher propellAt in its aidduagS sute, "had
about 1-4% damage, it "went' in the card gap test, indicating a critical diameter for the damaged
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material to be less than 38 'sen.) The above consideratons arm all part of the shock-to-detonation
transition (SDT) technical area (discussed in Ctapter 59).
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Fig. 12. Large-Scale Gap Test Gap Pressure for Pressed Charges of
Organic Explosives (.Naval Surface Weapons Center MP-8l-399, 198 1).
Atwiser possibiLity Ildug to dectonation involving highly damtaged proewllant would be that the
subsequent fragment ignited the damaged energetic material anid a deflagration-o-detostson trantsitioni
(DDT) ensued. Yet another possibility is that ignition of the damaged energetic propellant may resut
in a pressure burst of the case that hurls chunks of energetic material into bulk heads or other
structures and results itt a delayed shock-to-dectonation transition (X I)T) (thought to be the cause in at
least two inicidents involving propellant detonation during testing of propulsion systems). liecause of
the increased sensitivity arnd increased opportunties for detonation. testing of damaged energetic
materials must be done, as well as testing of the undamaged materials.
The type and extent of daniage (Chapter 5.4.13). and its effect on SDT, is art isnportaint
consideration.
In another path (in Fig. 11, the path indicated starting with 'balhistit limit of case") leading to
extremely violent reaction (and to detonation in sonic cases), the size of the fragrmnts is less than the
critical diameter of the energetic rnatenial so tat promVp shock-i -dtoratioss transition of the impacted
round is unlikely. Penectration mechanics, ignition, and venting mustl be considered to estimate
whether an explosion miught occur. li the mass arid velocity of the fragment exceeds the balkitic limnit
of the case, the next question is. by how much? The ballistic limit of the cawe is the velocity of a givenfragmevnt that will result tin pitetration of the case.
If the velocity greatly exceeds the ballistic limit of the case, the fragmnti may completely paiss
throiugh the ordnance item and not deposit enough energy to cause reaction. Whether or riot ignition
occurs for those instances where the fragment passes enttirely through the motor depends largely
(though not entirely) on the propellant. Mfany Amsnwin perchiowse based propellants will ignite
%s
lile many of the nitrarnine based propellants will not. Hlowever, if the fragmsent does not exit the
ornance device, the fr-agm-ent may have (1) klgod in the energetic material, or (2) barely exceeded
the ballistic limit, contacting the energetic material but blocing the hole (no vent). InIany instance.
the criiical coro,ideration is whether or niot the energetic mraterial igntites. If the material ignites, the
ntext question is whether the gaseous reaction products vent fast enough to avoid an explosion- This
of the burning rate, r, burning area, At,, and resulting pressurization rate, p,
issVolVe LcriSaidti
coupled with considerations of the confinenient- If riot vented fast enough, explosion of the round
will probably result. Thbis explosion could. its turn, accelerate large pieces of case that Itight be of
sufficient size ajil velioiry to cause dectonation in adacent rounds, or accelerating pieces of propellant
that upon imspacting result in XDT. The vaniouas qsuestions in this path are shown in Fig. 13. lNOTE:
if in a test there is in appa-enl Ignition, investigator need to wait a while befoe running out to
examine the hardware. Violent explosions have occurred in tent of mi~nutes of apparently no reaction
aftt
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material ignited. Ibis has been observed with stel cover plate bonded to a CDB propellant Tis
seems to be more of an issue with heavy wall cases, such as in a warhead or bomb.
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Fig. 14. Generalized Ilazard Maps for Fragment Impact.
Once the propellant is ignited, if the gases produced by burning cannot be vented fast enough (by
nozzle, entry hole, vent, or pressure burst), an explosion isvery likely. This is the shaded area of tfie
plot. If the vent area is large enough - to the right of the "vent" line, then the piopellant will bun but
not cause an explosion. In many instances, especially with hard to ignite propellants, the fragment
passes conpleely through the motor and no reaction or a ntild burn occurs. Thus, to the right of the
vent line and/or the line marked "2 B.L.', a region of no reaction or mild reaction may he
encountered. iNote: A burn and/or propulsion reaction is acceptable according to U.S. "Insensitive
Munitions" goals since it is idder than explosion or detonation.]
The location of these lines, and their position relative to other lines is a function of the motor case,
the propellant, the temperature, degree of damage of the propellant and many other factors.
The next chapter will more fully discuss how these parameters are obtained.
4.4. BULILF IMPACT
Bullet impact is very similar to fragment impact in both the hazard protocol and hazard map,
although some investigators believe that the primary bullet impact hazard response is explosion - the
bullet ignites the propellant but does not provide sufficient vent or burning - not detonation. Increased
number of investigators have results where detonation resulted fron impact of a bullet (kinetic energy
only not a bullet having an explosive charge). In the case of bullets having an explosive charge - e.g..
23 mm HEI - a detonation can be obtained. Obviously the shape of a bullet must also be considered: it
iseasier for a bullet to penetrate the motor case (and perhaps translate through the propellant and out
the other side) than a "chunky" fragment of equal mass and equal velocity.
Variation of response can be caused by deviation in path from the straight path. Response may be
worst for fragments over bullet for equivalent mass and velocity.
4.5. SYMPAThETIC DETONATION
Much of what has been presented so far leads to consideration of mass reaction or sympathetic
detonation of munitions. Up to this point this AGARDograph has presented various possible
reactions and output levels of a single motor or munition responding to stimuli. However severe the
detonation of one munition, it is not the major concem. Our major concern is whether that detonation
can cause propagation of detonation to adjacent stores. Those adjacent stores can be on the launch
platform (tank, ship, anrft), in somne transportaion configuration (rail cars, trucks), in storage
magazines or in the manufacituring areas.
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Unfortunately, while massed reaction (with sympathetic detonation as the most severe mass rcaction) is what we tty to prevent or nitigate, we have little understanding of the area. Some calculation,
and experiments have been made for propagation of detonation from one base charge to another as a
function of distance between the charges, and collocated, heavily confined explosive charges with
charge separation, case thickness, anid various barrier materials (Howe et al, 1981). These calculations help us understand propagation, but it is hard to extrapolate these results to multiple pallet loads
of munitions, or to a magazine full of a mixture of munitions (see for example Howe, 1987; Swisdak
ut al, 1987; Dyer et al, 1985; Parsons et a], 1988; Lucht artd Hantel, 1988; and Moore, 1988).
The reason that we don't have encompassing and comprehensive treatment of synaatheti detonation is that the area isvery complex with complicated geontetric and time considerations. The initiil
donor event can result from shock to detonation transition, deflagration to detonation transition, XDI.
cook-off, or explosion, as presented in the earlier sections. Each of these areas iscomplicated in
itself T[hus we must be concerned with the propagation w a conplex situation f.m an eent that
complicated, Ibis can be seen in the following example.
-!_ttl,. A fire stas i one area of a munition storage area. The fire cat cause several reacti,(e.g. inadvertent ignition of a motor, cook-off of a motor, cook-off of a warhead, etc,). Each of thec
possible reactions can cause other subsequent reactions. In this example, let us consider the ignitint
anld propulsion aspect. If the motor ignites and the munition goes propulsive, again several poisibiii.
tie%Can occur (e g. it hits nothing, it hits other munitions, it hits a bulkhead or some otthcr obstructionn
and perhaps undergoes an SDT or XDT reaction, etc.). Again, each of these possibilities can causc
other subsequent rections. In this example. let us consider that the missile hits other tissiles. Again
several possibilities arise (e.g. the impact causes prompt initiation of detonation of the impacted ttnnri
tion, the ispact does not cause detonation btit breaks up and/or ignites the energetic fill in the mtnition, the impact does not cause detonation but ignites the propellant causing this impacted missile to g,
propulsive, etc.). Again eoch of these tmssitilities can cause other subsequett reactilos. Let us tke
tie case W,,here tie impact did not cause prompt detonation but broke tip the propellant or explosive
arid ignited it with several possibilities (bum, explosion, deflagration-to-detonation transition). As
before, each of these reactions can have severul subsequent ieactions and the process can continue itt
scverai paths, many that can lead to sympathetic detonation.
The above wts just otte situation with a Itiplicity
ut
of possible paths tnd reactions. Manv other
initial situations existieg. rather than a fire. the initial situation may have been detonation of uweitt

watrhead, explosioll of one of your own warlteads, electrostatic dischage causing inadvertent itttiti,'n.
etc.), and for eah of these situations many possible paths and reactions also exist.
The many initial starting situations, and vast multitudes of subsequent paths and reactions make
any vonsideration of sympathetic detonation very complicated. The complexity is further coiot-d't
because of the individual probabilities associated with branching of the paths, and with each reactiot.
In part because of this complexity of myriad paths, reactions, and probabilities, consideration of syvm
pathetic detonation often centers on defining the zxmUM cr=dibk event and then applying quntitydistance Considerations.
For any given scenario in which an explosive event might occur, it is important to know what the
worst possible event could be so that proper protection, preventive measures, and precautions can be
involved to either prevent twe occurrence or lessen the magnitude of its effects. The term used to
express this worst case is Maximum Credible Event (MCE), The U.S. Department of Defense
Explosives Safety Board defines MCE by "In 1a7,ards evaluation, the NICE from a hypottcsized UIc
dental explosion, fire or agent reease is the worst single event that is likely te occur fron a given
quantity Lnd c:.--sition of ammnition and explosives. The event must be realistic with a reasonablc
probability of occurrence considering the explosion propagation, burning rate characteristics,. atid
physical
given the items involved. The MCE evaluated on these bases may then be used
basis for protection
effects calculations and casualty predictions,"
\Within the U.S. the various military sctvices have concerns regarding sympathetic detonations ci
ttunitions and consequently each has perforned large scale tests to determine the MCE of various
storage arrangements of various munitions. When the explosion effects exceed the tolerable limits fhr
a service':; operational or logistic scenario, tests have been conducted on ti-chniques to reduce the
NICE to an event, the explosive effects of which are tolerable. A more thorough discussioI )f il('l!ipresented in Swisdak et al, NATO A0/310 CP-001, March 1987.
The definition of MCE talks of "quantity and disposition." Disposition considerations include
both arrangement of items in the immediate locale (e.g. a number of munitions on a pallet, or ott
several contiguous pallets) and the separation between such locations. The number of items atid their
explosive weights in each locale are the quantity antd the separation between such locations. such that ai
detonation will riot propagate between locations, is the "distance" in "quantity-distance
considerations.
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Probably the first syStematie experimentation on determining quantity-disTance relationships w,.s
carried ouz by Burlot (1930). Jarrett (1968) prescnted an excellent discussion of the extension of
Burlot's work and the derivation of the British explosives safety distances, while in the same publication Rovlance (1968) presented the quantity-distance protection considerations for the U.S. (as well as
presenting some historical backgroundt. Since those articles were. written, progress has obviously
been made btl these articles still provide well written backgrounds as well as empirical relationships
(albeit, somewhat dated).
In order to standudize considerations and to use the vast amnount of data on which the oldcr
quantity-distance tables are based, the explosive weight is often reduced to a "'TNT equivalence." IlI,'
[NT equivalency ofa particular energetic material is the weight of TNf tusually expressed as :tpe;
ccnt of the total energetic nitierial weight) required to produce a shock ,s ave of equal magnitude to tliit
produced by a unit weight of the energetic material. [NOTE: T1here are several TNI eqlutivaderts for a
siven material depending on whether the equivalency is based on peak overpressure. positive itpulse.
time of arrival, etc. The equivalency also varies as a function of the distance from the charge. 'hcsc
considerations are beyond the scope of this volume.]
As an examplc of TN-I" equivalence consider a magazine containing 20 missiles, with each mi,;sik
having a 20 kilograms warhead with 120% TNT equivalence and a 100 kilogram motor with 400
TNT equivalence. If a simultaneous detonation should occur the net explosive quantity (NEQ) is
20 warheads
20 motors

x
x

20 kg
100 kg

x
x

NEQ

1.20 = 480 kg
.40
= 1280 kg TNT

With this explosive quantity the estimates of damage, vulnerability. and quantity/distance ratios can hXr
detennined.
The above discussion is obviously very simplified but a full discussion of this complicated s'vmt:thetie detonation event is beyond the scope of this AGARDograph. More detailed discussions can i."
found in the minutes of the various Explosive Safety Seminars sponsored by the U.S. lDepasment o;
Dcfensc Explosive Safety Board (Chick and Bussetl, 1987).
1.6. ELElQcO

ISATIC DISCI lARE (FSI)l

The ESD hazard analysis llowchat (Fig. 15) provides a framework of suestions and criteria
, hich can be used to assess the resixonse of a weapon system to Electrostatic di.,charge. Basicall.
the protocol is divided into three parts; (1) charge generation and accumulation; (2) propellant kt.,su
edge; and (3) mechanism of energy dissipation or discharge. the assessment proceeds through a
series of logical questions and where appropriate, limiting conditions are delined. 'he statements
marked (*) indicate the need for quantitative data. The basic premise is the comparison of the maxiaut ttavailable parameters, for any conditions, with the minimnm ignition of the most sensitive or

vulnerable system component. Thus, there is a need to give consideration and to make measuremerv,
over the range of parameters and conditions that will be relevant during the service iife of the wa pii.
In Fig. 15, the first question one asks to assess the ESD hazard of a rocket motor is: w.,hat is he
case material. If the outer case is conductive, no further action is required. However, if these cotIdIlions are not satisfied then it is necessary to proceed further through the protocol.
Energy can be generated directly on the surface of a weapon system, oron other sources, suchi a'
personnel or packaging material that are anticipated to be in the vicinity of the system. The volume
resistivity of the case material should not exceed 108 ta-m. under all conditions of temperature and
humidity that may be encountered; similar criteria apply to other, adjacent articles. If this condition is
not fulfilled then it is necessary to measure the rate of energy acctmulation. which implicitly involves
the relative perrtsittivit', and finally to determine the levels of maximum energy (ME) and mavituLit
voltage (VMAX), again under service conditions. Specific values of the taximum energy and
maximum voltage that a propellant can hold is a function of propellant composition and is
experimentally deterained.
The second part of the protocol is concerned with the electrical and ignition properties of energetic
materials and components in the weapon system. Thert is sufficient evidence to conclude that solid
propellants which contcjn any metal particles, aluminum and magnesium, and powerful oxidizing
agents such as ammonium perchlorate and teflon (FiFE) are particularly sensitive to ignition by electrical energy, and any system that contains any such materials must be regarded with suspicion.
Energy deposition in the bulk of an energetic material, and consequent mechanical damage or thermochemical effects leading to ignition are the result of either high initial elvkuical current flow or dielectric breakdown followed by current flow.
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Measured values of the resistivity of the energetic material provide an indication of charge mobility
through it, and calculation, from composition parameters, of the Percolation coefficient provides an
estimate of the ease of breakdown and current flow, The percolation coefficient isdefined as follows:
r

3

L'Pn\(wtC
° ''\[
Pb wT-C+
Pim c
nf Ld wt%b
pc

tt,,
-\da
nJ

C
( I
vo1%nf dZf' vol%b

where

Pn
PC
wt%C
wt%,nf
dilf
dcf
Pb

wt%b
wt%n
vol%C
vol%nf
vol%b
Pvb

=

=

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=
=

density of nonconducting particles
density of conducting particles
weight percent of conducting particles
weight percent of finest fraction of nonconduting particlcs
diameter of finest fraction of nonconducting particles
diameter of finest fraction of conducting particles
density of binder

weight percent of binder
weight percent of all nonconducting particles
volume percent of conducting particles
volume percent of finest fraction of nonconducting particles
volume percent of binder
volume resistivity of the binder in Q-m

It was found by experiment that if Pi was greater than 110-m (Pc:), the propellant was
considered potentially hazardous to ESD. n the final part, to supplement these data, measurement of
dielectric breakdown strength (E) can provide an assessment of the significance of the measured
maximum voltage (VMAX), or potential difference across the material. It should he noted that the
critical electric field strength for breakdown, and duration of the field, which may be intensified by tha
presence of points or sharp edges, appear to have an inverse relationship.
Measured values of minitnum spark ignition energy for the energetic raterial content of a syeem
can be an important indicator of the response of the weapt. Most cont.sitions exhibi at
enhaticement of sensitveness with changes in a variety of paraneters; tempc.:ttrei sample sice, pri,,
exposure to electric field, pressure, duration of discharge, humidity and repeated discharge are all
known to significantly reduce the quantity of energy necessary for ignition, and these effects require
assessment as part of any characterization exercise.
Finally, if the Minimum Ignition
Energy (MIE) for a component matcriail is less than the Maxioiirii
Available Energy (MAE), and if maximum voltage levels (VMAX)will cause the breakdown field
strength (Ec) to be exceeded, then the hazard of an ignition exists. In addition, although the need for
appropriate precautions is well under-tood, the hazard from ESD to firing circuits must not be
overloked.
To conclude, for any component or system that conta-.- energetic material, printary and sccondar.y
explosive, pyrotechnics and propellants. there is a potential ignria risk from electrostatic energy.
The above scheme is intended to provide a logical basis for the assessmi:e-f
, this risk, to allow
adequate safety measures to be adopted.
4.7.

HAPED CHARGE JET IMPACT

Shaped charge jets represent a formidable threat to munitions due to the very thigt
velocity, hig
density focused jets impacting the munitions. It is important to understand and be able to predict the
response of an energetic filling to a shaped charge jet with a view to controlling the event . lazard
analysis flowcharts have .i'een developed by M. Chick, R. Frey, 1I.
Jares and other for the situati, m,
of shaped charge jets impacting (1)bare or thinly covered energetic matcrials and (21thick covered
energetic miaterials. These hazard analysi, flowcharts are presented in Figs. 16 and 17 respectively.
4.7.1. Bare or Thinly Covered EnereeticMUteria
This area is concerned with responses associated with shock from the jet impact directly upon the
surface of the energetic material or upon a thinly covered energetic material. Cover thicknesses ue
linied to a few jet diameters due to rarefactions rapidly eroding the small diameter, very high pressure
shock. Generally the critical jet velocities are on the order of 5O% lower than the covered eiergetic
material category, Under sorne situations where the jet diameter is much smaller than the critical detonation diameter of the energetic naterials this mechanism can fail to produce detonation "on contact,"
but jet penetration into the explosive can subsequendy produce detonation by the processes described
by the covered energetic tuatcral category. If there is confinement in this category it is generally light.
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The hazard analysis flowchart for this category of shaped charge jet attack is shown in Fig. 16.
Given ajet of given velocity, diameter, and density, the fr st comparison is the diameter of the sample
D versus the critical detonation diameter, dcr (see Section 5.7). If the sample diameter is less than the
critical diameter, a deflagration or minor reaction is likely to ensue. However, if the sample diameter
islarger than the critical diameter a detonation may ensue and other considerations must be made.
The next comparison is the critical diameter versus the jet diameter. If the critical diameter is very
much larger than the jet diameter then again deflagraion or minorreaction are the most likely
possibilities. If the critical diameter is larger than the jet diameter, detonation does not occur
immediately, but may result with jet penetration as mentioned above and is treated using the heavily
covered flow analysis of Fig. 17.
If the critical diameter is less than the jet diameter, or if the critical diameter is only moderately
larger than the jet diameter then prompt detonation may ensue and the comparison of pressure
imparted by the jet must be made with the critical pressure pulse required for initiation. If the pressure
is sufficient a detonation will probably result, If the pressure is insufficient the effect of the thin
confinement (if present), may determine whether the reaction is relatively minor, or if a deflagration to
detonation transition might occur.
The hazard analysis protocol present in Fig. 16 for shaped charge jet attack on bare or thinly
covered energetic material is very similar in considerations as that presented earlier for fragment
impact (see Sec don 4.6). Thus, the parameters measured to determine the likelihood of detonation
reaction to fragment impact may also be used to predict detonation due to shaped charge impingement.
4.7.2. Heavily CoveredEnergetic Material
This classification deals with the initiation and failure processes associated with the jet penetation
through the cover material, air gap (if present) and into the energetic material. Generally jet velocities
for the detonation threshold in this area are much higher than those required for the bare/thinly covered
energetic material category. Two mechanisms appear to be involved: initiation from the bow wave
shock from supersonic jet penetration of the energetic material and subsonic penetration for larger
diameter jets. Critical run to detonation distances can be several centimeters or greater. This system
has significant confinement which can effect both the critical jet velocity for detonation and the degre
of violence of the nondetonative reaction,
The hazard analysis flowchart for this category is presented in Fig. 17. The first consideration is
identical to that of Fig. 16 and is concerned with the diameter of the sample and its corresponding
critical diameter. If the sample islarger than its critical diameter then a detonation may ensueThe next consideration is whether or not an air gap ispresent between the heavy cover material
and the energetic material, If a gap is present then the problem can be treated similarly to the bare or
thinly covered energetic material and the flowchart of Fig. 16 used.
If an air gap is not present then the result of the jet penetration bow wave must e made. The first
consideration is the pressure produced from the bow wave compared to the critical pressure pulse
required for detonation.
If the pressure is less than that required for detonation, die effect of confinement must be
considered, and a confinement nxdified critical pressure pulse p' considered. If the pressure from the
jet is not greater than this confinement modified threshold pressure then deflagration will result with
either low order or deflagration to detonation reactions following.
If the confinement modified threshold is less than the pressure from the bow wave then detonation
my ensue, as it might if the pressure had been higher than the critical pressure pulse (the P > Pi (dj,
p path). The next consideration is to compare the sample diameter versus the run distance to
tonation (D vs x). If the sample diameter is less than the run distance, then deflagration is likely. If
the sample is larger than the run distance then detonation is very likely.
The previous discussion is for the consideration of bow wave produced by supersonic jets. We
earlier mentioned the subsonic penetration of large diameter jets. Going back to the P vs Pi (dj, pj)
block, and the large dj path coming fron that block, the next consideration is the comparison of the jet
penetration velocity with the bulk sound speed. If the jet penetration velocity is greater than the critical
velocity then detonation islikely, if less then deflagration is likely.
From the hazard analysis flowchart of Fig. 17 several considerations must be made to determine
whether the response is low order. deflagration to detonation, or prompt detonation. Chapter 5.7
discusses the methods used to obtain the data required in these considerations.
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CHAPTER 5. IAZARD RESPONSE TECHNICAL AREAS
Chapter 4 presented the system hazards, what types of technical data a.mrequired to address the
hazards (the various hazard analysis protocols), and how these data are used in the hazard assessment.
This chapter presents a more technical view of the experimental techniques used to obtain these data,
and what analytical methods are required to use the data. This chapter does not contain a complete
description of all methods, rather illustrative examples am given. A more detailed discussion can be
found in NATO Allied Ordnance Publication 7 (1982). This chapter covers thermal explosion, slow
cook-off, fast cook-off, ignition and deflagration, detonations (including shock to detonation (SDT).
deflagration to detonation (DDT), delayed detonation (XDT), and low velocity detonation) as well as
the role of damage, penetration mechanics and ballistic limits, and electrostatic discharge.
5.1. THERMAL EXPLOSION
The contributions of the Soviets to the thermal explosion theory are most important. An excellent
review is given by two Soviet scientists. A. G. Merzhanov and V. G. Abrnmov (1981). We shall
follow this review closely.
The simplest model of thermal explosion assumes that:
radiation can be neglected
a single temperture-dependent reaction proceeds in the reactant, its rate being independent ,f
the reactant concentration (a zero-order reaction);
thetemperature is uniform throughout the reactant;
* all the parameters of the process (ambient temperature, shape and size of the specimen, heat
exchange with surroundings, etc.' remain constant till the explosion occurs.
The heat balance under these conditions is described by the equation:
dT

c P c = Qpk (

-FeRT US
-

-e -(T T

5.11

where T is the reactant temperature.; tis time; c, r are heat capacity and density of the reactant; Q, ko
attd E denote heat of reaction, pre-exponential factor and activation energy of the reaction.
respectively; a is the heat transfer coefficient S is the heat transfer surface: V is the reactant volume:
To is ambient temperature.
The left-hand side of Eq. (5.1) gives the rate of 'he heat accumulation in the reactant; the first
member of the right-hand side is the rate of heat generation due to reaction, the last member is the rate
of heat loss to the surroundings. The principal feature of Eq. (5.1) which determines the characteristic
properties of the phenormena is the very strong exponential dependence of the heat generation rate on
temperature.
Semenov (1928) was the frst to mathematically analyze the heat balance equation and to lay the
foundation of the thermal explosion theory. liecompared the dependences of heat generation and heat
loss rates on temperature in the "- diagram (with q = dq/dt and t = time) (see Fig. 18) which is
often called the Semenov diagram and showed the regimes cf the reaction that were thermally
possible:
p
= Q "p - k0eE. RT intersects the heat loss straight line
the heat generation curve lrl
crein = uSV(T - TO) in the region of low temperatures (curve 1,Fig. 18) atthese conditions.
The reactant will always be maintained as the temperature which corresWnds to the lower point
of intersection (TI in Fig. 18). This temperature is close to the ambient temperature TO. To
realize a similar regime, the difference of theinitial reactant temperature from T0 should not be
great (the initial temperature must not be higher than T2 corresponding tothe second
intersection point);

the heat generation curve does not intersect the straight line of heat loss in the low temperature
region (straight line 3). The superiority of heat generation rate over that of heat loss results in
progressive self-heating of the reactant to very high temperatures, and thermal explosion
occurs.
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The critical condition for thermnal explosion is the tangency between the heat generation curve and the
heat logs straight line (straight line 2). T-he rates +.1 anti q,, and their derivatives are equal in the
tangency point T.. Hence it follows that
QPS

koep

(T. -TO)

(5.ia)

as

T,

T

Fig. 18l. q-TF Diagramn of Senicnov, 19 2,x.
From tthe eq uittions of xath
that
T.- To -
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Expression (5.2) gives the ieacustanS majximum temrperaiure: ;i the nonexplo.)ivc reginc. The
expression showks that it differs fromt the amibient temperature by

154)
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which is the traximumi pre-expiosive (or charactertstic) teniperaltire rise. The temiperature rise for
explosives and propelbsoits isusually of the order of lIt-?O'C5. 1.1. Induction Period of Thermal EN pOicsioni
The temrperature-time history of the reactantt as is seen from Eq. 5. 1), is associated with the
differettce between heat generation and heat loss rates. The smaller the amoutnt of heat traLnsfenied it,
the surroundings the faster is the rise of the reactant temiperatre sod( tlve shorter is the time it)
explosion. Consider die case where Iteat losses are itegligihl" smnall in cotmparison with heat
genteration (adiabatic regime). Trhis is the case whetn either hieat loss is itnhibited, e.g.. by a large siiec
of the body or by hasislttion, or temperatures are high and the heat loss rate with linear dependence on
tempe rat Lre becomies smttll as compared to the exponentially growing rate of heat generatton.
E4-.(,5.1) under adi abat Con"- iot; gisi o thefo:
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The reactant temperature at the beginning of the induction period is not necessartly equal to the
anbient temperature. The inifial condition for this equation can be %,.tten as:
t= 0. T =Ti

Todes (1933) was the first to derive a solution for this equation as an exponential integral function
Frank-Kamenctsky (1955) utilized the exponential transformation:
e

-EWRT

=e

E.,wRT
0 eEIRTdT. T6

(5-5)

*e

%%
here To is the temperature in the vicinity of which the transfomination i,
effected, and obtained an approximated expression for this solution:
RT3

"= T

+

I
Q. tk(e

In

----.

c

T)t

RT2

The exponential transfomation here is performed in the vicinity of theinitial temperature T,.As is
seen from this expression, a temperature rise to very high values under adiabatic conditiotix ptoeedduring the appioximated finite Lime:
C RT I. E,mr,
This time is actually the induction period of thermal explosion untder the adiahatic corditions, or thle
adiabatic induction.
5.1.2. Thermal Explosion and Heat Transter
Selnenov's ailiforilt spatial tempera tore di.,ribaution
antd New toluiai
ibrat
traitsfcr to it;e
surroundins arerealized when heat transfer throughout the reactant is considerably fattlitated is
compared to dte heat loss to the surroutdings. Similar conditions of heat transfer can Ibcns;rcd h .
small size of the specimen, good thermal conducivity of the reactant, its mixing and ptr conmac,1 .it:
the heat transfer surface. Under other conditions, the heating is nonunifornm and tenperartire grtdic i-appear. Thermal explosion with temperature gradients within die reactant was first
treated by Fr:imkKamenetsky (1939).

To describe the process in this case, the equation of heat conductior; with continuously distributed
heat sourcecs due to chemical reaction is chosen instead of the heat balance equation:
C

dT = Q - r- k"'
-EERT
0( )+ div X grad T

(5.7)

where )is thermal conductivity. Fratik-Katoenetsky. following Semenov, considered th case o! a
zero-order model reaction with oil) = 1.All the principal parameters are brought into a complex
designated I-k:
2

Fk__Q

d
.
r
- R 2

(5.8)

RT0

where d is a characteristic dimension of the sample: thickness of the slab or diameter of a cylindrr or
sphere. Surface temperature was assumed constant (boundary conditions of the first type) t-vkov,
1967).
Analysis of Eq. (5.8) reveals that if Fk is less than a certain critical Fkr, a steady temperature
profile with a naximum in the center sets inthe reactant; thermal explosion occurs at 1k > Fkrc.
Hence, the critical condition for themial explosion takes the fort:
Q .r
4X

E

RTU

.2

F,
E T0

Ucr"akte

,.,

(5.9)

=wk0
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and maximum pre-explosive temperature rise
are related to the sample's geometry. They are
analytically found for infinite slabs and cylinders using exponential transformation Eq. (5.5);. In the
case of a sphere the problem reduces to tabulated functions (Frank-Kamenetskv, 1955). The values
of FRt5 and AT- for these geometries are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Effect of Sample Geometry on Critical Conditions.
Geomretry
Slab
Cylinder
Sphere

Fkcr
0.88
2.00
3.32

AT

Ei1RT j

1.2
1.37
1.6

5.1.3. Effect of the Initial ReacttI TmperaLure. Transition to Ignition. I lot Spot ThInial
Ex plotsion
In case of cook-off in, e.g., a fire, the ambient temperature To is higher than the initial temperature
of the explosive material Ti. At Ti < To, the process can be divided into two stages: that of the
reactant heating to To and that above To, With limited external beat transfer, the entire ,ample is
heated uniformly and necessarily passes over the state when its temperature is equal to that of the
surroundings. This circumstance enables the induction period reading from this moment: Tjrd then
becomes independent of the initial temperature. The time in which To is attained is called the time of
preheating. It depends on both To and Ti. The overall time of explosion delay is found by adding the
tine of preheating and the induction period. The sludy of temporal characteristics of tIeprocess with
uniform distribution of temperature is reported in Merzhanov and Grigor'ev (1967),
Thermal explosion with limited internal heat transfer and the stage of heating were first treated in
Zitn and Mader (1960). The sample heating in this case is non-uniform. Due to an exotheric
reaction, the temperature rise maxima are generated close to the surface. They increase with time and
travel towards the center (Merzhanov and others, 1963), The temperature maximum in a
nonexplosive regime is eventually established inthe sample's center. In the case of explosion, two
possibilities arise:
the temperature maximum goes to the sample center where ignition starts. The Preheating
stage in this case does not essentially affect the process behavior. The induction period of
thermal explosion is read from the moment the sample's center is heated and is in gox
agreement with the induction period in the case Ti = TO;
the temperature maximum does not reach the center and ignition starts at the periphery. Of
course the overall time of ignition delay cannot then be divided into the time of preheating
and the induction peiod.
In the first case a them'al explosion occurs, while in the second a transient regime between thermal
explosion and ignition is realized. Hence, in both cases explosive behavior only occurs for a number
of combinations of paramters describing internal and external heat transfer.
Results of calculations of temperature distributions depending on external heat to internal heat
transfer (Biot number: Bi = a •dA) and for certain values of Fk are shown in Figs. 19 through 21.
If only a part of the reactant is heated to a high temperature, a hot spot thermal explosion is said to
occur. The critical size of the hot spot of heating, following Merzhanov and others (1963) and
Merzhanov (1966) is written as:

ij

a R I E,'RTI
E k.~
1

T-(1

RT-

Coefficients of a and b for various shapes of hot spot are given in Tabl-- 6.
Table 6. Effect of Sample Georntry on Critical Conditions,
b
Shape
a
Slab
1.63
0.65
0.42
2.72
Cylinder
0.30
3.48
sphere
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for Several Values of

I

The siwe of the sample in case of a hot spot explosion as well as in case of ignition is not essential.
The induction period does not differ from that measured under adiabatic conditions by more than a
factor of two (Merzhanov and others. 1963) even in the immediaot vicinity of a critical condition.
The hot spot thermal explosion is treated as a possible mechanism of explosion in the theory of
reactant sensitivity to mechanical action (Rideal and Robertson, 1948 and Bowden an Yoffe, 1952).
5.1.4. Th "Safe" Diameter and the "Safe" Lifetime
As rmentioned in the previous paragraph the safe diameter of an infinitely long cylindrical
propellant charge is defined as the smallest diameter at which self-ignition takes place. Acc-rcing to
the theory of Frank-Kamenetsky (1939). the following equation is valid for the safe diameter DTO;

=
D 8

FZRT.

(5.11)

PbEqT,

of heat generation q is a function of temperature according to
where the rate
(5.12)

q = F(Q) exp (-E/RT)

8 = dinnsionless parameter, Frank-Kameneisky (see pg. .44,Frank-Kamenetsky, 1969)

'
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Fig. 22. Schematic Temperature Distributions on Self-Heating of Propellant
in Vessels With Increasing Diameter, But at the Same Ambient Temperature.
A perirdof safe life can be assigned if the minimum safe diameter can be predicted for a storage
period at ambient temperature. In order to establish the stability of a propellant for a storage period up
to10 years, it is reqtuired to simulat experirnentally the temperature profie which may occur during
requirement that ammunition has to withstand temperatures up
such a period- In accordance with the
to 7 1C the following temperature-time program for 10 years' storage period can be drafted for the
investigation of the self-ignition hazar:
10 years at_W0C (303'K) including a fortnight storage with the
following daily temperature profle
2 weeks storage with a daily temperature profile of
9 hours at 35 C (308 K)
5 hours at 50 C (323 K)
5 hours at 60 C (333 K)
5 hours at 71 C (344 K)
In order to reduce the period of tim for the experimental simulation to an acceptable standard test
peril, during which sufficiently strong heat generation signals are measured. isothermal heat
generation tests aueperformed at 85°C. It has been established by heat generation tests (M-y and
Lam and lteemskerk, 1985) and by
Ileemskerk, 1984), by determination of stabilizer content ('t
chemilumnescence measurements (Mey and Heemskerk, 1985) that the degradation at this
temperature agrees vcht with the degradation effects (for longer periods) atambient temperatures.
When conducting an isothermal heat 0generation test at 85"C it can be calculated from Eq. (5.12) that
after an aging period of 1 week at 85 C the propellant reaches an aging stage corresponding to a
10 years' storage including the assurmed 2 weeks temperature-time profile (Van Geel, 1971).
Since for practical reasons the heat generation is measured at a higher temperature (Tm) than the
expected storage temperature. the critical diameter at the storage temperature, Ta, can be calculated
using Eqs. 15. 11)and (5.12). From these itfollows that:
PbEqT

\

m!(1.13)

T
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The heat generation. qTm, is not constant, but depends on various conditions including the degree
of decomposition. Therefore, the maximum heat generation observed in the isothermal heat

generation test (IST) (see Section 5.1.5) during the experimental simulation period of I week at 85C

is applied in the calculation of the safe diameter. This is the maximum diameter permitted during the
storage of the propellant for a period of 10 years at ambient temperature.
So:

Dbafe = K
5

(5.14)

where;
K= V/

K=

RTt exr

4RE

E _

fE/I
T

1I
Tm.
Ij

(5.15)

As already mentioned before Tm = 358 K (85C). The temperature Ta corresponds to the list of
storage temperatures. If the value of the activation energy E is known, the value of K can he
calculated. As shown in Fig. 23, however, the value of K does not vary much for values of E
between 40 and 200 kJ/mole and the minimum of K will be 12.1. The use of this value implies that
the activation energy of the propellant need not be known and the safe diameter of the propellant will
be:

D,,,e

12.1

P((q

5.!6)

5

ii

0

50

2
?QC

IN0
E kj/ mate

Fig. 23. K-Value as a Function of the Activation
Energy for Ta = 344 K and Tm= 358 K.
Results With Cellulose Nitrate Propllant
The heat generation as a function of time of 10 different propellants (their chemical composition is
listed in Table 7) is given in Fig. 24.

2011
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0

56.
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8

Fig. 24. Heat Generated by 10 Different Propellants at
85 C Over a Period of 7 Days.
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Propellants Included
and Physical Properties of thei Nitrocellulose
Table 7.
is.n
theChemical
Investigations. (The chemical co
Propellant No.
1I
2
3
4
5
6 17 1 8
1I
83.8 96-2 90
9 T.TW49.5 55.4 57.48 79.15 21.0 19.8
Cellulosenitrate
47.0 49.7 41.33 10.0 20.9 20.0
Glyceroltriniate
54.8 56.0
Nitroguanidine
6.2 5.3
9.5 0.7
Dinitrotoluene
0.35 0.3
Sodium cryolite
6.9
6.9
2.3
0.2
2.6 0.3
Dibutylphthalate
0.44 0.4
1.0
0.9 0.4 0.6
phenylamine
0.5
Nitrodipbenylamine
2.95 3.6
1.0 3.5
0.1 0.4
Ehyl centrlite
1.8
Methyl centrdlite
0.4 0.44
Vaseline
0.3
Potassium cryolite
0.9
0.8
Potassium nitrate
0.7
0.5
otassium sulphate
0.2 0.38 0.35
0.35 0.05
Graphite
0.3
0.1
0.15
Calcium carbonate
0.75
in Oxide
0.2
0.5
0.33 0.55
1.3
1.25 1.2
Moisture
0.15
1.1 0.2 0.45
Solvent
13.14 13.23 13.20 13.15 12.2 12.99 12.1 13.28
N%co.
1090 1986 3747 3662 4920 024 5037 3525 3643 705
Cal, value (kJ/kg)
3
799 553 963 855 1000 740 983 949 3000 899
Bulk density (kg/m )
Heat Conductivity (WV/m
Q) 0.,12 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.13 0-08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.10
earofproduction
[1969 1962 1963 1966 1942 1955 19!5 1966 1965 1955
measurements the safe iamter (Dsafe) and the decreases in calorimetri; value at 20C
From these
and 30'C have been calculated, and the results are given in Table 8.
Table 8. Safe Diameter and Decrease in Calorimetric Value of the Tested
Gun Pro ellants. Referenced to stora schedule shown in Fig. 24.
(/ex3O
Dsafe
(Qe)20
Propellant
______

I
2 single base
3

(mn)

'-0.60
0.50
0.70

(%)

(%)

0,241.0
0.34
0.70

1.0
0.5

4
5
6 double base
7
8

0.65
0.60
0.50
0.30
0.35

0.15
0.12
0.17
0.48
0.61

0.7
0.6
0.8
1.7
2.5

9
10 triple base

0,60
0,65

0.16
0.14

0.7
0.7

'The calculated decrease in calorimetric value differs markedly from pro,
How far a decrease in calorimetric value is permissible depends on the futlIL

propella-t.
Fthe propellant.

Heat Generation Test in Relation to Other Stability and Compatibility Tests
In the past a large number of stability and compatibility tests have been developed. These tests
generally involve an accelerated aging of the propellant at temperatures between 333 K (50'C) and 413
K (140'C) and the examination of distinct degradation phenomena such as:
the rate of gas evolution
the rate of stabilizer depletion
the loss in weight under standard test conditions
the lapse of time until the appearance of nitrogen oxide gases (NOx)
Table 9 shows the outcome of a comparative investigation that has been performed concerning the
relation between the Isothermal Storage Test (iST) (Van Gel, 1971) and five more conventional tests:
the 95°C test (the propellant is placed in a closed container, 0.33 g of propellautnl, at 95°C for 8
hours/day; red fumes within 20ddays indicate an unstable propellant), the Dutch weighing test (Bofors
and Kruit, 1960), the Abel heat test (Bofors and Kruit, 1960). the 65,5 C test (Stanag 4117, l9t),,),
and the methyl violet test (MV test, Bofos and Kruit, 1960). These tests are described below.
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Abel Heat Test
Af .clago: Determination of the momentary stability of propellants at 80'C using the detection of
the NO, generation by its reaction with a potassium iodide starch paper.
Suiwggj: The equipment consists of a thermostat bath with a constant temperature of 80C. An
amount of 1.6 g propellant is weighed into standard glass tubes with a length of 140 mm, an external
diameter of 16.5 and an internal diameter of 14.5 mm. The tube is provided with a cork carrying the
potassium iodide starch indicator paper suspended on a platinum wire. The indicator paper is wetted
in the center (maximum wetted diameter 5 mm) by a glycerine-water mixture. The NOx gases react
with indicator paper resulting in a darkening yellowish-brown circle at the dividing line between the
moistened and unrnoistened paper parts. The period of time which has elapsed between the start of
the experiment and the occurrence of a dark brown line, is a measure of the stability. The results of
the test may be affected by decomposition of materials other than the propellant itself.
Typical results: Propellant: Double base. Test at 80°C ,vith 1.6 g.: 24 minutes.
Dutch Weighing Test
AOP-7 Retistry No: Netherlands/Explosivesi202.01.004
T= of Test: Safety/Thermal
Brief Dcsriotion: The loss in weight caused by the decomposition of the propellant is determined
as a measure of the stability. The test is performed at a temperature of 378 K for a double- and a
triple-base propellant and at 383 K for a single-base propellant. The sample is heated under
standardized conditions for 8 hours to determine the content of volatiles. After this, the sample is
heated for another 64 hours to determine the weight loss.

Small caliber single-base propellant
Single-base cannon ammunition
Double base propellant (with high nitration nitrocellulose)

(383 K) 0.6% weight loss
(383 K) 0.9% weight loss
(383 K) 1.1% weight loss

The Vacuum Stability TeU
AOP-7 Reistry No: Netherlands/Explosives/202.01.005
... T&.: Decomposition by heat
J=of
Brief Description: The volume of gas evolved, when a mixture of equal parts of explosive or
propellant and the material under test is heated at a constant temperature of 100'C (90°C in some cases)
for 40 hours in an initial vacuum. is compared with the volumes evolved tnrom the explosive or
propellant and the test materia when heated separately under otherwise identical conditions.
Compatibility.of the components of the mixture is judged by means of the volume of additional gas
produced because of the contact between these components.
Typical Results: The Vacuum Stability Test for one combination:
Material: 10 g high explosive or propellant (grain size. 0.2-2 mm)
10 g test material (grain size 0.2-2 mm)
Duration of a test: 4 days

AOP-7 Reistly No: Netherlands/Explosives/202.01.002
y~t f

: Safety/Isernmal

The appearance of brown fumes of nitrogen oxides is determnined as a measure
R:
of the stability of the propellants. The appearance of the brown fumes is detected with the help of
nmthyl-violet paper. The sample is kept under standardized conditions at a temperature of 408 K for
a single-base propellant and at 393 K for a double-base propellant. Nitrogen oxides must not appear
and explosions must not occur within specified times.
B rgmsann and Junk Test
AOP-7 Registry No: NetherlandsIExplosives'2O2.01.003
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of Test: Safety/,Theral

Brief Descripion: In the Bergmann and Junk Test the sample is heated to 405 K (±0.5 K) for a
single-base propellant and at least 393 K (±0.5 K) for a double-base propellant, The sample must be
heated under standardized conditions for a prescribed period. At the end of this period the nitrogen
oxide evolved is quantitatively determined as a measure of the stability of the propellant under
investigation.
Tyical Results: Nitrocellulose (405 K) 1.7 ml NO per 10-1 kg, small caliber ammunition
single-base (405 K) 7.8 ml NO 5.10-3 kg, cannon ammunition single-base (405 K) 8.3 ml NO per
5.10-3 kg, double-base propellant (393 K) 5,8 ml NO per 5.10- 3 kg.
The tests are done with samples after accelerated aging at 65.5'C for periods between 6(0 and 240
days. The chemical composition of the propellants before aging is given in Table 9.
Table 9. Chemical Composition of the Cellulose-NiCrate Propellants Used for Comparative Tests.
Propellant No.
11
12
13
14
Cellulose nitrate
57.05%
75.9%
82.6%
84.0%
Glyceroltrinitate
40.1
19.8
Diphenylasrie
0.8
0.95
Ethylcenmralite
0.8
0.8
Dinitrotoluene
10.3
9.6
Dibutylphhalate
5.2
3.6
Potassium sulphate
1.7
1.0
0.65
Barium nitrate
1.4
Graphite
0.15
0.25
Maisture
0.2
0.35
0.8
0.8
Solvents (about)
traces
0.5
0.3
0.4
Table 10. Comparison of the lsothertnil Storage Test With Other
Stability Tests. (Underlined values do not meet the requirements.)
Propellant No.
I I 1
12
13
Duration of the aging at
65.5'C before the test
(days)
60
120
69
240
IST Dsf
(M)
0.7
Q.[1
0.9
0.7
95CC-test
(days)
2
2
26
76
Dutch weighing test
(%)
0.6
L_
.L.
0.8
Abel heat test
(min)
6
a
13
65.5"C-test
(%)
0.38
QU
0.55 0.15
MV test - Salmon coloration
(mnn)
65
55
95
40
-Redfumes
(hors)
6.0
7.5
8.0 5.5

"1"4
240
0,6
76
0.88
8
0.24
30
5.5

From Table 10 it can be seen that there is hardly any correlation between the tests performed. This
is to be expected because of the fact that the different tests make use of different criteria to judge selfignition hazard. Only the IST which is based on a direct measurement of the heat generated by the
stored propellant gives a reliable figure for the risk of self heating and consequent ignition.
The Course of the Heat Generation Process
a. Initial Heat Effect
During the experimental program, it was observed that the heat generation of some lots of propellant was relatively high during the first days of the measurement. This initial effect was not observed
in triple base propellants.
When investigating this effect it was found that the initial heat generation was much less when the
propellant was not pulverized and that the generation was reduced when replacing the surrounding air
was replaced by nitrogen (Mey and Heemskerk, 1985). The effect of moisture was investigated as
well. A definite effect on the rate determining reaction step could be observed although the overall
effect remained relatively small.
In this connection it is advisable to carry out the heat generation test with unpulverized propellant
grains in air since this is as close to the storage conditions as possible. In case of large units of propel
lant (rocket propellants) relatively large pieces of the propellant can he chipped from the propellant.
b. Autocatalysis
After a poionged measurement in the heat geartion mer, the raz of heat generation increases
sharply by autocatalysis. This effect is caused y the depletion of stabilizer. In Fig. 25 the heat
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generation is given of two single base propellants. The difference between the two propellants was
the type of sta;,ilizer, but the stabiliLer content was the same.
From Fig. 25 it follows that diphenylamine has a better stabilizing effect than the same amount of
ethyl centralite for this type of propellant.
I N- propeltant

1 323

',1 3o/d

103
'so\

Soo

o0o

1500

2000

Fig, 25. Heat Generation at 850C of Two Samples of Single Base
Propellant With Different Stabilizers.
As has been discussed before, the heat generation of most propellants is less than 100 mW/kg
during the first week at 85 C. This means that the safe diameter is at least 0.5 m at ambient temperatures. However, when the period of autocatalysis is reached, the safe diameter will decrease sharply.
Because of this effect, the question rose whether an inhomogeneous stabilizer distibution could give
rise to self-ignition. To investigate this problem tests were done with a mixture of the single base
propellant with 1.23% diphenylamine from Fig. 23 and the same propellant, but without stabilizer
(weight ratio 99:1 respectively).
The results are given in Fig. 26 in which curve 1 represents the heat generation of the nonstabilized propellant, curve 2 the heat generation of the mixture, and curve 3 the same as 2 but with
pulverized propellant.
From Fig. 26 it follows that there is a stabilizing effect from the surrounding grains and that this
effect becomes stronger with decreasing grain size.

12-

6 -

so

100

150

t Ihsurst

Fig. 26. Hew Generation at 85'C of a Nonstabilized Single Base Propellant.
(1) The pure unstmilized prpellant
(2) A mixture of thi propellat and the stabilized propellant
(3) A mixture of l propellant and pulverized stabilized pmpcUantL
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For a more precise prediction of the decomposition phenomena for different storage conditions
much more knowledge is necessary about the kinletcs of the propellant decomposition, in particular at
lower temperatures (30TC). Low temperature measurements have been performsed with stabilizer reachivity and chemiluntlinescence (t Lam and H-eemaskerk, 1985, and Mey and Heemiskerk, 1985). In
this connection, further investigations will have to be conducted with respect to the influence of the
g.s atmosphere and the gas-tightness of the propellant container on the course of the decomposition
phenomena.
More information is necessary on the distribution of stabilizer in the propellant and Ole effect of
possible inhotrogenitics on both the self-ignition hazard and the ballistic stability.
It should be stressedi that the stability requirements the propellant has to meet, can only be drafted
iii detail if the above mentioned information is obtained. A reliable judgment of the stability control

Finally, it should be investigated how heat losses in a stack of propellant containers iclate to tltc
loss of a single unit- This will provide the ultimate informnatton about the allowable safe diametcr.
5.1.5. FttndamctjTe[Sgfl

~ifferential

Scanning Ca~oI.metCZ L2SQ)

Differetntial scanning calorimettv (DSC) is a technique itt which the heat generation of a sample i,
measured as a function of the temperature. The same temperature rise is appliedto efrne tatrc
and a sample material. The difference in entergy supply is proportional to the heat generation in the
sample.

1

During this temperature program endothermnic and exothiermidc changes in enthalpy may appeair
which may be caused by, for instance, phase transitions or chemical reactions.
The appar-atus comprises two identical measuring cells made of a platinum alloy. Each cell hastemtperature sensor and a heating clement. Thec cells are mounted in an aluminum blck whicht is kcpt
at a constant temperature. The measuritig cells can be used is the temtperature range between 13(1and
870 K with heating rates between 10-3 K/s and 3 K/n.
The measurements can be perfortmed with open or with closed sample vessels with a volume of
45 x 10-9 m3 and a maiximumn overpressure of 15 MPa. The atmosphere surrounding the sample
vessel can be flushed with noncorrosive gases. The mininutn heat gemieration that can be measured.
asimounts to approximately 5 W/kg with a sample mass of 10 mg.
An example of a DSC curve is shown in Fig. 27. The sample under investigation was composed
of several organic peroxides. The DSC curve shows two degradation peaks with a measured ottset
temperature at about 300 K and a total reaction enhalpy of -15 10 kJ/lsg.
In view of the low onset temperature and the high reaction enthalpy, the saenple must he regardetd
as a potentially hazardous material.

2M

Fig. 27. DSC Curve of a Sample Composed of Several Organic Peroxides,
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Isothermal Storage Test (IST)
In the Isothermal Storage Test (1ST) the heat generated at constant temperature due to reaction of
decomposing substances is neasured as a function of time. Performance of these measurements at a
series of temperatures leads to a quantitative understanding of the relation between the temperature and
the heat generation of the substance under investigation. The 1ST is applicable to solids, liquids,
pastes, and dispersions.
The IST in Fig. 28 consists of a large heat sink (an aluminum block) which is kept at a constant
temperature. In the block are two holes with a heat flow meter (e.g., a Peltier element) at the bottom
of each hole. Identical holders are placed on both heat flow meters. One holder contains the sample,
the other an inert substance.
The heat generated by the sample results in a voltage signal from the heat flow meter which is
proportional to the heat flow. Random fluctuations in the heat flow are avoided by monitoring the
voltage difference between both heat flow meters.
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Fig. 28. Cross Section of the Isothermal Storage Test.
Thte stainless steel sample bolder has a volume. of 70 c-m3. The sample mass amounts to about 2U0
g. Mleasuremecnts can be performed in the temperature range from 250 K to 420 K. Heat generations
can be metasured between the lower limnit of 5 mW/kg and the upper limit of 5 W/kg with ain accuracy
of at least 30% in the lower range to 5% in the higher range.
In Fig. 2 three 1ST carves measured with a single base propellant a; diffecrent temnperatures src
shown. With these heat generation curves at activation energy for the degiadation pruccns of 12,5
kimol has been calculated. By applying dhe thermal explosion nsaldel of Frausk-Kamenetsky and
introducing appropriate physical propette-s of the propellant, the safe storage diameter at the antii,w
storage temperature of 310K is founidto he (.6 us. lnteuration of the heat generation cur' residis- in
a decrease of the calorimetric value, which eatt he extrapolated to the required stor-age temperatue and
tite of storage.

.5

Adiabatic- StorUc et fAST)

-++ .

.t

In the Adiabatic Storage Test (AST) the heat generated at nearly adiabatic conditions by reacting ot
decomposing Substance; is detenoined ais a function of time. The AST is applicable to solidi. liqu dN.
pastes, and dispersions.
The AST shown itt Fig. 30 consists of a 1.5 x 1I0-3 in 3 Dewar vessel sealed with a stainless steel
lid. This lid is provided with insulating material on the inside. The Dewar vessel is placed in an
oven. The tenmperature
of the ovent is kept equal to the temperature of the sample in the Dewar vensci.
t
It !his way hhe

bAit

loss is kept at a m""m=......d a rearly

it ,abatc
.

intemnal electric heating coil is used to heat the samsple to the desired initial temperature. The
heating coil is also used to determine the specific heat of the s:ple.
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Fig. 29. 1ST Curves of a Smokeless Propellant,
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Fig. 30. Arrangement of tie Adiabatic Storage Test (AST).
A gas can be led through the Dewar vessel by mean~s of tubes passing through the lid of the
vessel. Fromn tinlet tube the gas is spread ever the bouom of the Dewar vessel. The gas outlet is at
the top of the Dewazr vessel. Thus t entire sample is brought into contact with thie gas. Before being
supplied to the Dewar vessel the gas is carefully thrmiostated a: a temnperatur equal to that of the
sample. Because of the nearly adiabatic conditions (the mraximum beat lass is 10 rnW), t heat
generated by the sample is almost completely convened into anoincreas in temperature of the samp~le,
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Therefore, the temperature of the sample is recorded continuously as a function of time. From the
increase in temperature in relation to the specific heat and the mass of the sample the heat generated by
the sample can be determined.
An experiment is discontinued when the heating rate is too fast- In this case the system is cooled
down with the aid of a cooling coil. Measurements can be performed in the temperature range from
250 K to 470 K.
Even at relatively low temperatures small heat generation can be determined. The smallest
temperature inct-ase that can be determined corresponds to a heat generation of 15 mW/kg. The upper
limit is determined by the capacity of the cooling coil. If water is applied as coolant, a maximum heat
generation of 500 W is allowed. The accuracy of the measurements is at least 30% at 15 mW/kg and
10% from 100 mW/kg to 10 W/kg.
An example of a result of an AST experiment is shown in Fig. 31. The first part of the curve, up
to about 300 hours, has been measured in the AST. The second part has been extrapolated by using
the last part of the measured temperature-time curve. The maximum temperature of 526 K is the autoignition temperature of the sample under investigation.
500
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n80

155
100

200

30
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00

Fig. 31. Example of an AST Curve.
...
measured values.
extrapolated values.
Thus, with the AST experiment the induction period is observed in which the sample is self-heated
up to the auto-ignition temperature under adiabatic conditions, starting from an arbitrary initial
temperature.
Thermal Step Test (TSTI
With the Thermal Step Test (TST), kinetic studies of the decomposition of energetic materials are
performed. The activation energy can be obtained over a wide temperature range (300 - 1400 K).
Furthermore the influence of catalysts and additives can be assessed.
The experiments are performed by confining some energetic material in a capillary stainless steel
tube with a fixed internal diameter of I mr and a variable outer diameter from 1 - 2 mm and with a
length of 70 mm.
After inserting the tube in an electric circuit and by discharging a capacitor through the tube, the
temperature of the tube is raised in about 30 microseconds. Temperatures tip to 1000 K can be
maintained for a prolonged period (up to several hours). The induction time, the time needed to
rupture the tube, as a function of tube temperature is measured
In Fig. 32 results of five different AP based composite propellants are shown (Schrader and
others, 1984 [AGARDI). The compositions are given in Table 11. It turned out that composite
propellants start to decompose at a lower temperature than the pure ammonium perchlorate. This
behavior is believed to be caused by the binder, because the binder is able, to generate radical like
species at a relatively low temperature which could enhance the decomposition.
A wide variety of energetic materials has been investigated with the TST. In the temperature
domain, relevant for the cook-off phenmena, all investigated explosives (Schrader a"d others. 1983.
and Schrader and others, 1984 [Ninth Int Pyr. Sem.i) and propellants show a pseudo first order
Arrhenius type of decomposition.
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Table 11.

"'Compound

AP
Aluminum
HTPB based PU
PPGbasedPU
IDP*
NGu
FeO
u20. r2O3

%w/.

HI

R2

67.9
16.7
11.1

69.4
18.0
7.5

80.0

3.6

4.2

5.0

0.6

0.6

15.0

TiK

11.6
4.0

15.1
4.8
15.0

I

0.1

TIK

500

132

65.0

0.3

0.1
0.3
* M ="isopecylpelate (lasticizer)
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Fig. 32. Induction Time as a Function of Temperature of: (a) * AP. + AP-AI, and o AP-NGu.
(b) x l1,. • H2, and o H3, and (c) o Pi, • P2. The solid curve from a is also drawn in b and
c, the solid/dotted curve from b is also drawn in c.
One Dimensional Time to ExploJion Test IODTX).
The ODTX (McGuire and Tarver, 1981, Catalano and others, 1976, and Tarver and others. 1978)
test has been developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory as a well controlled environment
in which to measure times to explosion at confinement pressures up to 150 MPa. The diameter of the
hemispheres containing the energetic materials is 12.7 mm. The hemispheres are heated and the time
to explosion is recorded. The spherical geometry has been chosen, since it is well suited for computer
modeling.
The ODTX test has only been used to study high energy explosives like TATB, TN'T, and plastic
bonded explosives containing RDX and HMX, (cf. Fig. 33). Typical temperatures used range from
420 up to 620 K. The times to explosion range from a few seconds up to about 1 day. Chemical
kinctics, more coriplicated than the simple type Anherunus equation, are employed to fit the
experimental results within a theoretical frane work.
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Fig. 33. Excerimental and Calculated Times to Explosion for 12.7 mm
Diameter Spheres of TNT, LX- 10. and OCTOL (A); and of TNTr, RDX,
and Comp. B (B).
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5.1.6. Cothenuationa Methods
As stated earlier in the introdetion a heat balance can
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results. Since then many have used nunecal methods to describe cook-off phenomena with success.
equaion is the so-called finite
merically
solveSince
the aboye
used methodand
to nMorton,
The mostmethod
widely(Richtmeyer
1967).
a thorough treatise of this subject is
differencs
beyond the scope of this chapteri only a brsef outline wiLl be presented.
First, the continuous tme and space coordinates are changed into discrete variables, the finite
differences Dr and Dt, the grid size, and the time step, respectively. Now, the key of the finite
differences method is to approximate the esquation by substituting the differentials by the differences,
i.e., dr/dt = r/Dt. The resulting differences equation can be easily solved by either an explicit or an
implicit method.
An explicit method is characterized by the fact that to calculate the temperature at a certain place at a
certain time only the tenperatures of the previous time step are needed. Explicit methods am easy to
use, but they do have one distinct disadvantage; the solution is not always stable. This means, that if
the time step is too great as compared with the grid size no meaningful results are obtained. So if one
has to calculate long times to explosion, implicit methods are to be favored because they are always
stable.
With an implicit method, the temperatures of all grid points at a certain time are described by
means of a set of coupled equations. Thus at every dime step this set has to be solved by means of an
iterative process or by means of a matrix inversion technique.
To finish this section we cite a number of examrples illustrating the possibilities of numerical
methods.
At Lawreme Livenmo=, finite difference methods have been used to model the times to explosion
of several high explosives simulating numerically the ODTX (cf. preceding section). In this
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calculation, besides Arrhenius type of chemical kinetics, nxre complicated kinetics have been
employed as well. The outcome of the modeling showed that good agreement with experiemntal data
can be obtained.
In France, numerical methods have been applied to investigate and understand the thermial
decomposition of propellan. Basis for the calculations was the model of Zinn and Rogers. Again a
satisfactory agreement between theory and experiment can be obtained
In the Netherlands, numerical methods have been used to model the decomposition of unstable
compounds in electroexplosive devices (Prinse and Lecuw, 1986). In that case one has not only to
deal with energy release due to chemical processes, but also the energy input due to the electrical
power must be considered.
In Fig. 34 the temperature rise in the wire of an electroexplosive device is shown. The dotted line
denotes the experimental data points and the solid line is the theoretical result. As can be seen, there is
good agreement between theory and experiment.
T7 I

2

',A

I'/
75:

Fig. 34. Temperature Rise of EED Bridge Wire Vs. Time at a Fixed Current.
So one can corclude that theoretical sinmLation based on numerical methods can be a very
powerful means to get a feeling for the behavior of thermally unstable compounds. It is to be
expected that in the light of the rapid developments - both in hardware and in software - numerical
nethods will prove to be even nore successful in the near future.
5.1.7. Slow Cook-Off Tet
Slow cook-off tests are characterized by very low heating rates (a few degrees per hour to a few
degrees per minute). Tests range from small scale requiring several grams of energetic matenas to
large scale tests involving the full sized weapon system. These tests are to provide data that might be
used to predict the response of ordnance slowly heated primarily in storage or handling mishaps. (For
example_, munitions in a rail car heated by the bunting of adjacent rail cars, or mtunitions in a
storehouse adjacent to a burning storehouse, or weapons in the hold of a ship with fire in adjacent
cortpatrments.)
The small scale slow cook-off tests ae described as follows.

SNPE Test (Frnxe)
This test set-up (Kent and Rat, 1982, and Rat anid Kent, 1981) (Fig. 35) consists of a steel
cylinsdrical combustkm chamber with an internal diameter of 80 mm and a depth of 600 mm. which
can be heated electrically to 680 K (see Fig. 35). At a certain time a cylindrical ptece of propellant,
diaxeter 50 mm variable height, sted with a thermoouple, is introduced in the preheated

conbustion chamber. The ttne to ignition and the tensperature history of the propellant am recorded
Quantities up to 200 grais can be teasured this way. Tie comabustion chamber cannot be closed
nt is ot ot ,wLj
;-szight so total Confnre
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Fig. 35. Experinmental Set-Up of the SNPE Test.
Some results of this test applied to propellants ameshown in Fig. 36. Typically, the critical
temperature is around 450 K and the induction times can be as long as 18 hours. In Casenave and
Racirnor (1984). the experimental data are used as input for theoretical calculations based on the work
of Zinn and lader (1960) o predict induction times and critical temperattres for other geonmtrie as
well, (cf. dashed lines in Fig, 16.)
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Fig. 36. Induction Time as Function of 1/',. C = Compsite
propeLlanit DB = Double base propellant.
"The Belgiani Elcole) R(oyale) M(ilitaire) (Erneux and others, 1983) test is similar to the French
SNPE test. "l'e main differences are that less miaterial is uSed (0-2 to 2 gr), and that cxk-off can be
studied under confinemett as well. Comparison with theoretical calculations showed a good fit, for
these snmall quantities (< 2 gT).
SNPF also performs slow cook-off tests using the model notor pr-sented in Fig. 37. This modcl
motor is placed within an oven instrumented with thermocouples as indicated in Fig. 38. The
temperatue within the oven is increased at 3.33'CAour. The temperature at which reaction occurs
and the severity of reaction is dctermined-
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Fig. 37. Solid Propellant Vulnerability Tests, A, Rocket Motor ModelUK Slow Cook-Off Test
In this test, which can be used for all types of explosive stores, the item under trial is placed in a
disposable metal jacket, which is cylintfrical1 in shape and constructed in halves which ar bolted
together after tie stre is p-it in- Ample space is left for air circulation all around the store. The end,
of the jacket are atiAched to flexible hoses for circulation of air, the air circulation is closed, and the
whole aur-duct construction is heavily insulated in order to conserve energy. The Air heater and pumip
ane separated from the jacketed store by a reinforced concrete wall. 'he ate temperature inside the
jacket half-way along the length of the store is monitored by a thermocouple which controls the heat
air to maintain the rate of temperature increase in accord with a
flux front the heater to the circulating
preset program [heating rate 3.30 C/hr (60 FNt)l. Up to five other thermocouples mray he installed
within or on the surface of the store. A demolition charge on a remotely-controlled trolley is provided
nearby, for uset should the trial be aborted for any reason, or the maximum temperature progrummed
be reached without event.
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Test. Temperature Increase Rate: 3.33C/h.
RARDE Larie Scaled Vessel Test (U.K.)
This test is nominated for propellants in the AOP-7 test manual (1982). In the Large Scaled
Vessel (LSV) Test (heated type) the material under test is sealed in a standard vessel made of seamless
steel tubing (76 mm ID, 95.2 mm OD) with welded end-plugs 450 mm apart. The volume of the
vessel is approximately 2 liters. Nickel-chrome heating wire is wound around the tube and current is
applied to heat it at 5°C per minute, monitored by means of a therrnocouple inside the vessel and in
thermal contact with its inner face through its housing. In due course a runaway reaction begins and
failure of the vessel ensues. The violence of the response is assessed by means of the degree of
fragmentation of the vessel. A variant of this test, using internal ignition is used in the U.K. for
hazard division assessment of propellants.
RARDE remoerature of lnition Test (U.K.)
This test is nominated for the AOP-7 tests manual (Allied Ordnance Publication, 1988). It is used
for all types of explosive material. A standard glass test-tube (100 mm long, 12,13 mm OD)
containing 0.20 g of prepared sample powder, cut-out discs or pellets as appropriate) is inserted into a
metal block which is externally insulated and heated at 5°C per minute, The temperature of ignition
and information concerning the nature of the event are recorded. The heating rate can be varied if
desired.
NWC Super Small Scale Cook-Off Bomb (SSCB)
(U.S., Pakulak and Cragin, 1983)
In this method, the test fixture, a super-small scale cook-off bomb (SSCB), consists of a steel
tube 2.8 cm OD/2.3 cm ID x 7.6cm long (-1. 1-inch OD/0.9-inch IDx 3-inches long) spot welded 4
points) to a witness plate 6 cm dianrieter x Icm thick (3-inch dianeter x 3/8-inch thick). A similar top
plate is used and bolted to the tube-witness plate for explosive confinement. An internal aluminum
sleeve 2.3 cm OD12.0 cm ID x 7.6 cm long (.-0.9-ich OD/0.8-inch ID x 3-inches long) is used to
spread input heat evenly and temperature measurement is made with a thermocouple. The explosive
material is cast, pressed, or cured in steel tubes 2 cm OD/1.5 cm ID x 3.2 cm long (0.8-inch ODA).6inch ID x 1.25-inches long). Each tube contains about 10 grams of explosive and two steel tubes are
used per test. This allows a 1.3 cm (112-inch) void area for thermal expansion. The 0outer steel tube is
heated with two, 125 watt bard heaters. With 220 VAC applied, the heating rate is -l Clsec and is
-.02C/see with 110 VAC. The hi'gher heating rate is similar to a heavy steel wall 1.3 cm (-0.5-inch)
munition in a fuel fire; the lower heating rate is similar to an area that is not in a direct heat path from
the fuel fire; i.e.. fuze cup, thermally protected czse, etc.
This test method is used for deterrmining the cook-off temperature and reaction of an explosive
under confined conditions. The time-temperature plot is used to determine the cook-off temperature at
a given heating rate. The body fragments and witness plate are used to assess the severity of the
reaction This test satisfies the mandatory requirements for qualification testing of booster and main
charge explosives. The cook-off temperature is dependent on heating rate and can be used to predict
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cook-off time and temsperatr in a fuel fire. Thie severity of the cook-off reaction is assessed in the
following mainer and is listed below:
Observed Residi
Outer Tube
Intact/Split
1-4 Pieces
Many Pieces
Many Pieces
Small Pieces

Wi,.s Plate
Dent s 1.3 cm (0.5")
Dent < 1.3 cm (0.5")
Dent < 1.3cmn (0.5")
Nearly Punched
Punched Hole

Cook

cReation

Burning
Deflagrttion
Explosion
Partial Detonation
Detonation

The severity of the cook-off reaction is dependent on the heating rate.
NWC Small Scale Cook-Off Bomb (SOB) (U S.)
The SCB is adopted in the United Nations recommendations (Recommendations on the transport
of dangerous goods, 1986) and simulates transport and storage ituations involving slow external
heating of substances. In the test a sample of the substance to be tested is contained in a 400 cc steel
vessel with walls 3 mm thick. 7-n, vessel is electrically heated and is equipped with thermocouples.
After insertion of the test material the temperature is raised from 300°C at a rate of 3C a minute. The
test is considered positive when the test material has deformed the vessel or the witness plate which
forms the bottom of the vessel.
Table 12. Some Typical Results for the Small
Scale Cook-Off Bomb Test (SCB).
Cook-Off
Cook -Off
Substance
Temp.
Time
(min)
(K)
'
"4.F
6T
Technical grade
Guanidine nitrate
14.2
473
M-6 (USA)
Propellant (cannon)
553
4.0*
powder
Nitroguanidine
14.5
487
NSWC, Crane, IN
Te I
altaen at a higher heating rate of I'c/s.

"oak-Off
Reaction
+
+
+
+

NWC Toaster Oven.Slow Cook-Off Technique tt.SA
The SCV test was initially implemented because it became apparent that very little was known
regarding the changes that occur within propellants as a function of temperature during a slow
cookoft. Speculations abounded that a particular propellant may swell or foam, and possibly even
partially liquefy beyond some temperature, but very little data existed. Even less was understood
about how variations in propellant fornulation affect elevated temperature behavior. Therefore, a
simple test was designed and implemented to provide insight and empirical data regarding propellant
behavi. r as a function of temperature.
Early SCV tests were conducted with cylindrical propellant samples contained in Pyrex graduated
cylinders that were heated at 25F/hr in modified houshold toaster ovens while physical changes as a
function of temperature were observed with a video camera, These early "toaster oven" SCV test
efforts revealed the value of this type of test, and subsequent needs stimulated the evolution of the
current SCV testThe current SCV test is designed to provide the following data:
1. The bulk volume change of the propellant as a function of temperature.
2. Visible physical state changes that occur as a function of temperature. Most propellants
undergo visually observable physical changes as a function of temperature. Some propellants soften,
swell, and/or foam a great deal, while others show only small changes, Other propellants partially
liquefy due to binder depolynerizatiot: and/or "melting" of one or more, ngredients. Sometimes the
liquid or seni-liquid phase foams and/or "boils" prior to autoignition, Significant color changes often
occur as a function of temperature as well.
3. The radial thermal profile through the propellant sample as a function of temperature and time.
Internal exothermic activities as well as endothertic decompositions and/or phase changes can be
observed via thermocouple probes placed in a three-dimensional spatial arrangement throughout the
sample.
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4. The oven air
tempemu e and the temperature and thmal profile
within thepropellant sample
at the time of autoignition.
5. Sonetmes the location of autoigniion can be obseved. Autoignition can occur in the gas
phase above the propellant sample, on a propellant surface exposed to air, or near the centroid of the
propellant sample.
6. The composition and volume of gases given off by the heated propellant as a function of
temperature and time. Up to the present time, this has not been done at the Naval Weapons Center.
This type of data is useful for predicting whether sufficient propellant physical property
degradation and/or expansion will occur in a full-scale motor to cause propellant grain collapse andlor
exudation of propellant through the nozzle. In addition, knowledge of the physical state of the
propellant and the degree of propellant confinement at the time of autoignition provides important
clues about how violently the propellant will react in a rocket motor. Data provided by the SCV test
can also be used to estimate the time-to-reaction and cookoff temperature of full-scale motors. As a
propellant formulation research tool, the SCV test can provide clues and insights regarding what is
occurring within a propellant as a function of temperature. Knowledge of how propellant formulation
changes affect propellant behavior during slow cookoff can be obtained by conducting a matrix of
tests in which one ingredient change is made at a time.
SCV Test Hardware Description
Figure. 39 shows an assembly of the basic apparatus used for the SCV test. A similar but less
refined apparatus was used for the earlier "toaster oven" SCV tests.
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Fig, 39. SCV Test Apparatus Assembly.
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The most recent version of the SCV test is conducted with a psopellant sample caut cr machned to
form a cylinder 1.80 inches in diameter and 2.00 inches long. The propellant sample fits with a small
clearanice in a custora-designed 12-inch-tall Pyrex graduated cylinder. The Pyrex graduated cylinder
has parallel red and white markings spaced 0.125 inch apart so that they can be easily observed with a
video camera against a light or dark colored background. Eight thermocouple probes are integrated
into the base of the graduated cylinder and extend into the propellant sample. Two thermocouples are
placed at the outside radius, three at the half-radius, and three adjacent to the vertical centerline of the
propellant sample. The thermocouples at the outside radius are 180 degrees apart and lie on the
horizontal centerplane of the propellant sample. The three thermocouples at the half-radius and the
three thermocouples at the center are spaced 120 degrees apart at three heights (1/4h,2h, and 3/4h) to
form a three-dirensional spatial arrangement.
Al of the SCV tests presented in this paper were instrumented with bare, 0.125-inch-dianeter.
stainless steel thermocouple probes- In the future, 0.0625-inch-diameter, glass or ceramic-coated
stainless steel thermocouple probes will be used. The smaller probes displace less propellant, conduct
less heat into or out of the sample, and can be more accurately positioned within the propellant
sample. In addition, there is some specu!ation that propellant decomposition can be catalyzed by
allowing the heated propellant tobe in direct contact with metals containing iron, chromium, nickel.
copper, etc., and it is felt that such contact should be avoided.
The 1/2-inch..thick white aluminum oxide ceramic fiberboard spacers shown in Fig. 39 insulate the
ends of the propellant sample to reduce nonradial heat conduction. A penetrorneter consisting of two
0. 625-inch-diameter, 2.75-inch-long pins loaded by a 255-gram head is shown in the glass tube on
top of the propellant sample, with the tips of the weighted pins resting on the propellant surface. Toe
penetrometer places point loads of approximately 92 psi upon the surface of the propellant sample and
provides visual evidence of when the propellant has softened sufficiently to allow the penetrometer
pins to penetrate the propellant. The pin spacing was chosen so that penetrometer pin location did not
coincide with thelocation of thermocouple probes and so that heat transfer through the pins would
have a minimal effect upon the thermal events occurring in the center region of the propellant sample.
Figure 40 shows a schematic of the SCV heating chamber. The SCV oven in current use is a
heavily insulated chamber that has 0.25-inch-thick steel interior walls. The oven has an internal
volume of approximately 27 ft3 and is heated with an array of five 3000-watt electrical heaters that are
isolated from the main oven cavity. Air is continuously circulated through the isolated heater bank ond
oven chamber volume with a fan toelininate significant temperature gradients within the oven and to
ensure even heating. Chamber temperature as a function of time is controlled with a Honeywell
programmable temperature controller. The test apparatus is indirectly illuminated with six 40-watt
appliance light bulbs so that a good video image can be obtained. The sample is viewed with a video
camera through a pair of Pyrex windows mounted in the side of the eharnrier. The internal chamber
cavity is instrumented with a flush-mounted high-temperature piezoelectric blast pressure gage and
four air-temperature thermocouples. Two of the air-temperature thermocouples are adjacent tothe
propellant sample.
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Fig. 40. SWV Heating Chamber.
SCV Test Descdrtion
The SCV test is conducted so that the heating cycle can be completed in one working day. During
the first hour, the chamber is heated at a linear rate to a predetermined preheat temperature. Then the
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charrwer temperaure is ramped at 25*F/hr until autoignition of the sample occurs. The preheat
temperature is selected so that the total duration of the test will be between 7 and 9 hours. The 25'F/hr
beating rate was chosen for two reasons: (1) to expedite the test and (2) to scale the heating rate to the
sample size.
The subscale propellant samples are heated at 25 0F/hr in an attempt to appmximate thermal profile
similitude with the bulk propellant in a typical full-scale rocket motor heated at 60F/hr. Arguments can
be made for maintaining temperature differential similitude versus temperature gradient similitude or
some condition in between the two conditions. The 25WF/hr heating rate was empirically chosen to
0
represent a reasonable intermediate condition of thermal similitude. While the 25 F/hr heating rate is a
compromise, and true similitude (if "true" similitude can be defined) is probably seldom achieved
since each rocket motor and propellant is different, the heating rate has yielded meaningful data, and
no changes to the adopted heating profile scheme seem necessary at this time.
Test instrumentation consists of 12 thermocouples with the placements described earlier, blast
overpressure within the chamber volume, and full-time video coverage. Gas collection, sampling, and
analysis is an option that could be implemented to meet specific needs. After the entire test has been
recorded on 3/4-inch video tape, the full duration of the test prior to autoignition is time-lapsed in the
video laboratory so that a period of 5 minutes is compressed into I second. The video then gives an
animated account of changes that occurred in the propellant sample as a function of time and
temperature.
Selected "'Toaster Oven" and SCV Test Results
At the present time, "toaster oven" and/or SCV tests have been conducted with 17 propellant
formulations. While excellent duplication of results was obtained when the same propellant
formulations were retested under identical conditions, virtually each of the 17 propellants exhibited
dramatically different behaviors. This was a surprise, since it was felt that propellants within the same
general class (HTPB/AP propellants, for example) would all behave in a more or less similar fashion.
On the contrary, seemingly minor formulation changes, such as the substitution of yellow iron oxide
for red iron oxide, were found to have a large impact on how the propellant behaved in slow cookntf.
The type of binder, curing agent, burn rate catalyst, choice of plasticizer, and presence or absence of
other ingredients were often found to dramatically affect the behavior of a propellant at elevated
temperatures.

The data obtained from the early "toaster oven" tests are summarized in Table 12. Table 13
provides propellant formulation data for the propellants listed in Table 12. The data obtained from the
more current and mom refined SCV test are summarized in Table 14. Table 15 provides the propellant
fomssmlatio dam for the propellants tested in the SCV chamber.
The "toaster oven" tests were conducted in a manner fundamentally similar to the way the SCV
tests were conducted. The primary differences between the "toaster oven" test and the SCV test, such
as sample size and penetrometer point loading, are documented in Trables 12 and 14: it is important to
note these differences when comparing the data listed in Tables 12 and 14. It is also important to point
out that oven thermal gradients and poor thermocouple instrumentation technique yielded unreliable
maximum propellant sample internal temperature values for the tests conducted in the toaster ovens.
Space does not allow a thorough discussion or analysis of the data presented in Tables 12 through
15. However, several interesting observations are briefly summarized:
. Large differences in propellant slow cookoff behavior were observed, even between
propellants in the same basic family. The cookoff behavior of nine R-45M/AP, three B-2000/AP, and
three CTPB/AP propellants is summarized in Tables 12 and 14. Of these propellants, only Propellant
D. E. and L (all members of the R-45MiAP family) exhibited closely similar behaviors.
2. Propellants A and B are the same basic propellant forimulation and differ only in RDX content.
Propellant A is a clone of a Fleet propellant and contains 4% RDX while Propellant B does not contain
any RDX. The data in Table 12 reveal that the presence of RDX lowered the autoignition air
temperature by 55°F, reduced the temperature of initial propellant expansion by 26'F. and increased
die volunetric expansion of the propellant by a factor of 2.5.
3. Propellants E and F ar also the same basic propellant formulation; they differ primarily in the
type of bum rate catalyst used in the formulation. Propellant E is a clone of a Navy Fleet propellant
and is formulated with red iron oxide as the burn rate catalyst, while Propellant F is for'.nulated with
yellow iron oxide. The seemingly insignificant change of substituting yellow iron oxide for red iron
oxide reduced the temperture of initial propellant expansion by 491F, lowered the autoignition air
temperature 24'F, and increased the volumetric expansion by a factor of 2.3. Subsequent
DSCADTA/IA studies with the yellow iron oxide revealed that weight loss, probably due to
dehydration, began to occur at about 320OF very near the temperature of initial propellant expansion.
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4. The B-2000/AP/copper chromite propellants (Propeants C and i)reacted many orders of
magnitude more violently under the rinimum confinentnt present in the SCV test than any of the
other AP-based propellants, In addition, these two propellants have very simrilar formulatons, yet
they exhibited a large difference in volumetric expansion.
5. The formulation
primary difference is the
The data listed in Tables
autoignition temperature

of Propellant N is similar to the formulations of Propellants D and L. The
burn rate nnlifier. Propellant N was the only one tested that contained FcF3.
12 through 15 provide evidence that the FF3 substantially lowered the
of Propellant N.
Table 12. Toaster Oven Test Data Summary.
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hNC Lare Scale Slow Cook-Off (U.S.)
A standard U.S. test is the slow cook-off test based on WR-50 and DOD-STD-2105 (Navy)
(1982) and most recently described in DOD-STD-2105A (1989 draft) in which the air surrounding the
test item is heated at a rate of 6°F (3.3*C) per hour until reaction occurs. To save time the test may
begin with the test item preconditioned to a temperature 10F (55.5 -C)
below the predicted reaction
temperature.
The test equipment (oven) is required to be capable of providing a conrolled thermal environment
for the test item with ternpervnre increasing atthe required rate throughout the test. Its design must
minimize hot spots and ensure (by circulation or other means) a uniform thermal environment to the
item being tested. A means of avoiding gradual pressure buildup in the test equipment must be
provided.
Numerous thermocouples are used to monitor tempcratux throughout the test. As a minimum
thermocouples mnitor air and case wall temperature. It is particularly valuable if thermocouples can
monitor internal positions in the motor too. The test is normally performed with motor nozzle covers
securely in place.
At the Naval Weapons Center one or nme external video cameras are used to monitor the test and
provide an estimate of the reaction violence. Recently an internal video camera (considered
expendable) has been added to observe the nozzle end of the tested motor for exudate and the location
of ignition. A steel witness plate positioned beneath the test item (and possibly outside the oven)
helps assess the reaction violence. A blast overpressure measuring system is also used to assess the
reaction. The reaction violence is determined by assessing the various measurements described above
as well as the post test condition and position of recoverable test item material.
This large scale slow cook-off test is not an obvious analog of any particular operational scenario.
The test conducted is identical to that originally specified in WR-50 for determining the temperature at
the case-liner interface when reaction occurred. In WR-50 the requirement was that reaction not occur
until the case-liner interface exceeded 300'F. The recently adopted U.S. "Insensitive Munitions"
requirement for slow cook-off is that no reaction more violent than burning occur regardless of the
temperature and time during the test.
Because rocket motor reactios on the slow cook-off test are usually cor siderably mom violent
than burning, the Naval Weapons Center recently studied the cook-off behavior of four different
rocket nmos at heating rates of both 60 F pei hour and 750F per hour. The higher heating ratw was
chosen because analyses have shown the possibility of thermal scenarios with such a heating rate,
The four A studied all appeared todetonate atthe lower heating rate, but at the higher heating rate
two of the mots had much less violent reactions (at least approaching burning) while the other two
resulted in atleast partial detmations. It is interesting to now that the two propellants (one HTPB/AP
and one CTIPBIAP/AI composite) that reacted more mildly atthe higher heating rate expand in volume
considerably at emperature: slighly below their slow cook-off temperature so that the reation finally
occurs in a semi-rigid foam with a density between 50 and 70% that of the original propellant. The
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two propellants (one PU/AP/AI comnposite aid one HMX/RDX TKMETN/BTrN-PEG3iPC) that
detonated at both heating rames liquify prior to reaction in thre slow coolt-off test. Further thensui
studies of these behaviors are ongoing.

A blasting cap containing the energetic material, is immersed to a fixed depth in a bath of molten
Woods'nmetal (NAVORD OD 44811, 1972). T'he time of immrersion required to cause flashing or
explosion is noted. 'The temperature of the bath is varied and a number of tests are made in order to
produce smoke, fume flashes, or explosion over a range of approximately 2 to 10 seconds. A
temperature-time curve is constructed in order to finalize the temperature required to cause flashing or
explosions in 5 seconds.
Another typical example of a large scale slow cook-off test is a test performed on a Penguin
Warhead (Strmsec and others, 1984). The warhead was placed in an oven, see Fig. 4 1, and the
temperature of the air was raised about 3.3 Klhour to simulate the temperature rise in the interior of a
store house adjacent to a burning store-house. From the results, it became clear that if the warhead
case is"no gas tight, a violent reaction car.not occur (cf. Fig. 42) Instead the contents of the shell
CTNT/RDX/Wax) did tnelt and were found on the floor of the test stand.
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Fig. 41. Heating Facility for Slow Coo~k-Off Test.
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Fig, 42. Slow Cook-Off Test. Temperature m-easarements.
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5.1.8. EauLC~akM Tests
In the fastcook-off tests the propellant, motor. or nmunit'on is subjected to rapid heating usually
from dirxct flame impingent, as in a fuel fire tem,
5.1.8.1. Kornen test
The sensitivity of solid and liquid substances to the effect of intense heat when under partial and
defined confinement is tested by the Koenen test. The method yields quantitative results in the form
of the limiting diameter of an orifice, as indicated below,
In summary the substance is tested as follows. A cylindrical steel tube (height 75 cm. inner
diameter 24 mm) is filled with the substance to a depth of 60 mm, The top of the tube is closed by a
steel orifice plate with an aperture which can be varied in diameter (I to 24 m). The tube is heated
by four burners under standard conditions. As the tube is likely to be destroyed during the test, the
heating is done in a protective steel box. The burners are located at three sides at the bottom of the
box in a position, which optimizes heating of the tube. The decomposition gases may destroy the tube
(bursting pressure several hundreds of bars) depending on the diameter of the aperture of the orifice
plate. By testing the substance with series of aperture diameters the largest diameter for which the
tube is destroyed in at least three fragments is determined. This diameter is called the limiting
diameter. Its aperture area is a measure for the effect of the decomposition of a material under severe
heating. Some typical results taken from Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods
(1986) am shown in Table 16. This is an official test for UN classification for transportation of
dangerous goods.
Table 16. Example of Results.
Substance
2.4-dinitrotoluene
1,3-dinitrobenzene
Ammonum nitrate
Amrmonium nitrate
Nitroguaniidine
Guanidine nitrate
Cellulose nitrate
DB (NG/NC = 40/50)
Comp (AP/Al/binder = 65116/18
RDX/'NG/AP/binder - 50/25/1W15

99%, cryst.
cryst.
high dens. prills
low dens. prills
cryst.
cryst.
dry
full cylinder
chips
full cylinder
chips

Limiting Diameter
(mm)
1
I
1.5
14
< 1.5
k0
12
18
12
18
14
14
20

AP/picrite/bider - 75/10/15
Cellulose nitrate

dry, 13.4% N

5,1.8.2. Thermal Detonabilit' (Fast Cook-Off) NSWC (U.S.
This fast cook-off test for explosive boosters and main charge explosives utilizes very simple
cook-off test apparatus. It consists of a fire pan filled with standard JP-5 jet fuel and a cook-off bomb
containing the explosive to be studied. The bomb itself consists of a standard 3.8 cm long 2.5 cm
internal diameter (2.5 inch long x 1 inch diameter) pipe nipplc enclosed with two pipe caps. A
themoccouple is inserted through one pipe cap and attached to the inner surface of the bomb. The
bomb contains the explosive cylindrical charge, 25 mm in diameter and 25 mm long. The fuel is
ignited and the resultant temperature rise is recorded. Ti cook-off temperature and the effect of the
cook-off on the bomb is recorded. The cook-off temperatures reported here anmthose of the bomb
interface. Temperature increases at the bomb inner surface are usually
inner surface/explosive surface
0
between 40°C/minute and 50 C/minute. Temperature at cook-off vs. heating rate can be determined.
Five levels of severity of reaction are observed in this test:
Level 1:
Level 2:
Level 3:
Level 4:
Level 5:
5.1.8.3.

te

Mild bumii.g
Mild pressure rupture
Violent Pressure rupture
Partial detonation
High order detonation
icIs

A standard U.S. test is the fuel fire (fast cook-off test) based on DOD-STD-2105 (Navy) (1982)
and MJL-STD-1648(AS) (1982) (see also NATO AC/310 SG 11STANAG 4240: Fuel Fire). The
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most recent description of the test is described inMILSTD-2105A. In this test an item is suspended
horiontally 3 feet (0.9 m) above the surface of a pit filled with JP-5, JP4,JP-8, or JET A-1 jet fuel,
The flame temperature is dcter ined by neasurements from four thermocotiples (with time constants
of 0,1second or less) located 4 to 8 inches outside the ordnance skin (positionod on each end and
side of the onrnance in a hionimtal paane through the ordnance centline). The wst scifiction
stases that flame temperature shall reach 1000°F (538QC) within 30 seconds after0ignition as measured
by any two of the thermocoupes. An average flame temperature of at least 1600 F (870T) as
measured on all valid thermocouples (without contribution of the burning ordnance) is considered a
valid test, This temperature is determined by averaging the temperature from the time the flame
reaches I(XIF until all ordnance reactions are completed. Reaction severity is determined from video
coverage of the entire test (usually from several distances and perspectives) and by post test
erarnination of the condition and positions of debris. Blast overpressure measurements armvaluable if
violent explosions or detonations occur.
The test site (fire pit) must be large enough to ensure complete engulfment of the test item by fire
for the duration of the test. Generally complete engulfrmnt can be provided if the pit dimensions are
at least 10 feet larger in all directions than the dimensions of the munition. In addition, the burning
area of the pit must be at least 400 square feet (36 square meters) to ensure a full intensity fire. The
item is tested in the configuration appropriate to the logistic phase being duplicated by the test. Items
with rocket motors should be restrained to avoid launching due to a propulsive reaction. However,
the restraining and suspension methods should not interfere with heating of the item.
External conditions can have a major influence on the sest results. For example even slight wind
can affect the flame temperature due to effects on flame turbulence. Moderate wind or gusts can cause
intermittent or irregular heating as the flame whips around and sometimes fails to engulf the test item.
In cold weather the fuel ismore difficult to ignite and growth to a full intensity fire may take several
minutes.
From observation of a great many fast cook-off tests in the U.S. it is concluded that the motor
case is the predominant factor in determining the violence of rocket motor responses to the test. Case
materials, insulation, liner, attachmntrs (including wings and fins), and design details all seem to be
more influential than the specific propellant enclosed. It seems to be impossible to predict the fast
cook-off response of a full-scale munition from subscale tests. Three-dimensional heat transfer
details of the tested munition are modeled including all internal
analyses may be useful provided all
and external heat paths of the fully assembled unit.
Some motor case designs, specifically steel strip laminate cnd fiber/epoxy composite, have consistenly yielded mild reactions because the heat of the fire causes the case to fail before ignition of the
propellant. Monolithic cases, on the other hand, have shown inconsistent results. liowever the incon
sistencies can be traced to differences in fire temperature or internal and external heat paths of the case.
Recently the Naval Weapons Center has added two refinements to the test that greatly increase the
information obtained. One of thee refinements is the use of a heavily insulated video camera
positioned at the motor nozzle exit to observe the motor bore during thetest. The other refinement
pit during the test. Both of these
involved the use ofa 9 MEV x-ray system operating across the fire
instruments have provided visual records of events occurring in rocket motors throughout the test.
In Evans and others (1984) a description is given of the fuel fire experiments performed with
rocket motors produced by Royal Ordnance Summerfield consisting of a double base propellant
directly bonded to a casing manufactured following the strip laminate technique. The four trials ended
burn out or mild pressure bursts. Also the results of sonie experiments with exposure of the
in motar
rocket nsotor to a burning propane torch are described.
5.2. IGNITION TO DEFLAGRAT'ION
5.2.1. Introduction
The transition ofa combustible system from a nonreactive or very slowly reacive state to the state
of self-sustained combustion can either he effected by an external source of ignition or may originate
in the combustible system on its own, if the boundary conditions are in an appropriate range. This
latter process is callzd autoignition or thermal explosion and has been dealt with in Section 5.1 of this
AGARDograph. Ignition is the beginning of every combustion process. Hence it must be handled
effectively when a controlled combustion process is tobe initiated, and it must be prevented reliably if
accidental fires and e'plosions are to be avoided, This process is also important in laboratory type
investigations either tolook into the igntion process itselt, or else to classify the sensitivity of propellants with respect to planned or accidental ignition stimuli, to classify additives, or to assess the influence of extemal parameters. Concepts such as minimum ignition energy or ignition temperatures have
been introduced in this manner, notions which have certain merits in spite of the fact that their
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mecaning is equivocal and th&t boundary conditions are inmportant, which usually is ignored when
applying the data to other situations.
Solid propellant ignition is both a process and the successful completion of that process. As a
propsellanst sample is externally heatd. thee is an increffe in the siaface tenperitture and a build up of
a thermal profile. When gasification of the sample begins, the gaseous products begin to react
exothermically. This heat release increases the gas temperature, and thus. the reaction rates. With
addi tional heating and accumulation of gas phase species the flame will -snap brack" to the propellant
surface. At this point, the flame provides sufficient energy for propellant pyrolysis, the external h-cat
source is no longer necessary, and ignition is complete- These priicesses are graphicallIY ILIustrated In
the gerieral log flux-log time, ignition plot shown in Fig. 43.
EfFECC ON FLUX - GENERAL:
T
WHEN AN ENERGETIC MATERIAL IS SU IIJECTED TO A HEAT
FLUX (ENERGY INPUT) SEVERLAL PROCESSES OCCUR
--

I

~
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(EQUILIBRIUM ENERGY RELEASE!I

/
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IGNT ION REACTIONS

INERT
HEATING

FIRST GASIFICATION
IENDOTHERMIC OR MILDLY EXOTHERMIC)

LOG ENERGY FLUX
LOCATION OF T-HESE LINES (AND UENCE: ENERGY RELEASE)
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Fig. 43. General Depiction of Igiton Process.
For a given energy level (the dotted line in Fig. 43) a seties of events arc shown at various Eities
over which the sample issubject to the flux. For some initial time, nothing appears to be happening!.
Ifthe energy flux is terminated during this titme and the samtple examined. no significant decomtposi'
lion of the exposed surface is seen. Figure 44 shows a sample of a high energy propellant cotain inI
nitrumine which was subjected to 200 callcty 2 see for a time just prior to first gasificationi (esidensced
by "first light" detected by a photodiode). No significant reaction has occurred but a thermal profile is
be-ing established within the solid. It is not until the "First gasification" time is achieved Ina: the sai-::
pie: starits to significantly decompose. The flux has established and deepened the Lhermal profile in the
sorlid until a sui-face temperature is reached that causes significanit ablatiort.decotnposition at the surface. For expocures slightly longer than the time necessary for this Initial gasiftcation, the sample
continues to gasify but does not ignite in t classic sense of ignition. That is, if the extenal energy
flux is removed, the sample will cease gasifying, die temperature profile in the solid will collapse. and
the saniple will not combust. Figure 44b is a sample tubJected to0200 cal/cnilsec at a time. Just after
Cirst gasification, (as evidenced by 'first light") and shows somec decomposition of the sur-faLc, while
Fie. 4-4c shows atnother satnple at 200 callcm 2sec: and a time just less than that required for "go/no-g.
ignition. This -ample shows significant decomposition. Ignition is not achieved until the cotlditioutS
of flux-time associated with the line inidicatedJ as "gc/no-go ignition" on Fig. 43 have been achiceJ
At this time, and for longer exposure times, the sample is ignited in the sense that if the external ettcrgv flux is removed, the sample will continue to, bum by itself without the external stimulus (flogs'.
ct al. 198~4) 'Ilierc is another region of "overdriven" r omibustion-- higher f'luxes attd stceper thertuald
profiles, where removal of the flux will "io cause the sample to extinguish (Ohiemiller, et al, 1972 .
Exposing a solid propellant to high ettergy evels may not be sufficient to initiate comtbustion. 11hgre-ignition regio is important in that it is in this region that the solid has gasified itnto reactive
intermediate species (pyrolysis products), but these inteirmediate species have not reacted to final
products; thus self-sustained combustion has not teen attained. Unfortunately, many Investigators
view propellant ignition as simply a switch based on a citical teniperature dssoeiated with the surface
temnperature of the solid. When satisfied, ats instantanous change is made from a non-reacting inen
solid to burning at steady-state with fully' reacted gascs. While this criteria maoy be usefutl in somec
cases of artnsoniunn perchlorate-rubbK r propellants where Jie samples ignite almost imnsediatelY utxri
vaporization, it does not match reality for all solid propellants and test conditions (Bioggs, et al. 19F6)
In general, AP-bated propellanits, tested at low flux levels and high aantbient pressures show lite or no
detectable difference between grs'no-go and first ligh~lrst gasification. Nitraine based propellams
uinder simidlar conditiont, display significant pre-igntition behavior (Boggs. et al, 0984). pre-ignition:
behavior can be demonstrated in the AP-6ased propellants by increasing the flux level and decreasing
the test pressure (Crump, et al, 1984).
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(a)
(b)(c
Fig. 4..Nitramine Containing Propellant Exposed to 200 cal/crn 2sec at (a) Prior to First
Light/Gasification, (b)Just After First Light/Gasificanion, and (c0 At a Time Precedi ng
Go/No-Go or Complete Ignition.
Figure 43 is a generalized depiction of the ignition process. It definies three regions separated by.
two lines:
Inert heating region
First gasification line
Pre-ignition region
Go/no-go ignition curve
Self-sustained combustion region
The location of these lines and their relationship to the described regions is dependent on Many
variables. Propellant formulation, external energy level, and test pressure all conrohute to thle m
relationship between the establishment of the thermaul profile and sclf-susiaiiedcmbtin
The process of ignition and the ensuing combustion proceeds via a contplex a stcni of hm tr
reactions involving many radical species. A full theoretical description of the comnbusu.on process
must describe the variation in space and time of all the molecular species invcolved. Thi, tv-sbe dvtto
by formulating and solving the conservation equations of mass, momentun, etnergy and of all the
species occurring for multicomponent, reactive flows, which in roost practical cases .mreevcn
turbulent. The theoty of combustion phenomena, hence. is based upon chemical thcrmodvnamic .
chemical kinetics, transport processes, and fluid dynamics. Thec reader, who wants to fatmili-artze
himself with this field should consult the pertinent literature (e.g , Lewis and von Elbe, 19- 1; Mullin,
and Penner, 1959; Glassman, 1977; Williams, 1985; and Kuo. 1986). It is evident thtt even v ith SIh(
largest computing facilities available thtese problems become easily utitractable. particularly if
heterogetneous propellants are to be considered. Event if numerical solutionts are used dratic
simplifications are necessary and even itiore so when closed form solutions arc destred.
Concerning the process of ignition the state of the art is such that v -dluablc informanottrm
asn
11,
gatheredJ if considerably simplified systems tire investigated. One example being te repoiceinttet (11
the complex chemical kinetics by a one-step exothermic reaction with att Arrbeniio appNoXntt~atmun O
the overall reaction rate. The ignition process is effectively considered then as a inomimnti iincc
betwkeeni energy production over energy loss. Even in this case the ignition process remnains .tnpe\
since flow, transport, and reaction proccsses must be, followed in the different phases (solid, liqi0,.
and gas), and the space and time dependence of a considerable number of dpendceet v'a bles
(temperature, pressure, flow velocity, and concentrations of fuel, oxidizer and ltroductNl must be
determtined, taking into account the respective fluxes on the boundaries limsiting tite differen phases.
Of course, further simiplifications may be introduced, e.g.. limititng the reactions to the solid phj.setai
neglecting fuel contsunmption. Valuable information has been gathered in this manner.
The progress has beetn surveyed it various revicw articles which have appeared at steady irvt
atnd thle ittterested reader is urged to have a look at these (Kuo, 1986: Verrlianov and Averson, 197 1,
Price. et al, 1966; Kulkarni, et al. 1984 and 1980: Heriance, 1984; and Williams, 1981). Also the!
respective chapters of the books by Williams (1985) sod by Kuo (1986) give a good introduction into
the problems enconitered in dealing with ignition. the mretiods of solution available and the
itf~itiin obtai-ned i2 this r-anner.
Price has introduced a classification according to whether (fie reactions proceed in the solid, or in
the gVs phase, or heterogeneously on the boundary betwAeen both phases (price, et al, 1966). In his
relie w paper, published recently, H-ermance cotmpares the results obtaitned its this mariner, and lie
comes to the conclusion that gas phase reactiolls appear to he of major importance in the igiton tif
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acconed for by dme more stiple models, but e.g. the effect of pressure and composition of the gas
phase can only be described correctly if gas phase rewtions am taken into account. More recently
investigations have been performed simultaneously taking into account all the above described features
(Adomeit and Hocks, 1982; Bradley, 1975; Birk and Caveny, 1980 and 1983; Lengelle, 1975; and
Kumar, et at, 1984).
The time as an independent variable may be eliminated if limiting conditions of ignition ae
considered. In this case, only the steady state equations need to be solved, In this manner it is found
that under certain boundary conditions, i.e. for certain ranges of values of pressure, flow velocity,
and flow temperature either a nonreacting state, or a state with fully ignited combustion, or both
simultaneously may exist. The points of transition between these three regions denotes resPctively
the points of ignition arid quenching of the system when the above listed variables are varied (Adoncit
and flocks, 1982). Another well known example is the process of autoignition. The dependence of
critical dimensions upon temperature of the surroundings may be determined in this manner
(Merzhanov and Averson, 1971).
If the time history of the ignition is to be followed the time dependent balance equations nust be
solved. An important quantity, which may he used to characterize the temporal ignition behavior of
the system, is the ignition delay. It may be defined as the time interval required for the system to
reach the state of self-sustained deflagration counted from the moment when the ignition stimulus is
imposed. Though being conceptually clear the definition is usually of little use for experimental
investigations as well as for theoretical ones. So in practice it is replaced by varios other definitions
which Kuo has classified (Kuo, 1986; and Kularni, et al, 1982 and 1980).
One concept which has been applied frequently, is that of thermal runaway. If a combustible
substance is ignited, e.g. by contact with a hot body, the material is heated by heat transfer from the
hot body. In the initial phase the temperature profile in the combustion material is essentially determined by the heat conduction process. Only when the gradient of the temperature profile close to the
surface has become sufficiently small the exothermic reaction becomes important if the temperature is
registered at some location close to the surface as a function of time this behavior can be followed.
Initially the rate of temperature increase, determined by heat conduction, slows down with titme artd
only when the reaction becomes important it accelerates and thermal runaway sets in. If a precise
definition of ignition delay is desired, this becomes difficult again. Only for the particular case of
simplified analysis, where the reactant consumption is neglected and the Arrsenius law for the rate
term has been expanded making use of the fact that the activation energy is large, the temperature of
the system goes indeed to infinity. The amount where this occurs is clearly defined. For more
detailed models the definition of ignition delay has to resort to other concepts (Kuo, 1986; and
Kulkarni, et at, 1982 and 1980). Fortunately there are many systems, where this difficulty appears to
be of minor importance, as is discussed, e.g. in Williams, 1985; Kuo, 1986; and Kulkarni, et al,
1982 and 1980).
The source of ignition of a propellant is generally a source of energy and the forms of energy may
vary. They can be thermal, chemical, mechanical, electrostatic. electromagnetic. If thermal energy is
supplied to the propellant. e.g. by heat transfer from a hot gas flowing along the surface, or by contact
with a hot body, the energy is evenly distributed over all internal degrees of freedom of the substance.
It is this case where the assumption of a one-step exothermic reaction with an Anhenius
approximation for the global reaction rate may well he appropriate. If the energy is supplied in a
different form the situation becomes more complicated. Chemical energy may be supplied in the form
of radicals or by hypergolic reactants, which react even at room temperatures with the fuel. To deal
with this situation the balance equations must be formulated taking into account a sufficiently complete
set of kinetic equations. The same holds when eletrostatic or electromagnetic energy is introduccd in
form of electrons, ions, or radiation. It may. of course, happen that these forms of energy equilibrate
rapidly over all internal degrees of freedort and become effective as a source of ignition only
afterwards. This, for example, is quite generally assuned when the ignition of a combustible gas
mixture by an electric spark is considered.
In practical ignition systems the thermal energy prevails, In those cases. where this does not hold.
it frequently is assumed that the energy is dissipated into thermal energy which then induces ignition.
To enumerate the most important systems, hot surfaces and particles, electrically heated wires and
layers, hot gases flowing across the propellant surface, radiant energy, ignition flames, pyrotechnic
igniters and electrical sparks and discharges should be mentioned. Laboratory systems also include
shock tubes, lasers, arc image devices arid impact testers. Hazard situations may arise due to ignition
by external fire, penetrating objects or friction effects. This enumeration should make clear that the
ignition process does not only depend upon the properties and the physical state of the propellant to be
ignited and certain global quantities of the igniter, e.g. the amount of energy added in ignition, but that
the initial and boundary conditions of the whole system considered and the type of ignition stimulus
applied, i.e. the kind of energy added and its spatial and temporal distribution, play an important role.
Of course, concepts like balance between heat loss and heat produced by the combustion reaction,
thermal runaway, and minimum ignition energy have shown to be valuable tools in describing and
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understanding ignition processes. But for a reasonably complex system usually little can be done
falling short of solving a sufficiently complete set of balance equations taking due account of the
boundary conditions of the system to be ignited and of the ignition stimulus considertd. This is the
reason why the following classification of ignition processes appears to be unavoidable.
To avoid some of the difficulties encountered in this manner, test facilities have been designed and
are in use in various laboratories to assess ignition properties of propellants, their sensitivity to
additives temperature, pressure, etc., and also the effectivity of certain ignition sources. The results
obtained in this manner are certainly very interesting and of value by themselves, If they are to be
applied, however, to situations differing considerably from those investigated it must be expected that
unexpected deviations occur, which can only be assessed on closer scrutiny. The reader interested in
,hese facilities should consult the respective sections of the AGARDograph.
The classification of ignition chosen in the following is based upon the mode of energy transfer
and the type of energy added. This fact, of course., reflected itself in the pertinent types of experiment
and the form of balance equations and boundary conditions needed to obtain the solution.
Since the systems differ considerably and the results cannot be lumped together in a simple
fashion, certain illustrative examples are described more fully. In the review literature and the
monographs on combustion various other examples have been discussed in detail. 'They should be
consulted if further infornation is needed (Lewis and von Elbe, 1951; Mullins and Penner, 1959;
Glassman. 1977; Williams, 1985; Kuo, 1986; Merthanov and Averson, 1971; Price, et al, 1966;
Kulkami, et a, 1984 and 1980; Hermance, 1984; and Williams, 1981).
5.2.2. Ignition by Constant Enerv Flux
This is a standard problem of ignition and it has served as a basis for developing approximate
solutions to the transient ignition processes. Its basic version consists of a semi-infinite solid. A
constant energy flux is absorbed at the surface and transported by heat conduction inside the body.
An exothermic reaction, proceeding inside the body, may lead then to ignition. The energy flux is
started at 7zero time and lasts for a given interval or up to infinity. This problem has been investigated
theoretically in a detailed manner, comparing numerical soalutions with asymptotic approximations of
different complexity (Linan and Williams, 1971). The results have been published in various papers,
but their essential features am also described in the above mentioned monographs and reviews
(Williams, 1985; Kuo, 1986; Kulkarni, et al, 1984 and 1980; Hermance, 1984; and Williams, 1981).
The process of constant energy flux absorbed at a surface is not easily accomplished
experitmntally, The transfer of radiant energy by arc inage or laser irradiation is the method which
has been applied most frequently. This radiation is absorbed in a surface layer of the propellant, the
thickness of which depends upon the constitution of the surface and of the propellant, and the
frequency of the irradiation. The essential results have been compiled in the references mentioned
above (Kuo, 1986; Kulkarni, et al, 1984 and 1980; and Hermance, 1984). More recently various
complications of this process have been discussed. Strakovskii (1985) points out that propellants and
explosives may be transparent to certain frequencies of electromagnetic radiation. In this case the
absorption by inhomogenities and inclusions becomes important, leading to hot spots inside the body,
and inducing ignition of the type described in Section 5.2.5 of this AGARDograph. For this reason
arc image samples are usually coated with materials like ZrC to absorb the visible radiation at the
surface rather than in depth. CO 2 lasers are often used because at 10.6 mm wavelength most
propellants are opaque. Recent findings indicate that gas phase reactioos must also be included if all
observed trends are to be explained (Kumar, 1983).
A radiant energy source is used for ignition testing because of the ease of controlling and
reproducing the energy flux and the exposure time and because a majority of the energy is absorbed at
the propellant surface or at a coating on the propellant surface.
A schematic of a xenon arc image fumisce ignition system is shown in Fig. 45. A xenon arc lamp
is focused via mirrors to a primary and secondary focus. The propellant sample is mounted in the
combustion chamber with its s-rface located very close to the secondary focus. The xenon light
enters the combustion hamber through a 3-inch diameter quartz window. Normally-open and
normally-closed iis leaf shutters are located at the primary focus. The shutters (openlclose) are
controlled with an event sequencer. The length of sample exposure is determined by a plotodiode
located near the combustion chamber on the system axis, viewing the shutter assembly. A light
sensing photodiode, located so that the optical axis is aligned parallel with and approximately 1/16inch above the sample .,rface and looks across the center of the sample, is used to detect first
gasification/first light (Hightower, 1967). Maximum working radiant energy level achieved on this
instruaent is 100 calicm 2sec.
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Fig. 45. Schematic of Xenon Arc Image Ignition System.
the radiant energy
Further exanfiination of Fig. 45 reveals a highly divergent incidence angle fo.,
delivered to the sample surface. To accommodate this highly divergent beam, a large diameter (3inch) quartz window is needed in the combustion vessel, This large, unsupported diameter limits the
working pressure of the vessel to 250 psia. As the propellant sample surface regresses due to
pyrolysis, the amount of energy delivered to the surface of the propellant being tested changes.
A schematic drawing of a CO 2 laser ignition system is seen inFig. 46. This system is composed
of the energy source, external electronics, and ignition apparatus. The energy source consists of a
Photon Sources Model 300 CO2 laser. The laser is average rated at 450 watts. The wavelength of the
laser is10.6 tim. The external electronics provide pulse control and record test data. The ignition
apparatus contains the combustion chamber with saotple holder, lens system, and chopper wheel.
Laser light passes through a long focal length lens system to d-crease overall beam diameter. The
chopper, located at the focal point of the lens system, provides a square energy pulse. The laser beam
enr':rs the combustion chamber through a ZnSe window and strikes the propellant surface. First
lignt/gasification is determined as described for the xenon arc image furnace. Output from the
owcilloscope includes length of laser pulse, first light photodiode. and calorineter output.
Electronically gated pulsing coupled with dieexternal chopp.r wheel rotation, control sample
system is 50
exposure time. The minimum working radiant energy currently being used on hi,,
cafcn 2 sec. Currently the laser will not operate in a stable mode at lower energy levels, The
2
maximum energy currently being used on the laser system in 20(1 cal/cm scc--well below the
maximumo energy output of the laser system.
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While efforts hnve been made to keep the COo laser and xenon arcsystetos as similar as possible,
two fundamental differences remain that should be noted; (I) te wavelengths of the incident radiation
and (2) rise time of the radiation impinging the sample.

The spectral distribution of energy radiated from tiearc is broad band. Most of the energy lies
between 0.3 and 1.1 gin with several peak in the near infrared between 0.8 and 1.0 pm (Hightower,
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!tt
1967). Radiant energy from the C02 laser is monochromatic with the energy being randomly
polarized at 10.6 Inn.
Ideally, the radiant sample exposure time should be an instantaneous step function; practically, this
cannot be achieved, Arc image sample exposure time is mechanically controlled by two iris leaf
shutters. The arc image shutner "opening" function currently averages about 3.5 msec and is being
mathematically described by a sine function.
The timing mechanism on the laser system also experiences, albeit shorter, a measurable rise time
for the incident radiation to reach the propellant surface. A rotating chopper system was installed in
the laser system to remove non-uniformities in the leading edge of the laser pulse. A two-tine 90%
transmission aluminum wheel rotates and chops the laser beas at the focal point of the lens system. A
photo transistor monitors the wheel position, triggers the laser on and starts a timer when the wheel
eclipses the laser beam. The timer turns the laser off after a controllable interval, and the width of the
laser pulse is equal to the delay between the wheel in eclipsing the beam and the timer shutting off the
laser (Zurn and Atwood, 1981), A chopper wheel delay of 3.2 msec was used for these tests. The
rise time of the laser system currently averages 130 msec and can be mathematically described by a
versine function. As the chopper blade exposes the laser beam, the energy quickly builds to a
maximum.
The radiant energy level for both systems is calibrated with an asymptotic calorimeter located in
the propellant sample position in the combustion chamber. An effective flux level can be determined
to account for the "opening" function of either instrument.
A series of ignition tests is run at each energy level and pressure. Once the general ignition region
has been established, a go/no-go scheme is run using equally spaced exposure times in an up-anddown procedure of testing. Fifteen to 17 individual tests are usually run at each energy level to
establish each go/no-go point. first light, or the point of detectable first gasification is an average of
the measured photodiode output of each ignitability test,
Arc image propellant samples are coated with ZrC powder to provide a more uniform absorptivity
for arc image propellant ignition test samples (Fleming and Derr, 1975). Variations in absorptivity are
introduced by the nature of the ingredients in a given formulation. Sample coatings of ZrC are
employed in the laser system as well, to maintain sample uniformity between the instruments. It has
been found that the presence of the ZC coating enhances the first light/gasification signal.
Typical Results
The effects of flux, depicted earlier in a general fashion, and of pressure are shown in Fig. 47 for
a predominantly ammonium perchlor-te.HTPB binder propellant. The effect of flux is clearly seen for
the first gasification line and the various go/no-go lines. The region of pre-ignition reactions
discussed earlier (the difference between first gasification and ge!no-go lines) is clearly evident for the
50 psia case, as is the diminishment of the pre-ignition region with pressure increase to lt) and 2W10
psia.
Similar behavior, but with even more pronounced pre-ignition behavior, is shown in Fig. 48, the
ignition map for a cast ntodified double base.
Similar ignition plots for an ammonium percltlorate-alumitium-ITPB propellant is shown in Fig.
49. Note in the figure that the low pressure go/no-go curve is for I atm (not 50 psia as in the previoLis
plots). The reduced pre-ignitioa region for metallized ammoium pcrchloratc based systems i. furiher
illustrated in Fig. 50; the ignition map for a propellant with a high percentage of solid ingredients
atunoniunt perchlorate-aluminum-IITP'B system. The effect of composition is further illustrated in
Fig. 51 where the ignition maps for a modified cast double base propellant and an annoniulit
perchloiate-alunoinuno propellant ignited at 100 psia are plotted. The pre-ignition region is much le:ss
for the AP based propellant.
The implications of the pre-ignition region on deflagration to detonation transition and other
transietn combustion related hazards has been discussed in Boggs, et al (1982), Price and Boggs
(19831, and laler (1988).
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5.2.3. Ignition by Conveciive fleat Transfer
If a propellant surface is subjected to the cross flow (if hot gases, it is heated and may ignite. TIhis
process is of considerable practical relevance and is realiied in many ignition sys.eros, e.g. ignition by
a pyrotechnical igniter, by a pilot flame, by the hot gases of an accidental fire or in the laboiratory by
the flaw across a propellant surface induced inside a shock tube. Since this process is also of basic
importance, it will be discussed in some detail. Thle most simple case is that of a stagnation point flow
of a hot inert gas impinging upon a propellant surface.. Figure 52 gives a schemtic representation of
the system considered, Thec flow of the hot gases impinges perpendicular to the propellant surfaces
located at y = 0 and is directed in Fig. 52 opposite to the y-ax is. The propellant is heated by heat
transfer and decomposes according to the treaction
solid -4-A I + A2

(5.17)

with a rate law
ml= psBT,

exp(-E,/RT,.

(5.18)

T1he
initial products At and A2 are further heated by mixing (diffusing) with ech other convectively
with the approach flow and react exotiiert-ically according to the rate law
r = B(P
p

i

YA

2

Tn ex(ER)(5.19)

to form the product species BtI and B2
Al + A2 -oBj + B2 .

(5.20)

Fig. .52 Stagnation Point Region of Monopropellant
Surface Burning in Inert Gas Crossflow.
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The transport processes occurring are described by the heat conduction equation inside the solid and
by the boundary layer balance equations in the stagnation point flow field, they take the following
form (Adomeit and Hocks, 1982) for
mass
+

i =0

(5.21)

momentum
2Vfs,, - (lfrTi,)

2

- (pdp - fT1) = 0,

(5.22)

energy
c
c,e
'
2VO--- [

N
+ X Wh/CpTr=0

(5.23)

species i
2VYir + Jul - Wi = 0.

(5.24)

I [ere V denotes the velocity perpendicular to the surface, 71is the dimensionless boundary layer
coordinate perpendicular to the surface, f is the stream function, (fl, = df/dTi = u is the velocity parallel
to the surface), 0 is the dimensionless temperature, Yi the relative mass fraction of species i. The
terms in the energy equation represent, in the order as listed, the convective transport, the heat
conduction, the energy transport by diffusion of the different species and the thermal energy liberated
by the gas phase reaction.
Tese steady state equations have been solved in closed form for the limiting cases of infinitely
fast and frozen gas phase reactions, and numerically for the general case of finite reaction rate
(Adomeit and Hocks, 1982). Taking the kinetic and caloric data of ammonium perchlorate the results
shown in Fig. 53 have been obtained. In this figure the dependence of the combustion rate rn upon
the free flow velocity (here represented by the velocity gradient a) is shown for a free flo.v
temperature of Te = 805 K. The curve displayed in the center refers to the general case of finite gas
phase reaction, which is of interest here. It possesses the shape of an "S", which is characteristic of
systems which may be ignited One sees that at low free flow velocities (at this elevated free flow
temperature of Te = 805 K) a solution with a high value of burning rate m is established. Increasing
the flow velocity, i.e. increasing a, the solution shifts to the right passing through the points A1 and
A2 , and in Q the solution jumps from the upper branch to the lower one with a considerably reduced
rate of mass ablation rate mii.In the point Q. hence, the combustion process is quenched. If now the
velocity is decreased the solution moves initially along the lower branch with a low rate of in. In the
point I it jumps again to the upper branch with high combustion rate m, the system ignites.

in1
_-

Clse

14101

62

Fig. 53. Dependence of Burning Rate Upon Velocity Gradient:
Closed-Form Limiting Solutions, Numerical Solution for p = 5 MPa.
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That in the points I and Q indeed the homogeneous gas phase reaction is ignited respectively
quenched becomes clear if one looks at the temperature and reaction rate profiles inside the gas phase
boundary layer shown in Fig. 54 and Fig. 55 for the different states of the system denoted by A,, A2 ,
Q, I and C in Fig. 53, Various features arm noteworthy. Compari son of curves I and C shows that at
the point of ignition the temperature distribution differs only sltghtly from the convection controlled
profile C and the rate of homogeneous reaction at the point of ignition is still at a very low level.
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Curves AI and A2 denote fully ignited states, where the premixed flame is stabilized in front of the
body. The temperature Breaches its maximum value at a location ofiq of about il = 0.3. In the point
of quenching (curves Q) the temperature has decreased but not that much as might have been
supposed. The size of the gap between the limiting states I and Q is quite considerable. It depends
upon the free flow temperature Te and becomes smeller with increasing values of T¢, as may be
gathered from Fig. 56, where the bum;ig rate in is plotted versus the velocity gradient a for various
values of the free flow temperature Tc. The quench and ignition limits are shown as dotted curves.
Eliminating rn from the lower dotted line the critical condition of ignition T.,i Te (a) is obtained,
which gives the free flow temperature Te needed for ignition in dependence itpot te velocity gradient
a, i.e. as function of te velocity of the free flow re.
It is also interesting to note that for higher values ofT the combustion rate curves m = riu(a) lose
their "S"shape character, the transition between low and high values of mi becomes continuous and
points of igni;ion and quenching can no longer be defined. This fact is notewothy in particular with
respect to the discussion given above concerning the definition of the ignition delay, since in this
region no "thermal runaway" will occur.
These results give a clear pictuae of the interaction between the flow with its characteristic
parameters a, Te and p, the exothermic combustion reaction proceeding in the gas phase, and the
deopuNsitiu of die prupellant at the surface. That the gas phase prCKesses air irtded responsible
for the ignition of propellants by convective heat transfer has also been established experimentally by
ignition experiments performed in shock tubes (Birk and Caveny, 1980).
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Fig. 56. Burning Rate Dependence Upon Velocity Gradient.
5.2.4. Ignition by Hot Surfaces. Layers and Particles
This is an important group of ignition stimuli present in many practical systems. Hot particles
form part of the multiphase flow issuing from a pyrotechnic igniter and appear to contribute
significantly to the ignition of solid rocket fuels and gun propellants. They may act as single particles,
but also the formation of a layer is conceivable when their number is large or when condensation
occurs at the propellant surface.
Also in hazard situations hot surfaces in contact with propellants may act as sources of ignition.
the primary energy being provided thermally or also by friction. Furthermore ignition devices have
been designed consisting of wires or metallic films, which are heated by electric discharge and serve
as sources of ignition. Also the "Thermal Step-Test" belongs to this group (see Section 5.1.5). This
latter has been used to determine the ignition characteristics of propellants (Schrader, et at, 1984). In
this test a small steel tube filled with the explosive is heated in a very short time interval by a capacitoi
discharge. The induction time which is the. time lapse between the heating pulse and the moment
wher, ti-,e tube is ruptured, is measured as a function of tube temperature. Induction times as short as
50 ms have been measured at temperatures up to 1400 K.
A theoretical treatment of the related problem of ignition of a reactive solid exposed to a step in the
surface temperature has been given by Linan and Williams (1979). The results obtained make use of
an asymptotic expansion and agree with numerical results if the activation energy is sufficiently large
The model considered assumes heat conduction and an exothermic reaction inside the solid Gas
phase reactions are neglected.
To overcome the ensuing linitations, Adomeit and coworkers have investigated the case of a hot
solid layer of thickness d brought into contact with a propellant surface. The propellant is heated by
conduction and pyrolizes according to Equations (5,17) and (5.18) given above. The gases evolved
form a gas layer between the propellant surface and the heating solid, reducing the heat flux to the
propellant. At the time the temperature of the hot solid layer decreases due to heat conduction. Inside
the gaseous gap the exothennic gas phase reaction described by Equations (5.18) and (5.19) may
induce ignition, which occurs as soon as the gap width reaches a sufficient size under the condition
that the temperature of the heating solid is still high enough. This problet has been investigated by
solving the pertinent nonsteady state balance equations numerically, neglecting fuel consumption,
which is justified in many cases up to the moment of ignition. Some. of the results are represented in
Figs. 57 through 59. Figure 57 shows the ignition delay ti in dependence upon the initial temperature
To of the hot solid layer. Paraeters ae the thickness of the solid layer d and the pressure imposed.
Kinetic data of a typical mono-propellant have been used. The igniting layer was assumed to consist
of B 20 3. The solid curves give the dependence of ignition delay ti = ti(To,p) for infinite thickness
of the layer. As expected, with increasing temperature To, the ignition d'elay decreases rapidly. For
finie thickness d the dashed curves are obtained which below a certain temperature deviate from the
ignition delay obtained for infinite thickness. It is also interesting to note that these curves, obtained
for finite thickness, terminate at certain values of temperature and ignition delay, Below this
temperature ignition cannot be effected anymoe.
The minimum ignition temperatures Ti,ntin belonging to these terminal points have been plotted in
their dependence upon the thickness of the solid layer d in Fig. 58 for copper and boron oxide as the
heating materials. It is seen that the temperature just leading to ignitior may be lower for copper. The
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energy contained under these conditions in this layer, which is a kind of a "minimum ignition energy,"
is plotted in Fig. 59 again versus the layer thickness d. Whereas the minimum temperature required
for ignition decreases with the layer thickness, the energy stored in the layer increases. Qualitatively
similar results have been obtained for hot spherical particles (Adomeit et al 1987).
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5.2.5. Inition by Imnact. Friction and Fracture
The ignition by impact and friction is certainly an important mode of ignition under hazard
conditions. The processes involved ae complex and since the relevance of these concerning regular
ignition is limited, only partial progress has been made in the understanding in these processes. In the
following, recently performed investigations are described which should be consulted if detailed
information on the topics considered is needed.

Although some researchers point out that tribochemical or molecular fracture mechanisms may be
responsible under certain conditions for an ignition by impact it appears to be generally accepted that
in most cases the initiation is themal in origin, The compression and adiabatic heating of gas bubbles
has been put forward as a possible source of ignition by various workers, whereas it was rejected by
others. Other mechanisms proposed are heating by viscous flow between impacting surfaces or
between grains, friction between surfaces or grains of the material in relative motion, or localized
adiabatic deformation in regions of miechanical failure.
Swallow and Field (1982) impacted samples of explosives with a falling weighs-investigating the
effect of added particles to the explosive samples. Whereas Bowdon and Guton (1949) have shown
that for hard, high-melting point particles the "hot-spot" temperature is usually controlled by the
melting point of paricles, Swallow and Field (1982) have found that also relatively soft, low-meltingpoint polymers can sensitize samples of explosives. Polymers that sensitize appear to be those that
fail catastrophically either by fracture or localized adiabatic shear bands and that possess low values of
specific heat, of latent heat and of themoal conductivity. As has been shown by infrared radiation
measurements the temperattre of the hot spots produced during rapid deformation car greatly exceed
the polymer's softening point (Swallow and Field, 1982), The authors have aiso shown that it is
possible to successfully predict whether or not a polymer will sensitize an explosive by examining its
tnechattical and thermal properties. In a series of experiorients Andersen and coworkers (Anderson
and Louie, 1979; Anderson, et at, 1979; and Anderson and Stillman, 1983) investigated the ignition
of propellants by projectile impact varying the impact velocity, the mass and the dimensions of" he
projectiles and the composition and structure of the propellants. It was found that above a certain
ignition threshold deflagration is initiated. If the impact velocity is increased further, detonation is
initiated. For small projectilc diameters these two threshold curves merge, such that with projectiles
of smaller diameter a deflagration cannot be established. For sirgle. double and triple base propellants
the same type of behavior was found (Bowden and Gurton, 1949).
An investigation of the effect of particle size and porosity for the sane propellant, used in the
work of Anderson and Louie (1979 is described in a third paper (Anderson and Stillman, 1983). The
porosity sensitized the propellant to both deflagration and detonation at large projectile diameters, but
the effect was relatively small. At small diameters the effect was negligible. The increase of particle
size of I iMX by a factor of 22 when it is irmbedded in tle polynetiane bin.ler has a very pronounced
effect on sensitizing the propellant at all projectile diameters.
In another, theoretical paper Anderson (1980) postulates a mcdel based on the formation of hot
spots to explain some of the described experimental results, A more detailed theoretica investigation
is performed by Dubovik and Lisanov (1985), who calculate the heat production rate inside shear
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bands assumed to occur in impulsively loaded explosives and forimulate in a global manner an ignition
criterion, which appears to agree with experimental results.

As mentioned above friction is considered to be one of the possible causes of ignition by impact.
This process has recently been investigated by Amosov. et al (1979), who consider a rough solid
surface gliding over the surface of a propellant. If the pressure is not too high, the local area of the
points of contact is only a small fraction of the nominal contact area. In this case the process of
friction leads to a considerable rise of temperature at die actual points of contact while the temperature
of the rest of the surface remains low. Amosov considers a strip of width d sliding under a pressure p
and with a given velocity v over a propellant surface. The reaction leading to ignition is assumed to
proceed initially only inside the solid propellant. The resulting boundary value problem is solved
numerically giving the temperature distribution inside the propellant, with d, v, and p as parameters.
An ignition criterion is derived taking into account the essential parameters of he problem, as velocity
v, pressure p, activation energy E, thermal diffusivity a. and others.
These results were applied to the ignition of various types of propellants. Taking into account the
hardness of these substances it turns out, that ignition would be achieved only for pressures where the
contact surface becomes continuous and equal to the nominal area. Hlence the considered mechanism
of friction and ignition will not prevail for the usual soft propellant. The authors, however, maintain
that an explosive with high melting point and high hardness, such as lead azide, may be ignited as
described at isolated points of contact.
Gornez and Wake (1985) consider the case of a propellant sliding with friction across an iner
surface assuming the heat produced to be a given constant. Taking into account a global exothermal
reaction inside the solid they derive ignition criteria for different propellant slab configurations.
F-racture
In fracture, the initial chemical processes causing ignition take place in the solid phase. In
substances consisting of one chemical component, crack propagation can rupture the molecular or
intermolecular bonds (depending on the crystallite size). This rupture results in strong thernal effects
on the tip of the crack and negligible electric and surface effects on the crack boundaries. For the
interesting substances, exact data are not available. The energy liberated by a crack may be of the
order of 1 UJ, the electric effects on the boundaries may be of the order of I MeV (l-t? T). Both data
are given only to indicate the order of magnitude, not to discuss the values themslves or to the
parameters on which they depend. The res,7!* rf fracture effects was studied investigating single and
multicrystals of high explosives. PETN, for example, shows local chemical decomposition, but no
initiation of explosive reactions. Neat explosives are unsuitable as solid propellants; no direct
observations of fracture effects concerning solid propellants have been reported, so it can not be said,
how important are the discussed effects for solid propellants. In composite substances crack
propagation normally divides the components. Neat substances including large crystallites or defined
limited regions of material can be divided by a crack along the internal borderlines. In this case
triboelectric effects on the boundaries may become important. Fracture can also induce gaseous
electrical breakdown in the crack.
This electrical breakdown induced by mechanical fracture can be regarded as the inverse effects to
the "electrically induced fracture". The current in the breakdown is of the order I mA, the energy may
be of the order of I J. This energy is in a range, in which ignition by electric sparks can occur.
Probably it is this effect which causes the ignition of composite propellants during fracture in the
modified spigot-test described below.
In a sequence of publications Kumar, Kuo, et al (1980 and 1982) have investigated experimentally
and theoretically a gas dynamic ignition phenomenon occurring in cracks and holes inside propellants.
These researchers noticed that under rapid pressurization rates of about 104 MPa/s anomalous ignition
occurred near the crack tip region. High-speed photography showed clearly that the tip of the crack
ignites before the convective ignition front propagates from the crack entrance to the tip. Hence under
this condition two flame fronts are observed, one propagating from the crack entrance and the other
from the crack tip.
Further diagnostic experiments revealed that the initial luminous zone near the crack tip is caused
by combustion of unreacted species from the igniter system. Thin film thermiocouple measurements
showed that high heat flux values occur, which are due to heating by the compression wave reflected
at the closed end, due to the heat release when the unreacted igniter species bunt near the tip behind
the reflected compressive wave, and due to enhanced heat transfer by recirculating gases in the tip
region. The combined effect of these processes ignites the propellant at the crack tip.
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It is conceivable that in the combustion of a fractured or perforated propellant, numerous ignition
regions can be generated in this manner, giving rise w further rapid pressurizaion which in turn leads
to new ignition kernels, ending finally in catastrophic failure of the system. In Kumar, eta] (1982),
they have presented a convincing experimental investigation of this process and solved a detailed
theoretical model by numerical methods leading to good agrnement between measured and predicted
ignition delay- in cracks. It is noteworthy that the pheno ena described display a strong similarity to
the processes observed under knocking conditions in gasoline piston engines.
German Spigot-Test
For investigation of fracture in solid propellants, its effects and its governing parameters, a
modified "Spigot-Test" is used in Germany (see also Watkins work at Imperial College, London).
The scheme shown in Fig. 60 illustrates the test.

Fig. 60. Schematic Illustration of the Spigot Test.
A section of a tnue rocket motor or of a model is placed on an anvil. The bottom side of a metal
block is equipped with one of the three "spigots": slender cone, small edge or rounded plug. The
metal block falls from a determined height and the spigot meets the rocket motor section. The result is
observed visually. Most successful in causing fracture
is the cone, when even penetrating into the
grain of the propellant. An ignition by cracks depends on a series of parameters. The nost important
are:
Type of propellant - the propellant must -'ntain at least two different phases. Ignition occurs,
easily in highly-filled composite propellants AN/At.AHTPB.
Shape, confinement, liner - Ignition is favored by inner boreholes in the propellant grain, strong
but elastic confinement, ard a good connection between grain and confinement.
Thermal and mechanical history, internal stresses - Reversal of load and temperature create internal
stresses in the propellant.
Sample temperature, brittleness, test temperature - The cooler the sample, the more brittle the
propellant. In a brittle
material cracks arise easier and in a greater num.,er. This and a great difference
between the temperature of the sample and the test set-up favor ignition. Other paranters, e.g. the
exact chemical composition or the energy of the penetrating spigot are of smaller importance for the
ignition proces,.
The ignition itself is a complex process. A typical development of an ignition in a section with an
inner hole is as follows: During te penetration a flash lights up on the place of penetration, spreads
along the liner and extinguishes. After sonie tenth of a .wcond smoke and/or flames appear at another
place and disappear. This phenomenon repeats at further places. After a relative long time (inthe
8
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magnitude of seconds) if there is no extinguishing, the propellant grain bums self-sustaned. At each
of the Imermediate stages, the process can extinguish without any further reaction.
A very similar response was observed in projectile-impact trials, in which the delay time waS 1 or
2 s between impact and ignition. There are two different possibilities to explain this behavior. In the
projectile impact trials only unconfined solid grains of propellant and shaped grains in metal
confinement have been tested. In the first ones the described ignition phenomenon was not observed.
but in the second ones it was. Consequently it may be attributed to spallation of the metal confinement
and thermal ignition by spalled particles.
In the German Spigot-Test. the same phenomenon occurs with metal or non-metal confinements
but strongly depending on the shape of the grain and the temperature. Therefore the explanation of the
phenomenon in terms of fracture effects seems to be applicable. Final ignition is a consequence of
relaxation and cumulation effects in the formation of cracks and ignition centers. The discussed
ignition behavior is of great importance in hazard research. A tip of a heavy object or a projectile can
penetrate into a rocket motor, without external visible consequences, Seconds later, the motor burns
up.
RARDE Spigot Drop Test (11K
This test is used for assessing the hazard associated with dropping a rocket motor on to a steel
spike or rail. The standard version of the test uses a mild steel tube with a 1.5 mm steel cover plate
welded over one end. The spigot, loaded with a 45 kg weight, falls onto and pierces the cover plate,
cutting a disc out and pushing it into the propellant charge contained in the tube (Fig. 61). This test
also is used in a standard form for qualification of rocket propellants; in general ignition occurs if the
propellant is penetrated. For experimental purposes the case material and dimensions can be varied
and liners can be employed.
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5.3. BURN RATES OF INERGEPTIC MATERIALS
The rate at which a solid is converted to gas, commonly called the burning rate, has been
measured using various devices, These devices and the data that they produce have been reviewed
(Boggs and others, 1976). As discussed by Boggs and others. (1976), there are basically two types
of combustion bombs: low loading density (less than 0.01 gram of sample per cubic centimeter of
bomb volume) combustion bombs (LLDCB), such as strand burners or window bombs, and highloading density (greater than 0.01 gram per cubic centimeter) combustion bombs (HLDCB), such as
the closed bomb. The LLDC13 are essentially constant-pressure, constant-volume devices which give
the bum rate at a given pressure. To get a burn rate versus pressure curve, multiple runs have to be
made.
The HLDCB is essentially a constant-volume device. As the sample burns, the pressure within
the closed vessel increases. By measuring the pressure-time record of the process and applying
suitable thermochemistry, the mass burning rate-time (or burning rate-pressure) can be calculated. By
assuming a form function (a burn area-surface regression relationship), the surface regression rate
(burn rate)-r.,ire relationship can be calculated. Thus in one run, a bum rate-pressure curve can be
calculatd.
The burn rae -,s a function of pressure and initial sample temperature is also often determined.
These data are useful in determining the kinetics and energetics of the deflagration reactions as
discussed by Price and Boggs (1985).
The Effect of Srain on the Burning Rates of High Energv Solid Pro cllants
High energy propellants usually have a high solids loading (the portion of solid ingredients such
as amnmonium perchlorate (AP), cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine (HMX), aluminum and other
ingredients such as solid catalysts) as compared to the polymeric binder. An obvious condition
accompanying high solids loading is that there is less polymeric binder 'glue" to hold the solid
particles together to form propellants having acceptable mechanical properties. Given these highly
loaded propellants, one would like to know such things as how far can a propellant be strained before
ballistic anomalies (such as bum rate augmentation) become significant.
The burning rate of a high energy propellant as a function of strain is presented in Pig.62a. The
data show that no significant augmentation of burning rate occurs for pressure below 500 psi
regardless of strain (the samples fail at approximately 25% strain). At higher pressures
(p > 750 psi) bum rate augmentation appears for strains above approximately 8%. At 1500 psi and
strains above approximately 12%. the sample bums in a vigorous and nonplanar fashion precluding
meaningful measurement of a linear surface regression.
Data for several types of propellants show bum rate increase at pressures and strains greater than
sore threshold values. (The magnitude of the threshold values depends on the propellant.) It should
be emphasized that both threshold values have to be exceeded, exceeding just one is not sufficientFor example high strain but low pressure will not cause augmentation nor will high pressure but low
strain.
The mechanical response of the propellants to strain was studied using a binocular microscope.
These studies showed, using the propellant of Fig. 62a as an example, that at 4% strain, delonds
(separation, on a micro-scale, of the solid ptrticle from the polymeric binder) between ingredients
occurs. Between 9-11% strain, these debonds are often fully developed cracks, with the walls of the
crack in c'ese proximity. At approximately 16% these cracks are open voids; that is, the walls of the
crack are no longer in contact with one another. At approximately 24% the sample is often riddled
with large cracks and the sample fails.
The above, coupled with our knowledge of flame stand-off distance decrease with pressure
increase, provides a mechanistic understanding for the bum rate augmentation due to strain and
pressure. The mechanism is shown in Fig. 62b. At low strain values the propellant is not
significantly damaged and so :egadless of the flame stand-off (Fig. 62b (top)) augmentation will not
occur. When the propellant is highly strained and fissured, augmentation occurs if the flames call
penetrate into these fissures. At low pressures the flame stands too far from the surface to allow
penetration, but at high pressures the flame isclose enough to the surface to penetrate the fissures and
cause burn rate augmentation,
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Since flame penetration into the defects seems to be required for burn rate enhancement a study
was done using propellants that had been strained almost to failure and then the tension removed. The
voids closed and when these samples with the closed voids were burned, the burn rate was identical to
the undamaged propellant burned at that pressure,

'These data indicate that strain can cause damage, and if that damage is sufficient and open, and if
the pressure is high enough to allow flame penetration into the defects, then burn rate enhancement
can occur.

5.4 DETONIONl~~
Chapter 4 presents solid propellant rocket motor hazard response to various threats in general
stimulus-output tems. Slow cook-off, fast cook-off, fragment and bullet impact, sympathetic
detonation, and response to electromagnetic radiation are the hazard areas and no-reaction, bunting,
burning with propulsion, deflagration, explosion, and detonation are output responses. Detonation is
the most severe of these output responses.
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There are several major paths to detonation. The detonation may be the result of a shock stimulus
(shock-to-detonation transition, SDT), or the result of transition from burning (deflagration-todetonation transition, DDT), or a combination, or delayed detonation (often called XDT). Within each
of these areas, SDT, DDT, XDT, there are several alternate routes that can result in a detonation.
-

The purpose of this chapter is to transform the general hazard threats discussed in the previous
chapter to the various technical concerns. This section will primarily be devoted to the SDT, DDT,
and XDT technologies that provide the basic information necessary toassess the sympathetic
detonation, bullet and fragment impact areas. Specifically to be discussed are:
*

Mechanistic understanding of the phenotnena - includes
consideration of sample, stimuli, and environment.
What information is required to characterize the hazard situation
and predict the response'?
"Whattests are required to provide this information?
What analytical modeling is used to provide this infornmation?

Ideally, the detonation is a discontinuity or shock wave nooving through the unreacted energetic
material at supersonic speed and driven by the exothermic chemical reactions of energetic material
reacting to final products. In this ideal picture, this discontiouity moves into the energetic material of
initial density and temperature. On the other side of this discontinuity are reaction products at high
pressure, high temperature, high density.
The above description assumes infinitely fast chemical reactions which of course is physically not
pkossible. There is a finite reaction time associated with the conversion of energetic materials to final
products, thus there has to be a reaction zone separating the unreacted energetic material and its final
reaction products. This is shown in Fig. 63.
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p = density
T = tererature
P 1 pressure
u = gas velocity
D -detonation front velocity
x reaction zone thickness
Fig- 63- Schematic of Detonation Reaction.
Typical values for parameters are given in Table 17.

RDX
TNT
HMX
AP

Po
g/cc
1.77
1.64
1.89
1.95

P2
cc
2.38
2.15

Table 17.
P2
u
Kbars
n ec
338
2.218.64
189
1.66
390
187 (cal)

D
rmsec
6.94
9.1

x
tri
0.8

0.3

The pressures and tines necessary to initiate detonation typically are in tens of kilobars applied for
a few microseconds. This is even for the ae of DDT where even though the process may take
hundreds of microseconds, most of the process is the build-up of reactions to produce these
pressures. Once the high pressures areobtained, it only takes a few microseconds for the detonation
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to occur. The response of the energetic material is depement on the time and shape of the pressure
pulse. In response to square pulse shock, the detonation pressure-time often obeys a relationship of
pnt = constant. The value of n = 2 is often used (Walker and Wasley, 1969).
5.4.1. Shock to Detonation Transition (SDT)
SDT is the development of detonation through a pressure (shock wave) imparted to an energetic
material. For a rocket motor, this pessie could be the result of an impact (e.g. bullet, fragment, or
shaped charge jet) to the motor case with transmission of a pressure pulse of mechanical shock
through the case, liner and insulator, and into the propellant As discussed in the fragment impact
prmocoL critical diasxter, initiation ptesurc e-disanc, ind time are critical considmions. These
are discussed below.
5.4.1. 1. Critical DameteriCritica Dimension.d
There are basically three ways to measure critical diameter. The frst is to have many differentsized cylinders of various diameters and sufficient length, and test until a clear demarcation is found.
Cylinders of diameter larger than the critical size will detonate, while samples with smaller diameter
will not This can be a rather lengthy process. Other methods consist of either a conical or stepped
charge initiated at the large end (Fig. 64). The detonation is followed untE it fails. Both of the latter
two methods may suffer frn the overboosting of the detonation wave. The consequences of this can
be minimized. For the cone situation, a cone of large taper angle is usually used to get an approximate
value; then a cone of diameter near this value and with a very narrow cone angle is tested in order to
minimize the overdrive. Another approach is to vary the cone angle and extrapolate to zero angle.
In the stepped cylinder case, care must be taken to have the length-to-diameter ratio (l/d) ol each
cylinder sufficient to achieve a steady-state detonation. In some cases this may require li/d of 8 to 12.
This seems to be the case for amnmnium perchlorate propellants and it brings up an interesting point.
If it takes 10 diameters for the detonation to "die" (50 inches for a 5 inch diameter) and our motor
length is less than this length needed for "die-out". do we care - he entire motor may detonate.
Other investigators measure a critical height or critical dimension. One method is to have a wedge
of propellant placed on a witness plate, as shown in Fig. 65. Th. witness plate is "read" to see where
the detonation failed Another method of deterining the critical dimension is shown in Fig. 66.

INITIATE
HERE

Fig. 64. Critical Diameter
Test Specimens.

Fig. 65. Wdge Used for
Critical Dimension Test.
INITIATE
AT LARGE
END

Fig. 66. Critical Dimension Test.
In this test the witness plate is "read" to determine when the detonation died out. This test is often
run with crush-up coaxial velocity probes on the side of the sample, so that the 4l±tonation velocity is
measured, as well as the point where the detonation failed.
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Unfortunately, the data prodx ed from critical diameter experiments do not always agree or
correlate with data from critical dimension experiments. Additional work needs to be done in this
area.
Critical diameter data for propellants unfortunately often are not available. The lack of data has
towted some investigators to make an analogy to Project SOPHY data (Elwell and others, 1967) which
presented critical
diameter of different propellants incorporating various amounts of RDX.
Unfortunately the comparison may no longer be valid.
The critical
diameter may significantly
be
greater or less
than predicted using the SOPHY data. This seems to be most prevalent in modern high
solids
loading anWor highly catalyzed and/or nitramine containing propellants (Brunet and Salvetat.
1988).
The concept of acritical,
or failure, diameter is more complex when applied to propellants than to
high explosives. In a given configuration such as shown in Figs. 64 through 66, the detonation runs
until thecritical dimension is reached and then promptly dies out (although there may be some
overdrive), Recent work with mcdem ammonium perchlorate based propellants having high solids
loadings (and with some explosivs incorporating significant amounts of ammonium perchlorate), this
prompt cessation of detonation at the critical dimension does not necessarily occur. Three instances
are described below.
(1) Several investigators have reported that when ammonium perchlorate based materiali were
boosted to detonation, the material continued to detonate much further down the tapered sample than
expected from the critical
dimension determined inother experiments. Although the velocity was
decaying, ittook lengths equal to seveial times the supposed critical diameter before the wave became
subsonic. This seems to be consistent with the obsei vations quoted above on the stepped cylinder
experinents; the detonating propellant forming the donor charge for thematerial downstream.
(2) A high solids loading ammonium perchlonse based mnetallized propellant was recently tested in
the apparatus of Fig. 66. This propellant tested zero-cards in the NOL card gap test. That is, no
detonation was produced even when the donor was placed right on top of theacceptor. lree
different length samples were tested - one 36 inches long ( 91 cm), one 24 inches long (=61 cm),
and one 16 inches long (,41 cm). The samples had coaxial crush velocity probes along all four
sides of the sample. The results of the tests arc shown in Fig. 67. The top of the figure presents a
schematic showing that for comparison purposes, the apex of the cone is considered thezero distance
reference.
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(1) the 36 inch long sample was detonated with the detonation wave, which was traveling at
approximately 8 rnugec, diminishing to 2.2 mm/sc at approximately the 18 inch (-46 cm)
distance. From te 18 inch to 4 inch (-10 cm) distance the wave taveled at a constant velocity of
2.2 mm/gsc. At approximtely the 4 inch (,,10 cm) distance the probe crush

ceased. This

corresponded to a 1.0 inch (-2.5 cm) critical dimension.
(2) The 24 inch test resulted in a detonation wave of decreasing velocity to the 18 inch (-46 cm)
mark. From the 18 inch to approximately the 5 inch (-12.7 cm) distance, the wave proceeded at
2.6 mm,6nec At approximately 5 inches it died om crespondin to a 1.1 inch (-2.8 cm) critical
dimension. The 16 inch long test did not show the long region of high velocity wave as seen in the 24
and 36 inch tests. Instead this test showed a constant velocity of approximately 1.6 mm/msec from
onset to approximately 6 inch (-15 cm) distance, Lorresponding to a critical dimension of
1.26 inches (23.2 cm).
The sound speed was also measured for these propellants and was found to be 2.05 ms/psec.
While detonation physicists may argue whether these reactions traveling at approximately
2 mnVpjsec were "true" or "robust" detonation. the violence of the reaction should be considerrd.
(a) It had sufficient impulse to crush the coaxial velocity probe. An explosion or deflagration
does not.
(b) The brass witness plate showed removal and flow of metal. Again, explosions and
deflagrations do not.
(c) The reactions were traveling at approximately sonic velocity. The point to be made is that
this intennediate reaction, which took place over a long run distance is more closely akin to a
detonation rather than an explosion in terms of violence of output.
(3) Work on propellant samples has shown that a center perforation can make the sample more
sensitive (same outside diameter). This is in contrast to reports from the SOPHY program that
claimed that in their work center perforations decreased the sensitivity. In these more recent tests,
10 inch (-25 cm) and 8 inch (-20 cm) diameter by 10 inch long samples detonated when initiated
by a plane wave booster. (The length of the sample was limited by charge weight safety limitations
for the given firing arena.) Six inch (-15 cm) diameter samples detonated but appeared to be failing
at the end of the charge. Five inch (-12.7 cm) diameter samples showed a detonation only at the
center 2 inches (-5 cm) at the end of the charge. When a sample having a 1 inch (-2.5 cm)
cylindrical center perforation was tested, the entire sample was consumed in a detonation of more than
usual brisance as related by occupants of laboratory buildings some distance away.
These are preliminary results but ar of concern to propulsion persmonnel since many of our motors
have a center perforation or conduitA more detailed desctipticn of detonation phenomena in charges with an axial hole is found in
Annex 11.
The effect of center perforation also s=Tms to have more of an effect (increased sensitivity) than
reported in SOPHY.
5.4.1.2. Initiating Pressure i"
There are many tests available to measure initiating pressure. These include various gap tests
(including aquarium tests), booster tests, wedge tests, projectile impact tests, and a relatively new
test--the flying foil est--designed to test very small amounts of propellants t.d explosives.
G.egg.t Probably the most widely used tests are the various gap tests. Of these, the NOL
large-scale gap test (Fig. 68) is the most widely used It consists of an explosive donor, an
attenuating material, and acceptor energetic material. Tie attenuator, usually polymethyl-noethacrylate
(PMMA), is adjusted in thickness to change the shock level to the acceptor. The donor is two
pentolite pellets (50% TNT, 50% PETN). The accepwor, 1.44-inches (-3.66 cm) in diameter, is
confined in a steel sleeve. A mild steel witness plate, approximately 3/8-inch (-1 cm) thick and
standing 1/16-inch (-1.60 mm) from the acceptor, is used to determine whether or not a detonation (a
clean hole punched through the witness plate) occurd.
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WITNESS PLATE
0 96 crm THICK
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ACCEPTOR 3.5 cm DIAMETER
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5 cm DIA X 2.54cm

CAP HOL.DER
IWOQO B=OKj
J2 DETONATOR

Fig. 68. Standard NOL Gap Test.
In the U.S., the NOL gap test has been used as the principal device to classify energetic materials
as to their hazard. If the acceptor detonates when the gap is 70 cards (0.7-inch (= 1.78 cm)) or
g-eater, then the energetic material is given a 1.1 hazard classification; otherwise, the material is
classed 1.3. While this test works well for testing most high explosives (except perhaps for highly
porous materials, weak explosives, or explosives having a critical diamreter larger than 3.8 cm), it has
several drawbacks for propellant testing. In order for the test to have meaning, the acceptor sample
critical diameter must be less than the approximately I 1f2-inch diameter. Obviously most explosives
fulfill this requirement while many propellants have larger critical diameters and hence are not
anenable to testing using the NOL gap test.
Part of this reservation may be overcome through use of the 8-inch (=20.3 cm) gap test; however,
the size of the booster and acceptor with their considerable output makes this test too large for some
installations.
Another problem associated with using the traditional NOL gap test with propellants is the lower
output of many propellants as compared with more robust high explosives. Some compositions do
not have enough output to punch a clean hole through the witness plate even though the reaction was a
detonation. In some instances investigators (e.g. D. Price) have had to resort to using an energetic
material as the witness plate: a detonation of the sample causes detonation of the energetic material
"witness plate" while a nondetonation of the sample does not.
AquarjiuITest Aquarium tests are a type of gap test for which water is the gap and confining
material. Water has advantages because its properties are very well characterized. In addition, the
phenomena can be photographed showing initiation of donor, shock wave in water, shock wave into
acceptor, and reaction of sample. Work at the Naval Weapons Center. modeled after the work of
IUdiard (1965) with modifications suggested by S. Jacobs and D. Price, has utilized aquarium testing
to study the shock sensitivity of undamaged and damaged propellant. Data from these tests compared
favorably with wedge test data obtained by Los Alamos National Laboratory on the same propellants.
Wedge Te3t. Wedge tests offer significant advantages and can provide relationships between
initiating pressure, run length, and delay time. In these tests, schematically shown in Fig. 69, a plane
shock wave enters the test wedge. As the wave traverses the wedge, the position is seen as a moving
line (moving toward the apex) on the aluminized mylar film attached to the wedge (shown at two times
in scnematic. Fig. 69).
With the angle known and the line position measured, the run distance can easily be determined.
Since the measurements are time resolved, the run time is also easily determied. By varying the
plane wave booster or the attenuator in the tests, the input shock pressure to the sample can be varied
so that shock input pressure-run distance-time relationships can be made.
The run distance (Xd) initiating pressure (pi) data are often plotted in what is referred to as "Pop"
plots in terms of log run distance as a function of log input pressure. Data plotted in this fashion form
a straight line with negative slope (Fig. 70).
These data are often used in the Forest Fire analysis of shock initiation (Forest. 1981).
While wedge tests provide much data--run distance and run time as a function of initiating
pressure--there am some drawbacks. One is cost. The test uses samples whose dimensions must be
carefully controlled, but rrore importantly it uses a plane wave booster for each shot Front a
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technical standpoint, run length and delay time are not sufficient characteristics, especially for
damaged materials; both run length and delay tint vary with porosity, and the critical initiating
pressure increases with porosity decrease (Price and Jacobs, 1981). Thus, more porous charges are
easier to initiate (lower p) but require slightly longer run distance and run time. This can be confusing
since one matcrial may be more sensitive than another material at low pressure, but less sensitive at
high pressure.
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Fig. 69. Wedge Test Schematic.
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Fig. 70. "Pop" Plot for PBX 9404 at p = 1.84 gm/cm 3 .
Minimu Primne
"Chre Te. In this test a cylinder of energetic material (usually 2-inches
(-5 cm) in diameter and 2-inches (-5 cm) high, or 1 1/2- (-3.8 cm) by I 112-incnes) has a
hemispherical cavity milled into one end. This cavity is then filled with Extex explosive (80%
PETN/20% Sylgard) initiated by a mild detonating fuze from a primer. The shock strength is varied
by the radius of the hemisphere. A witness plate provides evidence of whether a detonation occurred
or not. The typical test setup is shown in Fig. 71.
Several investigators prefer this test because of the spherically diverging shock and because it
correlates well with data from other tests, but the test has limitations. It is not very applicable to
samples that have very large critical diameters or to samples having much damage.
llyng Plate Teats, Various flying plate impact tests exist in which a disc of material is propelled
by a gun or explosive charge against the flat end of a cylindrical charge. By varying the composition,
thickness, and velocity of the impacter, various levels and shapes of shock are possible.
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DETONATOR
MDF 12 GRAINS/IFTI
BRASS COVER
PLATE (1/2 IN.)

PETNISYLGARD 80/20
TEST EXPLOSIVE
2 IN. X 2 IN.

WITNESS PLATE

Fig. 71. Minimum Priming Charge Test.
l)ng FoilITes. The flying foil test is a detemination of the response of a energetic material to
short-duration shock stimulus. In the test a mylar flyer (foil) is accelerated to high velocity by an
electrically vaporized strip of aluminum. The mylar flyer impacts the sample, producing a strong
shock wave in the sample. Samples are either cast in a steel confinerment ring (washer) or cut to shape
and inserted into the ring. Each sample isa 3.56-mm diameter by 3.06-am high cylinder. Reaction
.detonation) in the sample is detected by enlargement of the sample confinement ring. The quantity
measured is the minimum voltage on the capacitor, used to vaporize the aluminum foil, that just causes
detonation in the sample. Through the calibration of the device, voltage is related to flyer velocity.
Velocity of flyer and shock properties of mylar and sample determine the pressure into the -sample.
Thus, the test determines the shock pressure that causes initiation. Unlike gap tests, the shock is
planar, constant amplitude, and short (=5 ns, depending on the flyer thickness). The test has the
advantage of requiring a small sample and is relatively inexpensive to perform. (The typical test setup
is depicted in Fig. 72.)
STEEL DISK
WITNESS PLATE
1;1 IN.)
STEEL WASHER
SAMPLE HOLDER
{118 IN.: 0.144 IN. OD)
NYLON WASHER

C

coPPER CONDUCTOR

R

L

BARRfL

0.032 IN./

B

STRIP 10.005 IN

MYLAR FLYER (0.002 IN.)
ALUMINUM FOIL 10.001 IN.)
[
INSULATION______________________________________
iLE

,LAR

-J

SHEET

SHADED AREAS INDICATE
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS
LUCITE INSULATOR/BACKING PLATE

Fig. 72. Exploding Foil Asmbly.
5.4.1.3. The Role Of Dameg;
Damaged energetic material behaves differently from its undamagcd counterpam Both t critical
diameter and presstur requited to initiate detonation are changed, causing increased sensitivity
(smaller critical diameter and lower pressure). Figure 73 shows the increase in shock sensitivity as a
function of void volume for one type of propellant. Information on the type and extent of damage is
required if one is going to predict the hazard sensitivity of the damaged energetic material.
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Fortunately, recent efforts (Lepie and Moran, 1915; Richter, Lepie and Adicoff, 1980; and Richter
and Lepie as cited in Boggs et al 1988) have provided tools that characterize energetic materials in
terms of the stress-strain behavior and the strain-volume dilatation (percent voids). Stress-strain
behavior can be obtained using conventional techniques such as the Instron tester. While inferences
of the onset of dewetting (the onset of damage caused by separation of the solid particles by the
binder) can sometimes be made, use of a volume dilatoeter provides quantitative information of the
degree of damage.
Use of both tensile and shear dilatoreters using both mercury and a Freon-type liquid has been
demonstrated and discussed by Richter, Lepie and Adicoff (1980) and others.
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Fig. 73. Aquarium Gap Test Results - Normalized
Pressure Versus Void Volume.
The work of Richter, Graham and others (as described in Boggs et al. 1988) on shock sensitivity
of damaged propellants was accomplished using the Instron device to produce damage at the strain
rate of 50 in/min (H127 em/min). The damaged samples were tested for shock initiation using an
aquarium test. Supplemental tests using hydrostatic compression, as well as the strain-volume
dilatation characterization, were used to estimate the damage present when the damaged samples weTr
shocked (usually 15 to 20 minutes after the damage had been produced).
Future work is moving toward higher strain rates (up to 12,000 in/min--=5.08 mis) and
decreased time between damage production and shock stimulus (as short as a few tens of
milliseconds).
5.4.2. Deflagraion-to-Detonaion Transition (D T)
Tis technical area considers whether or not a propellant reaction can transition from a burning
reaction to a detonation. The considerations are shown in the flow chart (Fig. 74). The key
requirement for this transition to occur is a sufficient surface to volume ratio and porosity of the
energetic sample either through manufacture and loading, in the case of some gun propellants, or
through lrge scale damage in the case of missile propellants. For missile propellants the first
consideration then is the likelihood of the propellant being damaged either before or during the burn,
This is a critical consideration because, with ram exceptions, it is impossible for aconsolidated
propellant at near theoretical maximum density (TMD) to undergo a DDT reaction.
The next consideration is whether or not sufficient surface-to-volurrc and porosity exist. Figure
75 presents the limits of DDT for granulated propellant samples (Butcher and others, 1979). This plot
shows that you must have sufficient TMD - here about 49% TMD; any less will not sustain and
accelerate the reaction. If the sample is too dense, the DDT reaction will not occur, Similarly there is
1
a range of surface to volume required (100-700 inches- ) if DDT is to occur. If these conditions, or
similar conditions for other samples, are not met then a DDT reaction is extremely improbable.
Although transition to detonation may not be probable, an explosion may still occur. In order to
determine whether an explosion may occur, the pressure and the rate of pressurization caused by
gasification must be determined and compared to the rupture characteristics of the motor case.
If the propellant is damaged and if the resulting %TMD and surfac -to-volume ratio are in the
"right" rauge then DDT is extremely likely. Whether or not the DDT occurs is determined by the
pressure and pressurization rate within the vessel and the rupture characteristics of the vessel (motor
case). If the motor cas ruptures "too soon" then confinement is lost and the DDT reaction becomes

unlikely. (Ih rupture may be a violent explosion.) The rupture characristics of the vessel reed to
be determined experimentally and/or analytically but will not be discussed further in this paper.
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Fig 75. Limits of DDT for Granulated Propellant Samples (Butcher
and others, 1979).
The pr ssre-ime history of a DDT reaction is shown in Fig. 76, This figure shows several
regions: the ignition, slow combustion build-up, combustion coupled with weak compaction wave,
combustion coupled with strong compaction wave, shock formation, and detonation. The location of
these events in the p-tplane are strongly influenced by several considerations. These include the
degree of confinement, the strength or "brisance" of the ignition stimulus, the sample therrnochemicl
and physical characteristics, the charge dimensions (diameter and column length), and the intrinsic
detonability of the material. The physical characteristics of the sample include the size
and shape of
the damaged pieces, the porosity and gas permeability, and the compresibility. The thenrmochemical
considerations include the chemical composition of propellant, pyrolysis product, and final products;
the kinetics and energeties associated with the pyrolysis (solid propellant going to reactive intermediate
species) process, and the kinetics and energetics associated with the conversion of the reactive
intermediate gases to final
products.
Itmust be stressed that the above items are listed separately but in fact the DDT process is a highly
coupled interaction of these various considerations.
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Powder Bag and 3 g Mg-Teflon Test Comparison.
From the above discussion it can be seen that the following types of data are necessary in order to
predict whether DDT is likely to occur:
*
*
*

*

Strength and brisance of ignition stimulus
Confinement and rupture characteristics of the case
Compaction behavior of the ;anple - how the %TMD changes with pressure
The compactim/drag/penmeability - the compaction is caused by an imbalance of forces
between the drag of the gases flowing over the particles and the particles ability to resist
compression. As the sample is compacted, the permeabilty "theability of gas to flow
through the sample) is changed
The kinetics and energetics associated with the pyrolysis and conversion to final products
The compressive ignition characteristics of the compacted material
The detonability of the propellant

In order to obtain these data various tests described below are used.
'.5.4.2.

1.

c

Various tests are used to detemine the susceptibility of energetic materials to I)DT. The tests
dctcmriine the ease with which the energetic material may be damaged (friability) and, once damaged,
how easy it is to transition from burning to detonation.

The friability of a propellant is usually determined using the shotgun test. In this test a sample of
propellant (usually 8 grams - approximately 1.75 cm diameter by 1.85 cm long) is fired from a
smooth bore gun (usually a 12 gauge shotgun) at arigid target (usually a steel impact plate). The plate
is located inside a catch box so that the damaged propellant can be collected for later firing in a closed
combustion bomb (90 cubic centimeter closed vessels are often used). The apparatus is shown in Fig.
77. The velocity of the sample is recorded. The velocity is varied by varying the amount of shotgun
powder used. 'The velocities ranging from those causing no sample break up to velocities where some
of the sample weight is lost because some of the very fine material "flashes off."
The resulting damaged sample is ther, collected and fired in a closed botrb and the pressure-time
history measured. Tie data are presented in several ways:
(1) Relative Quickness (dpldt) - For a given run the maximum quickness dp/dt isdetcrmnined (and
sometimes compared to that of some standard material of knc'.vn geometry). A high value of relative
quickness shows large amiounts of damage.
(2) CriticAi Impact Velocity (CIV) -This method takes quickness measurements one additional
step. In this method the maximum dp/dt is plottwd versus its impact velocity (see Fig. 78. Could.
1981), The critical impact velocity (CIV) is that velocity where the straight line fitted through the data
points crosses the dp/dt value of 2.5 x 106 psi/sec (1.74 MPa/s). This 2.5 x 106 psi/sec
(1.74 MPa/s) value was the value of pressurization that caused DDT of cut propellants of known
surface-to-volutae ratios f&ied in closed pipe tests.
(3) Bunt Area - While the above two t=chniques give some indication of the degree of damaged
propellant, or friability, them art limitations. Neither method actually measures damage, or tmze
importantly surface area, Is addition, while friability can be compared within siralar proellant
families, it is almost impossible to compare quickness or CIV between widely different propellants (or
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at least between propellants having widely different burn rates). Since dp/dI is a function of dmt/d and
since m = pAb itisapparent that dp/dt is not an accurate characterization of burning surface (Ab) area
between propellants having widely different values of density (P)and/or burn rate (r).
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characteristics allow one to compare damage for propellants having different dcraity and burn rates.
The shape of the bun area-ime curve allows determination of the type of damage (e.g., lots of fines
that bun off quickly leaving a moderately damaged propellant to quiescently burn).
Closed Eipe Tests
Tests to determine the ease of transition from burning to detonation are usually done in a closed
tube configuration, Fig- 79, with different stimuli. Various igniters have been used, ranging from
"soft" (Butcher and others, 1982; Butcher, 1982; Butcher and Isom, 1982. Price and Boggs, 1983) to
"hard" (Bemecker and others, 1982; Berwecker and Price, 1975; Price and Bemecker, 1975;
Bernecker, 1978; Beriecker and oftrs, 1976; Bemecker and odher, 1985; Benecker, 1984), to start
the material in theignitor end of the tube reacting. Driver sections, a burning material isolated from
the rest of the bed by a gas impermeable barrier, have also been used as the stimulus (Campbell,
1980). Sandusky has used a piston driven into the tube to study compaction driven DDT (Sandusky
and Bernecker, 1985; Sandusky, 1983). Various tube materials have been used and include Lexan
and Steel.

A

C

E

Fig. 79, Cross Section of DDT Tube. (A. Ignitor Bolt B. Ignitor, C. Ignitor/Explosive
Interface; D. Strain Gauges; E. Ionization Probe Location; F. Explosive Charge; G. Tube;
H. Bottom Closure, Inner Diameter = 16.3 mm, Outer Diameter = 50.8 mm, Distance
From Ignitor/Explosive Interface to Bottom Closure = 295.4 mm.) (Be:nmeker 1978)
Various types of instrumentation have been used in studying DDT in the closed tube
configuration. The earliest tests were -ssentially go/no-go tests: a detonation occurred or did no,
occur as evidenced by numbers of fragments and type of fragmentation (e.g., "blueing" of metal).
Strain gauges and/or event pins (ionization and/or closure pins) were added as shown in Fig.79 and
-,avespeeds and event times could be determined. For example, Fig. 80 shows a compressive front
traveling Lt1.25 _rnm/gsec, forward and rearward running compression waves at approximately
2 mm/gsec (G,F-E-D) and onset of detonation at x = 153 mm followed by detonatior wave at 7.29
mnVmsec (Bemeceer, et al., 1976).
With the use of transparent tubes (Lexan), continuous access streak cameras, continuous access
framing camera, and flash x-ray instrumentation were used. Typical results are shown in Fig. 81,
showing several events and associated velocities. The use of flash x-ray not only allowed identification of wave behavior but also provided quantitative values of the compaction (lead foils and/or balls
were used as markers and the spacing between markers was used to determine the density).
The use of pressure transducers has been a significant improvement, providing quantitative data as
opposed to just wave speeds, just as flash x-ray provided improvement over simple event gauges.
Both Butcher and others (!982) and Bernecker and others (1985) have used pressure transducers.
extending our knowledge of DDT phenomena. They have investigated behavior resulting from igniter
strength, bed compaction and pre-pressurization that affect nonequilibrium or transient combustion
and hence DDT behavior (Butcher and others, 1982; Boggs and others. 1982).
Similar experiments, often called convection combustion experiments, have been done at various
conditions in an effort to understand the first portion of the DDT phenomena (Atwood aod others.
1986).
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Experiments in Supot of DDT Modeling
Much of the modeling of DDT begins with first principles equations of mass, momentum, and
energy conservation. The models try to describe phenomena consisting of highly coupled interactionts
between gasification of the solid, flow of gases past solids causing compaction, compaction restricting
further flow, xracrion of gases with various (thermal and mechanical) energy release mechanisms. A
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complete description is imiprobable (and probably intractable) and go various cottstitittve relationships
are used to describe the heat transfer, drag, compaction, gasification, etc. The parameters used in
these relationships come from ancillary experiments such as compaction studies (Sandusky and
others, 1982; Elban and others, 1981- Elban, 1982; Kooker and Costantino, 1986) ignition and
transient combustion studies (Boggs and others- 1982; Boggs and others, 1984; DeLuca and others,
1976; Gem and others, 1973; Krier and others. 1976), permeability and drag experiments (Atwood
and others, 1986; Kuo and Nydegger, 1978; Jones and Krier, 1983; Ergun, 1952), bum rates (Boggs
and others, 1980; Boggs and others, 1977; Parr and others, 1983), and flame spread and burning
surface area 'rice and others, 1979: Krier and others, 1976).
5.4.2.2. Mchaisti

n

ianding

Rapid progress in understanding the various processes occurring during DDT has been made in
the last decade; however, much work needs to be done. The understanding of compaction behavior
has increased markedly (Kooker and Costantino, 1986). The importance of using a fully transient
combustion description instead of the previously used ignition criteria and steady state burning has
been recognized (Boggs and others, 1982; Boggs and other', 1984; Price and Boggs, 1983; Hopkins,
1974. Keller, Horst and Gough, 1985; and Kim, 1984).
Another view of strong mechanical interactions between gas and condensed phases is also
suggested by Leiber (1984). Discussion of the various models requires more scope than available in
this publication. Interested readers are referred to Price and Boggs (1983), Beckstead and others
(1977), Pilcher and others (1976), Pilcher and others (1977), Pilcher (1978), Krier and Gokhale
(1978), Krier and Kezerle (1977). Baer and Nunziato (1984), Weston and Lee (1985). and Butler and
others (1985) for detailed discussion of the various models.
Deficiencies in Understanding Chemica/Physical Phenomena
.encull: Most past descriptions of the DDT process have been cast in physical rather than
chemical terms. Reactions were assumed to be either "off" or "fully on" with full and instantaneous
equilibrium thermochemical energy release. This drove much of the experimental and analytical work.
Indeed, experimental measurements largely consisted of wave speeds as determined by strain gauges
and ionization or shorting pins down the length of the test bed. It has only been recently that pressure
transducers have been used. The analyses were primarily the prediction of shock wave speed and
amplitude.
5.4.2.3. Deftcienciesin Experimental Work
Damage: The entire DDT process is predicated on materials having a high surface to volume ratio.
For solid rocket propellants this requires damage, and rather extensive damage, of the propellant.
This is the first and key consideration.
While we use tests such as the shotgun to give a ranking of a propellant's toughness or resistance
to damage, we do not obtain much fundamental understanding from these tests. We must understand
the mechanisms causing damage: how is damage formed (e.g., dewetting of crystalline ingredients
from the rubbery matrix), what type of damage is formed, and to what extent.
DIT TukY
EperiMen
Most of the DDT tube studies have been done using idealized systems: ball powders, HMX
particles, cut or shredded propellant. It is now time to start testing real propellant having real
damage.
Our tests need to be better instrumented especially to detect and follow die thernochemical
reactions. It has only been recently that we have started using pressure transducers and flash
x-ray (to detect and follow compaction). The next step is to measure temperatures and
hopefully some day have an indication of what speces are present.
Measurements need to start at time zero (with current to the igniter) not just near the detonation
transition event. The processes occurring early in the event set up the DDI.
Collaborative Exeriments to Provide Constitutive Equations and Parameters for These Euuations
We need more comnpacion experiments with emphasis on dynamic compaction of real
propellants.
We need more drag-compaction-permeability experiments with emphasis on higher Reynolds
number flow.
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We need more transient combustion studies to detenine kinetic and enmgic paraeters

•

We need to decouple the mechanical phenomen (compaction, fluid flow) from the combustion
aspects and study each separately, and then merge phenomena in step wise fashion.
5.4.2.4. Deficiencies in Analyses
We need better contiutive relations and asssmipdons.
We need better thermochemical energy release description. Must replace ignition criteria
followed by steady state burning with fully transient description.
We must have better success in describing experiments modeling various pats of proces.
•

Gas flow in tube

" Gas flow in packed bed
compaction
perneablity
** piston driven compaction tests
"convective combustion" tests
* DDT rbe tests
As stated earlier, a complete analytical description of DDT based only on first principles is not
currently possible: constitution equations and parameters are often used. These equations and
parameters are developed based on experimental work.
5.4.3. Delayed Detonation (XDT)
Some shock input tests and some impact (and multiple impact) initiation tests exhibit a delayed
detonation; that is the resultant detonation occurs at a time later than the normal transit time of the
shock through the material. These reactions not only occur at times longer than characteristic of SDT,
they also require a lower stimulus (e.g., as much as 50% lower impact velocity, see Fig. 82). and an
increased number of cards in the card gap test (Fig. 83). These types of reactions have been called
XDT, with the X reflecting an uncertainty with respect to the mechanisms involved.
Not only do these XDT reactions require lower values of input stimuli but they are also
characterized by higher output. Figure 82 clearly sh3ws this, and tests in France have shown that thr
output overpressure of XDT is always greater than that of SDT (generally 30% or more).
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Saml size also deterunines the iniiation threshold as seen in Fig. 84. Sample geoety and
relation of sample orientaion and stimulus arc also importunt determinants of whether XDT will
occur. For example, when a cylindrical sample of sufficient size (Fig. 84) travelling at sufficient
velocity (Fig. 82) impacts head-on (axis of the cylinder perpendicular to the target plate) an XDT
occurs; however, if the cylinder strikes side-on (axis of the cylinder parallel to the plate) XDT does
not occur.

Sample mechanical properties are also important as indicated in Fig. and 85.
While initially unknown, the mechanisms responsible for XDT are becoming better understood.
The process is generally thought to include fragmentation of the sample, recompression of the
fragmented material, initiation of combustion, and subsequent build up to detonation.
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This XDT phenomena has been observed for some propellants in several relatively small scale
tests including the NOL card gap test (Keefe, 198 land Butcher and Isom, 1982), the shotgun test
(Blommer as cited in Energetic Maer.als Hazard Initiation, May 1987 and Butcher and Isom, 1982),
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projectile inPct (GIea, et al, 198 1).
and piston driven compaction of granulatd propellant (Gtnen,
etal, 1981). It has been suspected that XDT type reactions may have been involved in sone large
scale mishaps. In these instances large rocket motors burst, expelling propellant from the noto and
causing it to impact on adjacent test cell components/walls. Although the impact levels were not
thought to cause SDT, it is thought that XDT occurred, causing widesptead destruction.
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5.4.4. Low Velocity Detonation
The preceding sections dealt with the transition from shock, deflagration, or sample break-up and
recompression to a detonation (SDT, DDT, or XDT. Another possibility (Low Velocity Detonation)
is described in Annex 11.
5.5. PENETRATION MECHANICS AND BALLISTIC LIMITS
As was discussed in Chapter 4, if a fragmenrt or bullet does not promptly cause a detonation by the
SDT (or DDT or XDT) mechanism then the possibility of an explosion must still be considered.
Whether the explosion occurs or not is dependent, as discussed in Chapter 4,on such considerations
as ballistic limit (can the fragment/bullet penetrate the motor case), the ignitahility of the propellant, the
mass burn rate (includes surface regression rate and burn rate) of the propellant, the vent size(s)
produced in the penetration and whether the reaction products can be vented rapidly enough to prevent
the explosion. Tests in each of these areas amediscussed below, but before discussing these
individual considerations the scale model rocket motor tests of projectile impact used in the Unted
Kingdom are discussed.
In the UK work on vulnerability of rocket motors to fragment attack has made extensive use of a
model scale rocket motor (MSM) (Fig. 86). A standard target cylindrical tube, external diameter 127
mm, length 254 mm, of any desired material, forms the case for the propellant charge. This may be
an externally inhibited loose charge, or case-bonded with or without an inhibitor as appropriate; it may
be a solid charge, or with any web configuration desired; an igniter may be included. The cylinder is
closed by massive steel caps, which overlap the ends of the cylinder and incorporate C-ring seals.
These end-caps areconnected by four external tic-rods, regularly spaced around the cylinder. Usually
an appropriate nozzle and venturi am fitted into one end-cap. Attack is by means of a single 17 g steel
cylinder (representative fragment) presented end-on at a point halfway along the length of the cylinder
and midway between two tie-rods; this cylinder is fied from a smoothed-bose 0.5" Browning barrel
at one of two velocities, viz 525 ± 25 or 925 ± 25 m's. Even the lower velocity range has been
sufficient to overcome the ballistic limit of the case except in one or two low-temperature experiments
on propellant in steel cases. Ignition has otherwise occurred in every trial, even if the fragment has
completely traversed thr case.. The main assesrsent of violence of response is f-rom the state of the
tube after the event, Instrumentation includes velocity screens to measure the exact impact velocity;
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blast overpressure gauges; internal pressure (Kistler) gauges in some experiments, and cine
photography at 2000 pps.
The results in terms of tube fragmentation arc divided, for the purposes of the research, into six
categories, but nearly all are burnings or deflagrations, though a few of the most violent are in the
mild explosion category. No detonations have been observed. This test is now standard for
qualification of rocket motor propellants in the UK.
The results of nearly 20( MSM experiments, involving 5 propellants (one extruded double-base
EDB), one cast double-base (CDB). one composite modified cast double-base (CMCDB), one
elastoer-nmodified cast double-base (EMCDB), and one hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene (ITPB).
all U.K_ Hazard Division Class 1.3 compositions) [NOTE: 1.3 hazard classification by United
Kingdom RARDE Scaled Vessel Test, seepage 59, France and the United States use card gap tests to
determine hazard classification of propellams. The Netherlands use the TNO tube test), 6 rube
materials (mild steel, aluminum alloy, fiberglass, steel strip-laminate, carbon. fibre reinforced plastic
fCFRP), Kevlar-overwrapped light alloy) and a range of temperatures may be summarized as follows
1. Increasing the frangibility of the propellant (without temperature change) terds to increase violence
of response (EDB>CDB>EMCDIB: CMCDB>H-TPB).
2. Increasing calorimetric value of propellant tends towards more violent response.
3. Making cases able to vent more quickly tends to reduce violence of response, e.g.. Kevlaroverwrapped light alloy containing HTPB. Steel strip-laminate is not however very effective.
4. An inhibitor/insulator layer (as opposed to simple gluing) may reduce violence of response for
case-bonded charges (observed for CMCDB where case-bonding is probably improved: no change for
HTPB A,
here use of glue is standard).
5. The presence or absence of an igniter is unimportant; even hitting the igniter with the fragment had
no effect on the result6. For CMCfII and HTPB (case-bonded) oore violent responses are obtained with star-centered
conduit charges than with soid charges; for EDB (loose, inhibited) there is litle difference.
7. A fragment which completely traverses the MSM gives a less violent response than a somewhat
slower tmte which remains inside.
8. Lowering the temperature produces a sharp increase in response as the temperature passes throu-i,
a value related to (but somewhat above) the glass transition temperature for the propellant under test
(as measured at low strain rates).
These results in general underline the imporrnce of crack-propagation (and branching) in
enhancing the violence of the response (nos. 1.8); the role of support of the charge in reducing either
crack propagation or the effectiveness of cracks in increasing the burning surface (no. 6. EDB charges
being loose and being very brittle perhaps shatter in any cawe); the mmw damaging effect of the use of
higher-energy propellants (the higher flame temperatures producing higher gas pressure in the MSM no. 2): the importance of effective case-bonding (no. 4): and the value of quick venting in reducing the
response (nos. 37).
No standardized test procedure is qvailable in the UK to test stress/strain characterization under the
high strain rate conditions involved in fragment attack. the "glass temperature" is definitely a function
of sain rate and also probably of extensibility. Work isin progress on crack-propagation and is
expected tobe extended to crack-branching, which isprobably equally important for propellant
fragmentation.
P

ectile Attack Full-Scale Trials

The MSM work described above has been followed up by a series of trials using single
projectiles, ranging from 3.1 g steel cube, through 7.62 tmrbullet, 17 g steel cylinder presented end
on (as in the MSM work) and 0.5" AP bullet (single shot) to 20 ntm liE to attack NATO Builpup
motors (which contain 49 kg low-performance CDB propellant) withdrawn from service. The results,
assessed in terms of case damage, showed increased response with increasing projectile kinetic energy
and decreased response with increasing presented area of the projectile (i.e.. with projectile entry hole
size). (The latter indicates the importance of venting in the area of impact, while the former
presumably shows the importance of damage to the charge in this situation, where none of the
projectiles traversed the motor completely,)
1
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T1he
exception was the 20 mnmI E where there was line damge to the case other than that in the
immediate neighborhood of the point of impact, where the damage was sufficient to provide more than
adequate venting. No detonations were observed. Attack by HE roundis or motors ctotaining more
energetic propellanis would certainly raise the possibility oftdetonating the propellant. This would
depend critically on whether the diameter or characteristic dimension of the Mrjectile were grater or
less than the critical diameter oif the propellant (see Fig. 11).
Sonic trials with .30 caiber ball, -50 caliber ball, .50 caliber API. 20mmn API, and 23 mmn fEI-T
atgainst US Class 1.3 and Class 1.1 (see previous Note) composite propellants in a 20 cm diameter
motor are reported in AGARD Conferrence Proceedings No. 367, p. 2-2, Thtese resulted in ignition
only (the Classi 1.1 propellants giving less violent flrMS) eXCePt with the 23 mmn HEI-Tl. which
detonated the Class 1.1 compositions.
The relevance of the NISM work to full scale motor vulnerability is accepted by thc U9K
gosemmrent for purposes of propellant qualification on the basis ofevidence from full scaile bullet
attack tmils mo~stly sitigle-shot t0.5 inch AP). There is limited UK evtidente that ssith fairls lairge
ivotors (3 iii long, propellant as 186 kg) single bullet attck gives monre violent respolnse at the hi
end than at the nozzle cod or halt'-wav along the miotor This is not kinexpected in ieoms of
confinement of the propellant. there has also been a little work in the UK on the effect of munkltiple
attacks (burst ofthre 0t.5 'AP bullets), the results stiggesting that mucht grea ter violence catt be
developed that- with a single shot. Trials have also been carried out against the NAro Fitillptip tni'ttn
it its carrinio box, and Lte effect of venting the box in mitigating the resplonse has been dervonsttd.
httvestteaton, in the US are tmeasuritng the ballistic hii.tits of various ease niaterials I steel,
aluminitto and c~omposite) and vaious thicknesses backed by simulated propellant subjectied tll
various fragmeant tasses. velocities. angles of obliquity. and fra.,mient shape.
flilic
Limit of Caise. A key considteration in Fig. 13 was whether a fragment of a gis en Trass
attd orientation has sufficient velcity to penetrate the motor case. Sewell sod Graham hav- l'reseiCti
a simple penetration oLiuation of the foirm

TceOKmvj
where
T
thickness of case4Mltich NNillbe perforated ill the im1pact
C, =Obliity
antgle ( angle of incidence)
K =a
niaterials property constanit (if the casce(see Table Is
An = fragmnt mass
Vi= impact velocity
A
elect ise frottttta area oftfragment
For the %
ariou, s\sttnis of utiits, the coostloits in Table 18 ca til e applied tosthe aboveeqi
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5.6.1. Resistivi'y MeasUrmen_ as Applied tQF2)
French extperiments suggested that propellant volume resistivity (p.) as a function of temperature
behavior may be important in the ESD sensitivity of a propellant For all the compositions tested by
the French, it was found that the propellant volume resistivity measurements from -40 to +801C (-40
to + 176'F) could show one of three different laws of resistivity versus temperature.
When poting the In(p,) versta ]IT for propellant samples, the French found all of the three
behaviors shown in Fig. 87. Based on semiconductor theory, the existence of two straight
intersecting lines points to a change in the type of conduction. It was observed that the compositions
which react to capacitive dischrges follow a type I behavior (i.e., the ratio of slopes, M1IM 2, is
greater than i) whereas the propellant compositions which do not react have a type II or Ill behavior
(i.e.. Mt!M2 is less than or equal to 1).
80"

4'"
SLOPES

SEtSITIVE

VCLUME

SLOP/

I."TK
RECIPROCAL TE MPER5ATURE

Fig. 87. Plot of the ln(pi Versus lIT IK Showing the Three
Types of Behavior.
In the U.S. instrumentation to measure both volume resistance and surface resistance of propellants and propellant ingredients as a function of temperature and relative humidity has been built.
Temperatures ranging from -30'C io 100°C (-22F to 212') can be achieved with a Tinney T and I
Jr. chamber. Surface and vouiz rosi,.ance on propellant samples as small as 3.43 cm can be ineaaured on either copper or stainless a:eei lectrodes. A Keithley Model 617 digital electroneter capable
of reading 105A is used to make the cu.-rent measurements. Applied voltages ranging from 45 to
2,(W))V can be used. The detemsination of surface and volume resistivines consists of measuring
,turface and volume resistances followed by calculations of the corresponding resistivitirs with the us c
of known sample and electrode ditTensions. The volume resistivity is defined as the rantio of potentia!
gradient parallel to the current in the material to the current density in units of ohm m (Keithley
Instruments, 1984: aid ASTM, 1983). The surface resistivity (ps) is defined as the ratio of potential
gradient parallel to the current along a surface to the current per unit width of the surface in units of
ohm i (Keithley Instruments, 1984: and ASI'M, 1983),
Figure 88 shows electrode configuration to ineaure surface resistance. The nasurement is
performed by applying a set voltage on the surface of the sample and obtaining a current reading. The
following equation is used to calculate the surface resistivity (p,):
P, =
V =
I =
K, =

Ks*t(vAq) ())
Voltage (volts)
Current reading (amperes)
A geometrical factor arising from electrode geonmey (unitless)

The geonetric factor is an effective perimeter of the guarded electride divided by the gap between the
guarded electrode and the guard.
t
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Fig, 88. Surface Resistivity Electrical Diagram (sample is disk shaped).
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Figu= 89 sKhows etecmroe cifiggnsmsin to meaa votum resistance. The mneasurrement is
perfornned by applying a set voltage through the sample and obtaining a current reading after a set tim-e
interval of one minute. 71e following equation is used to calculate volume resistivity (p );
P,=K,*(VII), (i-cmn)
V

=Voltage (volts)

I = Current reading (amperes)
K,=Ageosittic factorafising fiom elceersegeometry (cm)
The..
geomextric factor is an effective area of treasuring electrodeis divided by the sample thickness.
In order to calculate the geometric factors. Ks and K5, specifi electrode dimensions and sample
thickness are needed. Figure 90 illustrates the electrode gcomeuvtr used at NWVC. To calculate the
surface geomentric factor, Ks. the following equation is us;ed:
K,

Pig

(ls1)/g

where:

P
g

=
DO=

theID
effectiVC
gap (11)
See Fig. 40

erim~ewr

of die guarded electrode for the particular arrangtmnent used (in)

To calculate the volumec geomnetric factor. K5, the following equation is used:

K,

AAt

A

IVD + )2]h

D1

DiLamneter of inner ring on Fig. IX)

wh rc:
A
t

the effective area of the measuring electrodice for the particular arrangemnrt iised (11")
the a%erage thick ncsq of the samnple

LON

FigL 89. Volume Resistivity Electrica Dia

aem.

ELECT1RODE

Fig. W0.Shovs the Elciarcale Coofigurations and Parameters Needed for the
Ge~orntric Calculatiins for Su-face, and Volumea Resistiv ity.
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Figure 91 shows surface resistivity data versus nine for an HfTPB binder propellant containing
ainuonium pelrkate and aluminumn. T'he surface resstivity incrases exponentially as a function oL
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Fig.91. Surface Resistivity Vs.Timneat f19.IQF(20.6lvC),
23.3% RH and 100 V.
Figure 92 shows volume resistivily data for the sarne propellant. The overall behavior for tile
volume reitvt dtis also an exponential rise as a function of time.
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Figures 93 through 96 illustrate lntpv) versus l/T for the samne propellant. Th1iS d3ataI -. 1LF!
at 1(XEV (after I mninute) and 500V (after I nsiuutr,) and at sample thioknensenI of 0,.25'1164cl
0-50" (1.27 cm).
Itshould Lenoted that the data reported in these graphs were taken after I minute. From Fig. Y-'
we can %4.that within a few seconds these miuenaiscwh a maximumn volume rrsistan;ce and at I
minute the propellant is totally charged, However, twe fie-at which MaximIum volumeI, rCS11tiVIIA 1
reached is maoterial dependent and can change from one propellant to another.
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In ummlary, the dielectric breakdown data presented in this paper was obtained by applying a
ramped DC voltage to the propellant sample and watching the materials clectrical response. The
voltage is icreased frn zero at approximately 600 volts per second until dielectric failure of the test
specimen occurs.
A schematic of the test circuit used at NWC is shown in Fig. 97. The test voltage applied can be
programnmed to increase from 0-40 kV at any predetcnrincd rate.
Dielectric breakdown data was obtaind at eiffearnt temperures ai.d at sample thickness of
approximately 0.5" (1,27 cm) and 0.25' (0.635 cn). Sample daa is tabulated in Table 19. As can be
seen from the data presented, the breakdown voltage is virtually independent of temperature. The data
shows that both propellants, although denat incoa stio break down at the same voltage. It is
planned to look at this with mome sensitiv electronic as well as monitor current during breakdown to
see if these data are real.

Fig. 97. Dielectric Breakdown Measurement Circuit. Voltage application can be ramtiped
at a variety of rates
from 0-40 kV. Measuretment can be performed as a function of
temperature and relative humidity. During the dielectric breakdown, measurement of
applied voltage an the sample and current going through the sample are recorded.
Table 19. Dielectric Breakdown Data*,
Temperature
Sample
Measured
(RH Low - < 30%)
Thickness
Breakdown
400 F
-- rim cm
40'F
0.663 cm
70'F
1.202 cm
70'F
0.712 cm
9(fF
0.639 cm
90IF
1.328cm
Breakdown voltage r
of our present instrumentation.

Breakdown
Voltage
Voltage
per c,
I i kV
8.5 kV
5 kV
7 5 kV
15 kV
12.5 kV
8 kV
11.2 kV
5 kV
7.8 kV
12.5 kV
9.4 kV
table are within thedetecton lirit

5.6.3. Dielectic Constant Measurements
Dielectric properties may be defied by the bchavi'rof the material in a parallel plate capacitor.
This is a pair of conducting plates, parallel to one another and separated by a distance, d, that is snrall
compared with the linear dimensions of the plates. With a vacuum between the plates, the
capacitances Cc is defined as:
Sd
vhere e0 is the permittivity of free space, 8.854 x 10-12 Fm 1, and A is the area of the plates. Since
eo. A, and d are constants the capacitance depends only on the dimensions of the capacitor. On
applying a potential difference, V,between the plates a quantity of charge, Q, is stored on thenm,
given by:
Qo = CDV
If a dielectric substance is now placed between the plates and the same potential difference applied.
the amount of charge stored increases to Qt and the ckpacitance therefore increases to C1 . The
dielectric constant or relative permoittivity, r',
of the d,.Iectric is related to this increase in capacitance
by:
CI
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The magnitude of e' depends on the degree of polarization or charge displacement that can occur in the
material. For details on dielectric theory see Smnyth (1955), West (1984), and ASTM (1971).
The dielectric constant of propellants and propellant ingredients as a function of frequency,
temperature, and relative humidity is an important material property to obtain. When looking at ESD
sensitivity of solid propellants the dielectric constant gives an indication of the energy storage
capability as well as energy discharge of the propellant. The following schematic, Fig. 98, illustrates
how the measurement is made. Two copper descs (76 mm diameter) form the capacitor. In order to
compensae for the fact that the propellant samples are not 100% parallel, the plates can move up and
down and pivot from side to side. Details of the dielectric constant measurements can be found in
Covino and Hudson (1987). A summary of the dielectric constant data for the propellant at different
sample thicknesses is shown in Figure 5.84.

•I. oo
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Fig. 98. DielectricConstant MeasuringCirctit. Acapacitisice nceasu-irg isseinl\'.
Measurements can be made from 50Hz to 10kIz. Measurements can be perfoned
as a function of temperature and relative humidity.

.*1

Fig. 99. Dielectric Constant Vs. Tlempera ture at I klz.
5.6.4. The EZC Disharge Test Apparatus
ESD is a phenomenon that arises by the ¢:,chartge of static electricity across a cnnductive path
from a region of higher potential to a region of lower potential. The "French-like' E.SD test is an RC
discharge through representative propellant samples with cylindtrical geCometry ofg9.0 cm diameter and
10].0 cm long. "Go" or "no/go" result., as a function of temperature and humidity can be obtained
from such test. The basic features of iheRC discharge test ame:
1. A known energy L, applied through a point brass electrode and allowed to dissipate through
the propellant to a plate bra s elewrode.
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2. A typical test series is 30 consecutive discharges on each of three identical specimens at 15.6J
(30 kV and 34.7 nF).
If any of the 90 discharges results in "cracking", "popping", smoke or fire, then the formulation is
considered sensitive to ESD.
Figure 100 shows a schematic of the electrostatic discharge test at NWC. It should be noted that
electrode contact to the propellant is ensured by slightly forcing the tip of the brass electrode into the
propellaUt (approximately 1 mm) and by the use of a conductive silver paint to contact the plate
electrd with the propellant. Figure 101 illustrates an electrical circuit representation of the NWC
ESD RC discharge test apparatus.
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Fig. 101. A Detailed Circuit Diagram of the NAVWPNCEN ESD RC Discharge Apparatus.
It should be noted that a voltage range 3f 0-40 kV, currents up to 2.0 mA, and a maximum
capacitance of 35 nF are available on this instrument. Energies of up to 15.61 can be stored into the
capacitors and then allowed to discharge through the propellant.
Table 20 lists the capacitors and the theoretical maximum energy for each capacitor, calculated
2

from E = 1/2 CV .

Table 20. Capacitors and Energies Available cn the
NWCElectrostatic Dischae Apparatus.
ne Specifications
1
i
0-30 kV
Voltage Range
Current Range
Fixed Capacitor

2mA Max
4.7nF

I

20oF

En.ergies. (J

0a: c(i,') 2.1.'1

]

0

]i4.

,*sI66
4.
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J

0

24.7

30

I 11 .1 ,13.5

'34.7
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Electrostatic discharge testing was carried out on the propellant previously discussed as a function
of temperature. Propellant sample sizes averaged 9.02 cm in diameter by 10.16 cm tall (3.55 in.
diameter x 4.0 in tall). Data for these experiments aresummarized in Table 21 and in Fig. 102.
Fro, n the data presented, it can be seen that the propellant is ESD sensitive.
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Table 21. Electrostatic Discharge Data on Propellant, RC-Discharge Test.
(90mm diameterx 100mm high, right cylinders were used)
Temperatue
Relative
Energy,
Reaction
humidity,
Joules
'F
_C_
-17
-27.2
<30
757T
Go 4 out of 5 shots were positive.
-17
-27.2
<30
15.81
Go All 30 shots were positive.
-10
-23.3
<30
15.8'
Go All 30 shots were positive.
-10
-23.3
<30
15.81
Go I out of I shot was positive.
Sample moved away from
electrode - test terminated
-1I6.7

<30

9.01

7

-13.9

<30

15.81t

20
30
40

-6,7
-1.1
4.4

<30
<30
>30

15.81
15.8t
15.81

70

21.1

<30

9.01
15.81"

>30

48.9
120
0.035 iF, 30 kV

No Go

Go

1 out of I shot was positive.
Sample ignited and continued to
bum.
Go 4 out of 30 shots were positive.
Go 3 out of 30 shots were positive.
Go
I out of 10 shots were positive.
Sample moved away from
electrode - test terminated,
Go Small cracks were visible at end
NoGo of lost.
0.02 pF. 30 kV

25
20
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Fig. 102. RC Discharge Test Results for Propellant.
5.6.5. Percolation Calculations as Agulied to ESD
In an attempt to understand why certain propellants were ESD sensitive and others were not, the
French implemented the Percolation Theory O(anerky and Handscomb, 1964; Hammersley and
Broadbent; and Hanmersley). A factorial examination of the propellant active ingredients was carried
out. The results of such investigations showcd that the aluminum particle size and the electrical
properties of the binder (binder = prepolymer + miscellaneous additives) were major components in
determining the propellant electrical propemties. From experimental obse:vations of discharge tests,
the French found that, at a constant aluminum coocentraion, as the particle size
decreases (i.e.,
increase in number of aluminum particles) propellant stnsitivity to capacitive discharge increases.
Percolation, as theoretically defined, is independent of the applied voltage and allows (for a given
conducting and insulating particle system) deteminadon of a critical ratio between conducting and
nonconducting particles (NS)Ni), above which, the entire system is fully conducting. In the case of a
composite propellant, it does not seem possible to obtain such a level exactly, because the oxidecovered aluminum particles are working asinsulators, although conductive inside,
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Recendy at SNPE. Kent and Rat (1980) indicated that they have adopted a refined "P breakdown
percolation" coefficient equation which so far proves to be more discriminating. The improved
percolation breakdown coefficient is defined as follows:
pPm

C). dnf

J ~%n,
~

[Pb
%
b P.~

,

+ ip.

P~

where:
p
=
Pc
%C
%nf =
dnf =
dc
=
pb
=
%b =
%n =
Pvb =

density of nonconducting particles
density of conducting particles
%w,.peicent of conducting particles
wt. percent of finest fraction of nonconducting particles
diameter of finest fraction of nonconducting particles
diameter of finest fraction of conducting particles
density of the binder
wt. percent of the binder
wt. percent of all nonconducting particles
volume resistivity of the binder in Q-m

It was found by the French that if Pimp was greater than 1110 £U-m and if weight percentage of
conducting particles was greater than 15% the propellant was considered to have an ESD hazard.
A sampie calculation for Pimp using a hypothetical propellant composition and particle sizes is
Derformnd below in an attempt to clarify the calculation and to point out sonie of the inherent
assumptions which are made. Table 22 lists the data used for this sample calculation.
Table 22. 1lypothetical
%C
d,Pc

wt%
diameter of particles
density (g/cc)

po b

vOlume resistivity (W-m)

pellant CO Position.
Al
AP
10
70
20 ilnl
IIlmm
2.7
1.95
--

HTPB
20
--

0.93
3 x 1010

--

Initial assutiiption made:
1. Al is the only conducting species
2. AP is the only nonconducting species
P

1.95$10
l 20)un

3[O.93g/cc1

10

70

1

- 3 x 10 10 Q-m
Pimp = 7.04 x 101( 0 Since this value is greater than 1010 t-m, if the %of conducting particles is less than 15% this
propellant would not be considered sensitive to ESD.
If a small change in the aluminum particle size (10 t 40 pm) was made to this theoretical
propellant formulation, the Pimp would calculate to be 1.10 x 109 a-m. Since this value is less than I
x 1010 2-m,this propellant would be considered less sensitive to ESD. For the propellant previously
prescoted Pimp = 1.29 x 1012 D.m.
Itshould be noted that the percolation breakdown coefficient
calculation does not include many
critical propellant parameters and therefore cannot describe the propellant system accurately. Among
some of these parameters am: aluminum particles which are assumed to be conductiitg have a highly
resistive oxide coating and particle shapes are not accounted for. The Pcritica has been simply
determined by experimental results. There is not yet a physical interpretation of why it was 1010 U-in
for the critical P breakdown coefficient. Furthermore, today's solid rocket propellants are quite
complex. For example, they might contain two or more nonconducting species (i.e., AP and AN)
which have fine particles, thus having different contributions to the percent of nonconducting
particles. In the percolation equation, all the nonconducthig particles ail lumped together except fut
the finest fraction of nonconducting particles. Conducting species can also be of a different nature and
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thus have different chemical and physical properties. For example, both aluminum and carbon which
am highly conductive ar common propellant aldives. However in the percolation equation all the
conducting species are treated uniformly. Lastly, the binder itself is a complex network, having
different chemical species with different chemical properties. However, it too is treated as one entitY
inthe percolation calculation. In the percolation equation, rvb (volume resistivity of the binder) is a
term which most dramatically affects the magnitude of the P factor. This term ismeasured
experimentally and it is temperature- and humidity-dependent as well as time-dependent, thus quite
prone to experimental inconsistencies.
However it is not claimed that the equation gives an exact tteatment. It only gives a preliminary
indication of whether an ESD hazard might be expected, which is useful when new propellants are
being designed. The value of Plp,in conjunction with the percentage of conducting particles gives
valuable guidance.
5.7. SHAPED CHARGE ET
5.7.1. Descrition of a Shaped Charge Warhead
A modem rotationally symmetric shaped charge consists of a high-performance high explosive
charge which at the end facing the target usually has a conical cavity (Fig. 103). This shaped cavity,
or hollow space, inspired the name of "shaped charge" or also "hollow charge," for this type of
explosive body. Nowadays, this cavity is usually lined with an axially symmetric layer of copper
having a thickness of, say, 2 mm. This type of charge is then termed a "lined shaped charge."
i
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Fig. 103. Shaped Charge Components.
Precisely axial initiation is essential for high penetration performance from a rotational symmetric
shaped charge; this initiation is achieved by a suitable booster charge. Today, there is always a space
in front of the cavity, because the shaped c;harge reaches its highest penetration performance at a
certain stand-off distance from the targe,. The initiation elements, the high explosive charge, the liner.
and die space are all held together by a casing.
Penetration capability is considerably reduced if the rotational syrrunetry of even one of these four
fundamental parameters (point of initiation, high explosive charge, liner, or casing) is disturbed. In
such cases one will obtain a cutting action with less axial penetration. So-called cutting charges, or
linear shaped charges, are often uwed as flexible linear shaped charges (FLSC) in controlled cutting of
structure elements and large charges in the demolition of steel girders and reinforced-concrete bridge
members.
5.7.2. The Phenomenology of the Shaped Charge (Held. 1981a
A cylindrical high explosive charge placed directly (with no stand off distance) upon a thick stoel
block will, on detonation, create a shallow depression in this target block, and the width of the
depression is about the same as the diameter ("caliber") of the charge (Fig. 104 - left picture). When
the charge has a conical cavity at the end facing the target, the result is, surprisingly enough (yon
FOrster, 1883), a crater about I caliber deep, although the amount of high explosive is now less than
with a full cylinder (Fig. 104 -center picture). The deeper, though narrower hole in the target block is
produced precisely opposite the cavity in the explosive charge. About the same time. Munroe (1888a
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V
~and

1888b) also discovered the effect of hollow-charge once more. Munroe not ontly made imprints
of elm and maple leaves in steel plates to decorate the fireplace at the Cosmos Club, hut he also tied
sticks of dynamite around a ton ito can and blew a hole in a safe door. Photographs of the results

were published in Popular Science in1900 IMunre, 1900).

Fig. 104. Concentration Effect of Unlined and Lined Shaped Charges Compared toa

Cylindrical High Explosive Charge.
Comparing this effect with that of a lined shaped charge (Fig. 104 - right picture) one will find a
crater which now is 2 to 3 calibers deeps, although its diameter is now still smaller than that
produced by the solid cylinder of the unlined shaped charge (Thomanek, 1938).
An engineer familiar with general demolition blasting, but not having any particular knowledge of
the shaped charge effect, would have expected increasingly smallcr penetrations. For one thing, the
anount of explosive has become less than in the unlined shaped charge, for another, the center of
gravity of the chags has moved away from the target somewhat, and thirdly the liner rmateriat shields
the cavity from the effects of the pressure, The increase in depth of penetration in spite of all .his is
surprising indeed and goes to show that special effects have come into play,
A comparison of the crater-diameters related to the various configurations of charges indicates that
the introduction of a cavity, and employment of a liner have caused a focusing effect, resulting in an
enhanced depth of penetration at the expense of the width of the crater.
Measurement of the time history of cratering (Held, 1981 b)by means of electrical make-contact
probes installed in the target gives a time-versus-distance diagram of cratering. such as the one shown
in Fig. 105, A time of approximately 400 s is needed to perforate approximately 600 mm of RHA.
This means that the mean velocity of cratering is 1.5 mn/Ls,or 1500 m/s. This astonishingly high
mean cratering velocity can be as high as about 4001 m/s at the beginning of the penetration process.
Such a high cratering velocity indicates that the perforation of RI IA plates by means of shaped charges
cannot be a thermal process, beeausc the phenomena of heat conduction and melting could not
possibly propagate at such a high speed.

Fig. 105. A Shaped Charge Acts About 40 Times Longer Than a HE
Charge in Contact.
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On the other hand, the detonation head of a detonating cylindrical high explosive charge of the
same diameter, in contact with the target plate, would act only for about 10 4as(Cook, 1959). This
means that a shaped chargt acts against a target about 40 tirmes longer than a cylindrical charge in
contact would do.
The "concentration," and the "prolonged duration" of the effects appear to be two features that are
essential for the high penetration capability of shaped charges.
What is known as the stand-off curve is another characteristic feature the shaped charge (Fig. 106)
Meld, 1983a), The depth of penetration increases with increasing distance from the shaped charge
base to the target, up to a distance of 4 to 8 base diameters (calibers). but it decreases again when the
distance is increased further. This phenomenon shows that there is an agent transferring the effect
between the shaped charge and the target and ,:auses maximum penetration at a certain stand-off
distance.
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Fig. 106. Typical Stand-Off Curve of a Shaped Charge,
This transfer agent can be recorded and analyzed with the aid of X-ray flash photography.
Although the light flash of a detonation is extremely bright, the reaction products obscure the optical
view, but X-ray-flash photography permits the observation of the deformation of the shaped charge
liner and the formation of ajet from it under the high pressure of detonation. Figure 107 shows a
sequence of flah radiographs taken at different times after the arrival of detonation at the tip of the
conical liner and X-ray flash exposure.
One can clearly see the copper liner being accelerated towards the axis and collapsing into a lump
spread out along the axis. From this lump emerges a "shaped charge jet" made up of some 10 to 20%
of the mass of the liner, attaining tip velocity of over 9000 m/s with copper as a liner material. The
remainder of the lump, which constitutes the balance of the mass of the liner, and which is termed the
"slug," has a velocity of the order of 300 to 1000 ms. This means that there is a gradient in velocity
from the tip of the jet to the slug, and this gradient leads to a continuous lengthening of the jet in
flight.
The thrde shaped charge phenomena mentioned above can be explained with the aid of this flash
X-ray sequence (Fig. 107):
concentration effect by the acceleraton of the liner towards the axis and the resulting
formation of the high-velocity jet,
long-lasting action through the long jet (in effect a long projectile) interacting with the target
for an extended period of time,
greater effect at longer stand-off distance, where the jet has become longer under the influence
of its own velocity gradient.
Unfortunately, the copper jet does not lengthen indefinitely, but will break up into particles after a
certain time, or within a certain interval of tinme, depending on the liner-naterial and on several other,
but less important parameters (Fig. 108). The shaped charge jet is then called a "particulated" jet.
Before this breakup, copper-like materials undergo an elongation rore than 1000%. This is a
pheuomenon that has not been explained up to now: why does copper, which in static tests gives an
elongation of not more than 80%, undergo elongations that are 10 to 15 times greater. under
conditions of such extreme mechanical loading?
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Fig. 107. Flash X-Ray Pictures of Jet Formation, Which Show the
Concentration Effect and Formation of a Long Jet at Longer Distances.

Fig. 108. The Stretching, Initially Continuous Jet,
Particulates Only Once.
Paniculation occus only once. Tbereafter, the length of the jet or, mom precisely, the sum of the
lengths of the individual jet particles remains constant. From pariculation onwaTOs, the depth of
penetration of the shaped charge jet should actually remain unchanged, to a first approximation.
However, aligning the shaped charge jet precisely along the charge axis is one difficulty, and fwther
problems am the tumbling and transverse drift effects caused by shear fracture during the
pariculation, which cause the jet. or the jet particles, to deviate from the axis. And as the distance
from the shaped charge to the target increases, these angular deviations lead to even greater transverse
deviations that will cause the jet or its particles to hit the walls of the hole being generated, if the hole
diameter is small. With the high impact velocities involved, the jet portions or particles concerned will
beconx pulverized on impact and will therefore no longer contribute to an increase in penetration,
This explains the ever decreasing penetration performance as the stand-off distance increases beyond
the optimum value.
When a continuous and still-coherent shaped charge jet hits a target plate, the stagnation pressure
produced as a result of the velocities of several 1000 ms will be of the order of more than 100 GPa.
or I Mbar, or 10.000 Kp/mm 2. Such a pressure by far exceeds the strength of even the toughest,
armor steel. An impression of the penetration of a continuous and coherent shaped charge jet into a
DURAL block can be gathered from Fig. 109. Particular mention should be made of the narrow hole
through which the jet must pass without touching the walls in order to be able to convert its energy
into further penetration.
A particulatrd shaped charge jet can also have a good penetration performance into a target, if the
particles are well-aligned, so that they will all arrive at the crater bottc,a (Fig. 110). In this case, each
individual jet prlicle makes its own bubble-shaped hole.
The jet parameters, e.g., jet tip velocity, mass, particulation time, diameter, etc., depends on a lot
of design rles and cannot be described here, Generally mass. particulation time and diameter of a jet
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is a linear function of shaped charge dianeter and the tip velocity which is strongly correlated with the
liner angle (Fig. I I ).
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Fig. 109. Continuous Copper Jet Penetrating Into a DURAL Block.
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Fig. 110, The Individual Particles of a Jet Produce Individual Bubbles in
the DURAL Target.
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Fig. I 1. Jet and Slug Formation of Shaped Charges with
Different Liner Angles.
The differences in design between rotational synametric hollow charges (RSC) and linear shaped
charges (ISC) and planar symmetric hollow charges (PSC) with cutting performance are shown in
Fig. 112.
In the "rotational symmetric hollow charge (RSC)" a rotational symmtric liner is positioned
coaxially to the axis of the high explosive charge and the initiation takes place exactly in the axis
opposite to the liner.
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Fig. 112. Typical Shaped Charges and Their JetForms.
In the "linear shaped charge (L-SC)" a prismatic liner is inserted in the cavity of the high explosive
charge. The initiation can either take place at the front end of the charge or in the middle of it. The
liner itself can be formed semi-circular or as circular arc, or it can he roof shaped with a smaller or
larger angle,
In the "planar symmetric hollow charge (PSC)" the rotational syrmmnetry ismodified for example
by eccentric initiation or by planar symmetric confinement, etc.
At the detonation of the high explosive the litner of the linear shaped charge is accelerated towards
the plane of symmetry whereby itis transformed along the collapse line into a jet and a slug. .The
velocity of the jet tip is 200D m/s-3()O m/s at cutting charges with a liner angle of about 90' The
slug velocity is 200 m/s-500 nt/s. As a result of the velocity gradient the "cutting edge" is mote and
more extended, the greater the distance from its origin. Consequently, the initially contiruous jet will
break up in the direction of flight and small -rods" are formed.
Because of the two confinements at planar symmetric hollow charges the duration of the shckk
wave pressure is longer on the corresponding liner elements and therefore these liner elenents are
accelerated to higher velocity towards the axis, so that the jet is directed planar symrmetrically toward,
the two unconfined sides and spreads out planar symmetrically.
5.7.3. Hydrodynamic Theory o Shap

Charge Jet Penetration

5.7.3.1. Constant Velocity of a Poiectile. or Jet
To simplify matlers, let us say as a frst asitumption that no lengthening or elongation of the jet
occurs. This means that there is a projectile with given length L, which hits the target with high
velocity (Fig. 113, bottom). Furthermore, purely hydrodynamic penetration w ill be assumed, i.e. the
meachatical strength of both the projectile (jet) and the target tratenal can be completely neglected.
Because of the high stagnation pressure occurring at the high velocities involved, this sirmplification is
certainly valid to a ftst approximation, because experimental evidence from cratering measurements
are in gxd agreement with theoretical predictions based on this simplification, The projectile, or
shaped charge jet, which penetrates into the target material with high velocity, is itself eroded in this
process from it tip (Fig. 113. middle).
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Fig. 113. Hydrodynamic Penetration of a Projectile or Nonstretching Jet.
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In a laboratory system of cocrdinats. this is actually m unsteady process, but it can be made
"steady" from the point of view of the stagnation point, or from the crater bottom, by mea.ns of a
Galilei ansformatiaon. In this case, target material of densty C'1is flowing with the crater bottom
velocity, u, towards the stagnation point. The projectile, o; the jet, with density pj flows also towards
this stagnation point with the difference between jet velocity, vj, and the crater bottom velocity. u, i.e.
with vj - u (ig. 113, middle).
The stagnation pressure, p, which musi be the same for the projectile, or jet, ari the target
material, can be calculated from the Bernouli equation:
2
2
p= l/2-pj.(vj-u) == l12 PT u

(5.25)

Rearrangement of this equation leads to the crater bottor velocity

'F

(5.26)

p]
PJ

For the special case that the jet and target materials have identical densities, the crater bottom
velocity, u, half the impact velocity, vj.
With the jet velocity vj assumed to remain constant during penetration and, henc2, also the crater
bottom velocity u renuaining constant, the depth of penetration P can be calculated from the length L of
the projectile or of the jet. The time t required for complete erosion, i.e. until the projectile or jet with
length L has been completely consumed, can be equated to the time when maximum depth P of the
crater has been reached. Hence.
L

t = v )- ul

P

(5.27)

u

Rearranging Eq. (5.11) and replacing the velocities by the densities from Eq. (5.17) leads to the
following relation:
L

SL--vj - u

iSo28)
( 8

P/Pr

This is very well known and frequently used formula for hydrodynamic penetration, representing
the depth of penetration as the product of length of the projectile, or of the jet, multiplied by the square
root of the ratio of projectile or jet density and the density of the target material. The impact velocity
has no effect on the hydrodynamic penetration depth. However, Eq. (5.28) was derived under
grossly simplifying assumptions, such as the absence of velocity gradient and. thus, a constant length
of the jet; therefore, its predictions for the depth of penetration of shaped charge jets are not very
accurate in practice, but it is very useful and illustrative for qualitative considerations.
According to Eq. (5.28), the depth of penetration Py into a given target having density PM would
differ from the penetration PS in a standard target, say, steel with density p.-s. as the ratio

Px/PS=

L

=

(5.29)

P-I/P

if the charge parameters, i.e. the length L and the density tj of the jet, were to remain unchanged.
3.
With the density prs set equal to that of steel, i.e. 7.85 /cm the above formula would predict
3
penetrations that are higher by a factor of 1.7 in Aluminum (density 2.75 gicm ) and by a factor of 2.1
3
observed in
the
values
However,
steel.
in
penetration
the
than
)
gfcm
1.7
in propellant (density
practice are different than these, confirming the above reatrvations.
5.7.3.2. Hydrodynamic Penetration ofa Shaned Charg let With a Velcxitv Gradient
In order to keep the derivation of the formitlae below to a level that is readily understood, we
at an instant in time and at one defuni kICaOM
shall, for simplicity, assume that the jet is Srad
specifically at its "virtual origin." The disanc ro this vrua origin to the trgt will be denoted by
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p

p

ZO.and this distance differs slightly from the tand-offdistanc in that the laner is nas;=d from the
shaped charge base (Fig. 114). Furthermore, the jet which at first is continuous and which stretches
under the influence of the velocity gradient. will--also for simplicity--be assurne to break up into
particles at an instant in time tp which is called the part'clation tune and which is determined
experimentally.

Fig. 114. The Three Different Cases for Penctrating Shaped Charge Jets.
Three different cases have to be distinguished in the formation of a cratter by a shaped charge jet
(Fig. 114):
Case 1: Cratering by a continuous, stretching shaped charge jet, which in practice implies a very
short stand-off distance.
Case 2: Cratering by a continuous, stretching shaped charge jet at first, and then cratering
continued by the particulated shaped charge jet- This is certainly the case most
frequently encountered in practice.
Case 3: Cratering solely by a particulated shaped charge jet, which implies a long stand-off
distance from the shaped charge to the targetdt
P
T
t
T
tp
Vj,0
, m
in=

= diameter of jet
attirne t
= diaieter of particulated jet
= depth of penetration
= plate thickness in thedirection of perforation
=tinme
4
= time for the jet tip from fthevirtual origin to the target (to = Z DvjO)
particulanon time from the virtual origin to the particulation of the shapWd charge jet
jr,
tipve-city
velocity of efficient residual jet
= distance of target to the virtual origin

y

pVp,.with
p,

and pidenoting the densities of the target and of the jet,

respectivel)
The associated formulas for cratering Pt) as a function of tirre are:
Case 1: P(i) = Z0 (rt/to)

1

4 Y)-1

(5.30)

Case 2: P(t) = 70I +(1
+ y) (t;0)lA

)t/(tp
+ yo) )

- 1)tp(tp + "t)
Case 3: P(t) = Z (t/t0

(5.31)
(5.32)

is essential for
-heachievable penetration as a function of the mininrumn jet velocity vji
quantitative statements. The corresponding formulas are obtained by elininating the variable time
fron Eqs. (5.30-5.32) as
(5.33)

t= (P + Zo)/vj~min
and then rearranging:
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Case 1: P(vj..id

Z(
Z(-%jmi
'j-h)
n

1

~

(5.34)

Case 2: P(vj~rmin) = (I+ -f)(vjotP) Il+"t- ZoYJ(I+Yt)
- Vynin - tp)/-ZO
Case 3: P(Vjmin)

(vjO - Vjin) tpY

(5,35)
(5.36)

5-7.3.3. Residual Jet Tig Velocity and Diameter of Jet
The threshold for a reaction or the initiation in an energetic matenal protected by a plate is
correlated with the residual jet velocity after the perforation of a plate of line of sight thickness T and
the jet diameter Dp.
The residual jet velocity v, after a perforation of a plate of thickness T can be calculated with the
following equations. For this P(v min) is to replace by T and vji n by the residual jet velocity vj in
the equations (5-34 through 5.36) and then rearranging
Case 1: vj = vO [ZOZO + T)Y

(5-37)

Case 2: vj = [0 + y)(vj0 + to) i / O + Yt)ZOWO( + 7t)- -y Z0 + T)l/tp

(5.39)

Case 3: vj = vjo- Y/t

(5.39)

T'e diameter of the continuous jet can be predicted with the following equations, if direct
measurements are not available. As soon as the jet has broken tip, it no longer stretches and, hence,
its diameter dp does no longer change. All that changes is the distance between the individual particles
owing to their different velocities.
Let us consider the jet length It to the time t, whereby the time ti is shorter than the paticulation
time tp Further the jet has the diameter dp during (or after parxiculation), also on the time tpyThe
mass of the jet is given under these two time conditions to
dt 22 . 1
= ppd
4(5.40)
For constant jet dcrsifies to theim

2

t and t,, Eq. (5.40) can be written

d, 2 = dp.lA,

(5.41)

Th length of the jet - orjet elenent - for equal considered jet velocity is given for the two times to
1t - vi - t, respective Ip= VjJ tP
(5.42)
This gives
(5.43)

l1At
= tA
Equation (5.43) can be introduced in Eq. (5.41)

(5.44)

d t = d , -t,

This will give a first and nomally adequate approximation for determining the jet diameter as a
function of distance for the continuous jet, if direct measured results are not available.
5.7.4 Initiation by Shaped Charge Jets
5.7.4.1. Histoa
The reaction of high explosiv-e charges to shaped charge jet attack has been investigaed for a long
time. But the number of open literature published papers is rather limited.
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In 1945, workers (Annament Research Department) in the UK reported on using flash
radiography to study the initiation of bart tetryl pellets by a metal jet generated by a shaped charge.
The study showed that the jet initiated the explosive long before the arrival of the slow moving slug.
It was difficult to find the origin of the detonation. It was reported that initiation occurred after an
estimated 5 wn penetration of the tetryl by the jet. It was also reported, that detonation of the tetryl
was capable of disturbing or destroying the head of the jet, and that in no case was the jet seen to
emerge beyond the pellet.
In 1955, Zernow et all, using 42-mm and 105 mm diameter shaped charge undertook a
preliminary investigation into the jet initiation of Composition B charges of different lengths either
bare or with various thicknesses of steel cover plates and/or with side confinement. The study
concluded that the coverplate thickness, explosive charge lengths, and degree of confinement affected
the jet initiation of explosives. Photography of the exterior of the charge indicated that as steel cover
plate thickness was increased, the onset of detonation occurred further down the charge. The limited
nature of the investigation did not allow this observation to be explained. Interpretation of the results
was complicated by the spread of results obtained for a given cover plate thickness and length of
explosive.
In 1968, Held reported the initiation of bare high explosive charges by jets from shaped charges of
22 mm, 32 mm, 64 mm, and 96 nm diameter. The charges were fired from a 50 mm standoff
through a steel barrier to produce jets of varying exit velocities. Prior to hitting the high explosive
charges the jets became particulated and the length, diameter, and velocities of the jet particles were
measured using flash radiography. The critical velocity to detonate bare high explosive charges of the
composition TNT/RDX 35/65 were determined for the various diameter shaped charges. It was found
that the critical velocity v of the jet particles was related to the jet diameter d by the relationship
v2d = constant, where the constant was 5.81 mm 3t4ss 2 for the tested charges. Held (1983b) has
2
shown that the v d-criterion for detonation has been generally confirmed in other work on bluntprojectile and flying foil impact tests against various high explosives.
In 1981, Mader and Pimbley reported work by Campbell using bare PBX-9404 and PBX-9502.
2
The results supported Helds v d-critical initiation criterion for paniculated jets. Mader modeled the
process numerically by treating the jet as a solid cylinder of metal impacting the bare explosive. The
result showed that either detonation occurred promptly or the charge failed to detonate. For a
detonation to occur the jet was required to produce a shock of sufficient magnitude and duration.
Mader (1968) nicely summarized recent advances in numerical modeling ofjet initiation and
penetration of explosives as follows:
"The two-dimensional Eulerian hydrodynamic code 2 DE, with the shock initiation of
heterogeneous explosive bum model called Forest Fire, Mader has used to model numerically
the interaction of jets of steel, copper, tantalum, aluminum, and water with steel, water, and
explosive targets. The 2 DE code and the Forest Fre Heterogeneous explosive burn model
are described in Mader (1978).
From the numerical modeling studies, it was concluded
(a)

For engineering purposes, the initial jet penetration velocity into an inert substance
can be estimated, using the shock impedance relationship v/u = I + PJ-UT/pjUi
and p = P-UT •u. Final penetration velocity can be estimated, using Bernoulli's
theorem (vi/u = + -p-pj). The interface pressure, p,at the jet tip is
2
estimated using p = 1/2. PT - u .

(b)

The calculated penetration velocity into explosives that are initiated by low-velocity
jets is significantly less than for nonreactive solids of the same density. Reaction
products near the jet tip have a higher pressure than in inert materials of the same
density, and thus impede the jet penetration. The effect is less important as the jet
velocities increase. Thus when the target is a high explosive, the Bernoulli
2
2
2
where p*
equation needs an additional term, p*, [lf p(vj - u) -1i2ptu + p*],.
is approximately 4.0 GPa for the explosives studied.

(c)

The critical jet or projectile velocity for initiating propagating detonation can be
2
estimated using projectile diameter and the Held (1968) critical v d expression
where v is jet velocity and d is jet diameter. In PBX 9502, the jets initiate an
overdriven detonation smaller than the critical diameter while theoverdriven
detonation decays to the C-A state. In PBX 9404, the jet initiates a detonation that
toesablish a
sufficient
an interval
propagates only ifitismaintained by theet for
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stable curved detonation front, A critical expression independent of the projectile
material is pv 2d. where p is the projectile density.
(d) The above methods are approximate, if jet or projectile velocity is not substantially
constant, or if the projectile length is not much greater than the diameter, numerical
calculations will be necessary. The Held criterion may be useful even when the
projectile length is the same as the diaretr.
(e)

A jet with a penetration velocity greater than the C-J detonation velocity of the
target explosive gives an oveririven detonation wave proceeding ahead of the jet
with a velocity near that of the jeL.

if)

If the jet diameter and velocity histories are known, all the experimentally observed
jet penetration behavior of metals or explosives can be modeled nuericvally. Also,
if the jet or projectile length is known, the penetration depth and hole diameter may
be calculated."

Chick arti Hatt (198 la, 198 l b.and 1983) using x-ray flash radiography have reported the
initiation of covered, but other wisr unconfined, high explosive charges by means of a jet of a 38 ntm
shaped charge, the high explosive being in direct contact with the cover material in some of the
experinrts, but with a 15 mm air gap in others. Itwas found that a TNT/RDX/Wax 44/55/1 charge
imwediately in contact with diebarrier, or cover material, would be initiated by a shaped charge jet if
the barrier thickness did not exceed a linit of 63.5 mm. Surprisingly enough, with a 15 mm air gap
between the charge and the cover plate, initiation was observed even with a cover thickness of
89 mm- 102 am. This tcans thai a high explosive, which is in contact with the barrier, requires a
gap. Chick and Hart suggested that this was duc
than one with an air
higher jet vlocity for initiation
to the high explosive charge in contact with the barrier being compressed by a shock wave preceding
itless sensitive because of its higher density and/or the smaller number
the ciatering process renciering
cf hot spots resulting tions this preconpression. More recently doubt has been expressed regarding
the origina*l explanatior, oia desensitizing by a precursor shock wave. These follow tests (Chick and
Mac ittyie, 1985) with different bafflers, viz. aluminum and acrylic glass instead of steel only, as well
as steel/acrylic glass combinations, and spaced acceptor charges or air gaps in the charges. The
results of thcse studies indicate ttat a substantial reaction in a bow wave will not insignificantly affect
2
theiniliability- of he acceptor charges. The v d-citerion for attack on bar.: charges was also
confirmed wil jets of 38 trm and 81 n shaped charges (Chick et al, 1986a) or replaced for the
covered acceptor charges with u2d, where u is the crater velocity. Critical steel cover thickness and
critical jet veltcities for creamed and pressed TNT, Composition B, 11-6, and pressed tetryl were also
measured. A sutorasy of the Australian jet initiation mechanisms for cover.d, but unconfined high
ex"itsive charges is given by Chick et al (1986b) as follows:
"When thejet hits thesurface of the cover a large impact shock is produced. The impact
shock propagates through the cover ahead of the jet but decays very rapidly. The penetrating
jet sets up a bow wave that overtakes theimpact within a few jet diameters of the cover
stuface. The chsaceristics of the how wave are independent on theproperties of the jet and
thehost material. The jet and its bow wave continue steady penetration towards the
cover/explosive interface. After passing through the interface either the decaying impact shock
or the bow wave cart alter the state of the explosive so that it is desensitized tothe following
jet. The stagnation presuve at thejet tip in the explosive is several times the magnitude of Ohe
bjw wave pressure. It can also be several times the magnitude of thecritical initiation
mr.sure vits' it detonation occurring. Thus bow wave desensitization is a major effect.
When the jet penetrates the explosive a new bow wave is set up. Reaction occurs within the
thickness of the bow wave and its sufficiently strong bow wave builds up to detonation.
Depcr ring on the velocity of the jet and the cover thickness several types of events are
(a)

For very thin cox ersand high jet velocities the impact shock can cause detonation.
This occurs within a few millineters of site explosive surface and before the arrival
of the jet.

(b)

If the cover is more than a few jet diameters thick then the impact shock is
attenuated before it reaches the explosive and the bow wave frot the jet penetrating
the explosive becomes the dominating mechanism for initiation, Strong bow
waves will cause detonation within a few millimeters of the explosive surface.

(c) As the jet velocity decreases with increasing cover thickness, the strength of die
bow wave in the explosive decrases and the run distance and time to detonation
increases. Thus near the critical condition, detonation in Composition B can take
II jis and 40 mm for initiation by the 38 mm diameter shaped charge jet
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(d)

For bow waves below the critical condition the explosive fails: the jet penetrates
through the explosive with the bow wave causing disruption and/or reaction.

(e)

Jet bow waves reflected back into the explosive from a steel surface at the far end
of short test samples can cause detonation. This has been observed near the critical
jet initiation condition with explosive samples of up to 50 mm long for jets from
the 38 rm chargeand with samples up to100 lun nng for jets from an 81 mm
shaped. charge. This must be considered as a potential mechanism for initiation in
munition systems, atleast in smaller geometries with heavy confinement near the
jet initiation threshold.
For covered explosives the studies have never observed initiation occurring
directly at the jet tip; it has always occurred in the shock ahead of the jet or not at
all. All of these mechanisms are a mode of shock initiation."

Vigil (1985) has also performed initiation tests with very small shaped charges (1.73 mm to
2
3.46 mm cone diameter) against a great number of acceptor charges, and confirmed the v d-criteriori.
Held (1987a, 1987b, and 1987c) has reproduced the tests made by Chick and Hatt (1981 a,
198 lb, 1983) and Chick and Maclntyre (1985) with similar size shaped charges and with acceptor
high explosive charges having a similar geometry and sensitiveness. However, this time the
diagnostic instrument was not X-ray flash radiography, but a simultaneous framing and streak
recording rotating mirror camera. To demonstrate the different effects the air gaps between the barrier
and the high explosive charge were varied and the barriers and/or the acceptor chargers were spaced
and/or interrupted by air gaps. These investigations lead to modified explanations of the phenomena
reported by Chick etal (1986a and 1986b) as reproduced above.
5.7.4.2. RuaUp Distances and Run-Un Time.s
The test set-up for the measurement at the initiability of an unconfined high explosive charge,
covered by a steel block either in direct contact with the explosive or with a given air gap between, and
the impact of a penetration shaped charge jet is shown inFig. 115 (Held. 1987a). These types of test
with unconfined charges are solely to establish the threshold between a "reaction" and a "detonation"
of the acceptor charge, the so-called "initiability" by a shaped charge jet.

Nt

TNTI0,

3SI/s

Fig. 115. Experinmn;a Set-Up of Shaped Charge, Barrier. arid Unconfined High
Explosive Charge, in Contact With the Barrier or With a 15 mm Air Gap Between.
'The experimental results regarding the build-up distances, As, 6ierun-up times, At. and the
initiation times, ti,
for these two different arrangements of the harrier relative to the acceptor charge, as
a function of the residual jet tip velocity after the ba.rier are summarized in Fig. 116 for the acceptor
charge in direct contact with the baiier, and Fig. 117 for a 15 nun air gap between the acceptor
charge and the steel barrier (Held, 1987c), Chick and Hatt (1981a, b, c) also have roughly
determined, with the aid of radiographs, the build up distances and delay tires for the initiation of
Composition B as a function of cover plate thickness. The build-up distances Ds and/or the run-up
times tiof the tests with the charges in contact with the barrier (only for these were data from Chick
is defined fromtmeasured run-up
and Hatt available) artin fairly good agreement. Initiation time, ti,
time Dt minus the time to, which is necessary for the detonation wave to propagate from the axis to
the surface of the charge (to = R/D where R = radius and D = detonation velocity of the acceptor
charge).
The high explosive charge directly in contact with the banier is less easily initiated than the one
with an air gap between, The reasons for tis are:
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The acceptor charge is being preshocked by p.eceding waves (in the author's opinion this is
only of minor importance, because these shock waves arc
comparatively weak).
the high explosive is pitcomsressed by the barrier plate's bulging as the shaped charge jet
perforates it
relatively slow loading of the test charge generated by the bulging target plate and by the
pressure of the cratering jet md there is no such high, one-dimensional pressure as inthe
case of a free jet
the high explosive charge in contact with the barrier is exposed in a smaller area than the
charge with an air gap between, because the emerging shaped charge jet forms a iarge-area
spray of fragments.

i

. I"* ",

-

Fig. 116. Build-up distances As, run-up
times 5t.
and initiation times ti
as functions
of the residual jet velocity vj. for the
arrangement with the high explosive
charge in contact with the barrier,

Fig. 117. Build-up distances As, run-up
hirs At, and initiation times t, as functions
of the residual jet velocity v for the arrange
merit with a 15-mm air gap 6etween the
high explosive charge and the barrier.

The three listed effects appear to be responsible for the differences in initiability of a covered and
an uncovered acceptor charge. However, the test set-up and the sensitivity of the acceptor charge
might also play a critical role as to which of these three effects will be more or less dominant.
The diameters of tne particles of a shaped charge jet that had already broken up into particles were
analyzed in detail using an orthogonal-synchro-streak record (Fig. 118). The diameter of the
continuous jet in relation to its velocity was calculated from this diagram by means of the following
formula:
05

dj= dp(ttj)

15.15

where d is the diameter of the jet in the velocity range vj at tine 1, d is the diameter of the
particulated jet with velocity vi, tpis the time of pasrticulation, and tj
isthe time required to pass actss
thebarrier.

Fig. 118. Diameter of Jet as a Function of Jet Velocity vj.
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I

The value of dp is measured, vi and ti were calculated for the given barriers and hence are known,
so dj can be calculated from these quantities.
In Fig. 119 a representation is given of the build up distance, As, of the measured delay time, At.
and of the initiation tume, ti, as a function of vjd for the given acceptor charge in contact with the
barrier, and in Fig. 120 this is shown for the acceptor charge at an air gap of 15 mm behind the
barrier.
Surprisingly, such a log-log representation gives a straight line in first approximation, and Ds and
ti can be written as follows for the case of the high explosive charge in contact (Fig. 119.
31

2

2

As = 160 x 10 (vid)
t i = 16.8 x 103 (vid)

(5.46)

2

(5.47)

With a good fit of the measured points, the result for the 15 mm air gap arrangement is (Fig.
120):
As = 373(v-d)

00.91

(5.48)

or ,still in fair agreement with a perhaps more plausible exponent:
2

As= 560(vidj)

*t

(5.48)
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Fig. 119. Build-up Distances as, Run-Up
Times At, and Initiation Time ti as

Fig. 120. Build-up Distances As. Run-Up
Times At, and Initiation Time ti as

Functions of v d3 for the Arrangennt
With the High Explosive Charge in
Contact With the Barrier.

F unctions of v di for the Ar, gement
With a 15 mm Air Gap Between the
Iltigh Explosive Charge and the Barrier.

The measured initiation times ti, which show an evetn greater dispersion, can be described
approximately by the equations
2

-1.25

(5.49)

t, = 205(vjd,)
resp.
ti = 3600(vjd

2

(5.49a)

McAfee (1987) has obtained similar streak records to find the build-up distances or corner-turning
distanes (CTD) for the initiation of PBX 9502 with copper jets of the LAW warhead (66 mm
diameter, 42' angle). Detailed streak measurements are much more accurate compared to the simple
use of witness plates to indicate the promptness of the initiation (Camnpbell, 1981).
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5.7.4.3. Confined Acceptor Charges
A few tentative trials were made in order to find out whether the initiation behavior would change
if the acceptor charge were fully confined, and where tiethreshold between reaction and no reaction
of the acceptor charge would lie in such a case.
A TNT/RDX 35/65 test charge, 48 mm in diameter and 100 mm long was fitted into a 6 mm
thick and 120 mm long steel casing (Fig. 121). The end faces of the high explosive charge were
covered with 10 mm thick steel disks. This whole confinement was mild steel.

5*,dO
S,..l)

Fig. 121. Test Set-Up With Confined Acceptor Charge.
Thie results of four trials arelisted in the table below:
X + 10mm
[rmmil
110
150
175
200

Barrier X
[nrl]
100
140
165
190

Reaction

v.rnntms
4.05
3.4
3.2
2.9

Det.
Det.
Deft.
Deft.

An "unconfined" high explosive charge behind a 100 mm barrier, or even one covered with
10 rm, showed no detonation, whereas the confined charge camie to a full detonation. The satoe
occurred also after a total of 150 mit had been perforated (Fig. 122).
A strong reaction occurred even after a total distance of 175 mm had been perforated and only
slightly less violent reaction even after a total perforation thickness of 200 mm.
These results show that the confined test charge will be detonated by a lower velocity residual jet
tian the unconfined charge. The limit of initiation of the unconfined charge, being in contact wit the
barrier, by this type of shaped charge was found to be 4.8 mm/ms, while the confined charge isstill
initiated by a jet having a velocity as low as 3.4 mon/As. A very violent reaction occurs even at a jet
velocity of approximately 3.2 msm/ls, the evidence being the type of fragments generated; a full
jet velocity (Fig. 123).
obtained with a 2.9 /mn-n/sec
deflagration is still
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Fig. 123. Type of Reaction as a Function
of Jet Velocity.

Fig. 122. Type of Reaction as aFunction
of Barrier Thickness.

The times for a reaction in the case of an unconfined charge must be relatively short. The high
by the pressure developing
explosive charge must react before it is broken by the perforating jet - 'or
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internally from reaction associated with thejet path. Under confinement, the charge has much more
time to react and can detonate through a DDT process.
These preliminary tests with confined acceptor charges and the comparison with unconfined
acceptor charges demonstrated the important fact that unconfined charges are suitable only for
establishing the initiability, because the perforating jet and the internal reaction it causes will rapidly
destroy the test charge.
Confinement holds the test charge together for a considerably longer time, so that a reaction that
starts more slowly can still run up to a full detonation. Therefore, the threshold between detonation
and reaction, and the threshold between reaction and no reaction, will in the case of confined charge
be at considerably lower jet penetration velocities.
5.7.4.4. v d -nCri n
2
The v d criterion with v as the threshold velocity and d as the diameter of the jet or projectile,
2
2,
3
generally expressed in mm /4s is also very often written as vFd criterion in qmi3/ /isand also as

v2V A, with A being the impacted area or projectile area. The constants can be transformed simply in
tte following way:
v2d

cl

into

v -

=

,-

Ct
cz

into
into

v 2A
2
v d

=

0.86c
c22

vd

cI

into

v t"

=

0.886ca2

v

c3

into

v d

v2 A

c3

into

v tf

'2d

=

vfd

=

2

I -12 Sc;
=

1.12 g8,fd

Figure 124 gives the critic,l threshold velocity for the initiation of different high explosive chaoge,
:as
a function of thediameter of shaped charge jets or projectiles. Experientts with flying foils with
and theoretical predictions are also included, Sttmmarizing., one can say that the
different diameters
2
support for v d criterion is strong.
Inearly experiments (Held, 1968) with shaped charges, having different base diameters and,
hence, also diffe!rent jet diameters, which were fired against unconfined charges made of TNT/RDX
35/65, the critical velocity of impact was found to be inversely proportional to the square root of the
jet diameter.
Campbell performed tests in 1978 and 1979. A summary of these tests is given inCampbell
(1988). The data are included in Fig. 124 and in arguments for using v2d as the critical par-aeter for
shaped charge jets are as follows:
"Inall of the experimental work to date, inwhich jets have been attenuated by penetrating
metal plats, there has not been an instance where there has been an inversion of results.
There has not been a case in which ajet has failed to initiate particular explosive and a similar
but slower jet has produces initiation. This experience is based on work with three sizes or
shaped charges and explosives including PBX-9404, Composition B,Cyclotol 75/25 and PBX9502. 'hus, it is concluded that the tethod of assigning jet diameters atd the resultant scatcr in
diameters are tot entirely meaningful, or inversions in results would have occurred. Until the
process of jet initiation of explosive is better understood, it seems necessary to use a present 2
method of smoothing diameter data, and it is anticipated that the concept of critical value for v d
will permit prediction of the performance of copper jets from untested shaped charges."
Vigil (1985) has used jets of very small rotationally symntric shaped charges (RSC) to initiate
four different secondary explosives. The RSC-jet velocities have been varied between 3.6 and
6.5 mnsl-ds. The jet tip diameters ranged from 0.0}41 mm to 1.1 nn. The explosive acceptor
diameters were varied between 1.90 mn and 19.1 mm. The 2lateral confinement of the acceptor
explosive was minimal. '[he threshold initiation parameter v d for LX- 13 (80% PETN and 20%
PBX 9407, and Tetryl were experimentally determined to be 11,13, 31, and
PETN,
Sylgard),
2
3
respectively, for copper jets impacting bare
44 tnm /1as or 3.3, 3.6, 6.4, and 6.6 mm3,'-/?As,
explosive acceptors. The lower values for the LX-13 and PETN indicate that these two explosives ae
more sensitive to jet initiation than PBX-9407 and Tetryl explosives.
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Figure 124. Threshold or Impact Velocity as a Function of the Diameter of Shaped
Charge Jets, Projectiles, or Flyer Foils for Different Hish Extplosive Charges.
Chick ct ali(1986a) have also examined Comnposition B. H-6, PBX-9502 and pressed TNT with
jetsi fromt 38 mmn and 81 mim diameter shaped charges. They have looked at the sensitivity of bare
and covered acceptors. The jet diameters had not been measured for each firing; a diameter of
1.5 mmnhad been assumed for all small shaped charge jets, and one of 3 mm for the large shaped
charge jets. Nevertheless the values are within the range of the other data (Fig. 124). Important is Ithe
fact that they hsave shown for the first time that bare high explosive charges can be initiated by a jet at
about half the tip velocity required by a covered charge attacked by a similar jet. In both casesithe
explosive is still unconifined.
Weickert (1987) has also confirmed the v2d criterion using four different shaped charge diameters,
namely 25.4 mmn, 50.8 mm, 76.2 trm, and 101,6 mm against relatively tI layers of confined high
explosive charges in nictallexplosive/mnetal sandwiches. The metal layers of cold-rolled steel 4140)
were 3.18 mm thick. Two types of high explosive layers were used, consisting of Datasheet C with
thicknesses of 1.07 mm, 3.18 mm, and 6.25mYm and Composifion C-4, 3.18 mm thick. The
shaped charge jet particles were very irregular in shape, or they were multiple particles. Still, the
Detonation'No Detonation results show that the relation vi d =const=n can be u~cd for the shaped
charge jet initiation of explosive/metall sandwiches. The spread of Weickcirts data points about his
best fit line is considerable. This can be attributed to the uncertainty in the mneasurem-ent of the
diamneter d In order to determine the sensitivity of the results to the diameter measurement t~chniqua,
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Weickert has used various alternative diameters d: (i) the largest dimension of the lead jet particle;
(ii) a mean cylindrical diameter, and (iii) the diameter of a circle with area equivalent to that of the
lead particle. The results using any of these diameters were consistent with the vid = constant
relationship and shifted the jet particle velocity Vjintercept on the vi versus d plot by a maximum of
15% compared to that obtained using the diameter based on the projected area.
The influence of varying the explosive thickness is interesting. As the thickness of Datasheet2
C3 is increased, the critical vjd
value increases, indicating a reduction in initiation sensitivity of the

sandwich.
Datasheet - C3

Thickness
mm
1-_07
3.18
6.35

2

vid
mm3/ms
35 46
58

This gives an almost linear relationship between vjd and the sheet thickness t:
vjd=31 +4.41t
This relationship is valid for the limited range of explosive thicknesses tested. IHlowever, the
critical v d value will be bounded by the critical diameter of the explosive for a thin explosive layer
and by the value for the sen-infinite configuration for a thick explosive layer.

The v2d criterion has also been confirmed for projectile impact on bare high explosive charges.
Griffiths et al (1963) have published earlier work of Whitbread on the threshold velocities with
projectiles of 12.7 ram,11).67 am, 8.13 mtm, and 5.60 mm diameter against charges of RDXAVax
88/12 It was shown that the length of the projectile did not affect the probability of detonation. They
2
have tried
to ftnd acorrelation between v and r . But the four points do not make a straight line on the
diagram.
Bahl et al (1981) have measured the initiation thresholds of bare and covered PBX 9404 and an
HMXjTATB explosive, called RX 26-AF. Steel projectiles of flat and rounded front were used in the
velocity range of 0.5-2.2 m/s. All their experimental values for bare high explosive charges of
PBX 9404 and RX-26-AF are presented in Fig. 124. The regression line gives a straight correlation
for the v2d-criterion, but with a constant twice as high. These values arenot presented in Fig. 124.
Moulard (1981) has made additional tests with projecnles of rectangular and ring-shaped front
ends. If these areas are transformed into diameters (representing the area) then the corresponding
points are also on the v2d-line.
2
Foil tests also demonstrate the v d-criterion if the flying foil thickness, related to the diameter, is
not too small. The ratio should be greater than V5. Two velocities have been added to Fig. 124 frotn
published papers by Weingart (1976) who had used 0.255 mm thick flyers of Mylar against TATB.

ltasman (1986) has published the critical energy for initiation, using flyer diameters of O.5 and
I nm, and 76 ainthick Mylar foils against HNAB jHexanitroazobenzene, bis(2,4,6-trinitropheynil
3
diazenel of 5 asm grain size and 1.6 g/cm density.
The experimental values of the v2d-criterion also are conftrmed by the numerical 2D simulations ot
Mader (1983 and 1986), Starkenberg, et al (1984), and Huang ctal (1985). The latter values are alsa
given in Fig. 124 for Composition B, which correlates very well with the trend, but not so well with
the constants compared to the experimental data for Composition B. Also Green (1981) has made
relatively simple consideraticris for the shock and release wave behavior and has found a good
correlation to the v2d-criterion.
2
In conclusion, one can say that for "jet attack" against high explosive charges, the v d-ctiterion in
velocity
threshold
of
the
fact describes the detonation threshold of the high explosive charges in terms
as a function of jet diameter. This is confirmed by "projectile" impact results which, however,
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of
involved larger diameters and correspondingly lower velocities and also by flying foils, if the ratio
foil thickness to diameter exceeds 115.This criterion is also confirmed by simulation of the high
explosive charge behavior with numerical codes.
5.7.4.5. Solid Propellant Rocket Motor Attacked by Shaped Charge Jets
In the open literature, few tests alm published relating to shaped charge attack against propellants,
propellant grains, or even rocket motors. Nevertheless, conclusions can be drawn from test results
against high explosive charges together with simple considerations concerning the behavior of the
explosive materials under shaped charge jet attack.
The behavior of charges of different types of propellant under shaped charge attack has been
investigated (Held et al, 1978). Various compositions with the following ingredients were used:
-

RDX and PETN as energetic materials,
Nitroguanidine, Oxamide, Amrmonium oxalate, as gas-producing materials,
Nitroglycerine as an energetic plasticizer,
Polyurethane and Nitrocellulose as binders,
Carborundum as a combustion instability suppressant.

These propellant materials have been tested in a large variety of combinations in sandwiches
between steel plates with 60' obliquity with copper jets, with a base diameter of 64 mm. With high
content of sensitive materials the entire grain fully detonates. If the propellant was less se:nsitive, only
the portion of the sandwich having a smaller angle between the jet and direction of detouauon,
detonated (upper part of Fig. 125b). With much less energetic material, reaction only occured around
the jet (Fig. 125c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 125. The 3 possible Types of Reaction of Solid Propellants Under Shaped Charge
Jet Attack: (a) "Full Detonation," (b) "Partial Detonation" (in the upper region only), and
(c) "partial reaction."

that depending of the sensitiveness, the composition can come
The conclusion from these tests is.
jet impact.
to a full detonation, or a partial detonation, or only a reaction in a limited region around the
No doubt, the initiability is correlated with the critical diameter of the tested material. The jet is
generally very small in diameter. The "stagnation" pressure radially decreases and follows the
penetrating jet. If, over a dimension less than the critical detonation diameter of the material, the
shock pressure in the bow wave around the jet becomes less than the initiation threshold pressure, a
high-order reaction of the propellant cannot be expected. Chick and Bussell (1987) have drawn the
following conclusion from jet attack against explosives:
"The method of increasing the power output from solid rocket propellants by the
incorporation of secondary high explosives such as PETN, RDX, and HMX has resulted in
compositions which exhibit a significant decrease in critical detonation diameter when
compared to conventional propellants. This is demonstrated by the following table where the
results of a literature survey show that the composition containing secondary explosives have
critical diameter D of only a few millimeters. The application of the Did criterion (critical
detonation diameter D/jet diameter d) suggests that many bare and thinly covered traditional
solid propellants would not be expected to be initiated by the jet impact mechanisms from
conventional shaped charges. These materials generally have shock sensitivities considerably
less than TNT and may only be expected to be detonated by the bow waves from higher
velocity elements of the larger dianter jets. The compositions with exceptionally large critical
detonation diameters (which are also generally extremely insensitive to shock) would not he
expected to be detonated by conventional shaped charge jets since the bow wave may not
spread to a sufficiently large diameter and/or be strong enough."
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Table 23. Cnitical Deto'nation Diamieters Estimated From the Available Literature
For Several Types of Explosives (Chick and Busel
&M987).t
Type of Explosive
teszrCnia
rktonation Damreter 1D(mm)
3
(1.52 g/Cnt )2.
Pressed
4.3
Comsposition B
01.65 g/Cm 3)
PBX 9502
()g/cm 3 )
9
High Explosive
Ozctt
(1.78 g/cm3)
< 6.4
3
(1.74 g/cm )
-6.4
H-6
Composition B (1.65 g/cm 3)
4.3
Cast TNT
(1.57 g/CM 3 )
14.6
Convenrtiona Cmpostc

Cast Double Base
P'ropellants

Aluminized Composite
Composite Containing

PEIN 1=75%)
Composite Containing
RDX (- 75%)

Veylre

ewen.O5X

depending on composition.
Little information available, 36 rim
confined samples detonate
20-35
< 3
3-4.5

If no detonation results from die shaped charge imnpact and perforation. then a buning reaction
will occur. epending on the strength of the casing this reaction will he mild or strong. Asav et at
(1987) have described this behavior quite adequately. They have given a good schematic nssodl (Fig.
126) which helps to define the regions of interest in the ease of detonation failure:
impacts the propellanlt and initiates a detonation in the inunediate vicinity of the jet tip.
"he jetproceeds
Detonation
for a certain distance and a transition to a violent deflagration occurs- This
reaction propagates until a transition to a msild burn occurs. The delitneationt between these regin,~
may or may not be clear-cut and this description is necessarily, in the absence of experimnsctal
evidence, overly simpl ified. However, this idea is conceptually sound."

Fig. 126. Schetnatic of Regions of Interest in the Case of Detonation.
5.7.5. Summary
A shaped charge jet of a HEAT weapon has generally enough poweAr to bring any type of
propellant charge to a reaction, even after perforation of a casing.
This residual jet tip velocity can be calculated fronm the jet tip velocity, the stand-off distance. or
die distance of the target frotm the virtual origin, the casinig thickness along the perforation line and the
target density.
The type of reaction depends on the sensitiveness of the propellant charge, which iscorrelated
with the critical detonation diarter D, dheresidual jet velocity v, and the jet diameter d; this is
expressed by the Y2 d-critenion.
The conventional composite propellants will tturttsally not be. initiated by a shaped charge jet,
because their sensitiveness is low and their critical detonation diameter is relatively large. Composites
cotiigPETN, RDX, or I1M wvill normally deton-ate, especially if these mnaterials are added in
large proportions.
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CHAPITR 6. MITIGATION OF RESPONSES
6.1. INTRODUCTION
The previous chapters have presented (1)the general response of rocket motors to various stimuli
(thermal resulting in cook-off and inadvertent igntion, fragment impact, bullet impact, electrostatic
discharge, etc.), (2) the scicntificftechnical areas such as shock to detonation transition, deflagration
to detonation transition, bum to explosion, etc., (3)the parameters necessary to describe or predict
effects in each of the scicntifictechnical areas and varioug test techniques used to obtain these
parameters.
This chapter seeks to provide help on options available to mitigate unwanted reactions. Thai is,
after you have used the rneixthods and information presented in the previous chapters, and determined
that you have a hazards problem, what can you do to lessen or eliminate the problem.
6.2. ITHFRMALSTIM.Lt
Cook-off of confined energetic materials will inevitably occur if these materials are subjected to
elevated temperatures for prolonged periods of time. Obviously, the first mitigation consideration
should be suppression of the heat flow from the heat source to the munition, giving valuable time to
attempt to extinguish the fire. Obviously, much less time is available in the fast cook-off situation, but
the slow cook-off reaction, if it occurs it is usually more violent than fast cook-off.
To prevent or reduce the heat flow from an external heat source into a rocket system a number of
options are open to the designer. The most important ones are listed below.
1. In storage, rocket systems can be protected by selecting proper fire-resistant package materials
of low themial conductivity. In addition, heat shields can be used to further decrease the heat transfer.
2. If the rockets are out of their protective packaging the outer casing can be coated with special
heat insulation materials such as intumescent paints. For exanple an ammonium salt of a sulfonic acid
embedded in an epoxy polysulfide binder can be loaded with mica flakes and used as a radiation shield
which in the case of fire will react to form a protective foam layer of poor thermal conductivity
(Crowley, 1978)3. Inside the rocket motor a good heat insulation can be accomplished by means of suitable liner
materials (McQuaide, 1976, and Miguel, 1977).
The liner will give the necessary mechanical strength and case bonding against stress
(McQuaide, 1976). An additional advantage of some liner materials is that they slowly deconmpo.t.,
leading to a pressure build-up which may disrupt sone rocket motor casing before the propellant will
ignite. Also, the reaction gases may act as a heat insulating layer which will further increase the time
to ignition.
4. Careful selection of propellant materials is another important way to prolong the time to
ignition and to reduce the effects of cook-off. Typically, double base propellants will start to
decompose at temperature ranging from about 150 up to 170'C. In large rocket motors the
decomposition can start at an ambient temperature of 90'C whereas composite propellants decompose
at considerable higher temperatures (250-300"C) (Rideal and Robinson, 1948), although in recent
US. tests with full scale rocket motors with composite propellants reactions have occurred at oven
temperature between 160-211 C. Besides the use of themally stable ela.tomers (Sutton and
Wellings, 1964), flame retardants can be added to inhibit the decomposition reactions of the energetic
material in composite propellants (Gidhar and Aroca, 1978). Finally, stable binder materials will
increase the thermal stability of the propellant (Vetter, 1977).
5. In the areas near the wall of the rocket motor the heat flow into the propellant will be the
greatest. So in these areas ignition is most likely to occur. Therefore to increase the time to ignition
one should increase the thermal conductivity of the propellant to divide the heat over the entire
propellant grain (Rat and Kent. 1982).
However, delaying the ignition by the use of heat insulating packages or extemal or internal liners
may increase the violence of the event when it does eventually take place. This is because the lower
rate of heat flux into the propellant will result in a less steep temperature gradient within the propellant
so diat when ignition takes place near the motor wall, the inner part of the propellant grain will ignite
more readily and the event will develop more rapidly. This assumes of course that the motor case
does not degrade during this longer time-scale. (Also. pre-ignition reactions may complicate the
issue.)
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If the countermeasures described above have failed, a thermal explosion of the propellant isto be
expected- In order to minimize the risk of such an event, some additional countemieasures can be
taken.
All the concepts presented below are based on the idea preventing a pressure buildup inside the
casing (Vetwer, 1977). This can be achicved by including vei hoAe in the mcoltr casing, by providing
relief ports or to chose a relatively weak material for the casing, i.e. using the strip laminated
technique.
PASSIVE MITIGATION DEVICES
Partial Ins ' .don Technique (PIT): This concept uses an external insulative coating appliecl over
most of the munition's case, leaving only a bare strip down the length of the component. When the
munition is exposed to fast cook-off, heat transfers into the item through the uncoated area. The heat
weakened part of the case then fails longitudinally when the underlying liners/insulators or energetic
material undergo thermal decomposition. The advantages of the approach ae that it is easily and
inexpensively applied and uses no moving parts or energetic materials. Disadvantages include a small
weight penalty and center-of-gravity shift of the munition, possible handling and fitment problems,
and that it provides protection against only a truly fast cook-off.
Case Stress Riser This concept consists of mechanically grooving a metallic case containing
energetic material. As the material is heated and expands or the liner pyrolizes, the internal pressures
will crack open the case in a controlled manner at acceptably low pressures.
ACTIVE MITGATION DEVICES WITIOUT IGNFI'ION
Thermally Initiated Venting System (1IVS): This device uses a linear shaped charge to
explosively cut through a munition component case. The explosive is sized to crack open the case
without igniting the underlying energetic material. In order for it to function, the TIVS must be
connected to a thermal sensor and initiation trigger. When used on weapons subject high free flight
aerxlynamic heat, there must be a launch energized out-of-line device placed between the detonation
nmrchanism and the linear shaped charge. TIVS has demonstrated good results on AMRAAM and
Maverick. The TIVS has the advantage that it may be modified to work in both fast and slow cookoff environments. The disadvantages with TIVS include complexity (when including sensor/triggcr,
and out-of-line mechanisms) and potential safety probletms when associated with its external location.
An addition, although unlikely, safety hazard is accidental and unnoticed TIVS initiatiot when ued
on a rocket motor. Subsequent missile firing would probably result in an immediate motor explosion.
The AMRAAM I1VS is designed to disable the mnotor firing circuit given TIVS initiation.
ACTIVE MITIGATION DEVICES WITH IGNION
The U.S, Navy position is that these type of devices will not be allowed.
Themite Case Penetrator (TCP): "This approach uses themiite to melt through a tounition case and
ignite the underlying energetic material. (It is possible to design this device to melt through a case
without igniting the underlying energetic material; such an approach would then be classified as active
without ignition.) The themtite is located outside the case in retrofit designs. The extemal version
consists of a thin metal cup filled with a strip of themite. Inside the cup is a small piece of rocket
propellant which is autoignited during fire exposure. The burning propellant then ignites a "transfer
charge" of finely ground thermite which, in turn, ignites the thermite main charge. The external TCP
has proven to he reliable in providing mild fast cook-off reactions to rocket motors. With additional
themiite ignition work (thermal batteries) it may provide acceptable slow cook-off reactions for at lcast
some types of ord nance. Safety is an issue with this approach because the device has the potential to
cause accidental ignitior of energetic matenal in munition contponents. The thermite igniter is
thermally exposed to the outside environment but will only function when heated to above 260°C. On
the tested ordutnce item, functioning of the device occurred about 15 sec(ids before the inunitiot
would otherwise have reacted Safety concems should only apply to the identification of accidental
ordnance heating situations, and probabilities thereof, which could function the theroite igniter
without also reacting the munitionIgnition: This applies only to rocket motors and consists of deliberately igniting the motor through
use of its built-in ignition system. This would usually also require some sort of notor case opening
system- It would generally only be used in a slow cook-off situation when a sensor determnined that
the propellant was in inunient danger of detonating.
'1 IiERMAL SENSORS FOR ACI'IVE MITIGATION DEVICES
Thermally Activated Safe-Arm Device (TASAD): This is a device being developed under the U.S.
Navy's "Insensitive Munitions" Advanced Developanent Air-Launched Ordnance Section Program
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which will identify and classify a fast or slow cook-off event and provide output signals to appropriate
mitigation devices such as TIVS. The first working prototype has demonstrated that it will identify
and discriminate between fast and slow cook-off. It can be set to identify slow cook-off as any
heating history which will cause an ordnance item to react in about 30 minutes or longer. This
generic nxdel will require modification and development for di;act application to a specific munition.
It also requires detailed enegetic: atesial's charactcdsatkm work in order to correctly establish the
specific heating histories which cause transition from fast cook-off type reactions to slow cook-off
reactions.
Tbermal Batteries: This is a new and alternate approach to TASAD. It used thermal batteries as a
combined heat detector and power source to function a mitigation device such as TIVS, Two different
thermal batteries are used. One has a fairly high melt temperature electrolyte which energizes in a fast
cook-off environment. The other battery uses a lower melt temperature electrolyte combined with
external insulation sufficient to prevent it from energizing in fast cook-off. In slow cook-off, the
slower external heating rates provide the time for the heat to transfer to the electrolyte and function the
battery. Thermal s'-. itches are also required to allow the batteries to reach full charge prior to
activation. This a toroach is still in early development and has not yet been demonstrated to work.
6.3. DETONATION
Earlier chapters discussed how fragment impact and bullet impact could lead to a detonation either
through the shock to detonation transition (SDT) or through deflagration to detonation transition

(DDT).
Obviously one primary way o prevent the detonation is to prevent materials impacting the motor,
or if impact does occur, slowing the fragment down or decreasing its mass (e.g., via fragmentation)
so that it does not impact the motor with sufficient mass-velocity to cause SDT. Shielding materials or
spacing ordnance is the most common mitigation methods, however one often pays an operational
penalty for this mitigation. Parsons et a (1988) discusses operational considerations of separation
distances and shielding materials, as does Swisdak et al (1987). lowever, in some instances the
barrier material does not have to be excessively thick or heavy. Some recent work at NWC
(unpublished at present) has shown that in some instances the shipping container or launch tubes niay
provide sufficient barrier. In some shipping configurations storage of the missile wings/fins
(unattached during shipping) between adjacent missiles can provide sufficient mitigation. In other
instances, plastic materials and/or scoria like materials are being considered for attenuation media
between rounids.

Good progress has been made in applying various hydrodynamic computer codes to predict the
effectiveness of various barrier materials and spacings in attenuating shock input to the munitions.
Since the applications are very system dependent, and quickly become weapon system vulnerability
issues (that are classified) they are not included in this AGARDograph. However the reader should
know that techniques are available.
In the
Other areas of mitigation of direct SDT involve the response of the munition i!lf.
propulsion area sone work has been started to look at the role of motor case itself, but most of the
work has been devoted to providing less sensitive propellant. This can be accomplished in several
ways as outlined in the fragment impact hazard protocol (Section 4, Fig. 11) by increasing the critical
diameter of the propellant, by increasing the shock initiation threshold, by increasing the run distance
to detonation, and by providing void-free, hard to damage (environmental effects included) prspellant
For many propellants the critical diameter is quite large, especially when compared with tme
diar eter of the motor (although the discussion of Section 5.4. 1.1 should be reviewed). However the
critical diameters for advanced solid rocket propellants may be relatively small (Brunet and Salvetat.
1988), especially for those containing some burn rate modifiers and/or energetic binder and/or
nitramine ingredients. The effect on S1)T sensitivity due to critical diameter can be seen in Fig. 127.
This figure presents the results of calculations done for an actual propellant that had a critical diameter
of approximately 1.3 cm and a shock sensitivity of approximately 120 U.S. cards (1.2 inch,
3.05 cm, of PMMA) in the NOL card gap test. In the analytical study, the critical diameter was
varied from 1/2 inch (1.27 cm) through 2 inches (5,08 cm). The initiation threshold pressure was
not changed during the calculations. As shown in the figure increasing the critical dimenter of the
propellant significantly decreases the susceptibility to combinations of projectile mass and velocity that
would cause SDT.
From the discussions of deflagration-to-detonation transition (Section 5.4,2), successful
prevention of this phenomena primarily depends on preventing damage to the propellant (e.g. making
tough. nonfriablc propellant), preventing ignition and flame spread, and relieving confienent befuse
the reaction can transition to a detonation. A discussion on how to make tough propellants is beyond
the scope of this volume. The method usually used to determine if tough propellant has been made is
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the shotgun test that was discussed in Section 5.4,2.1, Methods to relieve confinement are similar to
the techniques used to relieve confinement to prevent explosion as discussed below,
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Fig. 127. Effect of Critical Diameter, d, on Fragment Induced Shock to Detonation
High Energy Propellant in 3116" Steel Case, Blunt Cylinder Impactor.
6.4.
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As discussed in Section 4.6, if a fragment does not have sufficient mass or velocity to cause
prompt shock. to-detonation transition we must still be concerned about a bum to explosion reaction.
In terms of Fig. 13 the possible routes of mitigation (i.e-, to reduce vulnerability) for an event less
violent than detonation would appear to be:
I. Consider the mass and/or velocity of the fragment. In many cases this means reducing the
mass or velocity through the use of barriers or cases- However one must be carcful. If one is in the
region where the fragment completely passes through the motor without igniting te propellat, or
even %hen with ignition the holes produced are sufficient to vent the reaction Ithe exit hole is usually
ver, much greater than the entry hole] a reduction of mass and/or velocity may cause the undesired
burn-to-violent reaction.
2. Change the ballistic limit of the case.
3. Reduce the ignitability of the propellant.
4. Reduce the temperature coefficient of the propellant burning rate.
5. Reduce the pressure exponent of the propellant burning rate.
6. Improve the mechanical strain rate behavior (i.e., reduce the frangibility) of the propellant.
7. Modify the thermochemistry and energetics to reduce thu pressure rise rate following ignition
by fragment impact. (This usually is not a viable option since the ballistics of the ntotor would also t,
changed.
8. Improve the venting of the motorcase.
Of these, (I), (2), and (3)might, in the event of attack of a non-ignited motor, eliminate the event
altogether, while any except perhaps (3)could reduce the violence of the event.
However, requirements related to performance may limit the practicalidies. The introduction of
plates or containers to achieve (1) may not be practicable because of weight configuration and the
same may apply to (2); in any case, some ways of achieving (2) will be counterproductive in tem's of
venting if the projectile does get in. Since propellants have to be readily ignitable there is a definite
limit to what can be achieved in (3). Opton four is certainly desirable but in practice will be ded up
with (5) and (7). again in connection with performance. The principal options for mitigation of
response would therefore appear to lie in modifying the propellant behavior under attack by (6) and
improving case venting by (8).
The conclusions ae generally in accord with those from the UK MSM work (which has also
considered the effect on response of temperature variation) and the UK has therefore developed the
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LOVUM program to investigate the possibilities, using a matrix of four propellants of different
chemical types (one as control) and three case matenals.
THE LOV.JM PROGRAM
The program is designed to assess the effect of changes in the propellant formulation and motor
case material on the results of O.5 in AP bullet attack, standardized fuel fire and slow cook-off trials
and Manners, 1987).
relative to those of analogous cast-double-base propellant motors (Bascombe
:our different propellant compositions in all and several case materials are being assessed,
The application is a single thrust (boost) radially burning motor with the highest performance
possible in keeping with a reduction in vulnerability to attack.
An outline sketch of the LOVUIM motor is shown in Fig. 128. All variations of the motor are
designed to have as similar performance as possible and commonality of design as follows:
I.

Slotted tubular charges; the lITPB charge has 3 slots, the rest 4.

2.

Similar web thicknesses.

3.

Mean working pressure at 20'C: 10 NIPa.

4. Ratio static bursting pressure totube maximum working pressure at 60C: > 1,33, with not
more than 10% variation between various designs of motor ease.
5. Buming times: 2 to 4,5 sees at 20'C.
6. Specific uanipulses: 220 to 240 s.
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Fig. 128. LOVUM Motor.
The four propellants used in the tests are standard cast-double-base propxclant (.
nitramine loaded cast-dou:jle-base propellant (CDB/RDX), both as cartridge-loaded cha
elason er-modified cast-double- base propellant (EMCDB) and a hydroxy-tenninated-pok
propellant (TTPB), both as case-bonded charges.
The case materils used in the tests are:

ntrol), a
an
afierne

1. Carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic (CFRP).
2. Steel strip-aminate (SSL).
3.

Kevlar-overwound aluminium alloy (KOW).

4. KOW (designed primarily for low response to fragment attack) plus a rapid venting system to
activate in a fire and vent the case before a serious reaction could occur. Systems under investigation
at the moment are thernite tabs T') and line cutting charges (ICC).
Each motor is checked radiographically for integrity of propellant/inhibition bonding, and each
proprllant/motor case combination is checked for performance (thrust and pressure) by firing one
motor at -30'C and another at +60'C.
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TRASPROGRAM
The full set of intended tests is given in Table 24. BA denotes bullet attack (2 trials) - single shot
0.5" AP,service velocity ' (-850 m/s), one trial against a motor conditioned at 60'C and one against a
motor conditioned at -30 C, except for the additional tests where a single attack at -50'C is intendedApproximate measurements of blast overpressure are obtained from 4 foil gauges arrayed round the
store, I m from the center, and a pressure transducer is installed in the motor. High speed cine (100
and I(fft)
pps) and video are also used. FF denotes fuel fire (single trial) using AVCAT or
comnmrcial kerosene grade B to give a ten-minute fire in a steel tray 1.58 m x 1.15 m x 0.10 rn deep
in a suitable emplacement to keep out the wind. lnstrumentation includes thermocouples to measure
flame temperatures inside the motor, with a cine camera at 16 pps and video. SC() denotes slow
cook-off: themotor is heated, in a disposable air-circulation oven, at temperatures increasing from
ambient at 3.3°C per hour until an event occurs.
Table 24. LOVUM Test Matrix.
Propellant
CDB/RDX

CDB

EMCDB

HTPB

Case

I. CFRP

BBA
F

DA

BLA
2. SSL

"E

SCO

3. KOW

FF
____________

4. No 3 plus IT or LCC

srn

FF

SCO

BA
FF

sco

FF

SCo)

SCO
BA

BA
FF
FF

SCO

BA
FF

FF

FF
SCO

FF

SCO

BA

BA

FF
BA

BA
FF

SCO

seco

FF

sco3

FF

+ additional tes t (BA - 50-C)
The full range of tests is programmed for motors using cases 1, 2 and 3 but curtailed for case 4
motors; case 4 is a nxification of case 3 tjimprove the response to fuel fire and slow cook-off so the
BA test is superfluous.
Bullet attack at -50'C will be carried out for those propellant/case combinations where a n,,aximuni
non-detonating response (Explosion) is not achieved in the fragment attack test at -30'C. These
rubbery propellants have a much lower glass transition temperature (Tg) than the standard double-base
propellants (filled or unfilled) and a temperature much lower than -30Cis needed to make them brittle
under these attack conditions.
The UK has little experience of rocket motor detonation but clearly methods of mitigating such an
event would vary depending on whether the event was a DDT. Once the detonation is established
there can be no means of stopping it,
so for DDT it is necessary to work on the initia deflagration
phase and consideratiors similar to those above should apply. For SDT it is necessary to attenuate the
affect of the shock, either by interposing a liner between propellant and motor case (imposing a mass
penalty and possibly increasing the prospects of DDT by increasing the confinement) or ifpossible by
changing the propellant system for a composition of greater critical diameter.
6.5. ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE
All parts of the system must be at the same voltage. The first requirensent is to have a properly
designed, installed, and frequently checked earthing system.
Where possible, conductive cases should be used along with the least sensitive (to electrostatic
discharge) propellants.
Where other requirements preclude the prevention of electrostatic charge generation, conditions
favorable to high charge leakage rates, such as relative humidities in excess of 40%, should be
introduced.
Solid propellant sensitivity can be reduced by using large sized conductive (AI) particles and
spheroidal rather than platelet conductive particles.
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CHAPTER 7. NATO STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITES TO PROMOTE MUNrIION SAFTY
7.1.BACKGROUND
The purpose of this chapter is to btiefly outline NATO supported activities dealing with solid
propellant rocket motor hazards or the more general area of mnition safety.
One aim of NATO is to achieve increased military effectiveness through the efficient use of
resources allocated by nations for their defense. This includes funds allocated for multinational
developnent of weapons and cross procurement of weapons between nations. In the case of weapons
and stores containing energetic materials, an economy of resources can be realized if there is a
conmmon approach for the design of a weapon and the test requirements necessary to demonstrate
acceptable safety limits.
7.2. ORIGIN OF ACI310 IN NATO
Prior to 1979, NATO addressed munition safety needs through activities within AC/225, "NATO
Anry Armament Group" and AC/258, "Group of Experts on the Safety Aspects of Transportation and
Storage of Military Ammunition and Explosives." In 1979, the Conference of National Armament
Directors (CNAD) acknowledged that munitions safety was one of the greatest impediments to
weapon interoperahility within NATO nations. Accordingly, NATO fomrid ACM 10, 'Group on the
Safety and Suitability for Service of Munitions and Explosives," and tasked this Group to address
safety standardization associated with the different phases of the research, development, and weapon
procurement cycle. The Terms of Reference for ACI3 10 (NATO, 1987) more clearly define the
activities of this group.
"The areas of concern are:
- The

design principles to be adapted to ensure the safety of munitions.

-

The criteria and tests to be applied for the assessment of the safety
and suitability for ,ervice of munitions, and

-

The service environTments with special emphasis on munitions.

These areas of concern include the basic properties, characteristics attd qualification of explosives,
including new materials not yet applied.
These concerns are valid throughout the design to acceptance-fi)r-service stages of weapon
development."
7.3. ACM 10 WITHIN THE NATO ORGANIZATION
A partial NATO organization chart, presented itt Fig. 129, shows the relationship of AC/310 relative
to other groups involved in different aspects of safety standardization.
NATO ACI3I10 is one of six CADRE groups reporting to the Conference for National Arnanent
Directors (CNAD). The activities of AC/3 10 are of interest to all other groups in the CNAD structure
dealing with munitions The primary groups with which AC/310 interacts are as follows:
NATO Navy Arnmtent Group (NNAG), AC/l41
NATO Air Force Armament Group (NAFAG). AC/224
NATO Army Armament Group (NAAG). AC1225
- NATO Group of Experts on the Safety of Transpomrttion and Storage of
Ammunition and Explosives, AC/258
- NATO Industrial Advisory' Group (NIAG)

-

The activities of the three armament groups involve NATO cooperative munitions programs (e.g..
NATO Sea Sparrow, NATO Sea Gnat, NATO 155 mm Self-Propelled Howitzer, Milan Guided Anti.
Armour Weapon, die NATO Patriot Program, etc.). Obviously, all NATO munitions development
programs must abide by standard safety requirements and sumdards arising fiom AC/31I0. The NIAG
is a high level consultative body of senior industrialists of NATO member nations, Anxmg other
goals, the NIAG fosters goverment-to-industry and industry-to-industry armament cooperation
within NATO.
Fr technical issuc3 associatcd with munitions using propulsion conponents, AC/310 interactwith the Propulsion ard Energetic Panel of the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Developmem (AGARD). This AGARD Panel is the sponsor for this AGARDograph.
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NATO AC./315 is a high level gmup tasked by the NATO) Council to coordinate dheoverall NAT0
stwidardization program.
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7 4 STRUCTIRE OF NAILQAC3A2
NATO AC/310 is a tni-service group and considers All eeents of a weapon or store containing
explosives (or energetic materials). The organization of A0,310 is presented itt Fig. 130. hIis
comprised of a Main Group and four supporting Sub-Groups.

EXPLOSIVES = ALL ENERGETIC MATERIALS
*MUNITIONS = ALL DEVICES CONTAINING
ENERGETIC MATERIALS
Fig. 130. NATO A0I310 Organization.
The Main Group of AC/3 10 is the permanent policy and management body
7.4.1. 1h~i~ru)
for AC/3 10. It is responsible for accepting and asignittg taks for AC[3 10, It directs, coordtnates,
and integrates the program of work within ACf3 10 as well as in relation to the function of AC/3 1(1
within NATO, and in consequence, directs the planning and execution of the work of its subordinate
bodies.

The Main Group has established four perntannt Sub-Groups to deaJ with specific long term tasks
of AC/3 10. The Sub-Groups may undertake tasks within the fratmework of the TOP, and the policy
established by the Main Group.
Sub-Group I concentrates on the safety and suitability for service of explosive materials (high
explosives, propellants, and pyrotechnics).
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Sub-Group 11is concerned with design safety principles and test methods for ignition systems,
fuzing, and safety and arming systems.
Sub-Group HI has the responsibility for achieving a common, agreed definition of climatic,
mechanical, and specialized electrical environments. The latter includes radio frequency(RF). static
electricity, and lightning aspects.
Finally, Sub-Group IV is concerned with developing methodology for the assessment of the
safety and suitability for service of munition systems. To accomplish this, Sub-Group IV draws on
the fundamentals developed in the other three Sub-Groups and applies these to three generic classes of
munition systems: underwater, surface and air launched. In addition to safety test requirements fior
different munition systems, Sub-Group IV is publishing safet> design criteria documents for specific
munition components and subcomponents.
The frequency of neetings for the Main and Sub-Groups is twice a year. but each Sub-Group has
the authority to establish ad hoc working groups of specialists to deal with particular problems.
7.5. N

' "INSENSITIYE MUNITIONS" INFORMATION CENTER (NIMIC

In recent years, increased attention has been given to weapon platform vulnerability with special
emphasis on the adequacy of a munition's safety in a combat environment. For both new and existing
munitions, the desire is to mininize a munition's sensitivity to those stimuli associated with combat
environment and to irdnimize the munition's response if it should be initiated by these stimuli.
Munitions designed according to these needs are termed "Insensitive Munitions."
Because of the increased level of interest nations wem- directing to different aspects of "Insensitive
Munitions". AC/310 recognized the need to coordinate multinational efforts to minimize unnecessary
duplication, share in ,sew nethods for achieving safety, and provide the basis for an acceptable level
of standardization. To accomplish these needs, AC1310 pmposed that a NATO "Insensitive
Munitions" InfomTation Center (NIMC) be created.
The concept of a NIMIC was introduced at an AC-/3 10 sponsored workshop held October 1986 in
London, England (Proceedings, 1987). The workshop was conducted for members of NATO groups
that would be interested in the creation of a NIMIC and could provide AC/3 10 with constructive
feedback regarding the value of such an information center relative to existing NATO efforts.
Representatives from the key NATO groups shown in Fig. 129 were present at the workshop.
The workshop discussions resulted in a recommendation that a NIMIC be formed. More
specifically, the recommendation supported a proposal for Ffirst establishing a Pilot NIMIC (PNIMIC
which would be located at Applied Physics Laboratory/Johns Hopkins University, Maryland. After
the PNIMIC had evolved into an operational information center the PNIMIC would be transferred to
NATO Headquarters.
The PNIMIC was created when the National Arnarment Directors for France. Netherlands,
Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United States signed a Mermorandum of
Understanding at the April 1988 CNAD Meeting in Brussels, Belgium. The objectives of the
PNIMIC are to receive, anayze, generate, store, and supply technical information on the
following topics:
(a)Technical requirements for "Insensitive Munitions,"
(b) Methods and systems for assessing and improving munitions to nieet these requirements,
(c) Databases of sensitivty tests using explosives and munitions,
(d) Insensitive munition technology deficiencies that present requirenents front being aczhieved
and proposals for remedial actions,
(e)Reconiendations for possible solutions or design approaches to meet "Insensitive
Munitions" development requirements, and
ft Techniques for facilitating interactions among designers.
The operation of tie PNIMIC is depicted in Fig. 131. Participating nations, shown to the right of
the figure, each have munition specialists working at the PNIMIC.
Munition safety data related to "Insensitive Munitions" is provided to the PNIMIC through the
resident specialist who shames the data with other specialists at the Center. The PNIM1C staff does
more than provide a library function; rather, the staff collects and provides analysis resulting in a
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product focused at accomplishing the objectives of the Center. Information and results in the PNI\1IC
areavailablc to participating nations as shown in Fig. 131, The transfer of any information from the
PNIMIC to nonparticipating nations must be approved by the PNIMIC Steering Committee which
consists of representatives from each participating nation. Other NATO nations may join the PNIMIC
these nations are depicted by the boxes on the left of Fig. 131.
It is anticipated that PNIMIC will transition to NATO Headquarters in the Spring of 1991 at which
tose it will become the NATO "Insensitive Munitions" Information Center (NIMIC).
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Fig- 131 Pilot NATO "Insensitive Munitions' Information Center.
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8. FUTURE NEEDS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
This AGARDograph does not present the final understanding for hazards associated with solid
propellant rocket motors. Rather it represents the status of hazards of solid propellant rocket motors
as of 1 January 1989. Progress has been rapid in this field in the last several years and it is anticipated
that this acceleration will continue and increase.
Perhaps the most significant contribution the AGARDograph makes is to put fundamental
technical areas in perspective relative to rocket motor hazards threat areas. This is done through the
introduction of die-iazard Analysis Protocol concept (see Chapter 4). This concept presents a logical.
technically sound approach for addressing threats. It introduces the fundamental technical areas
important to hazards are intmuced through the identification of test methods and analysis.
8.2 HAZARD ANALYSIS PROTOCOL QNCEPT
The Hazard Analysis Protocols have not been completed for all threats of importance to solid
rocket motors. In this AGARDograph, only fragment impact is complete in that it includes all four
phases of the concept. Since the time this AGARDograph was assembled, much further work has
been conducted on the fragment impact protocol (notably by James and co-workers in the United
Kingdom), the shaped charge jet protocol (Chick of Australia, Frey of the United States, and James of
the United Kingdom), electrostatic discharge (Covino and Dteitzler of the United States, Hamment of
tie United Kingdom). In addition protocols for cook-off and sympathetic detonation have been
developed. Much of this protocol development as well as identification of deficiences and
establishment of technical collaborative studies to overcome the deficiences has been done within the
Technical Cooperation Program W Action Group II (n The Hazards of Energetic Materials and their
Relation to Munitions Survivability.
Work is continuing in all of these areas and it is anticipated that the protxols will continue to
evolve as additional knowledge is gained.
8.3 LABORATORY TESTS AND ANALYSIS
Many test methods used to evaluate energetic material, such as solid propellants, are of a go/no-go,
nalure and do not provide the necessary quantitative data to allow calculations and analyses prescribed
by the Hazard Analysis Prolocols. A need exists to adkress all of the threat Hlazard Analysis
Protocols atid identify deficiencies and weaknesses from a test and analysis standpoint. Where
weaknesses are identified, research studies should be initiated to provide the data necessary to
eliminate the deficiencies. Chapter 5 presents some of the most significant areas where additional data
are needed and research studies are being conducted.
8.4 MITIGATION APPROACHES
Chapter 6 presents some methods for mitigating unwanted reactions when solid rocket motors are
subjected to threats. As more is learned about the fundamental nature of solid rocket behavior in a
threat environment, new mitigation niethods will be made available. Since Chapter 6 was written.
several efforts in mitigating sympathetic detonation have been performed. The one effort, utilizing thc
I lazard Analysis concept, uses a computer program called FRAGMAP. '[is progam has been
presented to the NATO Insensitive Munitions Information Center (NvIIC) (Wagenhals, 1990). A
separate area of study that must be addressed in the future is the understanding of tradeoffs between
hazard mitigation and parameters such as cost. performance, and producibility of rocket motors.
8.5 FUTFURE PROPELLANTS
Past methods for ranking solid propellants are inadequate for discussion involving solid rocket
notor hazards. In the past, solid rocket propellants were distinctly different from high explosives.
Today, the ingredients and formulations for solid propellants, used in rockets, and high explosives,
used in warheads arid bombs, are not markedly different for sonie systems. Accordingly,
classification of propellants separate from high explosives doesn't recogniae the fact that some solid
propellants and high explosives have almost the same combination of ingredients.
New approaches are needed for ranking solid propellants, and perhaps all energetic materials.
One possible scheme to classify cast double-base propellants, proposed by a principal propellant
developer inthe UK, is presented in the following paragraphs.
8.5.1 F nilies of Propellants
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A propellant developer will generally be involved simultaneously in work on a number of
formulations of the sane general type, i.e., based on the same manufacturing process, and using the
same chemical system as the principal source of energy and gaseous products, but differing in minor
ingredients (stabilizer, burning rate catalyst, etc.)
and in the proportions of the various ingredients. In
connection with qualification in terms of STANAG 4170 he will seek guidance from the National
Authority on which of these constitute new propellants; he will wish to minimize the number of
propellant compositions subjected to a detailed qualification program since this is ani
expensive and
time-consuming process, involving a wide range of testing procedures. This problem has been
receiving attention. The aim of a National Authority should be to give advice as early as possible and
this conflicts with the need to ensure that the assessment is conducted on data which apply to the
propellant actually going into service. Changes in formulations may occur late in development, for
example to facilitate production or to adjust performance characteristics, etc. A re-evaluation of any
earlier safety assessment is then required and consideration must be given to the need for repeat. albeit
limited, testing of compositions.
It is clear therefore that an overall aim to provide a wide range of potentially "on the shelf'
qualified propellants to meet the needs of weapons programs cannot be achieved without resorting to
classification by analogy. It should be possible to establish a base line of safety and suitability
characteristics for the most common formulations. For example, in this a scheme proposed by a
principal propellant developer in the U.K. and agreed to by the British National Authority, thirange
of cast double-base pmtellants areclassified based on binder/filler combinations with selections of
additives. Six propellant composition groups have been identified and the principle of "worst case"
testing has been proposed, i.e., the minimum and maximum nitrocellulosr/nitroelycerine .atinx of
each group are taken and, where appropriate, the maximum f!!er
cojient envisaged in practice. The
resulting total of 12 compositions is conder,d a minimum to establish a base line for this scheme
which is outlined in Table 25. Some testing after aging is also involved. Any new ingredient
thereafter will be judged on its merits at the time of its proposed introduction and any requirement for
testing appraisal propellant formulations containing it will need to be decided. In this way it is hoped
by the U.K. to reduce the testing and assessment of the large numbers of possible cast double base
formulations that exist to manageable levels. To place such compositions in a scheme of this kind is a
major undertaking. On completion of this programn, it is anticipated that the degree of classification by
analogy will require review and the feasibility of new guidelines will be examined by the National
Board for the definition of new cast double-based propellants. It has to be stressed, however, that all
propellants must be considered on their merits by the National Board, when they are prestted as
candidates for UK service.. It will not be possible to give blanket clearance in advance and, for
individual cases, the National Board may require a written submission from the developer presenting
the argunents for classification by analogy. On the basis of the greatly enlarged database, itis hoped
that a quick response will be possible from the National Board in most circumstances.
8.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The various authors hope that this AGARDograph makes contributions to the munition user.
designer, and scientist, hopefully bringing these groups closer together in understanding. We are also
aware of many deficiencies and have attempted to point out sonic of these in the various chapters. For
example, there is a critical need for well def~ised, standardized test methods, especially small scale
tests that can be perfonned early in the development cycle that provide data for the designers. These
results must give good comparison to actual full scale tests. Computer simulation and modeling of the
large scale tests is critically needed so that we don't have to run so many costly large scale tests.
These predictions should also allow us to better understand the phenomena in cause and effect
fashion, and to extrapolate results front one regime to others. We also need better ancillary
experiments that allow us to determine parameters from laboratory experiments, and then fix these
parameters in other analyses.
We hope that this AGARDograph is helpful to the users and stimulates others to continue work in
these areas.
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Table 25 Proposed Scheme of Propellant Composition Groupings.
(Examplel
Elastomer Modified (EDM) CDB

onvenfiona CDB

DoubleBase

Goup I IGroup 2
NC/NG
Asirup1
Ratio 6.0/1

Content

to 1.4/1

Inert

Grop 3
Grop 4
As Group 1G
1/2.2 to 1/1.3

6.0 to 12.0% As Group 1 As Group I As Group 1

'
-5
G o 6
As roup 4 AsGrouEp
As Group I

As Group i

Content

Exp osrve
IAXading

-il

0 to 40%
nitrarnine
(such as
RDX)

0to ,0%
nitramine
(such as
RDX)
Aluminum
Ammonium

Nil

-ATrou-p
2 As Group 3

Perchlorate

INOT: Soni concern has ben expressed over grouping in the same fEamily propellants
having 0 to 40% nitramine (such as RDX).I
Similar classifications into groups can be made for extruded and rubbery composite propellants
and some progress on base line
characterization has been made in these areas.
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ANNEX I
DIFFERENT WAYS OF SAFETY ASSESSMENT
There are different philosophies of safety assessment. According to the approach used, the
meaning of the words safe> and <safety> may differ:
A. In the terms of a _tmnistic approach there exists a safe system, if undesired events are to be
completely excluded under given circumstances. The intended goal is to identify all possible risks in
order to avoid them.
In assessment there exists a safe system, if specific undesired events
B. In the terms of a
under given circumstances are below a given and prescribed low probability of occurrence in order to
get most favorable combination with reliability.
analysis a system is safe, if the da.in the terms of probability of
In the terms of a gujjijiv
accident x consequential loss is less dhan a pre-scribed value. Risks are ranked according to their
to minimize the potential hazard i.e., to improve the
of
consequences
in
order
severity
risk which are
countermeasures. It is to be remarked, that there exist an JndivJiual and a pu
different. While the individual risk near an explosion in a city remains the same, the public risk
increases as density of population increases.
A. DETERMINISTIC ME-IhODS
-[he methods of this class are mainly used in systems design. The principles of work are careful
thought, and the use of formal aids and tables (check lisis).
USE OF SAFETY MARGINS
Mainly for constructional purposes, Eke the strength of material, safety margins are a rmeasure of
the designed and required strength of a component. Also sometimes this principle is used in the case
of sensitivity to onset of ignition or initiation of energetic materials. In this case irregulations occur it
the response of the material does ntc follow the severity of the stimulus. Therefore this method is
limited to classical systems, where the steps of development remain small. Safety margins must be
adjusted following further mishaps and investigations.
SINGLE ERROR CONCEPT
Coming from the demand that a system must work even if a single independent error is present.
which induces under adverse circumstances further ones, one comes to avoid this to a redundant
system, Here the existence and not the severity of the error is of importance. This method is mainly
in use for electronic firing systems.
The following methods can be used to analyze the behavior of a system,
RELATIONSHIP CHARTS:
Binary interdependences are sketched in a matrix, see Figure A.I. I
Fields of problems are to be evaluatei. The main advantage of this chart is, that no point may be
forgotten. Each square corresponds to a principal possible binary interaction.
An example of this method is the study ofchemical compatibility between a propellant arid its
contact materials.

FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS:
A failure of a single component and the effects of this are considered. Complete understanding of
the systen is essential, and knowledge of the interdependences with adjacent systems or the
environment is essential. This may be done for each subsystcm. Exampl.ts are given below.
FAILURE ANALYSIS OF SUBSYSTEMS:
At an eawy stage of deve!opr ert the effect of failure of a subsystem is evaluated with respect 1.
the main systems response.
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Figure A..I. Relationship Chart of Conceivable Binary Interactions.
PRELIMINqARY HAZARD ANALYSIS:
By experience, checklists of intuitively dangerous elements by themselves or in conjunlction with
othe" elements are listed. Sources of possible hasards and their mitigation are evaluated. This is donce
at a very early stage of design.
UMAN ACTION ERROR. ANALYSIS:
This analysis evaluates the human reactions to a system. sucKh
as in mamenance, transport,
storage, etc., also personal escape ways axe considered. The results are part of the operational
instructions.
All hum'an actions on the system at any, time aue to be considered. Something ma y be donie: (I1)
not at all, (2) not adequately, (3) too early. (4) too late, or (5) erroneously.
This analysis is complicated, and ergonomic experience is required.
INTORMLATIO)N DEFICIT AND FFECTS ANALYSIS:
The procedure' is simi lar to that above, and a sheet may be used. The goal is to identify all
necessary information and prescriptions for safe use of the system.
Faults occur if inform-ation) is: (I) wrong, (2) not relevant to the case considered, (3) not clear o~r
misleading, (4) too general or incomplete, or({5) not present at the right placd when necded.
i

i II

Thbis analysis is adequate during the pctiod of design. In combustion and detonation science these
faults areI very frequent.
I
II
I
HAZARD AND)OPERABILITY STUDIES (IIAZOP):
ihe goal is to predict and to find out the reasons of faults, f'or estimating the conseqtucnces and
findin~g out suitable ways tn avoid thems. Similar to the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis ore
f,_>lows the flow of aCtion(s) using key words. IWhat happens if som~ething: (I1)not or no, (2) ntore
or less, (3) as well as well, (4) partly, (5) the reverse or opposite, or (6) otherwise than o,.'urs.l Thc
reasons and effects are evaluated.
B. PROBABILISTIC MET) 101DS
These are methods of reliability technology. It is interesting that about 196() the fault tree analysis
had been fir-st introduced for predictiisg accidents in the military missile program.
FAULT TREE ANALYSIS:
In the fault tree analysis the undesired event, like fire or explosion, is given and one searches for
all reasons leading to this. The single probabilities of the single events are evaluated for estimting the
undesired events probability. Whereas this method leads to quantitative results its the case of
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mchanistir models, where failure probabdlitics ame(in priniciple) deined andl declarable, in chemical
obtained. The meason is, tat chemical
processes and detonics only poor and qualitative results ame
events on tmany factors depend gradually,which mnay develop gradually. Therefore probabilities are
not adeq~uate.
INCIDENT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS (CAUSE-CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS):
Contrary to the fault tree analysis in the incident sequence, al undesired events are evaluated
which result from a specified cause (trigger event). One may construct event trees or event networks
(Figure Al1.).

Actor forgets
lines
(once in
5 performances)

P= 0,2

Ability
to improvise

*YES,

Help from
prompter
IGo
1Go

fperformance

P==0,9
YS

NP01

EVENT TREE

=,

NO, P=05

Embarrassing
M pause

P =0.2 0,1 05-0,0 1

P -0,01

1

FAULT TREEM

P 0,2

AND O

P 0,05

P 05(0)

OR 4

P=10 .1 P

io2

Figure A.1.2. Anals sis of the Risk of an Actor Forgetting His Lines.
CO.MPARISON OF THESEIME'HODS:
case sf energetic materials at the best one comes to 3 or 4 levels (it'
It isevident that in thec
interrsretation only. Due to the inaltiparanriei behavior and the fact that Lhe controlling,paranrt ers MVe
s,,itin the substance, no prevvention is possible besides the trivial case of cooling. In the majorit-Y of
eases we carnt attribute failure Probabsilities to energetic Materials.
While the aroumients in the flow charts do hold in principle, the quantitative details mnay beobscn
inithe case uinder consideration. A%a further example take the Analysis of Attack by a Shaped Cliare
Jet. Figure 3.5 in this Chapter 3 of the AGARDograph. In this event tree the deciding question onth
critical diameter is settled- Whie this citeriuti is physically true, the numbered aspects remiint
obscure in the practical case. The reasonss are that (I) the area of the shaped charge jet is twit SpeCiFICd.
2) the critical dianietcr is not known for the appropriate overdreiven state. and t.3)the critical diameter
Of the 1 iossible damaged propellant at normal intitiation.
So we have an accurate event tree of no value for direct safety estimiates. but we get a feeliti 5 on
the inifluencing parameters.
CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

Consequence analysis is the pan of risk analysis which constders the physical effects and the
damage caused by these physical effects. It is do~ne in order to form an opinions on potentially serious
hazardous outcomtes of accidents and their possiblecoxnsequences.
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Consequence analysis
should be performd by profeasional technologis and chemists who are
experienced indieactual prob
s of thetehnic l system. The logic chain of consequence analysis in
the process of decision making is given in Figure A...3.
The first step in the chain is a description of the technical systcm to be investigated In order to
identify the undesirable events one is forc-ed to construct a scenario of possible incidents. It must be
pointed out that the construction of a scenario isinfluenced by thesubjective views of the investigatorThe next step is to carry out model calculations in which damage level criteria are taken into account
Then, after discussion, conclusions can be drawnFeedback from model calculations to the ,cenario isincluded, since the linking of the outputs from
the scenario to the outputs of models may cause difficulties. There is also another feedback, viz, from
damage criteria tomodel calculations in case these criteria should be influenced by possible threshold
values of the legislative authorities:
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l'igur-e A.13. L.ogic Chain of Cnlnseqiuence Analvys.
Effec.Output Model
Physical effects result from corresponding physical phenomena. The effects can be calculated by
means of effect models in which the vulnerability of the environment isnot taken into account- Tlie
most imsportant effect models are: (1)electrical discharge, (2) discharge of liquids, gases, and vapor,
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(3) discharge of two-phase flows, (4) evaporation of liquids on land and on water, (5) dispersion of
neutral and heavy gases, (6) heat radiation of burning pools, flash fires, flames, and BLEVES, and
(7) explosion of vapor clouds.
H-azani ReEULOTangre Models
damage to the environment was not taken into account.
In the preceding effect/output models, the
This damage can be assessed by means of nmdels which are discussed in terms of explosion damage.
fire damage, and toxic injury.
For the assessment of damage, the U.S. Coast Guard Vulnerability Model is frequently used. It is
a deterministic non-stochastic model which predicts the catastrophic damage to people and property
a survey is given of the model.
resulting from physical phenomena. In Table A.I.I.
Table A.I.

U.S. Coast Guard Vulnerability Model.

Damage causing
event

Cause of
injury or damage

Vulnerable
resource

Type of injury or damage

TOXICITY

Toxic vapour:
concentration or
cumulative dose

People

Death
Non-letha! injury
Irritation

EXPLOSION

Direct blast
Impact
Flying fragments
Two of more of
the above

People

Death
Non-lethal
injury

Structures

Eardrumnruptre
Bone fracture
Puncture wounds
Multiple !nj T

Structural dainape

Glass breakage
POOL BURNhING

-tliemital radiation

People
Structures

FLASH FIRE

Thermal radiation

People
Structures

Death
First degree bum
Ignition
Death
First degree bum
Ignition

By using this vulnerability model tie type of damage can mostly be calculated with so-called
probit functions. A probit function is a measure of the percentage of the vulnerable resource that is
affected. As compared to probabilistic models the vulnerability model estimates the maximum
consequences of an incident. It is a drawback that in the hazard result/danmage model roost assesing
methods are based on surface bursts of nuclear weapons and on thermal pulses from the same
sources.
Ac r

i

ls Mentioned

In general for most effect nodels the following lmitations hold:
-

Models are based on itdalized systems.
Models ae only verified by small-scale experiments.
In models influences of environment (obstacles. constructions, buildings, etc.) are neglected.

In view of the above limitations it is not surprising that physical models do tot permit a high standard
of precision.
Concerning the hazard result/damage models it can be stated that they are in an early stage of
developrnivt and up to now -ufficicut l dtJaun lla oIUbeen carried out. They have been developed
for ease of use, computational economy and high problem transparency. They are by no means as
precise or accurate a simulation as would be possible with current technology and it should be
possible to imagine simulations of higher fidelity.
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In conclusion the accuracy of conrquence maces can he summrized as follows: This analytical
exercise might be considered to be objective. However. it must be realized that because of the large
body of assumptions, estimates, judgments, and opinions involved much of the inpuE information is
often subjective. Because of this there is a tendency for the analyst to "erron the side of caution,"
thereby giving a deliberate bias to the assessment and overestimating therisk.
At present, considerable skill
is needed to interpret the results produced by quantified risk
analyses. In the present state of development these techniques should only be used by those who
understand their limitations and then only with caution.
It is,
of course, important to realize that there is no absolute standard of safety. One could have a
requirement of safety in the sense of legal regulations, which in the view of a safety expert would still

leave considerable risk in comparison with what is technically possible. Also, for large consequence.
low frequency type nf event such as a nuclear reactor incident a very sophisticated, scientific approach
could be required.

1

,
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ANNEX II
DETONATION PHENOMENA INCHARGES WrIT

AN AXIAL HOLE

Intrdnction
Selle (1932) started the interest on the investigation of detonation phenomena of charges with an
axial hole, or axially cavitated cylinders. Independently Ahrens (1938-1945) in Germany and
Woodhead and Titman (1939-1945) in England conducted very detailed investigations without any
theory or model as a guide.
The detonic behavior of cavitated charges, maybe internal as an axial hole. or extemal as an air
gap, let say a gap between a cartridge and the bore hole, is considerably different from that of a
homogeneous charge. Significant increases or decreases of "sensitivity" may be observed, and these
alterations are not unidirectional. Since in the case of a detonating rocket motor both cases may
become important, some experimental facts from small scale experiments on high and commercial
explosives aresketched with the intent to illuminate the considerable gap of knowledge for judging
these relevant safety problems in the real problems under consideration. Furthermore, critical
diameter aspects of full cylindrical charges do not hold in this case (Mallory, 1987).
Exnnrments
Cylinders with an axial hole show an increased plate penetration compared with a full size
cylinder. Accordingly, the brisance value according to Kast is increased. not constantly, but as a
function of the sensitivity of the explosive, and the size of the hole, where also a decrease gets
possible. The relative value is largest for an insensitive explosive like TNT and decreases as
sensitivity increases inthe order TNT - picric acid - tetryl - PETN with wax - RDX - PETN.
Whereas, the crushing of the copper cylinders is about constant for different lengths of full charges,
this volue depends on the length of the charges with axial holes. Between 4 and 40 cm length of the
charge there isa factor of 6.
The hole acts also ballistically. A steel ball of 5nun diameter at the end of a 80 cm long charge (if
TNT of an outside diameter of 21 mm and hole diameter of 4 tun acquired a velocity bttween 4.200
nd 4.500 m/s. Leiber, 1968, had not been able to reproduce this effect with short charges.
The detonation velocity Dh had been determined optically from the reaction luminosit.
Apparently this value is relatively independent from the density, isconstant, but changes from
experiment to experiment, see Table A.Il1. Db increases as charge asymmetries increase. If the end
of the charge is open, this velocity is lower than if closed. And another behavior in detonation
velocity Dk is obtained for mixed charges (full cylinder and axial hole cylinders). These effects
disappear, if the cavity is filled with water (Kirsch, Papineau-Couture. Winkler, 1948).
Table A.1l. 1.Detonation velocities of full cylinders, outside diameter 21 mm,and ax'al
cavitated charges of 4 nun inside diameter, and mixed charges(axial cavitated
cvlind r/full
cylinder) accordinto Ahrens, 1965.
Density
Cylinder full
with axial hole
Mixed charge
g/cm 3
D (m/s)
Dh (m/s)
Dk (rrVs)
TNT
1.44
6.490
7.000"
1.50
6.690
6.920
7.160
1.55
6.800
7.060
PETN

1.40
1'SO
1.55
1.60
1.66

7.100
7.480
7.630
7.780
7.960

8.450
8.680
8.720
8.570
8.580

9480
9.800
9.860
9.880
11.210

Contrary to the homogeneous high explosives, where usually Dh > D, in the case of commercial
explosives mostly the opposite behavior Dh < D is observable.
The differences in crushing (Kast) do not correlate with the value
(Dh - D)ID, where D is the detonation velocity of the full cylinder, whereas the detonation transit times
behave additively. Not, however, if thecharge is mixed with full cylinders and ,;ylinidcs with a hole,
see Table A.1.l. In this latter case detonation velocity depends on the density.
If in the case of PETN, density 1.5, the inside of the hole is lined with a lead foil, and the ends ate
open, the detonation velocity Dk lowers to 8320 ns compared to Dh = 8680 m/s, whereas in the
case of covering only the ends of the charge with lead the velocity rises to 1k = 9120 ns.
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If the hole is lined throughout with lead one gets Dh 7650 m/s, compared to the valueD =
7480 rmis for a full cylinder. If only three quarters of the circumference of the hole is covered, one
gets on the uncovered side Dh = 8110 m/s, and on the covered side 7390 m/s.
velocity Dh
If te charge is periodically interrupted with foils of inert materials, the detonation
2
depends on the area density of this material. If this area density r < 0.005 g/cm no influence is
2
2
observed. If r > 0.008 glcm ,jump of Dh is obtained again. For the case r> 3 g/cm the detonation
velocity D of the full cylinder is obtained. This effect depends on the distances of the disks, and is
greatest for 40 mm in the case investigated, above this value a decrease is obtained again.
Irminous Phenomena
At the end of a TNT-charge with an axial hole a first luminosity with a velocity of 9470 m/s had
been emited compared to the detonation velocity Dh = 7030 m/s. A bit later a further luminous
component had been released with a longer range of distance appears. Both events depend on the
charge length, sensibility, and brisance of the explosive. Sometimes even an advance initiation of
detonation is induced.
Very large velocities areobtained in vacuum, see Table A.I1.2, where the differences in time
between the first and second flash go up to 50 ps.
Table A.11.2 Velocities of the luminous events leaving the cavitated charge in vacuum

according

to

Density
3

TNT

g/er
755

Ahrens (1965).

437

First fast
flash
mis
17.040-15.400

Slow second
flash
m/s
1. 1M -8.18o

200/3

17T80 - 14.980

12.480 - 5.060

Di

Hole
LengthlDiam.
mm/mam

mis

18.380
PETN

1.50

800/0

800/6

77,0

13.900 - 6.300

8.610

15.700

8.470

13.420 - 4.9(X)

18.580
1

I

23.340

T'hese luminous ejecta may correspond to Cooks heat pulse, responsible for initiation. For
further, more extensive summary, with some attempts at explanations, see Johansson and Persson
(1970).
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ANNEX III

It has been known and accepted for a long time (Bowden and Yoffe, 1958) that a weak stimulus
initiation to detonation follows a path, sketched in Figure A.I1. 1. Whereas some of the mechanisms
leading to a linear burning are resolved, still the phenomena of turbulen burning are less well
understood, If the rate of chemical decomposition increases further, suddenly a regime is entered,
where a pressure coupled chemical decomposition takes place, and it is not unusual, that even a steady
state is possible under ideal circumstances. Such events arm observable in liquids as well as in solids,
and are characterized by a detonation pressure of the order 5 to 20 kbar, and velocities of l',
detonation ordering to 1000 up to 2500 m/s (Brown and Collins, 1967; Belyaev and others, 1975;
and Leiber, 1982). Depending on the confinement and other factors, suddenly a transition from IAV
to High Velocity Detonation (HIVD) can take place, where the pressures reach hundreds of kbar. and
the velocities order to > 6000 n/s.

Figure A.11I.1. Transition from Weak Stimuli Up to Detonation. The most
weak stimulus which leads to an escalation, governs sensitivity. Ticrefore
any event on the r.ght-hand side of linear burning may lead to hazards.
'w. Velocity Detonation (LVD) can undri circumstances be more dangerous than lie HVI). 1h1
reason is, th,.t large low velocity debris can reach a larger width, up to 2(8)0 ni, than small high
vclocity debri;,, with a fragment distance of about "i)im.
Usually tests are done with relevance to ignition and ttVD :vents only. Coming from Figure
A.I. I this is at least for HVD-tesis not conclusive, since any escalating process cannot be judged
from the final state of the HVD. If escalation is to be envisaged, the weakest stimulus is decisive F,r
any safety consideration, and it is necessary to know mechanisms which lead to initiation of
detonation. Furthermore classical models often imply, that sensitivity is a matter of the chemical
composition, whereas LVD- or more general explosion-risks arc contolled by the mechanical
properties of the whole system. Therefore often even generic tests may fail to predict hazta'ds.
To geti ideas on hazards we have two options;
1. Safety test'., where the most severe problem is to find adequate tests focussing the real
problems under coosideration, which often are not specified. Even if this is realized, the rest
The reason is, that we should exclude undesired events with
confidence of the go/no go type is p(xir
1
a high reliability. The consumer risk must be much lower than the pisxiucer risk. To realize this is
practically impossible by go/no go tests. Leiber, 1986, gives more details.
CRITICISM OF 'SAFETY TEST' IETHrODS
For avoiding such disasters like that of the USS Forrestal, we .rr interestod in the question,
whether such tests are comprehensive. In other woids, we face the question whether there are weak
or strong correlations between safety tests anid accidents.
Actually we have no chance to answe dis question for the variety of rocket motor materials, since
these are too sensitive to always allow the reasons of accidents to be evaluated. Requirements for a
test substance to investigate this are:
•
"
*
"

homogeneous material,
material long in use, and much experierice with it,
material involved in the past in several accidents,
material at the low end of the explosives sensitivity scale.

Examples of such candidate materials are calcium hypochlorite. alkaline chlorates arid
perchlorates, and animonium nitrate. Whereas the above chlorates, percilorates, and nitrttes in
aciidents tend to explode, calcium hyrochlorite tends to burn.
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We have chosen alkaline chlorates due to the common but erroneous understanding that neat
alkaline chlorates without combustibles would always fail to detonate. Furthermore, a great number
of international test results exist, done over a long period of time, exceeding in number and type by far
those on propellants, and we have 15 case h;stories.
Chlorate explosions mostly had been caused by external fire in storage, where catastrophic
consecutive explosions occurred with cratering. Even mechanical stimulation is possible, so a drum
falling from the table to the floor leads to cratering.
Tests, even on a whole drum failed to demonstrate explosiveness of sodium chlorate. Even
boosting a 1(0) kg drum with a 10.6 kg charge of blasting gelative failed to detonate it as did hurning,
tests with and without combustibles.
Positive tests had been a bon-fire test in the ton-scale with several consecutive explosions; in
addition, a Low Velocity Detonation test (with boosters down to 10 gm TNT) of analytical grade
sodium and potassium chlorate in heavy confinement produced rates between 10X) and 2000 nr/s and
very deep dents in lead plates.
Since all other tests failed except the above, the two positive tests are not to be linked with the
apparent accident stimulations. We conclude that there is generally only a weak coreation between
test results and real li'e accident causes. Possibly we are ignoring in tJhe tests questions such as the
critical diameter and very weak stimulations as the cause of accidents.
We do not know any reason why this situation should be more favorable in the case of more
sensitive materials like rocket motors or even insensitive high explosives. The result is that we will
possibly be able to develop insensitive explosives according to the current specification, but these do
not address the prevention of accidents like those of the John Forrestal type.
2. To compensate the test reliability a little, we may use former experience, often abscnt in the
case of new ventures, and/or theory or models. Unexpected hazards may indicate the poor state of the'
'tu.However, if we follow up the reasons of this error, we have the opportutity to improve Oslr
knowledge. We only learn from errors not from the "truth."
PROBLEMS WIH THE THEORY
As outlined in Section 5.3 some ideas exist on the mechanism of burning. Paths of possible
escalations are scarcely resolved. Insight in pulsating combusJon is at its best crude. The well
established steady state themiohydrodyraric laminar plane wave theory of HVID does not address
tese problems. Nevertheless it is an excellent engineering tool for estimations of steady state
detonation. Unfortunately this tool is so excellent that many detonation rese:rchers are not aware of
its estimative character. This, however, becomes obvious in safety considerations, The reason of til-,
is that thermodynamics is used, which quite naturally does not conlain mechanisms which may be at
work in the detonation zone. A characteristic shortcoming of this steady state model is that neither the
transition from burting to detonation (D)DT) nor the existence of an LVD is to be seen as a
consequence of this classical theory, Thereforle in the US such phenomena often are called pressure
wave accompanied combustion or the like. Contrary to USA, itt Russia on this matter considerah;e
progress has been obtained (lelyacv and others, 1975). As a matter of fact appears the strong
influence of the confittement, which controls tie stability of LVD. Contrary to ihe usual US
assuptions not the impedance, but the strength of the cmnhnetent is important for stability and also
for obtaining IVD for dense solid energetic materials and final transition to HVD. Curiously enough.
tite detonation velocity appears to be a strong function of the wall thickness. typically the initiating
pressure is low. and no safe low end up to now is known. German experiments have shown that an
hereas RUssia.,
explosive blow of the order of 8 bar may initiate warmn nurontethane (Wild, 1982t, %k
seem to have found that art explosive of 4 bar may initiate solid TNT (llotisov, 1986). Usually the
initiating pressures of ItVD are assnted to be ll( times larger.
In BIC'- we didn't believe at first such risks on solid strand prmpellants; however, these had easily
been detonated in a strong confinement (inside/outside diatmeter < 0.3). and the detonation velocity
tteastired as 15(X) to 2000 tn/s.

'iE
ASSUMPTIONS OFT

CLASSICAL DETONATION MODEL

The microscopic ZND-profile of detonation shows the reaction zone as a black box, where energy
release occurs. Fromrn the therm dynamic aspect, the events in this "black box" are squeezed into an
appropriate Equation of State (EOS), where the underlying mechanisms are still a matter of
discussion.
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Possible Mechanisms in the Black Box of Reaction Zone
1. The classical assumed mechanism in this black box is a volume homogeneous shock heating
process until onset of thermal chemical decomposition takes place. which drives the detonation wave.
This concept has been suggested by Le Chatelier for gases at the beginning of this century, and is the
basic approach of the present state of engineering calculations by detonation codes, even for
condensed explosives.
Besides a far too optimistic view of initiation risks, experimental and theoretical reasons have
been found that a volume homogeneous piston like decomposition mechanism never realizes a plane
wave detonation.
2. Molecular dynamics, suggested by Karo, Hardy, and F. E. Walker (1978), and later Dremin
(1981), finds the detonation mechanism in the molecular state, where shock rise occurs within one to
three atomic distances, and bond scission and onset of reaction occurs. This concept provokes several
questions:
Why usually is the detonation front not smooth, neither for liquid nor for solid crystalline
explosives?
Why is the rise length of a shock in crystalline materials of the order of tens of microns, as has
been shown by three independent experimental methods (Mogilewskij, 1973; Leiber, 1975; and
Winkler, 1976)? Below it will be outlined why molecular dynamics is not opposing this said
dimension of the shock riseLet us find another rationale for providing estimates of risks.
SKETCH OF IIIE IDEA
In a microscopic scale burning or chemical reaction occurs atdiscrete local points. Due to the
reaction at these points a volume V increase with time occurs. According to the basic theories of
pressure wave generation of Lord Rayleigh (1886) and Lighthill (1962) such a volume variation '
energy of
with time in a medium of density p is one of several pressure generating mechanisms. IT,,:
reaction escapes from these reaction sites basically in two different ways: (1)by a dynamic without
pressure wave, or (2) by a pressure wave emission leading to a dynamic compression (explosion).
In solid propellant rocket motors the first case is desirable, whereas the second one may lead to
hazards. it is of importance therefore to find basic keys to guarantee in principle that the first path
predominantly is used, and which factors may favor the second path.
MECHANISTICS UNDERSTANDING OF DDT
The classical approach is that in the plane wave piston model of detonation, the velocity piston, as
a mass flow rate, drives the detonation wave where this piston is impermeable; whereas, in the case of
combustion, this piston is completely permeable and no detonation is therefo;m possible. The key
modc of a plane wave DDT-process is that an initially permeable piston by different mechanisms and
processes chokes more and more so that backventing does not occur. Basic ideas on such choking
mechanisms follow.
Probably Kistiakowsky (1948) first suggested that "the formation of the detonation wav: by a
shock wave running ahead of the flame front.." may be respoo1sible for initiation. With this idea a
link is therefore possible between DDT and shtk to detonation transition (SDT), whcre the "'bunting
pressure" corresponds to the shock,
Such a "burning (gas) pressure" may be produced by an exceptional inclease of reactiot rate
(Ubbelolde, 1948), which for porous systems by a conrective burning may be realized. Pore
collapse by compression, fusion of the particles, or hydrodynamic resistance or gas permeation and
other mechanisms cited in the last paragraph inay lead to atimpermeable piston (see also Belyaev.
Bbolev, et al. 1975).
We now assume that burning occurs at discrete pockets, and the reaction products expand the
niatrix like balloons. In this way they inject mass into the surrounding medium, and poduce pressure
ial
of
V-,of d likic
gencraing eleilents. 'This chemically liberated ecet gy,E, it! a unit vulu ic,
density, p,may escape from the reaction sites solely by the kinetic energy flow.
(
pV. u
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or as potential energy of compression:

E.po.

fp

2p2

(2)

2pc

where u is the velocity of'plow, pthe pressure, and c die sound velocity. Using for simiplicity
acoustic harmionic quantities we compare the following plane waves
4)j~t[i_

(31

Ae

-

with harmonic (time-free) spherical waves, adequtate for reaction centers,
'k,
eA
A

oa

(4)

--

where x is the linear, and r the radial di stance. k -2rtRfX relltes thle dynamic quanlti ty of a wave
longth to geonetiicad distances,
In Table 11. 1. the main differences between plante and spherically Wtave 50olutiotIN tire presented.
Contrary to plane wvaves, which only show a far fieldl (FF), the spherical waves show in additioit a
itear field (NF) Out OifPhase with prue, which dominates near the sources of radius r = R.
Therefote the ratio of potenttial and kitnetic energy is nt Constant tteinithe caNe of a plane wave
aipproach. This ratio depends on tlte dynamics, the reaction cltister size, and onii[the distance. We uit
for thi~s
ratio the clt~iittv (Re il/[pc, whicht is the ratio of the realI pirt tifthe spherical attd the platne
wave imopedanice. see Table Al.
11LI
Tahle. A.M 1. Cottpari son of Plane and Spherical Waves.
Quantity
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panicle velocity
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-potential energy
total kittetic energy
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(V[ k------ 2~I -k 2r
I
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Z = li/u
I

Plov er of radiation

k r~
2

Iter unit

-R

I+-k2
02

PC1-

This means that far from the sources (r so)tlte platte wave approach isa good approximtion,
however, near tite sources. If dynamics is low (wavelength k -) ) the power of radiation tettds
to zero; if high. the plane wave expectation is finally obtained, where half of the energy is in the lhow.
!nd the other part in compression- So DDT iF resolved as a matter Of ener-gy pmrtition. This is
basically absent itseach DDT-plane wave theory.
itot,

2
Sittce R u is proportional to V .it is obvious thtat the dynamnics of cotmbustion is important, but
of reaction cluster agglontiratiotis is at
rot the exact shape of the reaction center. The value of Re ZjYtfuinctiotn Of die locationi of the sources and their stength, and no getteral asymptotic estimate near the
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sources is possible. DDT may be triggered by external pressure waves, where the stimulating shock
in its amplitude may be far below a SDT-initiation amplitude.
The above considerations indicate very little likelihood of a DDT arising in a cast and not damaged
rocket propellant motor. In other words, mechanical stability of the matrix is a safety relevant
parameter, see the comprehensive summary of Bernecker (1984).
We now have to evaluate mechanisms for producing a volume variation with time V. Beside local
combustion, also the occurrence of a crack in a solid, which opens (or closes) leads to a mass
injection p ' into the surrounding volume. Therefore, risks arise from fracture too. By using such
an idea, we have to find out, in which way by acompression wave a crack may be opened.
In the following we discuss mechanisms in which pressure pulses directly or indirectly create
cracks in homogeneous dense solids (double base propellant ), and in inhomogeneous materials like
composite propellants.
PRESSURE WAVES IN AN AELOTROPIC MEDIUM
Pressure waves of amplitude p in a homogeneous medium I are reflected at the side boundaries.
Within an assumed plane wave-model in the case of normal incidence tie relative intpediances of the
ttedias I (pc)l, and II (pc) I decide the amplitude Pt, which is transmitted over the boundary or
reflected Pr, and whether the reflected part is a pressure- or tension-pulse. c is the sound velocity or
more precisely the shock velocity us. In perfect homogeneous solids - also in the microscale therefore there is little risk to obtain tension pulses, if the impedance of the confinement is larger than
thai of the medium, whereas in the opposite case scabbing (spallation) may occur.
P5
P

2 (pc) 11
(pc) - (pc)(5

(Pc)] + (Pc)t

(6)

For die particle velocity Lipthe following relations hold:
up,.
UP

2 (pc)
(pc) + (PC)tt

(7)

up

tpc)]+ (PC)tt

)

with the consequence that in free air with (pCllt

0 the free surface velocity U= 2Up isobtained.

In thc case of oblique incidence of"press,;-e waves touch nmore complications result, and even
shear waves are obtained. For details see the monographs (Kolsky, 1963; Rinehart, 1975; and
Wasley, 1973). Therefore edges, corners, and slots in the material are serious problems to be
considered. As a rile of thumb one cat state that, if according to statical views unlikely fracture
occurs (not the thinnest, but the tltickest part breaks, as example), dynamic stress waves are at work.
In the case of an aelotropic medium the sound velocity in single crystals is different in different
directiotts, This is seen best by presenting the Youngs-modulus body for PETN (calculated from the
single crystal elastic constants measured by Morris, 1976), as an example, where the Youngsmodulus E is shown as function of crystal-direction, see Figure A.111.2. Up to now only for PETN
we know the complete set of single crystal elastic constants. Since U. = v1~p, also the impedances
depend on the direction of the crystal. The consequence is that in a polycrystalline material an
assumed initially plane and smooth pressure front of infinite steepness broadens and roughens more
and more, and pressure-, tensile-, and even shear pulses get possible. Further it gets possible, that
the directions of energy propagation and wave propagation get different. By a pressure pulse p a
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tensile pulse is obtained- This is also the case in double base propellants of zero porosity, since this
exhibits in the rnicroscale areas of different impedances.

"• " i

'.7,

Figure A.111.2. To demonstrate the meaning of aelotropy, two single Lrystal Youngsmodulus bodies of PETN are shown, where E is a function of the crystallographic
direction. In the lower half the c-axis shows to the top, and the c-axis of the glassy nitlel
shows to the viewer.
The polycrystalline material exhibits therefore different internal impedance areas, leading i
reflections, and tensile pulses, and broadening of any initial steep pressure rise.
The mechanical properties reflect structural properties of chemistry: The NQ2-groups ate
situated in the corners of the lower part of the body.
PRESSURE WAVES IN AN INHOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM
Unfortunately the condition of identical compressibility of the media I and 11is not sufficient for
uniform behavior, since in addition the densities must be te same. Let us assume that there is a
pai-ticle with density p' in a medium of density p., and a pressure wave of finite shock rise stirnulates
this particle, then this may remain fixed by viscous forces on the spot. lowever, if the pressure pul,'
overcomics these forces, then this particle acquires a velocitv u'p with respect to that of the matrix u,
which in addition depends on the relative size of the particle and the shock rise length. For a rigid
point particle, not fixed by viscous forces, the expression (Konig. 1891 and Lamb, 1932)
up_
Up,..

3
2 (p'/p.) - 1

(9)

holds. Leiber (19M) derived the free particle mobility as a function of particle size for different
density ratios according to Lamb (1932), see Figure A.111-3. Full solutions for a rigid particle,
however, ae given by Temkin and Leung (1981), and their treatment is applied by Leiber (1979) to
further cases.
Experiments to demonstrate this behavior cannot be performed on explosive materials, since these
roterials decompose. For noel experiments cast and spheroidal cast iron with the density ratio r'/r"0.25 have been used. The amount of carbon has been kept constant, but the paricie size and thetr
distribution have been different. Figure A.111.4 shows shocked cast iron, where a graphite particle
has driven a crack. Tiny particles destroy the matrix like moving wedges. That the above particle
really has moved is demonstrated by the striation pattern on the surface of the iron, Figure A.111.5.
This effect is absent if the sample is broken statically.
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Figure Al1l.3 Free particle velocities in a dynanic field as a function of particle size and
density ratio. As to be seen, a dynamic homogeneous behavior is obtained for particle sizes
corresponding to the condition Re (u'up * = 1. This may be used to esdrate the shock rise
length.
In the case of spheroidal cast iron, the spherites remain on the spot, move into or even contrary to
the shock direction (Figure A.lll,6), and dissipate the shock energy very rapidly (Figure A.ItI7).
The vibration of the spheres dissipates the energy. The vibration of the spherites areabsent in the caNe
of static fracture.

Figure A.AA.4. Shocked cast iron. where the graphite particle (in the circle) drives the
crack. That this particle really has moved is shown by Figure A.I.5, which is a
micrograph of the new surface of the iron of the upper left (in the circle) near the graphite
particle.

-. 5"

Figure A.i.5. The surface of the iron surface (F, dark in Figure £k111.4) shows
vibration structures produced by th,mobility of the graphite paticle C. In statically
buken cast iron this structure is completely absen. The arrow indiars the shock
dircetion.
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Figure A.11l.6. Shocked spheroidal cast iron of same composition as the cast iron of
Figure A.l1l.4. Upper left a larger spherite breaks up into a larger piece, moving contrary
to shock direction (arrow), and the small one moves with the shock direction. The
spherite in the center remains on the spot. but is deformed due to its pressure reflection
properties corresponding to kR 1.75.

Fig irc A.l1117. View into a broken graphite spherite, where the vibration patterns have
ab ,orbcd the pressure energy. Statically loaded spirrites do, not exhibit this structure.
[hat even a void may act like a particle is shown in Figure A.11I.8 where a void in molybnuMCI
hats dr'iven this trail. Tis means, that even dynamic activated voida act like wedgs which drive the
crack-s.

figure A.111.9- Dynamnic nrail ofa void in mlybdenum. The void did not close in spite ot
the high dynamic pressure of 375 kbar, whereas such a void completely disappears by hot
forging.
Another dangerous situation occurs if dense particles acquire a relative veloci ty (u'. uip-)
contrary to th.tishiock direction: if this relative veloity is slow, die mail cuSeshlke in a iamioar flowA.
[( this velocity gets larger, a wake formation occurs an this wake will be driven like a void (Figure
All11-) into shock direction. So one gets a hydrodynantic pair formation of wedges. This is
demonstotted in Figure .11.9, where a tungsten particle impacted the upstreamn side, and the
re-sulting cavity the downstrea side. Thie matrix was alwrninuos. That the downstream side hole has
been really producedJ by a void has been estahlished by the similarity of ca%ity impacts on metals
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Figure A.II1.9. I jim tungsten particles of density p'- 19.3 g/cns 3 in the boundary
b,tween the aluminum pieces of density p- m2.7g/cm 3 impacted the upstream part only.
.The downstream impacts produce cavitation damage.
Thee results indicate that the dynamic behavior of any solid material depends on the voids. In
order to realize this, we gathered all available measurements on the -lugoniot Elastic Limits (HEL) of
different ceramics, see Figure A.III.10. Under the assumption that the variance of these values is
specific for a specified failure process, with a statistical
significance of up to 99% the high density
failure mechanism is different from that of larger porosities than 0.8%. A further result was that the
HEL-determining mechanisms for single crystals are different from those of the polycystalline
materials.

Figure A.II1.10. Cumulative frequnicies of theHlugoniot Elastic Limit for diffcrent types
of britde ceramics. With 99% significance the HEL-determining mechanism is different
for the high density samples Lucalox and Carborundum hot pressed.
I is of interest to know whether such differences may be found hy mechanical static experim ts.
As to be seen in Figure A.M I.11 tEe failure mechanism of the bend strength of the polycrystalline
material is independent from this porosity. For tore details see Leiher (1974).

Figure A.M. I1.Contrary to the above, thestatic bend strength mechanism is with a
statistical significance of 99% the same for high density and porous materials.
The porosities are listed in the following. The dynamic strength behavior is different for the two
columns, and the same within one column.
Material
Coors AD 85
Diamonite P-1342-1
Wesgo A1-" 5
Boron carbide
Beryllium oxide

Porosityin-%

Material

6.6
5.5
4.0
2
5.6

17-

Porosit in

Carborundum
hot pressed

0.8

Lucalox

0.2

We know from the case of TNT, that indeed the p(Nosity strongly influences the initiation
behavior. High density TNT (p > 1.65 - 1,66 g/cm 3) is not suitable for blasting purposes, but a
density of - 1.62 g/cm 3 corresponding to a porosity of about 2% is favorable. In the case of
propellants, threforr, a larger porosity than 0.8% may lead to a significant hicrease of hazard. It is
possible to induce such a porosity by rough handling, seebelow.
We learn
from these facts, that the dynamic behavior of composite materials is very complex, and
the behavior is not a unique function of the chemical composition. Even the dynamic behavior of
relatively homogeneous materials, like double base popellants is not to be guaranteed under such
circumstances. Therefore some aspects of material damage caused by me.cchanical or thermal (very)
low level stimuli are discussed in the following.
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCES ON MECHANICAL
STAB ILITY AND SENSITIVITY TO HAZARDS
If a subcritical mechanical or thermal stimulus acts on a rocket motor without destroying or
cracking it, one is tempted to assume that it may still be in its physical status originally specified. In
general there are reasons that this may be not true, particularly in the case of composite propellant
transport. By nondestructive mechanical or thermal loads, maybe in storage or in operation, it is
possible, that the rocket motor gets some porosity, originally absent. This induced porosity may alter
the mechanical properties. mainly in the dynamic case, and the sensitivity hazards.
BEHAVIOR OF A DENSE HOMOGENEOUS ELASTIC
AND THERMALLY ISOTROPIC MATERIAL
A dense homogeneous elastic and thernally isotropic material shows inarbitrary directions in the
macroscepic and microscopic scale the same properties. By a mechanical uniaxial strss thesample
elongates and contracts in the orthogonal directions, and neither torsion nor angle variations will be
observed. If hydrostatic pressure is applied, each direction is compressed by the same amount. An
analogous behavior is Lobe observed in the case of the variation of the temperature.
Inside the volume compression waves remain compression waves, and the same holds for shear
waves, and no interconversion takes place (except at the bounda'ies in the case of oblique incidecCC).
BEHAVIOR OF A SINGLE CRYSTAL
The above described behavior is not observed in the case of a single crystal. The stress/strain
relations differ in different crystal directions, as does the thermal espansion. The macroscopic
Poisson ratio depends on e direction too and, in addition from the side considered, planes may get
distorted arid angle variations also take place.
Crystals of a lower class than cubic (like aluminum) in general exhibit different cornpressibilitii,-:
indifferent directions, and curiosities may be observed. There exist material., tulluriurn as an
example, which elongate in one direction by application of a hydrostatic pressure (or low
temperature), whereas the overall volumne shrinks. This mechanical behavior isnot always
accompanied by c'zrrespondiig thermal behavior it is also possible that the thermal expansion or
compressibility is oily anomalous. In a polycrystlline material, such phenomena indce catastn ph
effects by the volume incompatibilities arisimg.
The sound velocities vary with the crystallographic directions too). and interconversions between
that thedirectinl of wave
the nxcs are usual. This may be the reason for a spectacular effect
propagation and direction of energy propagation are difftrent. Only is speciiesd crystal directions.
transmission of pure mcxles gets possible,
Synmmtry elements in thecrystals reduce the anisotropic behavior as the regularity increases. 'Ilc
thermal expansion anisotropy is less sensitive to the crystal classes thari the mechanical elastic
constanti. both depend on temperature of cotrse.
POI.YCRYSIALLINE MATERIALS
If we have a statistical agglomeration of many single crystallites of the same type within a volume.
and the crystallites are fixed by cohesive forces. we may finally observe a macroscopic isotropic
,ehavior, if no preference is given to certain crystal dire tionq by the fabrication process or other',vise.
Space averages of the stiffrtesses (elastic constants c&), as carried out by Voigl. assume uniform
strains - and nonuniform stresses - throughout the statistical sample, Contrasting to this. Reuss
(1929) assumes uniform stresses - and nonuniform strains - in the volume, which weans, that he
As often, te truth is between the extrucs.
performs a space averaging of the elastic compliances Sik.
Neerfeld and I lill indicated that the static macroscopic constants are best described by the arithmetic
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mean of Voigt- and Reuss-averaging. It is interesting to note that in the bulk modulus and the
Youngs-modulus some different single crystal elastic constants are present. We can estimate the
isotropic polycrystalline constants and sound velocities with good accuracy from the single crystal
data. (All references in Hearmon, 1961).
If we have, as ina composite propellant, a mixture of ammonium perehlorate, aluminum, and a
binder, in principle we would be able to give estimates of the elastic constants. But quite another
problem is much more importanL We have macroscopic averages values of the thermal expansion,
Youngs modulus, compressibility of the matrix, composed from the constituents. If a single grain
shows larger or lower values than the average, stresses or strains arise which must be balanced by the
materials cohesive strength. Asymptomatically these forces are related to the anisotropy, characterized
by the ratio maximum/minimum value, and the strength decreases as this anisotropy increases. In
practice this means that an originally non-voided rocket motor charge may acquire voids simply by
mechanical "suberitical" loads or thermal cycles.
As an example an aluminum/perchlorate composite propellant is considered with an assumed
binder polystyrene. In Figure A.I. 12 the Youngs-moduli E of the single crystals of the components
are shown in the same scale. In addition the crystals have different (anisotropic) thermal expansion
coefficients a.The thermal stresses AOof temperature shocks AT must be balanced by the cohesive
strength of the material. Whenever this is surpassed, debonding or dewetting of the grains in the
matrix occurs, which results in local weakening of the material strength, and induces an additional
porosity, which increases as the number of the cycles increases. A rough estimate of the order of
internal stresses is obtained by:
AO = I(E a)mra. - (E a)tin.j AT

(12)

With the maximum values for aluminum E = 756 kba-, a = 2.3 10-5 K-1 and the minimum for
polystyrene E = 34.6 kbar, a = 7 10-5 K-I we get as an order of the internal stress 15 bar/K or 1.5
N/mm2K. Therefore high strength, high plastic toughness materials are preferable as binders, and not
brittle ones. Since in double base propellants such Youngs modulus variations are absent, these are
less sensitive to low level mechanical or thermal influences.
Similar estimates may be done for uniaxial mechanical loads or hydrostatic compression. Due to
the anisotropy of compression for noncubic materials, see Figure A.I. 13, a debonding gets possible
by hydrostatic compression of the material.
For the following reasons these points are very serious. The physical properties of the
components of the energetic material (aluminum, ammonium perchlorate, and binder) are not to be
altered, Only the binders strength and, most important, toughness, may lead to some mitigations.
As a point of a possible improvement the replacement of the metallic aluminum may be seen, or
very plastic binders.
Future needs are to give more attention to investigations and measurements of the anisotropic
physical properties of the energetic material and its constituents.
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Figure A.IlI1. 12. Single Crystal Youngs Modluli of Some Propellant Components in the Same Scale
Orthogonal Crystal Planes.
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Figure A.lll.13. Single Crystal Compressibility Ratios of Some Propellant Components. Fot cubic
materials, like aluminum, this compressibility always is a sphere with radius 1.Plotted isthe ratio of
the uniaxial compressibility in the indicated crystal planes over 1/-3of the volun compressibility.
BASIC FRACTURE DYNAMICS
If tension pulses are present, we get the basis of fracture dytiamics, which had been pioneered
from first principles by Steverding and Lehnigk (Steverding and Lehnigk, 1970; Steverding and
Lehnigk, 1971; Steverding and Lehnigk, 1970; Steverding, 1971; Steverding, 1971; and Steverding
and Lchnigk, 1971). Their result was, that a volume, or surface crack of the length c is opened by a
tensile pulse (due to boundaries or the nature of the aclotropic polycrystalline material)

(13)

-

pa

(1920)
Here, and in the following, factors are onitted. Latter condition is similar to that of Griffiths
static condition of maximl stength, However, i, the case of dynamics itaidditon a Lliti-al pulse.
duration t is required for opening a crack of length c, which means, that the tensile pulse must pass the
crac, over the length c in order to open it.
C

(14)

u

l1

E is Young's modulus, yis the surface energy, different for surface and volume cracks. For an order
of magnitude estimate in brittle materials Cottrell.
reference in Steverding and Lehnigk (1970) has
given the expression
Eb(I)

where b is the interatomic distance. For a plastic fracture, however y increases by orders of
magnitude.
In order to examine whether fracture dynamics, besides theoretical reasons, may be at work in the
black box of reaction zone, we make use not only on theoretical calculations, but also of excellent
experimental results of many researchers on detonation, who have found laws and rules of initiation to
detonation. Whenever such events should be caused by fracture, these rules and laws should be
based on fracture dynamics.
APPLICATION TO INITIATION
Lejjndence of Se

From the Grain Size

If we assume fora dense material without voids intercrystalline fracture at the grain boundaries,
then c approximates to the grain size, and from Eq. (13), we obtain a Pctch-type relation
p a ME/c

(16)

and deviations nay be caused by itercrystalline fracture of the grains.
LVD- Pressure
If it
is assumed that the ultimate dynamic strength is obtained for the crack length of the
interatomic distances c = b, then with Eqs. (13) and (15) the order
p - E/(4.5 .. 10)

(17)

corresponds to the LVD-pressure. This LVD-pressure corresponds tothemaximum mechanical
strength of the material, above which material is broken up into atomic debris.
For a material of density 15 g./cm 3 and sound velocity us= 2.500 m/s this pressure approximates
10 - 20 kbar. For HVD another additional effect comes into play, which isnoi considered here.
Wail~er-jWasleys Initiation LAwy
Combining Eqs. (13) and (14) one gets
2

Pt

which is the well known Walker-Wasley result (1969), which does not hold for liquids
(de Longueville et al. 1976).
Pop Plot
(DynarniCWc.ib-i
eay
it is conceivable to assume that the pulse duration is proportional t the length I.of a specified
sample. Then as a scale
of full
fracture (initiation)
one gets from Eqs.(13) and t14).
log p tX-0.5 log L

(19)

example
and the dynamic Weibull term 0.5 is close tovalues of experimental pop plots, see for
te'(.if maenal sutreng, influence this exponei.
Dobra= and Crawford (195). In ;:dition, static
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Held's Velocity-Diameter Scaling Law
If a bar of diameter 0 or cross-sectional area V'7 and velocity v hits the explosive material, tension
p a v p us
results. Equating with Eq. (13) leads to

vaw
c i. given from Eq. (14), where t is determined by the entrance of the "rarefaction" wave (Kharitons
critical diameter principle)

0

ff

and one gets

va

ot
pV

a

, Vi

(20)

This is known as Held's (1984) initiation scaling law which is extensively confirmed by experiments.
These conclusions seem to be appropriate, but the question arises: What about the detonation
chemistry, or in other words, is there a link be:wren fractr and chemical decompos'Lior.?
FRACTURE AND CHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION
Why chetnical decomposition and pressure waves are coupled in detonation processes is an old
question in detonatide physics since Becker's work. An approximate classical answer is that by the
shock heating process, thermal chemnial decomposition takes place (piston modcl), which in turn
supports the pressure wave. According to this decoupling between shock and chemical
decomposition should not occur, nevertheless, this is observable in experiments. Therefore another
answer should be given.
Energy leading to fracture splits into several parts, such as into
a. elastic energy,
b. plastic deformation at the crack tip,
c. medium separation at the crack tip,
d. surface energy,
e. possibly release of chemical energy,
f. kinetic energy of the cracks, which produce a mass flow without compression into the
surrounding medium by their volume increase.
g. Energy of compression leading to pressure waves. Due to the mass injection by the volume
variation of the cracks, classical pressure generating mechanisms of Lord Rayleigh (1887) are
activated, which lead to compression/tension waves.
All these processes are phase locked. Whereas the amounts of (a), (c), and (d) remain small, the
others vary greatly with dynamics.
It is less known for inert solids that temperature increase and chemical decomposition are
phenomena associated with fracture. So for PMMA 1611 (1972) deternined the heat evolution by
fractio as a function of the crack propagation velocity between 200 and 750 at/s and the molecular
weight of PMMA between 100,000 and 8,000,000. This heat evolution measured with
thermocouples increased with the crack propagation velocity and had been largest for the largest
molecular weight. Fuller, Fox, and Field (1975) monitored by a liquid weight PMMA (250,000) an
increase in temperature of 500 K over the velocity range (200-650 tm's) studied. Former
investigations of Regel, Muinov, and Pozdynakov (1966) demonstrated by mass spectroscopy that by
fracturing PMMA, decomposition products appear like those from slow thermal decomposition.
This result on PMMA is important since it demonstrates that decomposition by fracture is a quite
general event, and not restricted to energetic materials.
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Fox and Soria-Ruiz (1970) found a fracture induced decomposition of n-lead azide, where about
10 atomic layers at the side walls of the crack decomposed to products similar to those of thermal
decomposition. Chaudri (1972), however, failed to initiate A-lead azide with crack velocities below
600-800 tMIs.
Ng, Field and Hauser (1986) summarize experiments done on PETN and address the questions on
various mechanisms of decomposition. Since atthe crack tip, a bond scission appears more likely
than a thermal decomposition, these authors investigated the products of PETN of low and high
energy fracture and laser-induced chemical decomposition. They found for low energy fracture as ait
initial break down step R-NO 2, similar to thermal decomposition, and for a high energy fracture
R'-CH2ONO2 , corresponding to a C-C scission. For a higher energy laser input R"-ON02 had been
the first fission. Moreover former results of others show that in the case of slow cleavage. little or no
emission occurs; in the case of slow compression, electron emissions take place; and n the case of
impact loading, enhanced electron emission as well as photons and radiation are to be observedAccording to this, electrons and photons are a result of structure, and probably do not directly induce
a fracture. With respect to the electrostatic
sensitivity, which depends on field break through, this
conclusion desires a futarc
reconsideration.
In the case of propellants and powders we, therefore, get a quite wide spread field of phenomena
if these are brought to fracture by various stimuli. The damage varies from no effect to dewetting,
bubble formation, microscopic and macroscopic cracks, burning, and explosion up to detonation.
The critical impact velocity for explosion may be as low as 150 m/s, depending on type, shape, and
size of the samples. A very comprehensive study and sunsmaary on this is given by Lee, James et al
(1984).
The behavior of propellant cracking in the more benign ballistic range is studied principally by
Kuo and coworkers.
We learn that onset of pressure wave propagation is controlled by the primary mechanical events,
which induce a chemical decomposition and not the reverse. Therefore a decoupling between wave
propagaeion and chemistry gets possible depending on the entering mechanical stimulus. A further
conclusion is that tests which ignore the dynamics of the events to be simulated may give toisleadi ng
results.
Since the rate of chemical decomposition is related with the crack velocity, and this crack velocity
is not restricted to subsonic velocities. It is possible to relate the initiation of solid explosives to
dynamic fracture. According to the required tension pulse, sensitivity should increase asthe elastic
anisotropy of the single crystallites in the polycrystalline material or the heterogeneity of the material
increases. In terms of solid propellant rocket motors this means composites are more sensitive than
double base motors.
It must be noted, however, that fracture dynamics is oly an asymptotic rationale in the case of
highly energetic dynamics, since in the falling weight test, for example, the plastic flow of PETN i.
decisive (Field et al, 1982), however, in each case initiation occurs directly or indirectly via a volutne
flow generation. Up to now no exception to this is known.
As known, there exists also a shear band model of initiation pioneered from Frey (1981), and we
have the question, whether this will apply. In the following it will be outlined, why shear nay be
excluded and included into this frame.
Coming from the well established classical basic pressure generating mechanisms, a mass, alto/or
impulse, and/or curl-injection into the unit volume are essential. The effectiveness depends on the
Mach-nuniber of the flow in the detonation zone. For a low Mach-number, a mass injection is the
most effective term. A mass injection can only he realized by volumne variations V with time into the
unit volume. This means that the pressure generating mechanisms require definitely a two-phase
system. In the terms of fracture we need therefore volume variations by opening or closing of cracks,
and in the case of liquids analogous opening or closing of reaction centers (bubbles). For
demonstrating the applicability of this view we model qualitatively a very complicated detonation
pattern of (liquid) diluted NM,which had been producesi frot Mallory and Greene (1969) by the
impedance mirur technique. There are within the same detonation smooth ard rough fronts separated
by dark waves. Such a sequence had never been understood in classical engineering terms.
We simply model this behavior from the contributions of the single pressure sources, which had
been assumed to be harmonical. Quite naturally we get a dark wave at those places, wheI the sources
are absent, and the transition from smooth to rough depends on the concentration of the sources only.
see Figure A.111,14.
Apparently this seems tobe contrary to Frey's shear band mrtlel, but this is not the case.
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Figure A.t11.14. Upper part is the detonation profile of diluted nitromethane from Mallory

and Greene, which ismodeled in the lower part. The dark wave is the result of the absence
of pressure sources, a smooth front is obtained by small distances of the sources, which
penetrate each other, and the rough profile is the result of the increased distances of the
pressure sources (reaction centers). Source penetration is only possible in the case of HVD.
By shear a viscous heating may lead to chemical decomposition. In this moment. automaticaly
we get a two-phase system, where the growth of the reaction products provide the mass injection into
the surrounding unit volume. Inthe shear band concept we have therefore a two-step mechanisms to
realize pressure generation in classical terms.
HOW DOES THIS MODEL COMPARE WITH TIlE CLASSICAL
THERMODYNAMIC VIEW OF DETONATION?
Leiber (1984) has shown that such a behavior may he pressed into a quasi-continuous laminar
plane wave approach. For this simplification we have to pay with an appropriate Equation of State.
(EOS), where - contrary to the original sense of the EOS -time dependence and inertial effects are
important. Within this frame therefore, any further attempts to find a correct and "true" EOS are
meaningless, since our appropriate parameter-fitted EOS is nothing else than a correlation function o
the real two-phase behavior in plane wave terms in the black box of detonation zone.
APED CRACK
ESTIMATION OF THE IMPEDANCE OF A PENNY SIl
Equation (14) implies that a pressure pulse must pass the crack length in order to opent it. In ternis
of harmonic waves this conditim may be approximated b . 2 ust, and one gets dimensionless
which approximates to x. We have to evaluate the real part of the
acoustic crack diameter kc = ne/ust,
impedance of stch a penny shaped crack. This may be done by calculating the impedance of a piston
membrane, however, Skudrzyk (1971) has pointed out that there is also a good approximation to usc
Y - .t2Y'A 1.11. Soone
the equivalentsphere surfaeeof radius R - 4f2, and one gets kR - kc/2i2
1,Re Vfpc = (kR)24 1 = (kR)2] - 0.55 for one dynanic
gets, according to relations in Table A.Ill,
crack, which means that the ratio of pressure wave emission over energy of flow approximates to
0.55.
The question arises, what happens if we have more cracks. May the impedance increase or
decrease?
COOPERATIVE EIFECTS
As usually known one crack does not produce an explosion or detonation. Many cracks ina unit
volume may produce such an event. For denonstwating such a possibility, ard the uncertainty to
determine such risks we use a linear array of n = 20 (spherical) pressure sources, where the distance,
between the sources Ad may vary.
Since we are interested on the energy release by pressure wave emission, we have to calculate the
relative impedance. This is done by taking the quotient of pressure and particle velocity in the
direction of wave propagation at the point of observation. At this point all the contributions of the
single sources are summed up using Huygens principle.
Considering the relative impedance in the center of this array as a function of thesource distances.
see Figure A.III. IS, one notices, that under some circumstances pressure wave radiation dominates
(large Re Z/pc, 2zd relatively small Im Z/pc), and elsewhere pressureless flow (large Im Zpc, and
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behavior, This is finally the meason why the test results are not adequate to judge low stimulus
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Figure A.llt. 15. Relative impedances of an array of n 20 sources of size kR I as
function of the dyi-arric; intersourue distance MdA in the center of the array. As may be
seen, there exist benign and hazardous domains.
A direct demonsoration of this gives Trimborn (1985) with the German spigot test, see Chapter 5.
As the spigot penetrated the rocket propellant, very many re'action centers appeared over a period of uip
to some seconds. Finally thes reaction flashes produced an explosion. This result is to be explained
only by the cooperative effects just mentioned.
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ANNEX IV
BASICS OF SOLID ROCKET MOTOR PROPULSION

The following brief notes are intended to presnt the. basic aspect, of solid rocket motor
propulsion theory. For consideration of the more advanced aspects, such as propellant erosive
combustion, structural design considerations and norzle and blast-pipe design, a text book on rocketrx'
should be consulted.
The propulsion of a rocket motor is achieved by applying a force tb accelerate it, or to maintain a
constant velocity against a resisting force. The propulsive force is obtained by ejecting hot
combustion gases at high velocity through a nozzle from a combustion chamber containing burning
propellant.
A useful parameter for performance evaluation isthe specific impulse 1', which is defined asthe
thrust obtained when the propellant mass flow rate m is unity:
(IVAl)

IP= F_= C
m

The total impulse, I, is the integral of thrust, F, over the burning time, t. It can also be defined as
a function of specific impulse.
(IV.2)

lmdt
I =-.'Fdt =r.'r,
For constant thrust or constant specific impulse the relationships can be simplified to

(IV.3)

I = Ft

In applying the pinciple of momentum to a rocket motor in which a pressurized gas is expanded
through a nozzle into a lower ambient pressure, the resultant thrust in the sum of the momentum thii
and the pressure thrust:
F =

c + (We- P,) Ac

Ov.)

The momentum thrust results from the increae in momentum of the exhaust gases during
expansion through the throat and is primarily detemined by the propellant composition. This element
is the principal component of the total thrust, thus it is clear that a high exhaust velocity is always
required if maximum thrust is to be produced with a given mass flow of propellant. The pressure
thrust, (P. - PO)Ac. results from the summation of pressure forces acting at the nozzle exit plane
(subscript e) and is detcmsined by the nozzle desigt. At high altitudes this pressure thrust term
increases as the ambient pressure, Po,decreases, so that the maximum value is reached in a vacuum.
When the exhaust pressure, Pco, is equal to the ambient pressure, P,.the thrust, F,is given by
equation (IVA).
This condition gives maximum thrust fora given propellant and chamber pressure. The nozzle
design which permits the expansion of the propellant products to the pressure that is exactly equal to
the ambient pressure, is referred to as the rocket nozzle with optimum expansion ratio.
In nozzle design many parameters must be considered including chamber and atmospheric
pressure, y, (the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to that at constant volume) and the nozzle
expansion ratio. In practice these are combined into one simple basic equattion called the ideal thrust
etluation:
(IV.5)

F = CfPcAt

where Cf is called the thrust efficient. Pc the chamber pressure, and At tie throat area. Because Cf is a
function of chamber pressure, the thrust is not quite proportional to Pc. However itis directly
proportional to the throat area- The thrust coefficient determines the amplification of thrust due to the
gas expansion in the rocket nozzle as compared to the thrust that would be exerted if the chamber
pressure acted over the throat area only.
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By combining equations (FV.I) and (IV.5) we get
(V.6)

oi:= CfPA

and thus it can be seen that increasing Cf amplifies not only the thrust (Equation (IV.5)) but also gas
velocity (Equation (IV.6)).
The characteristic exhaust velocity C* has frequently been used in rocket literature. It is defined as
C* = C/Ct

(IV_7)

and can be expressed as a function of the gas properties in the combustion chamber. Using equations
and OV.5)
(IV.7), (IV,
C

F

nTV-8)
or
..

(IV.9)

C- is a figure of merit of the propellant combination and combustion chamber design and is essenti:ilv
independent of nozzle characteristics. It can Le considered as a gas generation parameter for a given
Imo1to r configurmtion.
Inn rocket motor thechantber pressure and bunting rate have definite steady-state alues. This
arises because there are two independent relationships between chamber pressure and burning rate
One is characteristic of the propellant only and can sometimes be expressed by a simple power law
'1ovhas Rtsapntiwhere n is known as the pressure exponent (Figure IV.4 Curve A). With other propilants a more complex function is found. exhibiting a plateau in the burning rate versus pressure curvc
B
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Propellant R8 = ft(PC

-
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/
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Figure IV.4.

The mass rate of gas generation is given by
It = R13Sp

(IV.t Io)

S the burning surface area, and p the density.
where RB is the linear burning rate,
Thie iass flow rate of gas from thenozzle is given by
M = PC

(iV~li
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(where Cd is the discharge coefficient). At equilibrium the mass rate of gas production and discharge
are equal and this gives the chamber pressure/burning rate relationship as determined by the nozzle
and charge configurations:
RgSr = PcAtCd

(IV.12)

i.e.
P,; Sr
from which it is evident that chamber pressure is influenced by both geometric properties (S and AO
and propellant characteristics (Ra and p). Because of the critical importance of burning surface and
nozzle throat area, frequent use is made of their ratio defined as the restriction ratio K, given by
K S

(IV, 13)

Thus equation (IV. 12) becomes

This relates the chamber pressure to burning rate as a function of ncezle and charge configuration and
is represented by the straight line, B on Figure 2.1. The intersectioi, of lines A and B gives the
steady-state values for chamber pressure and burning rate.
The symbols used are listed below:
Ac
At
C
C*
Cd
Cf
F
I
I
m
PC
PC
P0
R1
S
t
y
p

Nozzle exit area
Nozzle throat area
Effective exhaust velocity
Characteristic exhaust velocity
Discharge coefficient
Thrust coefficient
Thrust force
Impulse
Specific Impulse
Restriction ratio
Mass flow rate
Chamber pressure
Gas ptrmsur at nozzle exit
Ambient pressure
Burning rate of propellant
Burning suace area of charge
Burning time
Ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat at constant volume
Propellant density
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L2
L2
LT
LT t
L-T
Dimensionless
-2
ML'
"
ML'
2
MILT
Dirensionless
MTI
2

ML-IT
2
ML-IT
Lrt
L2
T
Dimensionless
NIL
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